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RÉSUMÉ 

 

 

La présente recherche se propose de fournir un outil d'aide à la décision sur les stratégies 
internationales de réduction des émissions nettes de CO2 en tenant compte des 
caractéristiques spécifiques du problème des changements climatiques (problème global, 
absence de décideur unique, interactions entre les pays, risques de défection, absence de 
juridiction supranationale). Elle combine la modélisation technico-économique intégrée, 
appropriée pour identifier les décisions optimales en contexte d’indépendance (concurrence 
parfaite) et de coopération entre les parties, et la théorie des jeux, appropriée pour 
représenter les décisions en contexte d’interaction et de non-coopération. Elle réfère 
également aux préoccupations de développement durable, telles que traduites notamment 
dans la volonté de résolution du problème des changements climatiques, ou encore dans le 
choix de plusieurs paramètres du problème (par exemple: taux d’actualisation, place des 
énergies renouvelables). Elle s’inscrit finalement dans une série de travaux de modélisation, 
appliqués à la problématique des changements climatiques et de l’énergie, et réalisés par 
l’équipe “Énergie” du Groupe d’Études et de Recherche en Analyse des Décisions (GERAD).  
 
Dans un premier temps, l’étude porte sur le couplage des courbes de dommages 
climatiques, non-linéaires et non-convexes, à l’analyse coût-efficacité par un modèle de 
programmation linéaire tel que MARKAL. Les analyses empiriques des dommages, réalisées 
à partir de différentes trajectoires d’émissions mondiales, démontrent que: (a) la dépendance 
entre les dommages et la forme de la trajectoire des émissions est négligeable, si bien que 
les émissions régionales cumulatives constituent la seule variable pertinente; (b) les 
dommages régionaux dépendent linéairement des émissions globales cumulatives. Par 
conséquent, le calcul des solutions coopératives et non-coopératives revient à résoudre des 
problèmes d’optimisation locale, en supposant négligeables les effets des politiques 
climatiques sur les échanges internationaux d’énergie: étant donné la linéarité des 
dommages, chaque région choisit sa stratégie non-coopérative en ne tenant compte que des 
dommages qu’elle doit subir et qui sont engendrés par ses propres émissions; dans le cas 
coopératif, chaque région choisit sa stratégie en tenant compte des dommages engendrés 
par ses émissions pour toutes les régions qui coopèrent. 
 
Dans un second temps, une nouvelle version du modèle avancé multi-régional MARKAL-
Monde est développée et calibrée au scénario A1B du GIEC sur l’horizon 2000-2050. Ce 
modèle est ensuite utilisé pour simuler un scénario de référence et des stratégies coopératives 
de réduction des émissions de CO2. Parmi les conclusions dégagées de l’analyse des 
scénarios avec et sans contrainte sur les émissions de CO2, on retiendra que: a) la production 
d’électricité propre dans le scénario de référence est cruciale pour estimer les opportunités de 
réduction; b) le captage et la séquestration du CO2, en concurrence avec les énergies 
renouvelables dans le secteur électrique, contribuent à une forte diminution du coût marginal 
de réduction; c) la consommation primaire de charbon pourrait augmenter à long terme, sous 
l’effet de la pénétration des technologies de production d’électricité avec captage du CO2; d) 
dans le transport, la substitution du pétrole par la biomasse constitue l’option technologique 
préférée, en supposant que le bilan environnemental de la chaîne de production des bio-
combustibles est positif; e) la réduction des demandes, sous l’effet de leur élasticité-prix, est aussi 
observée; elle capture une part importante des interactions entre le système énergétique et 



 xv

l’économie. Finalement, le coût annualisé de la stabilisation des concentrations de CO2 à 550 
ppmv reste inférieur à 1% du PIB en 2050. Les technologies de production et consommation 
d’hydrogène, de captage et séquestration du CO2  ainsi que les autres gaz à effet de serre 
mériteraient d’être approfondis.  
 
Dans un troisième temps, les stratégies de réduction des gaz à effet de serre sont modélisées 
dans des contextes coopératif et non-coopératif, en vue d’étudier les conditions de mise en 
œuvre d’une entente internationale auto-exécutoire sur les changements climatiques. Le 
modèle utilisé est la version intégrée du modèle MARKAL-Monde, calibrée au scénario A1B 
dans lequel les coûts de réduction ainsi que les coûts représentatifs des dommages 
climatiques sont inclus. La démarche combine la modélisation d’équilibres partiels par 
MARKAL et les principes de la théorie des jeux coopératifs, et suppose l’existence de 
transferts interrégionaux pour partager le gain global de la coopération. Les résultats 
permettent d’illustrer l’écart entre les solutions coopératives et non-coopératives, du point de 
vue des effets climatiques ainsi que des coûts engendrés, la volonté de coopérer des 
régions, ainsi que le montant des transferts interrégionaux. La sensibilité des résultats au 
niveau et à la répartition régionale des dommages, aux coûts de réduction ainsi qu’au niveau 
d’émission du scénario de référence, est également mise en évidence. Finalement, la 
stabilité interne de coalitions clairvoyantes sans transfert (c'est-à-dire en situation de non-
coopération) est analysée.  
 
En conclusion, le travail réalisé a permis de développer une méthodologie appropriée pour 
étudier les conditions de mise en œuvre d’une entente internationale sur les changements 
climatiques qui satisfasse les exigences d’efficacité du point de vue technico-économique, et 
d’acceptabilité du point de vue de l’intérêt de chacune des parties impliquées. Les 
contributions les plus importantes sont: le développement d’une version intégrée 
(endogénisation des dommages climatiques) du modèle multi-régional MARKAL mondial, 
calibrée au scénario A1B du GIEC; l’identification des options technologiques pertinentes, y 
compris la séquestration du carbone et la réduction des demandes, pour réduire les 
émissions nettes de CO2; l’analyse de stratégies coopératives et non-coopératives et des 
transferts inter-régionaux nécessaires pour garantir la coopération mondiale (“first best 
solution”), selon les conditions pré-définies par des principes de la théorie des jeux et 
reflétant différentes propriétés de l’accord international résultant. Ainsi, le présent projet est 
innovateur pour son application de principes de la théorie des jeux à un modèle 
technologique mondial aussi large et détaillé que MARKAL. L’existence de coalitions 
intermédiaires stables sans transfert laisse aussi la possibilité aux décideurs de privilégier 
des ententes partielles (“second best solution”) entre pays partageant des intérêts communs.  
 
Les limites portent à la fois sur les estimations numériques de certains paramètres (entre 
autres: paramètres climatiques, dommages résiduels, description des technologies de 
production/consommation d’énergie et de captage/séquestration de carbone, projections des 
demandes, horizon temporel, taux d’actualisation, autres gaz à effet de serre) et sur les 
hypothèses méthodologiques effectuées (analyse prospective et normative, nombre limité de 
joueurs, structure en boucle ouverte et à coalition unique). Des études complémentaires 
permettraient d’approfondir plusieurs des limites identifiées. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SUMMARY 

 

 

The current research aims at providing a decision-aid tool related to the international climate 
policies and adapted to the characteristics of the climate change problem (global issue, many 
decision-makers, interactions between countries, defection risk, no supranational 
jurisdiction). It combines both the integrated techno-economic modeling, appropriate to 
identify optimal decisions when independence (perfect competition) and cooperation of 
countries apply, and game-theory principles, appropriate to represent interacting and non-
cooperative countries. It also refers to sustainable development, as translated in the need to 
confront the climate change issue and also in the choice of several parameters of the 
problem (e.g.: discount rate, level of renewable energy). The research belongs to a series of 
modeling works related to climate change and energy and undertaken by the “Global Energy 
Modeling” team of the Group for Research in Decision Analysis (GERAD). 
 
First, the research discusses the coupling of non-linear non-convex damage costs due to 
climate change with a cost-efficiency analysis based on a technical-economic linear 
programming model like MARKAL. Our empirical analysis of climate damages based on 
different world emissions levels and paths prove a) that the dependency of damages on the 
shape of the trajectory of emissions may be neglected, so that the only relevant variables are 
the cumulative emissions in each country, and b) that a linear relationship links regional 
damages and cumulative global emissions. Based on these results, cooperative solution and 
non-cooperative equilibrium can be much more easily calculated by solving local optimization 
problems in a case where international trade effects of GHG policies are neglected: given the 
linearity of damage functions, each country chooses its non-cooperative strategy by 
considering only the part of its own damage cost due to its own emissions; in the cooperative 
case, each country takes into account its contribution to the damages done to all countries.  
 
Second, a new version of the advanced multi-region World MARKAL model was developed 
and calibrated to the A1B scenario of IPCC over a 50-year time horizon. The analysis of the 
base and CO2 constrained cases confirms and refines several conclusions observed by other 
models. Amongst them: a) the level of non-emitting electricity generation in the base case is 
a crucial assumption for defining CO2 reduction opportunities; b) CO2 capture and 
sequestration competes directly with renewable electricity generation and contributes to a 
major reduction in the marginal cost of CO2; c) the primary consumption of coal may increase 
in the long term when associated with the capture of flue gas CO2 at power plants; d) in 
transportation, the substitution of oil by biomass is robust and much preferred to the other 
alternative technologies, assuming that the production of the biofuels is sustainable; e) the 
price-induced reduction of elastic demands also contributes to the emissions reduction; it 
captures a great deal of the interaction between the energy system and the economy that 
was not previously accounted for in bottom-up energy models. The resulting annualized cost 
of CO2 policies remains under 1% of the GDP in 2050 for the stabilization of CO2 
concentration at 550 ppmv in the A1B scenario. Hydrogen production and end-uses 
technologies, CO2 capture and sequestration, as well as non-CO2 greenhouse gases would 
deserve more attention.  
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Third, in order to study the conditions for a world self-enforcing agreement on climate 
change, cooperative and non-cooperative world climate strategies are modeled with an 
integrated version of the world MARKAL model, calibrated to the A1B scenario of IPCC and 
in which abatement costs and climate related damages are both included. Assuming 
interregional transfers to share the global gain of cooperation, our work adopts the point of 
view of dynamic partial equilibrium computation coupled with cooperative game-theoretic 
principles. The results illustrate how the climatic and economic gap between cooperation and 
non-cooperation, the willingness of regions to cooperate, and the amount of side-payments, 
depend on the level and distribution of climate damages, the abatement costs, and the 
emission levels in the reference case. The internal (in)stability of farsighted coalitions without 
transfers (non-cooperation) is also analyzed.  
 
To conclude, the research proposes an appropriate methodology to study the conditions for a 
world self-enforcement agreement on climate change, satisfying both techno-economic 
efficiency and acceptability, as defined by the interest of players to cooperate. The most 
important outputs of the work are: the development of an integrated version (with 
endogenous climate-related damages) of the multi-regional world MARKAL model and its 
calibration of the A1B scenario of IPCC; the identification of technological options to reduce 
net CO2 emissions, including carbon sequestration and reduction of elastic demands; the 
analysis of cooperative and non-cooperative strategies as well as interregional transfers 
required to guarantee the world cooperation (“first best solution”); the transfers are defined by 
game-theoretic principles and they reflect different possible properties of the resulting 
agreement. The current project appears to be the first one of the sort using a world, large and 
detailed technology explicit model such as MARKAL. Decision-makers may also prefer 
intermediate coalitions without transfers, involving only some of the countries (“second best 
solution”), since some of these partial coalitions are internally stable.  
 
The limits of the research deal with both the uncertainties related to the numerical estimates 
of some parameters (among others: climatic parameters, climate damages, description of 
energy production/consumption and carbon capture/sequestration technologies, projections 
of demands, time horizon, discounting, non-CO2 greenhouse gases), and the hypotheses 
behind the methodology (prospective and normative analysis, limited number of players, 
open loop and uni-coalition structure). Further research may take into account several of 
these caveats. 

 

 



 

 

1CHAPITRE I 

 

INTRODUCTION GÉNÉRALE 

 
Résumé 
 
Le travail réalisé se propose de fournir un outil d'aide à la décision sur les stratégies internationales de 
réduction des émissions nettes de CO2 en tenant compte des caractéristiques spécifiques du problème. 
Il combine la modélisation technico-économique intégrée, appropriée pour identifier les décisions 
optimales en contexte d’indépendance (concurrence parfaite) et de coopération entre les parties, et la 
théorie des jeux, appropriée pour représenter les décisions en contexte d’interaction et de non-
coopération. Les objectifs spécifiques sont : l’évaluation des dommages climatiques et leur couplage au 
modèle MARKAL (MARKAL intégré); la construction des bases de données requises pour la 
modélisation technico-économique MARKAL; la modélisation et l’évaluation des stratégies 
internationales de réduction des émissions nettes de CO2, en contextes coopératif et non-coopératif. La 
méthodologie utilisée pour chacune des étapes est détaillée dans les chapitres correspondant aux 
articles publiés ou soumis pour publication. Par ailleurs, étant donné le volume important des données 
utilisées et des résultats numériques produits, plusieurs informations sont insérées en annexe et ne 
sont pas détaillées dans les articles publiés ou soumis. La présente recherche s’inscrit dans une série 
de travaux de modélisation, appliqués à la problématique des changements climatiques et de l’énergie, 
et réalisés par l’équipe “Énergie” du Groupe d’Études et de Recherche en Analyse des Décisions 
(GERAD). 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The current research aims at providing a decision-aid tool related to the international climate policies 
and adapted to the characteristics of the climate change problem. It combines both the integrated 
techno-economic modeling, appropriate to identify optimal decisions when independence (perfect 
competition) and cooperation of countries apply, and game-theory principles, appropriate to represent 
interacting and non-cooperative countries. The specific objectives are: the evaluation of climate-related 
damages and their coupling to the MARKAL model (integrated MARKAL); the building of the database 
required by the techno-economic MARKAL; the modeling and analysis of international policies to 
reduce the net CO2 emissions in both cooperative and non-cooperative contexts. The detailed 
methodology is presented in each chapter corresponding to published or submitted articles. Moreover, 
given the large volume of data and numerical results, some information is detailed in appendices and 
not in articles. The research belongs to a series of modeling works related to climate change and 
energy and undertaken by the “Global Energy Modeling” team of the Group for Research in Decision 
Analysis (GERAD). 
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1.1 Problématique 

Les changements climatiques font partie des problèmes anthropiques globaux reconnus par 

une grande partie de la communauté scientifique et dont les politiques de résolution font 

l’objet de négociations à l’échelle internationale. Le Protocole de Kyoto, tout juste ratifié par 

la Russie, propose des cibles de réduction à atteindre à moyen terme (2008-2012) mais est 

rejeté par plusieurs pays, dont les États-Unis. Dans tous les cas, le Protocole de Kyoto ne 

constitue qu’un pas dans la direction de la réduction des gaz à effet de serre (GES) puisqu’il 

ne définit pas de stratégies au-delà de 2012 et n’implique pas d’engagement pour les pays 

en développement. 

 

En tant que problème global, le risque de changements climatiques constitue un défi 

complexe pour la prise de décision, étant donné ses caractéristiques spécifiques (Carraro, 

1999; Folmer et al., 1998; Sandler, 1997; Toth and Mwandosya, 2001). D’une part, relevant 

de la gestion de ressources communes, il requiert une action collective de la part de parties 

nombreuses et hétérogènes (pays, industries, individus). Or, la solution optimale à l’échelle 

globale, représentant la coopération de toutes les parties pour résoudre le problème 

(maximisation du bien-être1 global), ne garantit pas que chaque partie prise individuellement 

se retrouve dans une situation meilleure, du point de vue de son bien-être, par rapport à la 

non-coopération (maximisation du bien-être individuel). Le partage des gains globaux de la 

coopération peut alors être requis, prenant la forme, par exemple, de transferts inter-

régionaux, pour compenser ces parties et s’assurer que la coopération totale ne nuit pas au 

bien-être individuel des parties. D’autre part, les actions (augmentation ou diminution des 

émissions) des différentes parties impliquées sont interdépendantes, puisque la localisation 

des impacts potentiels des émissions de GES ne dépend pas de la localisation des 

émissions. La décision de chaque partie doit donc prendre en compte la décision des autres 

parties. Une conséquence importante est le risque de non-respect des engagements des 

parties à une entente internationale, puisque chaque partie a intérêt à laisser les autres agir 

pour ne pas subir de coût de réduction mais bénéficier néanmoins de la réduction des 

impacts engendrée par l’action des autres. 

 

                                                      
1 Incluant les coûts des stratégies de réduction des GES et les coûts des dommages climatiques résiduels. 
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Autrement dit, puisqu’il n’existe ni décideur unique, ni juridiction supranationale pouvant 

imposer la coopération entre les différentes parties via des mesures de contrôle et de 

rétorsion, l’identification de la solution efficace ou optimale à l’échelle globale n’est pas 

suffisante, et la mise en œuvre d’une entente internationale visant à résoudre le problème 

des changements climatiques doit tenir compte des interactions entre les décisions des 

parties, de l’intérêt de chaque partie à coopérer, ainsi que des risques de défection de 

certaines parties. Par ailleurs, les difficultés rencontrées dans les négociations entourant le 

Protocole de Kyoto semblent montrer qu’un cadre non-coopératif, dans lequel les parties 

prennent en compte leurs intérêts propres, pourrait être plus représentatif du contexte réel 

qu’un cadre coopératif, dans lequel les parties prennent en compte l’intérêt collectif. 

 

La présente recherche se propose d’étudier les stratégies internationales de gestion des 

GES en tenant compte des caractéristiques énoncées du problème. À cette fin, elle combine 

la modélisation technico-économique intégrée2, appropriée pour identifier les décisions 

optimales en contexte d’indépendance (concurrence parfaite) et de coopération entre les 

parties, et la théorie des jeux, appropriée pour représenter les décisions en contexte 

d’interaction et de non-coopération. Des travaux similaires ont été réalisés avec des modèles 

analytiques souvent stylisés ou encore avec des modèles d’équilibre général (voir chapitre 

V). Ainsi, le projet est innovateur pour son application de principes de la théorie des jeux à un 

modèle technico-économique aussi large et détaillé que MARKAL.  

 

Cette recherche se situe à l’intersection de plusieurs champs disciplinaires: d’une part, les 

outils utilisés s’inscrivent dans le champ de la recherche opérationnelle; d’autre part, 

l’énergie et les technologies sont au cœur à la fois du problème des changements 

climatiques et des stratégies proposées; l’économie joue un rôle crucial dans l’évaluation de 

l’intérêt des parties à coopérer, autrement dit, dans l’évaluation des coûts et des bénéfices 

(les dommages climatiques évités) des stratégies proposées; finalement, la recherche 

s’inscrit dans le cadre général du développement durable, qui se traduit dans plusieurs des 

paramètres des travaux (voir chapitre II). 

 

 

                                                      
2 L’intégration des dommages climatiques dans MARKAL permet une modélisation technico-économique des 
décisions de type coûts-bénéfices (voir chapitre III). 
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1.2 Objectifs 

Étant donné les caractéristiques spécifiques des problèmes globaux tels que les 

changements climatiques, l’objectif général de la recherche est de fournir un outil d'aide à la 

décision sur les stratégies internationales de réduction des émissions nettes de CO2 qui 

permette d’identifier les solutions efficaces (ou optimales) du point de vue technico-

économique et acceptables du point de vue de l’intérêt de chacune des parties impliquées. 

 

Les objectifs spécifiques  de la recherche sont les suivants: 
 

• Évaluer les dommages climatiques potentiels à l’échelle régionale (désagrégation 

représentative des régions incluses dans MARKAL) et développer une méthode de 

couplage des dommages au modèle MARKAL. Le modèle résultant constitue alors un 

modèle intégré, dans le sens où une évaluation de type coûts-bénéfices est alors 

possible; 

 

• Construire les bases de données requises pour développer et calibrer un modèle 

technico-économique mondial à long terme (modèle MARKAL). Les données 

nécessaires couvrent notamment les projections régionales de demandes en services 

énergétiques, la description technico-économique des technologies, les potentiels 

d’énergie primaire (fossile et renouvelable), les potentiels de séquestration du carbone, 

les capacités d’échanges énergétiques internationaux (importations/exportations), etc. Le 

calibrage implique la comparaison des options technologiques identifiées par MARKAL 

sous contrainte environnementale pré-définie, avec celles proposées par la littérature. 

Les incertitudes sur plusieurs paramètres imposent par ailleurs la réalisation d’analyse 

de sensibilité, par exemple sur le niveau des énergies faiblement émettrices de CO2 

dans le scénario de référence, la possibilité de séquestrer le carbone dans les puits 

biologiques et géologiques. L’obtention d’un modèle MARKAL mondial calibré constitue 

un résultat important en soi, étant donné qu’elle résulte d’un processus long mais crucial 

pour garantir la robustesse des résultats voulus, et étant donné que le modèle peut 

ensuite être utilisé à différentes fins; 

 

• Modéliser et évaluer les stratégies internationales de réduction des émissions nettes de 

CO2, en contextes coopératif et non-coopératif, à partir du modèle MARKAL intégré. Des 

principes de la théorie des jeux sont utilisés pour représenter d’une part, la situation non-
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coopérative, telle que définie par l’équilibre de Nash, et d’autre part, la redistribution des 

gains de la coopération entre les différents pays selon différentes règles, représentant 

elles-mêmes différents principes d’équité. Les contraintes informatiques associées à la 

modélisation des différentes stratégies (temps de résolution) obligent la limitation du 

nombre de joueurs à des « super régions » à sélectionner et qui représentent des 

coalitions de pays coopérant entre eux; 

 

• Dégager les implications pour les négociations internationales actuelles et futures. 
 

Les variables d’étude les plus importantes sont: les choix technologiques robustes effectués 

pour satisfaire les contraintes sur les émissions de CO2, indiquant les orientations et les 

investissements permettant de satisfaire les contraintes de réduction; les émissions de CO2, 

à l’échelle mondiale et leur répartition régionale, permettant une comparaison avec les 

répartitions proposées par les négociations internationales telles que le Protocole de Kyoto3; 

et finalement, les variations de coût total de réduction des émissions, au cœur des règles de 

partage du gain de la coopération globale proposées par la théorie des jeux. 

 

1.3 Méthodologie générale 

Étant donné que la thèse a été réalisée sous forme d’articles, la méthodologie utilisée pour 

chacune des étapes est détaillée dans les chapitres correspondant aux articles publiés ou 

soumis pour publication (chapitres III, IV et V). Afin d’éviter toute répétition, seule la 

méthodologie générale est présentée ici.  

 

Les objectifs spécifiques de la recherche mettent en évidence les trois volets 

méthodologiques développés pour atteindre les objectifs. D’abord, la modélisation technico-

économique par MARKAL est au cœur de la méthodologie utilisée. Elle permet l’évaluation 

des options technologiques optimales du point de vue économique et visant, dans le cas 

présent, la réduction au moindre coût des émissions nettes, séquestration incluse, de CO2.  

Les émissions nettes de CO2 peuvent être exogènes lorsque la trajectoire d’émissions est 

                                                      
3 La répartition régionale optimale des émissions est également cruciale dans la définition de tout système de 
permis échangeables, puisque le volume des échanges dépend à la fois de l’allocation initiale des permis et 
de la répartition optimale des émissions. La présente recherche n’étudie pas explicitement les échanges de 
permis de CO2. Toutefois, les transferts interrégionaux induits par la répartition du gain de la coopération 
globale pourraient être implantés par l’intermédiaire d’un système de permis échangeables.  
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définie par l’utilisateur et imposée comme une contrainte (utilisation du modèle en mode 

coûts-efficacité) ou endogène lorsque les dommages climatiques sont intégrés au modèle 

(utilisation du modèle en mode coûts-bénéfices). Le chapitre IV présente plus en détails le 

modèle MARKAL et les principes sous-jacents à l’utilisation de cet outil méthodologique.  

 

Ensuite, le couplage des dommages climatiques à la modélisation de type MARKAL4 

constitue le second volet méthodologique essentiel du travail proposé, puisqu’il vise à 

permettre l’utilisation de MARKAL en mode coûts-bénéfices, telle que requise pour évaluer 

les stratégies non-coopératives de réduction des émissions nettes de CO2. L’évaluation des 

dommages climatiques est effectuée à partir d’une analyse empirique des dommages fournis 

par la littérature. Le chapitre III présente des modèles climatiques d’élaboration de la 

concentration en CO2 ainsi que les différentes courbes de dommages climatiques 

disponibles. Il en déduit une méthodologie de couplage simplifié de ces éléments avec un 

modèle de programmation linéaire de type MARKAL, pour aboutir à un modèle technico-

économique intégré. Le problème global peut être décomposé et résolu sous forme de 

problèmes d’optimisation locale, grâce à la linéarité entre les dommages climatiques 

cumulatifs et les émissions globales cumulatives, linéarité déduite de l’étude empirique des 

dommages. 

 

L’application de principes de la théorie des jeux coopératifs et non-coopératifs à la 

modélisation MARKAL intégrée (dommages climatiques inclus dans le modèle) constitue le 

troisième volet méthodologique du travail effectué. D’une part, elle permet la résolution de 

stratégies non-coopératives de réduction des émissions nettes de CO2 en utilisant le modèle 

d’optimisation MARKAL, habituellement utilisé pour représenter les stratégies coopératives. 

D’autre part, elle permet le calcul de transferts interrégionaux en vue de garantir le caractère 

auto-exécutoire des stratégies proposées notamment à partir des règles de partage définies 

par la théorie des jeux coopératifs (par exemple, valeur de Shapley, nucléole). L’application 

de principes de la théorie des jeux à un modèle technologique aussi large et détaillé que 

MARKAL apparaît comme une des innovations méthodologiques importantes de la 

recherche effectuée. Le chapitre V met en évidence, à partir d’une revue de la littérature 

                                                      
4 L’estimation des dommages climatiques est toutefois indépendante du modèle MARKAL lui-même. C’est 
d’ailleurs la raison pour laquelle le chapitre III se rapportant au couplage des dommages climatiques et d’un 
modèle de programmation linéaire est placé avant le chapitre IV portant sur le modèle MARKAL.  
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appliquée au problème des changements climatiques, les différences entre les approches 

coopératives et non-coopératives de la théorie des jeux, permettant de mieux comprendre 

les hypothèses sous-jacentes à la modélisation réalisée; par ailleurs, il définit les différents 

principes de la théorie des jeux utilisés, notamment : l’équilibre de Nash, le concept de 

coalitions stables dans le cas non-coopératif, et les différents concepts de solution dans le 

cas coopératif (règles de partage du gain de la coopération globale); il détaille finalement les 

conditions d’application de  ces concepts dans le contexte du modèle MARKAL, notamment 

en ce qui concerne la structure du jeu (structure d’information, nombre de joueurs, coalitions 

multiples, comportements des joueurs hors-coalition). Finalement, le traitement des 

incertitudes portant sur le niveau et la répartition des dommages climatiques, le niveau des 

énergies faiblement émettrices de CO2 dans le scénario de référence, et la possibilité de 

séquestrer le carbone dans les puits biologiques et géologiques, est réalisé par 

l’intermédiaire d’analyses de sensibilité. 

 

1.4 Plan 

La thèse est composée de six chapitres dont trois correspondent aux articles publiés ou 

soumis pour publication. Le présent chapitre introduit la pertinence du travail effectué en 

présentant la problématique, les objectifs, le plan et le contexte général de la recherche.  

 

Le cadre théorique dans lequel s’insère le travail est discuté au chapitre II. Plus 

particulièrement, ce chapitre rappelle les principes fondamentaux sur quatre thèmes à la 

base de la recherche réalisée: le développement durable, l’évaluation des dommages 

climatiques, l’analyse des décisions collectives et les modèles énergie/économie. Le 

deuxième chapitre introduit également la méthodologie générale suivie, décomposée en trois 

parties: la modélisation des dommages climatiques, la modélisation technico-économique de 

type MARKAL, et le recours aux principes de la théorie des jeux pour représenter les 

conditions de coopération entre les pays. Il faut noter que des informations complémentaires 

au cadre théorique et à la méthodologie sont incluses dans les chapitres III, IV et V, 

correspondant aux trois articles publiés ou soumis, et ne sont donc pas répétées dans le 

second chapitre.  
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Le chapitre III 5 étudie le couplage des dommages climatiques à un modèle de 

programmation linéaire tel que MARKAL; il montre notamment que les dommages 

climatiques régionaux dépendent linéairement des émissions globales cumulatives, si bien 

que le calcul des solutions coopératives et non-coopératives revient à résoudre des 

problèmes d’optimisation locale (problèmes séparables).  

 

Le chapitre IV 6 décrit la nouvelle version du modèle multi-régional MARKAL mondial 

développée et calibrée au scénario A1B du GIEC (Groupe d’experts intergouvernemental sur 

l’évolution du climat); il analyse également des scénarios avec et sans contrainte sur les 

émissions de CO2, permettant de calibrer le modèle utilisé et de comparer des options 

technologiques choisies avec celles identifiées par la littérature.  

 

Le chapitre V 7 propose de modéliser les stratégies de réduction des gaz à effet de serre 

dans des contextes coopératif et non-coopératif, en combinant la modélisation MARKAL et 

des principes de la théorie des jeux; en particulier, différentes règles de redistribution des 

gains de la coopération mondiale, équivalant à des transferts interrégionaux (valeur de 

Shapley, nucléole, transfert de Germain-Toint-Tulkens, égalisation des coûts de réduction 

par PIB), sont évaluées; la stabilité de coalitions clairvoyantes sans transfert est également 

étudiée. Des analyses de sensibilité sont menées dans les chapitres IV et V, portant 

notamment sur les dommages climatiques et la place des formes d’énergie faiblement 

émettrices de CO2 dans le scénario de référence, étant donné les incertitudes entourant ces 

deux types de données.  

 

Finalement, le chapitre VI rapporte les principales conclusions dégagées, les retombées ainsi 

que les limites du travail réalisé, et identifie des pistes de recherche complémentaire. 

 

                                                      
5 Labriet, M. and R. Loulou. 2003.  Coupling climate damages and GHG abatement costs in a linear 
programming framework. Environmental Modeling and Assessment, Vol. 8, p.261-274. 
6 Labriet, M., R. Loulou and A. Kanudia. 2004. Global energy and CO2 emission scenarios: analysis with a 15-
region world MARKAL model. In The Coupling of Climate and Economic Dynamics, A. Haurie and L. Viguier 
(Guest Editors), Advances to Global Change Research, in press. Dordrecht (Netherlands):  Kluwer Academic 
Publishers. 
7 Labriet, M. and R. Loulou. 2004.  From non-cooperative CO2 abatement strategies to the optimal world 
cooperation: Results from the integrated MARKAL model. Submitted to The Energy Journal. 
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Étant donné le volume important des données utilisées et des résultats numériques produits 

dans le cadre du travail effectué, plusieurs informations sont présentées sans être détaillées 

dans les articles publiés ou soumis pour publication; ces informations sont néanmoins 

insérées dans les annexes A à H de la thèse; dans chaque annexe, les sections de la thèse 

auxquelles se rapportent les informations sont clairement précisées; de même, les annexes 

correspondantes sont indiquées au début de chaque chapitre. 

 

1.5 Contexte de la recherche 

Le travail réalisé s’inscrit dans une série de travaux de modélisation appliqués à la 

problématique des changements climatiques et de l’énergie et réalisés par l’équipe “Énergie” 

du Groupe d’Études et de Recherche en Analyse des Décisions (GERAD8). D’une part, les 

versions avancées du modèle MARKAL mondial, utilisé dans cette recherche, ainsi que les 

outils informatiques en permettant une utilisation conviviale, ont été développés par l’équipe 

du GERAD (notamment, VEDA Front-End et VEDA Back-End utilisés respectivement pour la 

gestion des données de MARKAL et l’analyse des résultats). Le développement de ces outils 

constitue une étape particulièrement importante, surtout dans le cas des modèles de la taille 

de MARKAL, à la fois par l’investissement requis en ressources (expertise et temps) et par 

l’influence de cette étape sur les utilisations futures du modèle (facilité et convivialité pour 

modifier les données et lire les résultats). Il est à noter que ces développements s’insèrent 

dans un partenariat international encadré par l’ETSAP9 (“Energy Technology Systems 

Analysis Programme”, sous l’égide de l’Agence internationale de l’énergie) et visant la 

promotion et le partage de compétences pour l’analyse des questions énergie-économie-

environnement. D’autre part, la mise à jour de la banque de données sur laquelle repose la 

version du modèle développée dans la présente recherche (par exemple: description des 

technologies, potentiels d’énergie primaire, potentiels de séquestration du carbone, etc.) a 

bénéficié des travaux réalisés pour l’Agence internationale de l’énergie (projet “Energy 

Technology Perspectives”) et pour le Département de l’Énergie des États-Unis10 (projet “A 

System to Analyze Global Energy”, Energy Information Administration, US Departement of 

Energy), auxquels l’auteure a activement participé. Par ailleurs, les travaux sur la 

                                                      
8 Voir www.gerad.ca 
9 Voir www.etsap.org  
10 Voir les rapports sur SAGE à www.eia.doe.gov/bookshelf/docs.html 
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représentation des phénomènes climatiques (température et concentration de CO2), 

nécessaire pour évaluer les dommages climatiques, se traduiront par le développement d’un 

module climat intégré au modèle TIMES11 (“The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System”), qui 

constitue une extension du modèle MARKAL mondial, notamment du point de vue de 

l’horizon temporel (100 ans). Finalement, les applications futures prévoient la participation 

aux travaux réalisés dans le cadre de EMF12 (“Energy Modeling Forum”, s’intéressant à l’aide 

à la décision en matière d’énergie et d’environnement) et du Groupe Stabilisation, consortium 

de recherche sur l’étude de la stabilisation des concentrations atmosphériques de gaz à effet 

de serre. 
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2CHAPITRE II 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Résumé 
 
Le cadre théorique de la recherche comprend plusieurs volets de base. Premièrement, l’objectif de 
réduction des gaz à effet de serre s’inscrit dans le contexte du développement durable. Plus 
spécifiquement, le pilier social du développement durable se traduit par le droit au développement des 
pays en développement, qui se reflète lui-même dans les projections de services énergétiques finaux 
utilisées dans MARKAL, ainsi que dans la répartition des coûts des politiques climatiques et des 
dommages climatiques résiduels, définie par les principes de la théorie des jeux. Le pilier 
environnemental est défini à la fois par le besoin de réduire les émissions nettes de CO2 et par le choix 
d’un taux d’actualisation relativement bas pour le calcul des dommages climatiques. Le pilier 
économique se reflète dans le calcul des solutions efficaces avec le modèle technico-économique 
MARKAL, de même que dans la répartition des coûts des politiques climatiques et des dommages 
climatiques résiduels. Deuxièmement, étant donné que les estimations physiques et économiques des 
dommages climatiques jouent un rôle crucial dans l’analyse, les enjeux entourant leur évaluation, tels 
que l’agrégation géographique, les incertitudes climatiques, sont rappelés brièvement. Troisièmement, 
quelques notions sur l’utilitarisme, l’équité, la rationalité décisionnelle sont présentées, afin de mieux 
comprendre les principes fondamentaux de décision collective sur lesquels repose la recherche. 
Finalement, les différents modèles d’évaluation intégrée et modèles économiques proposés dans la 
littérature pour évaluer les politiques climatiques, sont décrits en vue de situer MARKAL parmi 
l’ensemble des modèles disponibles. 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The theoretical framework of the proposed research relies on several broad pillars. First, sustainable 
development is behind the overall objective of greenhouse gas reduction pursued by the research. The 
social pillar of sustainable development is associated to the right to development of developing 
countries, itself reflected in the projections of final energy services driving the MARKAL model, as well 
as to the distribution of the costs of climate policies and residual climate damages, as defined by game-
theoretic principles. The environmental pillar is defined by the need to reduce the net CO2 emissions, as 
well as by the choice of a lower discounting rate for the computation of climate-related damages. The 
economic pillar is translated in the computation of efficient solutions by the techno-economic MARKAL 
model, as well as the distribution of the costs of climate policies and residual climate impacts. Second, 
physical and economic values of climate-related damages play a crucial role in the analysis and the 
estimation challenges, such as, among others, the geographical aggregation and the climate 
uncertainties, are briefly reviewed. Third, in order to understand the principles behind the methods used 
in the current work, the chapter presents some notions related to utilitarianism, equity and decision 
rationality, that are at the heart of collective decision analysis such as climate decision analysis. Finally, 
the research being based on the MARKAL modeling tool, the different integrated assessment models 
and economic models proposed by the literature and used to evaluate climate strategies are defined. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The theoretical framework of the proposed research relies on several broad pillars: first, 

sustainable development is behind the overall objective of greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction 

pursued by this research; second, estimates of climate-related damages play a crucial role in 

the analysis; third, decision analysis related to climate change belong to the area of collective 

decision analysis; and finally, the research uses a specific techno-economic model among 

the numerous modeling tools proposed in the literature. The basic principles of these different 

theoretical pillars of the study are presented in this chapter. This chapter must be read as a 

complement to the more specific information included in the next three chapters and related 

to climate damages (chapter III), techno-economic modeling (chapter IV) and game-theoretic 

principles (chapters III and V). 

 

2.2 Sustainable development 

In the last few decades, new global environmental phenomena, such as global warming, 

ozone layer depletion, acid rains, fresh water and ocean pollution, desertification, 

deforestation, loss of biodiversity, were recognized as serious threats on the well-being of 

future generations and also as issues closely related to industrialization, demography and 

economic growth (Barrett, 1997). The close links between environmental resources and 

development is at the heart of sustainable development, whose most widely publicized 

definition is included in the Brundtland report: “Sustainable development is development that 

meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs” (WCED, 1987). The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (UNFCCC) also puts climate change in the broader context of sustainable 

development, as expressed by its article 3.4.: “Parties have a right to, and should promote 

sustainable development”. 

 

The precise definition of sustainable development and its operationalization are subject to 

many different interpretations or even conceptual grounds (Banuri et Weyant, 2001). For 

example, Pezzey (1992) list several dozens of definitions in the economic field. It is however 

generally agreed that sustainable development is an integrating concept to represent the 

long-term mutual interdependence between the economy, the environment and the individual 

and social welfare, each of these terms being subject to different definitions (Van den Bergh 

and Hofkes, 1998). The approaches are also differentiated with regard to the conditions 
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required to satisfy the achievement of sustainability (Pearce et al., 1998). The five paradigms 

proposed by Colby (1990) illustrate the possible conceptually-different views of the 

relationship between humans and nature: in frontier economics, nature is treated as an 

infinite supply of physical resources and as existing for man’s instrumental benefit; 

environmental protection emerged in the late 1960s with the recognition of pollution problems 

and aims at repairing and setting limits to harmful activity; the basic idea of resource 

management is to incorporate all types of capital and resources in the decisions; it has been 

at the heart of the Brundtland report, the Limits to Growth (Meadows et al., 1972) or the 

polluter-pays-principle; eco-development expands the system boundaries of resource 

management by embedding the economic system within the ecosystem (ecologize economy 

instead of economize ecology, pollution prevention pays instead of polluter pays); finally, 

deep ecology is based on the biospecies (human included) equality and may reach the 

extreme anti-growth target. 

 

Instead of reviewing all the definitions of sustainable development, we identify the most 

important characteristics that may concern the assessment and modeling of any decision 

related to sustainable development, such as climate related decisions. 

 

• Substitutability between natural capital and man-made capital (produced by human 

beings) is one basic difference between two opposite views of sustainability (Banuri and 

Weyant, 2001; Faucheux and Noël, 1995; Van den Bergh and Hofkes, 1998) : the strong 

sustainability holds that different types of capital are not necessarily substitutable but 

complementary, so that sustainability requires the maintenance of a fixed (or minimum) 

stock of each component of natural capital. Under this notion, any development path that 

leads to an overall diminishment in the stocks of natural capital (or to a decline below the 

minimum) fails to be sustainable even if other forms of capital increase. The weak 

sustainability approach asserts that the different forms of capital can substitute for one 

another to some degree, so that the preservation of an aggregate level of capital, rather 

than the preservation of natural capital in particular, should be the target (see for example, 

the Hartwick rule (1977)). In other words, the weak sustainability accepts trade-offs, and 

losses on one side can be compensated by gains on another side. The cost-benefit 

approach proposed in our work, in which abatement costs and climate related damages 

are balanced (see chapters III and V), fits in the latter framework. 
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• Intergenerational equity, an absolute concept included in the definition of sustainable 

development, may be translated by: a constant consumption (or welfare) per capita (Solow, 

1974), a constant capital stock (conservation of quality, where the definition of capital itself 

depends on the strong or weak sustainability), the maintenance of a range of options 

available to future generations at least as large as the set of options available to the 

current generations, so that the freedom of choice of future generations to improve their 

quality of life is not reduced (Vercelli, 1998) or the maximization of the welfare of least 

well-off generations (Rawls, 1997), also referred as intergenerational altruism. In our work, 

intergenerational equity is taken into consideration through the discounting of abatement 

costs and climate related damages (see below). 

 

• Discounting, the subject of an abundant literature, is the analytical tool used to give weight 

to future generations in current decisions, and the discounted present value is the 

commonly used criterion in decision models. The value of the discount rate is crucial, 

especially for decision with long-term effects, such as climate-related decision: the higher 

the discount rate, the less future impacts (benefits in the case of climate change) of 

current decisions and the more current costs matter in the analysis (Arrow et al., 1996). 

The choice of a social discount rate requires information about the values and preferences 

of a society, since discounting is representative of the characteristics of a society and 

therefore, they should be the result of a political and social choice. The usual range of 

values is between 0.5% and 3.0% per year for the prescriptive approach, based on 

normative ethical principles that refuse shifting costs to latter generations, and between 

3% and 6% per year for the descriptive approach, reflecting market returns to investment 

(Arrow et al., 1996; Van den Bergh and Hofkes, 1998). The latter is based on the 

argument that new generations have been generally better off than the previous ones, so 

that large (in the case of low discounting) investments made today to avoid or reduce 

future environmental impacts is equivalent to an income transfer to future wealthier 

generations  (Schelling, 1995; Solow, 1974). It is important to remember that discounting 

presupposes that compensation between generations is possible (the “invisible hand” of 

Adam Smith), and that all effects (including non-market impacts) can be transformed into 

consumption effects (Arrow et al., 1996; Portney and Weyant, 1999). The use of non-

constant rates along time (decreasing or hyperbolic instead of the conventional 

exponential discounting) aims at representing cognitive perception of costs (Heal, 1997; 

Portney and Weyant, 1999); it is however time-inconsistent, since the resulting value of 

future capital depend on the reference year considered (Newell and Pizer, 2001; Philibert, 
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1999). The use of different discount rates among regions or activity sectors is also 

proposed in order to reflect different social values or different lifetime horizon of the 

concerned activities (Arrow et al., 1996; Schelling, 1995). It is interesting to note that 

according to Nordhaus (1997), differential discount rates for environmental investments is 

less efficient than an appropriately targeted policy of limiting climate change, but it is more 

efficient than lowering the overall discount rate on goods. In the case of climate change, 

even more controversial than the discounting of mitigation costs is the proper 

intertemporal treatment of climate damages: if damage costs are considered as economic 

costs (dike building, agriculture production loss, etc.) just as any other costs, their 

discounting should follow the same values as the discounting of mitigation costs; but if 

climate damages represent a loss of quality-of-life or utility (non-monetary impacts like the 

loss of species), their discounting could/should be different (Hasselmann et al., 1997). 

Thus, the use of a smaller discount rate for climate damages than for the rest of the 

economy, as proposed in the current work (see chapter III), is a simplified and imperfect 

manner to represent a relative commitment to sustainable development. Given both the 

uncertainty on the discounting value to be used and the crucial role of discounting, 

analysts typically conduct sensitivity studies using various discount rates (Arrow et al., 

1996). 

 

• Intragenerational equity is also raised by intergenerational discounting.  For example, in 

the case of climate change, the poorest populations are especially vulnerable to climate 

change, given their low adaptation capabilities and their highly climate-dependent 

economy (Munasinghe, 2003). As a consequence, they will benefit (equivalent to received 

transfers) from abatement strategies undertaken in industrialized countries. The resulting 

question would be to know if climate policies (equivalent to future transfers to poor 

countries) should be preferred to present direct transfers to poor countries of the current 

generation (Schelling, 1995). This question is beyond the target of our work. 

 

• The appropriate modeling of technological change has implications for the definition of an 

environmental policy and the way it takes into consideration sustainable development (Van 

den Bergh and Hofkes, 1998). Indeed, optimistics (or supporters of the weak 

sustainability) consider that natural capital may be compensated (replaced) by man-made 

capital thanks to new knowledge. Pessimistics (or supporters of the strong sustainability) 

consider that technological progress will not permit the compensation of natural capital by 

man-made capital. The use of a technology-rich model like MARKAL (see chapter IV) 
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assumes that technology and technological progress may contribute to the reduction of 

CO2 emissions and therefore be an important part of the solution of the global climate 

change issue. 

 

• Resource valuation raises the question of the adequate accounting of non-market 

resources, since the most widespread indicator used by economic models is economic 

cost. Evaluation of non-market damages requires the use of valuation theory such as the 

willingness-to-pay (WTP) and the willingness-to-accept (WTA) approaches: under the 

WTP approach, individuals reveal their preferences by their willingness to pay for the 

resource to be protected (prevent the loss) in the market place; it is the most frequent 

used approach, and it is used to evaluate climate damages (see chapter III); under the 

WTA approach, individuals reveal how much they would be willing to accept as 

compensation for the loss of the resource (Pearce and Turner, 1990; Tol et al., 1999). 

These approaches raise equity issues, since poorer societies would put less value to 

climate change impacts, so that such costing methodologies would give greater weight to 

“well off” individuals (Markandya and Halsnaes, 2001). Moreover, the values produced by 

WTP and WTA differ significantly: individuals appear to view losses differently from gains, 

and because individuals have finite resources, WTP induces lower values than WTA 

(Morgan et al., 1999; Pearce and Turner, 1990). The valuation of non-market resources 

such as some of the climate damages raises another issue. Most commonly, both market 

and non-market damages are subtracted from output computed by models. This 

mechanism may be considered as incorrect, as intangible impacts do not affect output but 

directly the welfare function. 

 

• Irreversibilities (of both environmental impacts and investments), uncertainties and 

surprises may also be crucial in any decision related to sustainable development. For 

example, the consideration of irreversibilities is important for the evaluation of climate 

related damages (see chapter III); however, they are also very uncertain, so that both 

levels and shapes of damage curves may vary a lot depending on the assumptions 

related to irreversibilities. The definition of thresholds, of tolerable levels, or of safe 

corridors (for example for the atmospheric CO2 concentration) is a way to handle with 

these features in decision modeling (Hanley et al., 1997). The precautionary principle 

provides rationales for action under uncertainty (or beyond regrets) by considering that it 

is better not to carry out the action rather than risk the uncertain, but possibly very 
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negative, consequences of this action; adjustments remain possible when new information 

is available (Godard, 1997; Goldemberg et al., 1996).  

 

In the current research, the social pillar of sustainable development is associated to several 

parts of the work: first, the right to development of developing countries, itself reflected in the 

projections of final energy services driving the MARKAL model (see chapter IV); second, the 

distribution of the costs of climate policies and residual climate damages, as defined by 

game-theoretic principles (see chapter V). The environmental pillar is associated to the need 

to reduce CO2 emissions in order to limit the impacts of climate change (see chapter III), as 

well as the choice of discounting rate for the computation of climate-related damages (see 

chapter III). The environmental pillar may be translated as an emission constraint (see 

chapter IV for the cost-efficiency approach) or as a balance between abatement costs and 

damages (see chapter V for an integrated cost-benefit approach). Both approaches represent 

a practical method to realize the convergence of optimality and sustainability (Munasinghe, 

2003). The economic pillar13 is translated in the computation of efficient solutions by the 

techno-economic MARKAL model (see chapter IV), as well as the distribution of the costs of 

climate policies and residual climate impacts (see chapter V). Obviously, the choice of a 

techno-economic model recognizes a crucial role to technological change in order to reduce 

emissions and satisfy the requirements of sustainable development. Moreover, the 

cooperative and non-cooperative frameworks (see chapter V) reflect the world context 

regarding a possible international carbon market. 

 

2.3 Climate damages estimates 

Working Group II of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) addresses 

vulnerability, impacts and adaptation related to climate change. Its contribution to the Third 

Assessment Report (TAR) of the IPCC assesses the vulnerability of ecological and human 

systems to climate change, as well as the potential impacts of climate change on these 

systems. The goal of this section is not to review all the information provided by IPCC or the 

literature on climate change impacts and damages, but to summarize the challenges in 

                                                      
13 Democracy, cultural, political, spatial aspects might be proposed as other pillars of sustainable 
development.  The three-pillar definition (social, environment, economy) is the most frequently used one.  
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estimating damages of climate change14. This section is based on Schneider and Sarukhan 

(2001), Pearce et al. (1996) and Tol and Fankhauser (1998). 

 

• Variety: climate change might induce a wide range of impacts on natural and human 

systems, and models rarely deal comprehensively with all impacts. Although a damage 

equation may be available for each category of damages, many models use one 

aggregated damage function (or two equations when market and non-market damages 

are separated, the first affect economic output while the second affect welfare). 

 

• Distribution: while natural sciences based models generally include spatially detailed 

analysis of climate change impacts, aggregated damage functions are more typically 

used in optimization models. But regional detail on impact tends to increase even in 

optimization modeling, given the concerns associated with the distribution of impacts 

among people and regions. The knowledge of local impacts is nevertheless still very 

incomplete, and many studies extrapolate to other regions impact assessments 

undertaken in industrialized countries, especially the United States. Another frequent and 

related distribution issue is the use of global mean temperature instead of regional 

temperature change to evaluate regional impacts like health impacts that are more 

dependent on local temperature than global temperature. 

 

• Measurement indicator: synthesis and comparison requirements make necessary the 

choice of measurement indicators, such as physical units, number of people affected, 

monetized damages, etc. The most widespread indicator used by economic models is 

economic cost, so that the valuation of climate damages raises the issue of non-market 

damages (see resource valuation in section 2.2). 

 

• Geographical aggregation and equity: any geographical aggregate estimate of damages 

hides the distribution of impacts. Directly linked to the equity issue, aggregation of 

regional impacts may be done by simply summing up impacts or by introducing weight 

factors. Summing up impacts without weights refers to the utilitarian approach, i.e. the 

search for socially efficient options without considering distributionary aspects of welfare. 

The use of globally averaged prices to value non-market impacts is a possibility. The use 

                                                      
14 Chapter III provides numerical estimations of climate damages, that are not repeated here. 
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of equity weights might reflect the regions risk aversion and the world inequality aversion 

(Tol et al., 1999). 

 

• Vulnerability: vulnerability and adaptive capacity differ across regions and may be 

important determinants of impact. The vulnerability of human systems to climatic events 

depends on the characteristics of the countries and it is likely to change over time as 

characteristics of the countries evolve. Nevertheless, damages are generally expressed 

as a fraction of GDP based on today’s economic structure, population, etc., while 

economic development will change GDP’s structure (and consequently the vulnerability) 

as well as people’s valuation of impact. 

 

• Adaptation: adaptation strategies include the changing of production and consumption 

decisions to reduce the severity of a worse state (Toth and Mwandosya, 2001). If the 

portfolio of actions doesn’t include the possible adaptive responses to climate change, 

policy actions are likely to be more expensive than they need to be. The difference 

between the impact without and the impact with adaptation could be taken as a transition 

cost of climate change (Tol, 2002a). 

 

• Uncertainties and surprises: global climate change is likely to be characterized by 

uncertain, non-linear, sudden or/and extreme events as well as surprises, which are 

events for which no probability of occurrence is known. Some possible catastrophic 

impacts are, for example, the melting of the polar ice caps, that would raise sea levels, 

the shut-down of the ocean conveyer belt, that could cause cooling of Western Europe, 

or some massive feedback effects, trough the liberation of methane from previously 

frozen sediments. The inclusion of these low-probability but high-consequence events 

contributes to differences in impact estimates. The question of how to handle such 

uncertain events and low probability/high impact events is crucial (see section 2.2), as 

omission of such events will underestimate climate change impacts. 

 

• Climate parameters: the driver of climate change impacts is generally the global mean 

temperature change. As noticed above, some impacts, like human health risks, depend 

more on region specific temperature changes than on global temperature. Moreover, the 

effects of rates of change are still under investigation but it is recognized that rates of 

change exceeding the ability of ecosystems to adapt would be particularly damaging and 
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are more likely to generate non-linear surprises. Also, climate sensitivity (the increase of 

temperature to a doubling of CO2 concentration – a 90% confidence interval of climate 

sensitivity is 1.5 - 4.5 °C) is based on static or equilibrium calculations in which climate 

reaches a steady state after the CO2 increase. However, the transient stage of moving 

from one equilibrium climate to another one could cause great impacts, even if the static 

impacts of the new equilibrium climate are small (Nordhaus and Boyer, 1999). Finally, 

precipitation is rarely considered as an explicit impact determinant. Temperature is 

nevertheless the indicator chosen by IPCC, because the impact literature is related to 

global mean temperature and temperature is the indicator that can most easily be linked 

to GHG concentrations, despite uncertainties around climate sensitivity and non-CO2 

assumptions. 

 

• Discounting and time horizon: as most severe impacts of climate change will occur 

further in the future, the weight afforded to future events through discounting and the 

choice of time horizon are of crucial concern (see discussion on discounting in section 

2.2).  

 

The characteristics of damages, as described above, make the numerical estimates of 

climate change impacts proposed by literature highly speculative. Different damage functions 

can lead to profoundly different policy recommendations, so that sensitivity analyses on 

climate damages are crucial and will be used in the proposed work. 

 

2.4 Collective decision analysis 

Collective decision refers to choices whose implementation requires the coordination of 

efforts by two or more individuals linked by interdependency (Sandler, 1992). It is directly 

linked to allocation decision, which arises as soon as common goods and burdens are 

shared and therefore need sharing rules (Young, 1994).  Climate change is a typical 

collective problem where every country/individual may be affected by its own emissions but 

also by the emissions of others. Of course, every country/individual may also benefit from 

emission reduction implemented by others. In order to understand the principles behind the 

methods used in the current work, this section discusses the general frameworks of collective 

decisions. 
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2.4.1 Utilitarianism 

A first decision framework is based on classical utilitarianism: the maximization of the 

aggregated outcomes of decision must be pursued. The idea is that of the invisible hand or 

impartial spectator of Adam Smith (Samuelson and Nordhaus, 1998), at the heart of the 

neoclassical economic paradigm, which is the dominant paradigm in economic modeling, 

climate-related or not (De Canio, 1999; Peters et al., 1999; Sanstad and Greening, 1998). 

The principle holds that, in selfishly pursuing his or her own advantage, every individual is 

led, as if by an invisible hand, to achieve the best good for all, an end which was no part of 

his or her intention, thereby doing more for society than if he or she had deliberately set out 

to do so. In other words, maximization of collective welfare is a by-product of self-interest 

behavior of atomistic and rational (maximizing) agents, or also, competitive market is viewed 

as a mechanism to achieve the maximal collective welfare without the need for collective 

action (Faucheux and Noël, 1995; Samuelson and Nordhaus, 1998; Sandler, 1992). This 

decision framework is generally associated with the search for efficient or optimal options, i.e. 

the options with the least collective net negative outcomes, or also respecting Bentham 

(1789)’s principle of achieving the “greatest good for the greatest number”. Therefore, it 

neglects distributionary aspects of welfare. In such approaches, sustainable development 

generally takes the form of boundary conditions, barriers, or constraints rather than the 

primary motivation of the analysis (Banuri and Weyant, 2001). 

 

For classical utilitarianism to make sense, several conditions are required. First, the market 

must be perfectly competitive, in other words, it includes a large number of independent 

agents. Second, all agents (including future agents) are perfectly rational and informed. 

Third, there are no market failures (Samuelson and Nordhaus, 1998). Finally, utility needs to 

be additive and interpersonally comparable (Arrow, 1997; Hahn, 1982; Howarth, 2000; 

Young, 1994). In order to satisfy the latter conditions, neoclassical welfare theorists defined 

an individual’s utility solely in terms of his preference for different states of the world: the so-

called Pareto optimum states that the community becomes better off if one individual 

becomes better off and none worse off. It is also referred to as a criterion of unanimity, given 

its definition, as well as a criterion in favour of status quo15 (Faucheux and Noël, 1995; 

                                                      
15 An example is an allocation whereby one person has everything and no one else has anything: any 
redistribution away from the status quo would fail the Pareto criterion, since the fortunate person becomes 
worse off (Sandler, 1992). 
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Samuelson and Nordhaus, 1998). Moreover, if lump-sum transfers are feasible, Pareto 

efficiency implies that goods (for example emissions reductions) must be allocated such that 

corresponding marginal costs are equalized in all parties, which determines the allocation of 

goods. However, it does not say who should bear the costs.  

 

The utilitarian framework is criticized for the unrealism of several of his assumptions, such as 

rationality, independence, perfect information and foresight of agents (equivalent to an 

infinitely-lived decision-maker), the maximizing behavior of agents, the interpersonal 

comparison of utility, and the inexistence of market failures (Arrow, 1997; Hahn, 1982; Peters 

et al., 1999; Samuelson and Nordhaus, 1998). It is also criticized for being immoral, because 

it might require imposing great harm on a few in order to provide a small benefit to the many 

(Young, 1994). And as it provides no guidance for the distribution of welfare, efficient options 

are not necessarily considered as acceptable by the concerned parties. However, the 

utilitarian framework remains useful for prescriptive analyses (What should be done?), whose 

target is less describing the reality than making normative recommendations (Bell et al., 

1989). Therefore, the value of prescriptive models relies in their capacity not to mimic the real 

decisions but to help for making better decisions, as represented by idealized and rational 

agents (Bell et al., 1989). 

 

2.4.2 Equity 

A second decision framework is based on equity: a decision must satisfy first of all equity 

rules, in other words, rights-based rules accepted by the concerned actors (Young, 1994). 

This framework is considered as interpretive, in the sense that it refers to the analysis of 

values and complexity of human behavior at a disaggregated level (Rayner et al., 1999). 

Linked to the increasing preoccupations for sustainable development, the distributive issues 

are more and more at the heart of international negotiations, and improvements in both 

individual well-being and the overall social welfare must be pursued in order to make the 

agreements acceptable (Munasinghe, 2001). The Montreal Protocol and the Framework 

Convention on Climate Change are examples of international agreements that propose the 

consideration of some fairness preoccupations. The latter explicitely refers to common but 

differentiated responsibilities of the countries. Both distinguish targets between developed 

and developing countries, and recognize the need of compensating developing countries for 

the compliance or adaptation costs (Barrett, 1997). 
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Two kinds of equity rules are of interest: procedural rules concern the way of making a 

decision and may include both participation (those affected by a decision should participate 

to the decision in a way to define) and process (rules of participation of those affected by the 

decision) criteria (Banuri et al., 1996); distributive rules concern outcomes of decision, more 

particularly the distribution and allocation of burdens and benefits of the decision. Our 

concern is about distributive rules, while procedural equity requires decision analysis 

approach and tool beyond our competence. Many different distributive equity rules are 

proposed. They are organized according to general theories of justice as follows16 (Banuri et 

al, 1996; Blanchard et al, 2000; Rose et al., 1998; Young, 1994; Vaillancourt, 2003): 

egalitarianism or parity requires that all parties are treated equally and then receive equal 

shares of burdens and/or benefits; proportionality, referring to Aristotle’s equity principle, 

considers that outcomes must be shared amongst parties in proportion of the contributions of 

the parties to the problem; priority, or the basic needs approach, means that those with the 

greatest need should be advantaged and it recognizes the right of parties to goods and 

services necessary to a minimum standard of well-being; particularly, the distributive justice, 

proposed by Rawls (1971) as an alternative to the utilitarian thinking, is based on the 

maximization of the benefits of the least advantages, which is known as the maximin or 

difference principle. The choice of the justice principle, the determination of the operational 

equity rules and the choice of the reference point is nevertheless complex and may lead to 

completely different results, so that decision analysis based on equity may not yield easily a 

universally preferred solution (Helm, 1999). 

 

2.4.3 Non-maximizing rationality 

Non-maximizing rationality may be explained by either the bounded rationality of individuals, 

or their consideration of conflicting multidimensional effects of the decision. 

 

On the one hand, human decision-makers may show a bounded rationality and then stop 

seeking the best (or optimized) means to their given ends, but choose satisfactory (or 

satisficing) means to their ends (Simon, 1957). The bounded rationality belongs to the 

descriptive (or behavioral) theories of human behavior (Bell et al., 1989; March, 1989). At the 

                                                      
16 Utilitarism may be defined as another equity rule, according to which burdens and benefits should be 
distributed to achieve the greatest good for the greatest number. 
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opposite, the rational man of economics (the maximizer) belongs to the normative theories 

(see section 2.4.1), and most efforts to model behaviors have attempted to rationalize 

behaviors within a framework of optimization where deviations from well-defined, consistent 

preferences are treated as correctable faults (Simon, 1957). These are equivalent to hidden 

costs to the apparently profitable opportunities that are not implemented in the real market 

(Peters et al., 1999).  

 

The ideas of bounded rationality are based on four arguments (March, 1989): first, individuals 

simplify a decision problem, because of the lack of resources and knowledge to anticipate 

and analyze all options and all information required to handle complex decisions in a fully 

rational manner, especially when uncertainties are strong, when risk of loss is high (risk 

aversion) or when high numbers are concerned (limited rationality); secondly, choice 

behavior is embedded in a complex structure including other claims on the attention of the 

actors and learning or changing preferences (contextual rationality); thirdly, individuals, when 

pursuing self-interest, also act in relation to each other (game rationality); finally, actors give 

importance not only to decision outcomes but also to attributes of the decision process 

(process or procedural rationality).  

 

In fact, decision-making models, even if they are based on utilitarian principles and 

optimization, are able to represent some forms of limited rationality, as soon as some of their 

basic assumptions are modified. For example, imperfect information may be considered 

(stochastic approach, myopic or time-stepped approach), exogenous specific constraint may 

be added (such as limits on the penetration of new technologies), or options17 other than the 

maximization of expected utility may be used (such as maximin gain, proposed by Rawls and 

reflecting an extreme fear of the worst case; maximin loss or regret, reflecting the fact that 

the decision-maker tries to minimize his regrets for not having made the superior choice; or 

also bounded cost, setting the maximum budget to devote to alternatives) (Aaheim and 

Bretteville, 2001; DeCanio, 1999; Peters et al., 1999). 

 

On the other hand, individuals may take into consideration several effects of the concerned 

decision and search for acceptable compromise solutions, especially when the 

                                                      
17 The implementation of other options may also be problematic. For example, what is the worst case? What 
is the level of the limited budget? etc.  
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consequences of the decision are of very different nature, hardly comparable and/or hardly 

monetized  (Munda et al., 1998; Roy and Bouysson, 1993). The so-called multicriterion 

analysis technique specifies a function that is able to deal with multiple objectives and 

evaluate outcomes in terms of all their utility, not only the economic value. Instead of 

aggregating preferences, multicriterion analysis will look more explicitly at the trade-offs 

between the different objectives by comparing actions according to all criteria, and then 

identifying possible trade-offs between criteria, depending on weights associated with criteria, 

that don’t need to be the same for all countries (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Munasinghe et al., 

1996). Multicriterion decision-aid is used for example by Vaillancourt (2003) to define an 

allocation of emission rights by taking into consideration multiple definitions of equity.  

 

The weak points of multicriterion approach are linked to its definition and method. First, since 

a multicriterion problem is by definition mathematically ill-structured18 (no objective solution), 

a complete mathematical axiomatization of multicriterion evaluation is difficult (Munda et al., 

1998). Second, the selection of the criteria and the choice of weights19 are crucial and 

complex since they must represent the point of view of decision-makers on equity. The 

results obtained by Vaillancourt (2003) prove how very contrasted allocations of emission 

rights as well as costs may result from different criteria and weights. Therefore, multicriterion 

approach will first of all help restrict the number of solutions (and not identify one preferred 

solution) and identify both the contrasted and similar (robust) results obtained with different 

equity rules. 

 

2.4.4 Game-theory20 

While conventional optimization approaches allow the calculation of the maximal collective 

welfare of actors under environmental constraints, they do not guarantee that every country 

is better off under this policy (Carraro, 1999; Folmer et al., 1998; Sandler, 1997; Toth and 

Mwandosya, 2001). In other words, the resulting agreement is not necessarily profitable to all 

countries, and some countries could have an interest to deviate from the international 

optimum either to maximize their individual welfare or to create a new coalition, which will 

                                                      
18 However, it reflects well the complexity of decision. 
19 In theory, an infinity of weights is possible! 
20 Chapter V includes a more detailed review of literature and discussion of game-theoretical branchs 
(cooperative and non-cooperative games), principles, concepts of solution and applications to climate change. 
This information is therefore not repeated here. 
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offer them a higher welfare. Moreover, global as well as regional environmental problems 

involve strategic interactions and interdependencies between actors, given the lack of 

property rights and the existence of market failures. As a consequence of the 

nonexcludability and nonrivalry nature of environmental goods, some actors may seek to 

free-ride21, since they would in general be better off by not cooperating; indeed, they would 

enjoy the pollution abatement brought by the cooperating actors, while incurring lower or no 

abatement costs. Finally, international environmental problems are characterized by the 

absence of supranational institution with the appropriate jurisdiction to enforce international 

environmental cooperation. Free-ride incentives and the absence of supranational authority 

make international environmental agreements unstable. Therefore, environmental 

agreements will only succeed if they are either binding, i.e. a third party is able to enforce the 

agreement, which is possible for domestic environmental agreements, or self-enforcing, i.e. 

they produce a mutually satisfying outcome without third party intervention (Barrett, 1997). A 

high number of international environmental agreements have been adopted, such as the 

Framework Convention of Climate Change (1992), the Convention on Biological Diversity 

(1992), the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer (1987), the 

International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (1946), etc.  However, Carraro (1999) 

concludes that the results of international negotiations have usually been either empty 

conventions (in terms of quantitative targets/deadlines) signed by a great number of 

countries, or precise commitments signed by small groups of “like-minded” countries. 

 
Game theory is an appropriate tool to deal with the interdependencies among countries and 

to analyze the conditions for a world self-enforcement agreement on climate change 

(Shubick, 1991). More particularly, it proposes how surplus from cooperation may be 

redistributed to the different players, such that every player has an incentive to cooperate 

(Missfeldt, 1999).  Game theory provides an appropriate framework to represent situations 

where the neoclassical assumptions of a single benevolent spectator and of many well-

behaved individuals (atomistic market) are inappropriate to model the real decisions. 

However, the maximization of utility and the rationality of players (shared by all players), as 

reflected in the different concepts of solutions, remain at the heart of this approach. 

Therefore, game theory may be considered as an “advanced version” of utilitarianism 

                                                      
21 Free-ride risks may be reduced when the border of the problem is extended so that several issues can be 
linked (environmental problems, poverty, research-and-development, etc.), as proposed by the issue-linkage 
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(Harsanyi, 1982; Myerson, 1991). Game theory also allows the integration of equity in the 

cost-sharing since the different concepts of solution, such as the core or the Shapley value 

among others, refer to different principles of justice22 (Shubik, 1991; Young, 1994). 

 

Applications of game theory to environmental issues were initiated with the works by Mäler 

(1989) related to acid rains in Europe. They were followed by applications to many other 

transboundary pollution or resource sharing issues such as fisheries (Kaitala and Munro, 

1995), whales (Hämäläinen et al., 1984), biodiversity (Barrett, 1994), deforestation (Fredj et 

al., 2003), electricity generation (Berger et al., 1991), water, climate change18, etc.   

 

2.4.5 Dichotomy between efficiency and equity? 

A dichotomy is often considered between utilitarian (or efficiency) and equity frameworks, 

given the aggregated base of the efficient approach and the distributive concern of equity.  

However, the efficiency and equity frameworks are not disjoint. Indeed, any decision related 

to allocation results in fact from three different types of decisions: first, the total amount of the 

good to be distributed (supply decisions); second, the principle and formula by which the 

good is allocated to members (distributive decisions); finally, members’ behaviors in 

response to the allocation (reactive decision) (Young, 1994). According to this view, three 

elements must be taken into account to guarantee the successful implementation of the 

decision, and according to the Coase Theorem23, efficiency and equity questions could be 

treated in the following sequential manner24: the total amount to share should be as high as 

possible, since economic efficiency ensures the maximum potential for each actor to gain 

(what to do in order to guarantee the long-term efficiency of the system?); the allocation 

should be appropriate according to the members preferences or values (who pays for the 

                                                                                                                                                       
litterature (see chapter V).  
22 See Chapter V. 
 
23 The theorem of Coase states that if trade of the concerned externality can occur, bargaining will lead to an 
efficient outcome no matter how property rights are allocated, when assuming that transaction costs are 
negligible and that information is symmetrically distributed among parties (Faucheux and Noël, 1995; Samuelson 
and Nordhaus, 1998). 
24 Efficiency and equity questions could be treated in this sequential manner only if the Pareto-optimal solution (first 
step above) is independent on the initial allocation of rights. However, the initial allocation of rights may imply 
substantial wealth transfers, and therefore modify the willingness-to-pay of some parties, since the environmental 
preferences are recognized as dependant on income and wealth. Manne and Stephan (2003) show that the 
separability of equity and efficiency prevail if income effects resulting from transfer do not affect aggregated 
willingness to pay (either income effects are small, or the societies’ willingness to pay is independent of their 
income, or regions are characterized by identical preferences). 
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implementation of the efficient options, or how burdens and benefits are distributed amongst 

parties?); and the reactive behaviors of the members should allow the target of the decision 

to be reached.   

 

In the case of climate change, Toth and Mwandosya (2001) give two empirical reasons for 

which equity and efficiency cannot be strictly separated in the analysis of an international 

agreement: first, increasing the number of participating countries reduces the costs for each 

signatory (the higher the number of participating countries, the closer to the global efficiency 

the agreement is); second, an agreement in which the burden is equitably shared is more 

likely to be accepted by a large number of countries.  

  

2.5 Modeling tools 

Integrated assessment models (IAMs) integrate the information available from various 

climate related disciplines (atmospheric composition, climate, sea level, ecosystems, human 

activities) in order to assess potential responses to climate change (Weyant, 1996). They 

include two broad classes of integrated assessment models (Matarasso, 1999; Weyant, 

1996; Yohe, 1999). Policy evaluation models aim at projecting, testing and/or simulating the 

physical, ecological, economic, and social consequences of policies; they are generally 

closer to biophysical models. Policy optimization models aim at suggesting an optimal policy 

given pre-defined targets; because intertemporal optimization is more difficult than simulation 

from the computational point of view, policy optimization models generally use reduced or 

simplified representation of the biophysical systems (Janssen, 1998); they are designed to 

maximize the global discounted value of social welfare (optimal global solution), adopting 

either a cost-benefit approach in which climate related damages are monetized, or a cost-

efficient25 approach (also called target-based approach) in which an exogenous target is pre-

defined (in terms of emissions, concentration, temperature, impacts, etc). 

 

The IAM class of models refers to various approaches, that are classified in the following 

three broad categories (Bosello et al., 1998; ETSAP, 2004; Hourcade, 1996; Loulou et al., 

1997; Markandya and Halsnaes, 2001; Sanstad and Greening, 1998; Zhang and Folmer, 

1998). 
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Top-down models are aggregated general equilibrium models. Each sector is represented by 

a single production function, with output determined by the relationship and the possible 

substitutions between the main factors of production: usually energy, capital, and labor in the 

production of goods and energy services. Output is used for consumption and investments. 

The production function is calibrated to a base historical year. The mix of inputs (factors of 

production) required to produce one unit of a sector’s output is allowed to vary according to 

user-selected elasticities of substitution, which determine the ease or difficulty of changes. 

Furthermore, the autonomous energy efficiency improvement parameter(s) specify how the 

amount of energy required to produce one unit of output would vary over time as a result of 

technological change, independent of energy prices. Top-down models tend to have little 

detail on the energy sector but explicit treatment of economic activities. Among top-down 

models, input-output and macro-economic models, such as RICE or MERGE, differ from the 

computable general equilibrium models (CGE), such as SGM or GEMINI (see Table 2.1 for 

other top-down models). Indeed, they do not compute equilibrium solutions, but rather 

simulate the flows of capital and other monetary quantities between sectors. They implicitly 

reflect past behavior in that the driving equations are estimated using accounting tables or 

econometric techniques on time-series data. As a consequence, they are better suited in the 

short- to medium-horizon. 

 

Bottom-up models are usually technological or energy-engineering models with a high 

degree of technology detail in the energy sector. The most important flow of  bottom-up 

models is energy, while it is money in top-down models. Each energy-using technology is 

identified by a detailed description of its engineering characteristics such as its inputs, 

outputs, unit costs, and several other technical and economic characteristics. One unit of 

sectoral output (in terms of energy service) is produced using a mix of individual 

technologies’ outputs. Thus, the production function of a sector is implicitly constructed, 

rather than explicitly specified as in the more aggregated models. The penetration of a new 

technology is usually modeled based on the costs and performance characteristics of that 

technology relative to the others. Bottom-up models focusing on the energy sector, they 

generally fail to take into account the macroeconomic linkages and feedback between the 

                                                                                                                                                       
25 The advantage of cost-efficient approaches is that environmental damages, often non-market impacts, 
need not be explicitly valued. 
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energy sector and the rest of the economy. Among the bottom-up models, some of them, 

such as MARKAL, compute a partial equilibrium via maximization of the total net surplus; 

while others, such as ISTUM, simulate behaviors that are not governed purely by profit or 

utility maximizing targets (see Table 2.1 for other bottom-up models). However, optimizing 

partial equilibrium models can be modified to include a market sharing mechanism that 

allows it to better reproduce certain behavioral characteristics of observed markets. This has 

been developed in the SAGE Model, a variant of MARKAL developed at the US Department 

of Energy (Energy Information Administration, 2003). 

 

Recent modeling advances make the above dichotomies less valid for the more recent 

models of both categories. In the case of top-down models, several general equilibrium 

models now include a fair amount of fuel and technology disaggregation in the key energy 

producing sectors (for instance: electricity production, oil and gas supply). This is the case of 

MERGE and SGM, for instance. As regards bottom-up models, their linkage with a more or 

less succinct representation of the macro-economy (optimization models plus rest of the 

economy), such as MARKAL-MACRO or NEMS, or also the modeling of end-use demands 

that are sensitive to their own prices, capture the economic feedback effects such the impact 

of rising energy prices on economic output and vice versa. Of course, top-down models still 

encompass macroeconomic variables beyond the energy sector, such as wages, 

consumption, and interest rates, which are not fully covered by the advanced bottom-up 

models. 

 

When used to identify climate policies, bottom-up models are generally considered as being 

optimistic (low control costs) and as promoting a prescriptive framework, while top-down 

models are generally considered as being pessimistic (high control costs) and as promoting a 

descriptive framework (although some of their basic premises tend to give them 

characteristics of normative models, as discussed in the previous subsections). The main 

reason is the interpretation of the energy efficiency gap, i.e. the gap between technologies 

actually chosen by consumers and the best (cost-minimizing) technologies available on the 

market (Krause, 1996). Bottom-up models demonstrate the existence of an “efficiency gap” 

and thus consider that some efficient technologies are available at zero or low costs to 

reduce GHG emissions, while top-down models consider that consumers don’t adopt these 

efficient technologies because of implementation or transaction costs that must be taken into 

account. It must be noted that as a consequence of the new developments of both top-down 
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and bottom-up modeling, differences in parameter values (such as the baseline scenario 

definition) among the models within a given category may be more significant than the 

differences in model structure across categories. 

 

Both types of model have important roles to play.  Optimization models are especially strong 

in finding the equilibrium conditions for complex interrelated systems, while simulation 

models are especially strong for exploring the direct effects of technology-specific measures 

(Jaccard et al., 2001). Decision-makers and policy-makers would benefit greatly if they could 

compare the results from different models and then learn the importance of model choice on 

estimates (Jaccard et al., 2001; Matarasso, 1999). The Energy Modelling Forum (Weyant, 

1999) provides a structured forum for the comparison of alternative modeling approaches in 

the context of climate change. The IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios also called 

for a multi-model approach for developing emissions scenarios (Nakicenovic, 2000). In all, six 

different modeling approaches, including both top-down and bottom-up models, were used to 

generate 40 emission scenarios. Finally, Hourcade and Shukla (2001) provide also a good 

review of the numerous economic studies on the cost of efficient carbon mitigation policies 

that show large variations from country to country and study to study. For example, the 

equivalent carbon tax under the Kyoto Protocol with domestic mitigation vary from 85 to 410 

US$/tC in the USA, 20 to 966 US$/tC for the OECD-Europe, 122 to 1074 US$/tC for Japan, 

46 to 423 US$/tC for CANZ (Hourcade and Shukla, 2001; Weyant, 1999). 

 

Table 2.1 lists some of the integrated assessment models and the energy/economic models 

that are used in the context of climate-related strategies. 

 

2.6 Conclusion 

The theoretical framework of the proposed research relies on sustainable development, 

climate-related damages valuation as well as collective decision analysis and technico-

economic modeling. Several parameters of the work reflect these theoretical pillars. For 

example, the discounting of climate-related damages uses a lower rate than the one used in 

the rest of the economy, in order to represent a certain level of commitment to sustainable 

development. The use of game theory combined to a technico-economic model like MARKAL 

provides an appropriate framework to represent situations where the maximization of utility 

and the rationality of all players are at the heart of the decisions, but where the neoclassical 

assumptions of a single benevolent spectator and of atomistic market is inappropriate to 
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model the real decisions, so that burden-sharing among the players is required. Finally, the 

understanding of the philosophy of decision modeling is crucial in order to understand 

properly both the meaning and the limits of the results obtained by the modeling approach. 

 

Table 2.1. Non exhaustive list of climate related integrated assessment models 

Model Regions Type * Economic module 
Top-down models 

CETA 6 IAM-O Macroeconomic, 2nd generation 
Based on Global 2100 

DICE & PRICE 
(probabilistic version) 

Global IAM-O Type Ramsey 

EPPA 12 EE Computable General Equilibrium 
Based on the General Equilibrium GREEN Model 

FUND 2.1 16 IAM-O  Parameterized 
G-Cubed 8 EE Computable General Equilibrium 
GEMINI-E3 21 EE Computable General Equilibrium 
GREEN 12 EE Computable General Equilibrium 
GTAP 24 EE Computable General Equilibrium 
HERMES EU EE Macroeconomic 
Jorgenson/Wilcoxen US EE Computable General Equilibrium 
MARIA 8 IAM-O Based on DICE 
MERGE 5.1 9 IAM-O Macroeconomic, 2nd generation 

Based on Global 2200 
MiniCAM 14 IAM-O Based on Edmonds-Reilly-Barns (ERB) 
MS-MRT 10 EE Computable General Equilibrium, 2nd generation 
Oxford 44 EE Computable General Equilibrium 
PAGE 4 IAM-E Parameterized 
RICE 13 IAM-O Based on DICE 
SGM 12 EE Computable General Equilibrium 
WIAGEM 11 IAM-O Based on MS-MRT 
WorldScan 12 EE Computable General Equilibrium 

Bottom-up models 
AIM 19 IAM-E Detailed model coupled to ERB model 
CIMS Canada EE Simulation, 2nd generation 

ISTUM+macroeconomic module 
FAIR 2.0 & IMAGE 2.2 17 IAM-E Based on General Equilibrium TIMER model 
ICAM 3 11 IAM-E - 
ISTUM Canada EE Simulation 
MARKAL National EE Optimization 
MARKAL-ED & TIMES 15 EE Optimization, 2nd generation, elastic demands 
MARKAL-MACRO National EE Optimization, 2nd generation, coupled to MACRO 
MESSAGE-MACRO 11 EE Optimization, 2nd generation, coupled to MACRO 
NEMS USA EE Simulation 
POLES 30 EE Simulation 
PRIMES 15  (UE) EE Optimization 
 
* IAM-O = Optimization integrated assessment model 

IAM-E = Evaluation integrated assessment model 
EE = energy/economy model 

 
Based on:  
Dowlatabadi (1995), Edmonds et al. (2000), Hope et al. (1993), Janssen (1998), Sanstad et Greening 
(1998), Weyant (1999), Weyant et al. (1996), Yohe (1999), and websites of the models (see list below) 
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List of models and websites: 
AIM  Asian-Pacific Integrated Model: http://www-iam.nies.go.jp/aim/index.htm 
CETA  Carbon Emissions Trajectory Assessment 
CIMS Canadian Integrated Modelling System: http://www.emrg.sfu.ca  
EPPA Emissions Projection and Policy Analysis Model: 

http://web.mit.edu/globalchange/www/eppa.html  
FAIR Framework to Assess International Regimes for differentiation of commitments: 

http://www.rivm.nl/fair/model_details/  
FUND Climate Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution: http://www.uni-

hamburg.de/Wiss/FB/15/Sustainability/fund.html  
G-Cubed  Global General Equilibrium Model: http://wilcoxen.cp.maxwell.syr.edu/pages/26.html  
GEM-E3  General Equilibrium Model for Energy-Economy-Environment: http://gem-e3.zew.de/  
ICAM  Integrated Climate Assessment Model: http://hdgc.epp.cmu.edu/models-icam/models-

icam.html 
IMAGE Integrated Model to Assess the Greenhouse Effect (TIMER = Targets Image Energy 

Regional model): http://www.rivm.nl/fair/model_details/ 
ISTUM Intra Sectoral Technology Use Model 
MARIA  Multiregional Approach for Resource and Industry Allocation Model 
MARKAL  Market Allocation: http://www.etsap.org/Tools/MARKAL.htm  
MESSAGE  Model for Energy Supply Strategy Alternatives and their General Environmental Impact: 

http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/ECS/docs/models.html#MESSAGE  
MERGE  Model for Evaluating Regional and GLobal Effects of GHG Reduction Policies: 

http://www.stanford.edu/group/MERGE/  
MINICAM  Mini Climate Assessment Model: http://www.pnl.gov/gtsp/research/minicam.stm  
MS-MRT  Multi-Sector – Multi-Region Trade Model 
NEMS  National Energy Modelling System: http://www.eia.doe.gov/  
Oxford http://www.oef.com/wukmacover.PDF  
PAGE  Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect 
POLES Prospective outlook on long-term energy systems http://www.upmf-

grenoble.fr/iepe/Recherche/Recha5.html  
PRIMES http://www.e3mlab.ntua.gr/manuals/PRIMsd.pdf  
RICE/DICE  Regional/Dynamic Integrated Climate and Economic Model: 

http://www.econ.yale.edu/~nordhaus/homepage/dicemodels.htm  
SGM  Second Generation Model: http://www.pnl.gov/gtsp/research/sgm.stm  
TIMES The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System: http://www.etsap.org/Tools/TIMES.htm  
WIAGEM World Integrated Assessment General Equilibrium Model: http://www.uni-

oldenburg.de/speed/english/staff/kemfert/model.htm#WAGEM  
Worldscan http://www.cpb.nl/eng/model/worldscan.html  
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COUPLING CLIMATE DAMAGES AND GHG ABATEMENT COSTS  

IN A LINEAR PROGRAMMING FRAMEWORK 

M. Labriet and R. Loulou 

 

Updated version26 of the article published in 

Environmental Modeling and Assessment, Vol. 8, p.261-274, 2003 

 
Résumé 
 
Ce chapitre étudie le couplage des courbes de dommages climatiques, non-linéaires et non-convexes, à 
l’analyse coût-efficacité par un modèle de programmation linéaire tel que MARKAL. Les conséquences 
pour le calcul des solutions coopératives et non-coopératives sont dégagées. 
Les analyses empiriques des dommages, réalisées à partir de différentes trajectoires d’émissions 
mondiales, démontrent que: (a) la dépendance entre les dommages et la trajectoire des émissions 
globales est négligeable, si bien que les émissions cumulatives constituent la seule variable pertinente; 
(b) les dommages régionaux dépendent linéairement des émissions globales cumulatives. Par 
conséquent, le calcul des solutions coopératives et non-coopératives revient à résoudre des problèmes 
d’optimisation locale, en supposant négligeables les effets des politiques climatiques sur les échanges 
internationaux d’énergie: étant donné la linéarité des dommages, chaque région choisit sa stratégie non-
coopérative en ne tenant compte que des dommages engendrés par ses propres émissions et qu’elle 
subit elle-même; dans le cas coopératif, chaque région choisit sa stratégie en tenant compte des 
dommages engendrés par ses émissions pour toutes les régions qui coopèrent. 
Il est à noter que toute conclusion dégagée de cette approche est entièrement dépendante des fonctions 
de dommages choisies. Par ailleurs, l’approche pourra être étendue au cas où les effets des politiques 
climatiques sur les échanges internationaux sont modélisés. 
 
Abstract 
 
The paper discusses the coupling of non-linear non-convex damage costs due to climate change with a 
cost-efficiency analysis based on a technical-economic linear programming model like MARKAL and 
studies the implications for the computation of cooperative and non-cooperative solutions.  
Our empirical analysis of climate damages based on different world emissions levels and paths prove a) 
that the dependency of damages on the trajectory of emissions may be neglected, so that the only 
relevant variables are the cumulative emissions in each country, and b) that a linear relationship links 
regional damages and cumulative global emissions. Based on these results, cooperative and non-
cooperative equilibria can be much more easily calculated by solving local optimization problems in a 
case where international trade effects of GHG policies are neglected: given the linearity of damage 
functions, each country chooses its non-cooperative strategy by considering only the part of its own 
damage cost due to its own emissions; in the cooperative case, each country takes into account its 
contribution to the damages done to all countries.  
Of course, any cost-benefit conclusion that will be produced by this approach is fully dependent on the 
damage functions. Also, this approach may be extended to the case where trade effects are modeled. 
                                                      
26The numerical assumptions used to compute climate damages are sightly different from the ones used by 
Labriet and Loulou (2003). However, the qualitative conclusions remain entirely valid. All the updated data are 
identified by footnotes, and the original numerical results are included in Appendix A of the thesis.  
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3.1 Introduction 

Besides the issues related to understanding the scientific phenomena of climate change, one 

basic economic question is raised: What to do to guarantee the long-term efficiency (or the 

least collective cost) of international pollution control policies and the action by all countries? 

Either cost-efficiency approaches or cost-benefit approaches (where damage costs of climate 

change must be evaluated) may answer the question.  

 

The aim of this paper is to discuss the coupling of non-linear and non-convex damage costs 

due to climate change with a cost-efficiency analysis based on a technical-economic linear 

programming model and to analyze the consequences for the computation of cooperative and 

non-cooperative situations.  

 

The second section of the paper underlies the rationale for coupling damage and abatement 

costs due to emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG). The next section introduces a simple 

climate module and damage functions proposed by the recent literature. The last section 

explores how cost-benefit analysis may be undertaken in a linear programming framework “à 

la MARKAL”, based on two empirical observations: (a) that the dependency of damages on the 

trajectory of emissions may be neglected, so that the only variables are cumulative emissions 

of each country, and (b) that a linear relationship links regional damages and cumulative global 

emissions. Based on these results, cooperative and non-cooperative equilibria are calculated 

by solving local optimization problems using the abatement curves provided by economic or 

technical-economic models, and the empirical form of damage curves. It is shown that given 

the linear shape of damages, each country chooses its non-cooperative strategy by 

considering only the part of its own damage due to its own emissions. In the cooperative case, 

each country takes into account its contribution to the damage of all countries. 

 

3.2 Rationale for coupling damage and abatement costs 

Cost-efficiency analysis helps choose the option achieving the exogenous environmental 

target (for example, GHG reductions fixed by the Kyoto Protocol) at lowest cost. The 

fundamental underlying assumption is the cooperation between countries or regions that is 

reflected in the globally desirable and accepted GHG target. One of the biggest advantages of 

the cost-efficiency approach is that benefits – or avoided damages – need not be explicitly 

valued. Referring to the precautionary principle and the uncertainty surrounding damages, 
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some analysts also argue that climate change targets should be based on exogenous physical 

or social indicators, rather than only economic valuation [4]. One of the drawbacks of the cost-

efficiency approach is that the total economical output available for consumption or investment 

is overestimated, as it doesn’t include residual damages (after GHG abatement has 

occurred)27. In the case of partial equilibrium models on energy markets, as they do not 

calculate macro-economic outputs but energy costs, they don’t require the calculation of 

residual damages for appropriate cost-efficient analysis.  

 

Cost-benefit analysis weighs the costs (reduction of GHG) against the benefits (reduction of 

damages) to set endogenously the environmental level and the mitigation strategy with the 

highest net total benefit. Cost-benefit analysis may be the only way to examine abatement 

policies when targets may not be set, for instance if countries act in a non-cooperative manner.  

 

Indeed, it is not yet clear whether the real international framework related to climate change 

will be closer to a cooperative or to a non-cooperative situation. The limited success of the 

Kyoto treaty indicates that a non-cooperative situation may be developing and that there is no 

guarantee that more drastic future GHG reductions will be accomplished in a cooperative 

mode. Moreover, any socially optimal (cooperative) solution provided in a cost-efficiency 

framework does not guarantee that every country is better off under this policy. As a 

consequence of the nonexcludability and nonrivalry nature of environmental goods, some 

countries may also seek to free-ride and deviate from the international optimum, either to 

maximize their individual welfare (and then enjoy the pollution abatement brought by the 

cooperating actors) or to create a new coalition that will offer a higher welfare to its members 

[5, 6]. In such non-cooperative scenarios, the GHG concentration resulting from the countries 

actions is unknown, since it will result from each country or player minimizing its own total cost. 

But each player must take into account the likely actions of other players when evaluating its 

own abatement and damage costs, since the latter depend on the emissions of all players. In 

other words, the decisions by each country are interdependent, even in a non-cooperative 

mode. 

 

                                                      
27 Balancing control costs and benefits (or avoided damages) might also help decision-making by making 
avoided damages more explicit. 
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These are the arguments that motivated the need for coupling damage and abatement costs in 

order to make possible the use of a technical-economic model like MARKAL28 not only in a 

conventional cost-efficient or cooperative approach (like the Kyoto approach) but also in a 

cost-benefit or non-cooperative approach. Given the goal of this paper, MARKAL model will 

not be detailed here, but in a future publication where results of modeling will be presented. 

 

3.3 Simplified climate module and damage functions 

The calculation of damages requires the calculation of CO2 concentrations and climate 

parameters, based on carbon cycle and climate models. [2] provide a helpful study as regards 

both the simplified climate module and the damage analysis for several regions included in the 

new version of their RICE model (Regional Dynamic Integrated Model of Climate and the 

Economy). Information is available directly from the author’s website, and RICE has been 

already used by [1] for purposes similar to our objective, i.e. cooperative / non-cooperative 

analysis of climate change gaming. 

 

3.3.1 Climate module 

The reduced-form climate module proposed by [2] is highly simplified compared to larger 

climate models used to calibrate the parameters of the simplified climate module29. It includes 

three series of equations. 

 

• The accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere is modeled by a three-reservoir model 

(atmosphere, a quickly mixing reservoir in the upper oceans and the biosphere, and the 

deep oceans) calibrated to existing carbon-cycle models (equations A.1 to A.3 of Appendix 

3.1)30. The equations are calibrated to the Bern carbon cycle. 

 

                                                      
28 MARKAL is a linear programming model of the production, trading, transformation, distribution and end-uses of various 
energy forms that affect GHG emissions ([3], and bibliography therein). MARKAL implements a partial economic equilibrium on 
energy markets, based on the computation of a dynamic, long term, least cost configuration of energy systems. 
29 Addition ot the published version: The climate model proposed by Nordhaus and Boyer (1999), although 
highly simplified, is calibrated to the larger general circulation models. Moreover, using an oracle-based 
optimization technique to couple climate and economic models, Drouet at al. (2004) show that the simplified 
climate model proposed by DICE (closed to the one used in RICE) provides temperature increases very similar 
to those obtained with a more complex climate model. 
30 A former approach considered a constant decay of CO2 in the atmosphere. [2] modified this approach 
because it may understate the long-term atmospheric retention of carbon as it assumed implicitly an infinite 
sink of carbon in the deep oceans. [1] used the constant decay version of RICE. 
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• The relationship between GHG accumulation and increased radiative forcing is derived 

from empirical measurements (equation A.4 of Appendix 3.1). The assumption for the 

present modeling is that a doubling of CO2 concentrations would lead to an increase in 

radiative forcing of 4.1 W/m2 (γ parameter). 

 

• The link between radiative forcing and climate change is represented by a two-reservoir 

model (atmosphere, biosphere, upper oceans are included in one layer, deep oceans in 

the other one) (equations A.5 and A.6 of Appendix 3.1). The one-period lag in the system 

is due to the thermal inertia of the different layers. This mini climate model follows the 

model developed by [23]. The assumption for the present equations is that a doubling of 

CO2 concentrations would lead to an increase in temperature of 2.9°C (Cs parameter). 

 

3.3.2 Damages functions 

The representation of the damages of climate change is both a key part and one of the 

weakest points of integrated assessment models (IAMs)31. Several studies have attempted to 

estimate impacts and damages in the last ten years [2,8-12] but damage functions proposed 

by literature are still highly speculative, given the few data available outside of agriculture and 

sea-level rise for a small number of countries and the low quality of numerical estimates of 

climate change impacts [4,7]. The shape of the damage function itself is uncertain. Compared 

to a linear function, a cubic function implies low near-term impacts but rapidly increasing 

impacts further in the future; using a « hockey-stick » function that suddenly turns upward at a 

chosen threshold is also possible [4].  

 

The curve most used in the early evaluation of global damages has been a power function of 

the temperature increase (Table 3.1). More recent and regionalized damage functions tend to 

use a better approximation based on second-order polynomials. 

 

Based on the above remarks, we may conclude that the damage module of an IAM should be 

as transparent as possible in order to facilitate the updating to new information, the 

understanding of assumptions and the sensitivity analyses needed to determine the 

robustness of the model, given the complexity of climate modeling and the uncertainties of 

                                                      
31  Interesting paper by [7] discusses how impacts are represented in 19 of current IAMs. 
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climate related damages. One must also remember that computational requirements may 

constrain the level of modeling detail, especially in optimization models, which seek optimal 

policy strategies, compared to policy evaluation models, which are closer to natural sciences 

simulation models and allow more modeling detail. Finally, given the uncertainties associated 

to damages assessment, it is not certain whether complicating the model with a more 

elaborate specification would produce more reliable results than sensitivity analyses. 

 

Table 3.1. Examples of damage functions 

 
* Scenarios are respectively optimistic (0.3 probability), medium (0.4 probability) and pessimistic (0.3 probability). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source Damage function (d expressed as a % of economic output) 
Aggregated damages 

Nordhaus [18] Natural scientists:  d  = 0.0231 ∆T 1,57 

Environmental economists:  d  = 0.0218 ∆T 1,01 

Other social scientists:  d  = 0.0022 ∆T 1,87 

Average:  d  = 0.0067 ∆T 1,53 
Cline [8] 
Fankhauser [9] 
Tol [19] 

d  = α (∆T/2.5)2  α  = 0.0146 [8] 
 α  = -0.0173 [9] 
 α  = -0.02 [19] 

Peck and Teisberg 
[20] 

d  = α1 Lt ∆T α2  α1 = 0.5%, 2.0%, 3.5%* 
 α2 = 1, 2 or 3 (*) 
 Lt (productivity index) reflects the 
 increase of damages due to the 
 development of the economy. 

Lempert et al. [21] d = a (∆T/3)3 + b * function (∆T) a = 0.5%, 2%, 3.5% or 20%  
 b = 0 (no abrupt change)  
 or b = a/2 (abrupt change)  
    0 if ∆T < 1 oC 
 Function (∆T) =   ∆T- 1  if 1 oC<∆T<2 oC 
       3 – ∆T if 2 oC<∆T<3 oC 
      0  if ∆T >3 oC 

Chao [22] d =  θc (T/Tc)2 θc max damage per catastrophic event 
 (20%, 40%, 60% of GDP*) 
 Tc critical temperature above which 
 impacts are unacceptable (6, 5, 4  oC*) 

Disaggregated damages 
RICE Second-order polynomials 
MERGE Hockey-stick function 
FUND Second-order polynomials 
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3.3.3 Regional damages functions 

Work by [2] about damages calculation is recognized as the main source of information related 

to monetized climate change damages [7]. Recent comprehensive work on damage costs by 

[11,12] is also considered as particularly relevant and provides a dynamic view of damages 

when the emission trajectory is given.  

 

Damages provided by [2] are estimated under a “willingness-to-pay” (WTP) approach for 13 

regions on a sectoral basis (see the regions and some of the major assumptions and results in  

Figure 3.1 and Table 3.2). 

 

Table 3.2. Some assumptions and results for damage estimates [2] 

Sector Assumptions and results (partial) Sensitivity of the impact to 
income 

Agriculture Positive impacts for China, Japan, Russia, Canada-
Australia-New Zealand 

-0.1 (decreasing share of 
the agriculture sector with 
increasing income) 

Sea-level rise WTP of 0.1% of income for preventing a 2.5°C 
warming for the coastal sector of the US 
Coastal vulnerability index defined for all regions 
(length or coastline, coastal area) 
Japan and Western Europe are the most impacted 
regions 

0.2 (rising urbanization 
and rising land values with 
higher per capita incomes) 

Other market 
sectors* 

Rated at 0 in temperate climates 
Energy expenditures for heating decline by 5% in cold 
climates 
Energy expenditures for cooling increase by 8% for 
high incomes regions 

0.2 (high income elasticity 
of expenditures on 
cooling) 

Health Impacts of tropical diseases and pollution 
High vulnerability of Africa, lower in India and other 
low-income regions 

0 

Non-market 
amenity 
impacts 

Based on time-use for leisure activities 
Data evaluated for the US and extrapolated for other 
regions 
Negative impacts only for India, OPEC-high income, 
Africa and other low income. 

0 

Human 
settlements & 
ecosystems 

Capital value of climate sensitive human settlements 
and ecosystems higher in Europe and Japan than the 
US. 

0.1 

Catastrophic 
impacts 

Probability of 1.2% with a 2.5°C warming and 6.8% 
with a 6°C. 
Expected losses in India and Western Europe higher 
than in other regions 
Total catastrophic impacts for 2.5°C estimated to be 
twice as large as all other combined impacts. 

0.1 (greater aversion to 
catastrophic risk as 
income increases) 

 
* Forestry, water, energy, fisheries, outdoor recreation, construction 
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Figure 3.1. Impact of 2.5°C warming [2] 32 

 

The United States appear to be less vulnerable than many countries, as a result of its relatively 

temperate climate, the small dependence of its economy on climate, its advanced health 

system and low vulnerability to catastrophic impacts33. Countries like Russia and Canada will 

benefit from a moderate climate change thanks to improvements in the agricultural sector and 

gains in non-market time use (leisure). India’s vulnerability is based on the importance of 

monsoons for agriculture, the potential for adverse health impacts and the reduced non-market 

time use. For Africa, much of its vulnerability comes from potential health impacts. Europe 

appears to be the most vulnerable of high-income regions because of the potential 

catastrophic impacts (changes of the thermohaline circulation) as well as significant coastal 

and agricultural impacts [2]. It is finally interesting to note that three groups of countries 

appear, based on their static damages estimates: 

 

• Regions with positive impacts (or gains) from climate change: Russia and the CANZ group 

consisting of Canada, Australia and New-Zealand; 

 

                                                      
32 Regions are: Africa (AFR), Australia-Canada-New Zealand (CANZ), China (CHI), Eastern Europe (EEU), 
Former Soviet Union (FSU), India (IND), Japan (JPN), Low-income countries (LOW), Midlow-income countries 
(MIDLOW),  Middle-income countries (MIDDLE), OPEC high-income countries (OPEC-high), Western Europe 
(WEU), United States (USA). 
33 Addition to the published version: Sensitivity analyses related to damages undertaken, in the next steps of 
the work, include the possibility of higher damages in USA. 
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• Regions with positive impacts for moderate temperature changes and moderate negative 

impacts for higher temperature changes: China, United States, Japan, Eastern Europe; 

 

• Regions with higher negative impacts: middle, middle-low and low-income countries, 

OPEC high-income countries, Western Europe, Africa and India. 

 

Study by [2] is more beneficial than other previous studies. [8] and [9] estimated the impact of 

a 2.5°C increase to be respectively 1.1 and 1.3% of the gross domestic product (GDP) of the 

United States. The integration of larger adaptation possibilities in most recent studies 

(especially for agriculture, sea-level rise and energy impacts – agriculture and sea-level rise 

being the only sectors that have made significant progress in estimating impacts on a regional 

level) explains these differences. Some other recent studies tend to be even more beneficial 

than estimates by [2]. More particularly, the study by [10] for the United States considers the 

possibility of adaptation and yields large positive effects for agriculture (arising from longer 

growing seasons, warmer nights, increased precipitation, etc.), smaller positive effects for 

timber and recreation, and less negative impacts for the other sectors. 

 

[2] assume that the relationship between global temperature increase and income loss is given 

by a quadratic equation (Figure 3.2). Table 3.3 presents the curve parameters used for each 

region by [2,24,1]. [1] increased the value of the exponent in the climate change damage 

function from 1.5 [24] to 2 to reflect that temperature changes of 7°C or more, among others, 

are to be considered as catastrophic impacts. Graphs of Figure 3.3 illustrate damage curves 

respectively for the different regions and for different values of parameters of the curves for the 

United States and Western Europe. They clearly illustrate how the linear term of the equation 

is important for smaller values of temperature increase, while the exponent term of course 

dominates longer-term damage estimates. 

 

Because all attempts to estimate the impacts of climate change continue to be highly 

speculative, we decided to use damage functions defined in [2] instead of trying to define our 

own curves34. 

 
                                                      
34 Addition to the published version: Sensitivity analyses related to damages will be undertaken in the next 
steps of the work in order to take into consideration the uncertainties. 
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Table 3.3. Examples of regional damage functions [1,2,24] 

di  = ai,1 * (∆T/ai,3)ai,2 + ai,4 * ∆T  (d expressed as a % of annual output) 
The output (GDP) of the production factor of RICE is multiplied by the factor: 1 / (1+ di) 

Region Source ai,1 ai,2 ai,3 ai,4 

USA [24] 0.01102 1.5 1.0  0.0 

 [2] 0.00174 2.0 1.0 -0.00257 

 [1] 0.01102 2.0 1.0  0.0 

Japan (JPN) [24] 0.01174 1.5 1.0  0.0 

 [2] 0.00247 2.0 1.0 -0.00418 
 [1] 0.01174 2.0 1.0  0.0 
China (CHI) [24] 0.01523 1.5 1.0  0.0 
 [2] 0.00201 2.0 1.0 -0.00414 
 [1] 0.01523 2.0 1.0  0.0 
Western Europe (WEU) [24] 0.01174 1.5 1.0  0.0 
 [2] 0.00491 2.0 1.0 -0.00095 
 [1] 0.01174 2.0 1.0  0.0 
FSU [24] 0.00857 1.5 1.0  0.0 
 [2] 0.00327 2.0 1.0 -0.01078 
 [1] 0.00857 2.0 1.0  0.0 
Rest of the World [24] 0.02093 1.5 1.0  0.0 
 [2] 0.02093 2.0 1.0  0.0 
India (IND) [2] 0.00492 2.0 1.0  0.00741 
OPEC-high [2] 0.00148 2.0 1.0  0.00412 
Canada-Australia-New Zealand (CANZ) [2] 0.00369 2.0 1.0 -0.01079 
Eastern Europe (EEU) [2] 0.00187 2.0 1.0 -0.00516 
MIDDLE income (Brazil, Korea, Taiwan, etc.) [2] 0.00134 2.0 1.0  0.00390 
MID-LOW income (Mexico, Turkey, Iran, etc.) [2] 0.00255 2.0 1.0  0.00223 
LOW income (Indonesia, Pakistan, etc.) [2] 0.00249 2.0 1.0  0.00628 
Africa (AFR) [2] 0.00097 2.0 1.0  0.01560 
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Figure 3.2. Regional damage functions [2] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         3.a. USA (Range 0-7°C)    3.b. USA (Range 0-2°C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        3.c. WEU (Range 0-7°C)              3.d. WEU (Range 0-2°C) 
 
Legend and sources: 
(1) See [24] – see also Table 3.3 (3) See [1]: same equation as in [24] but exponent 2 instead of 1.5 
(2) See [2] – see also Table 3.3 (4) Same equation as in [2] but exponent 2.5 instead of 2. 
 

Figure 3.3. Comparing different damage functions for USA and WEU 
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Some consequences of the shape of damage functions must be noted. First, climate policy 

undertaken by countries or regions that are little vulnerable or affected by a certain level of 

climate change (in other words, countries or regions for which the damage curve’s slope is 

low) should tend to be quite independent from the other countries’ or regions’ climate 

strategies within this time horizon. Second, based on individual or non-cooperative economic 

analysis, regions with positive impacts have no interest in bearing any burden for reducing 

GHG emissions. More specifically, regions with a negative damage curve could even decide to 

increase their emissions as a response to GHG abatement policies carried out in other 

countries. This case is equivalent to a negatively sloped response function of the regions with 

positive and decreasing impacts, as opposed to the usual orthogonal reaction function 

considered for international environmental games: while the latter implies that free-riders enjoy 

the cleaner environmental and do not expand their emissions, the non-orthogonal case leads 

to possible decreasing returns from cooperation and non-cooperative regions can diminish the 

gains achieved by the cooperating coalition. Therefore, the assumption regarding the impact 

functions during the horizon under analysis is crucial for the analysis of non-cooperative cases 

and the computation of transfers required in order to compensate loosing countries. We will 

show in the section 3.4.2 that FSU, for example, could adopt a polluting strategy as a 

response to cooperating regions, given the chosen damage function and the time horizon. 
 
3.4 Calculation of damage curves for linear programming optimization 

Two approaches may be suggested to integrate non-linear and non-convex damages costs 

into a linear programming optimization model like MARKAL: 

 

• The first approach is to augment the model with the complete set of climatic equations and 

damage functions as described above and in Appendix 3.1. The main drawback of this 

approach is the inclusion of many exogenous constraints in the model, and more 

particularly the inclusion of some non linear and non convex constraints, which in turn 

make the computation of the equilibrium much more difficult; 

 

• The second approach is to consider that damages depend only on total cumulative 

emissions, irrespective of the shape of the global emission trajectory, so that the 

optimization problem can be solved by a decomposition approach based on regional 
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abatement cost curves and regional damages costs, the only important variable being then 

the global cumulative emissions. 

 

The rest of this section explains how the second approach can be justified and implemented. 

We first choose a number of emission trajectories. For each trajectory, we compute a) the 

cumulative emissions up to a certain future year, and b) the cumulative damage costs up to 

that same future year, using the climate and damage model of [2]. We finally empirically test 

the existence and shape of a possible relationship between cumulative emissions and 

cumulative damage costs. 

 

3.4.1 Emissions trajectories 

In order to evaluate the error made in assuming that damages depend only on total cumulative 

emissions, we collected data for 14 emissions trajectories from the literature and 16 additional 

artificial emissions trajectories that we built: 

 

• Emissions scenarios from IPCC [25]: A1 (modeled by AIM), B1 (IMAGE), A2 (ASF), B2 

(MESSAGE), A1T (MESSAGE), A1F1 (MINICAM); 

 

• Stabilization scenarios from IPCC ([25] and IPCC Post-SRES database available online - 

http://sres.ciesin.columbia.edu/OpenProcess/index.html): IMAGE 350 / 450 / 550 / 650 / 

750 ppm, MARIA 550 ppm, MERGE Stblz; 

 

• RICE scenario (available online - http://www.econ.yale.edu/~nordhaus/homepage/dicemo 

dels.htm): RICE 2001; 

 

• Artificial scenarios: Artificial scenarios do not necessarily represent possible or expected 

paths; they are built so that total cumulative emissions are the same as in the scenarios 

above, but with a different path of emissions; some extreme and unrealistic cases are 

included on purpose (for example, abrupt change of annual emissions), to further test the 

assumed existence of a direct mapping from cumulative emissions to damages; a scenario 

with emissions constant at 1990 levels is also included. 

 

http://sres.ciesin.columbia.edu/OpenProcess/index.html
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It is important to note that our set of scenarios includes emission trajectories that show little or 

no abatement relative to BAU. Hence our sample reflects the whole spectrum of potential 

trajectories, and is not biased downward. 

 

Appendix 3.2 presents all emissions trajectories selected for this study. 

 

3.4.2 Damage results 

First, climate results provided by the climate model from [2] are in the range provided by the 

different IPCC scenarios [4,25]. 

 

Second, Figure 3.4 presents the 30 points consisting each of a pair of values for (a) world 

cumulative emissions up to 2050 and (b) cumulative discounted damage cost (net present 

value) for the whole world up to 210035. The discount rate is fixed at 2%36, and GDP is based 

on projections provided by the “A1 family”37 scenarios of the IPCC, in other words, on rapid 

economic growth rates [4,25] (Figure 3.5). Appendix 3.3 shows the regional damage plots 

(2100 cumulative discounted regional damages versus world cumulative emissions). The 

curves’ equations, standard errors and correlation coefficients are provided in Table 3.4. 

 

                                                      
35 Addition to the published version: The climate damages due to CO2 were cumulated up to 2050 in Labriet 
and Loulou (2003). The longer term computation of damages aims at taking into consideration the long-term 
climate effects of CO2. Emissions are cumulated only up to 2050 in order to reflect the time horizon of the 
current version of MARKAL used in the rest of the work. In other words, the 2100 extension concerns only the 
cumulative damages of CO2 emitted from 2000 to 2050, and emissions after 2050 are considered as null. 
Longer-term computation of damages is not necessary since discounting considerably devalues far distant 
damages. For example, the computation of world cumulative damages up to 2200 with a discount rate of 2% 
adds less than 10% to damages cumulated up to 2100 (see Appendix A). 
36 Addition to the published version: The future damages of Labriet and Loulou (2003) were discounted at 5%. 
The discount rate has been decreased in order to give greater net present values to the long-term climate 
impacts. We are fully aware of the crucial role of discounting on the absolute values of cumulative damages 
and consequently on the trade-off between short-term costs and longer-term benefits (reduced damages) of 
climate policies. For example, the world cumulative damages between 2000 and 2100 is multiplied by more 
than 8 and more than 28 in our calculations when the discount rate is reduced from 5% to 2% and to the 
extreme value of 0% respectively (see Appendix A). We are also aware that differences across regions and 
time periods could be appropriate to reflect different values over economic development and environment. 
37 Addition to the published version: The GDP of the published version of the article was based on the “A2 
family” of the IPCC, that is characterized by smaller growths than the “A1 family”. For example, at the world 
level, the annual economic growth rate between 1990 and 2100 is equivalent to 2.9% for the A1 family and 
2.3% for the A2 family (Nakicenovic, 2000) (see also Appendix A). The change was motivated by the fact that 
the current version of MARKAL, used in the rest of the work, is calibrated to the IPCC’s AIM-A1B scenario, 
which belongs to the A1 family of scenarios and which is the most frequently cited one in the literature. 
Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 of next chapter discuss the assumptions behind the A1B scenario and its economic 
growth. 
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Figure 3.4. World cumulative damage in 2100 (DPV-2000, 2%, A1 family), due to emissions 
from 2000 to 205038 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. GDP Projections based on IPCC-A1 family 38 [4,25] 

 

 

 

                                                      
38 Addition to the published version: Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 are updated graphs. The former version of these 
figures is included in Appendix A. The definition of regions for the GDP calculation has been also slightly 
modified in order to fit the fifteen regions modeled in MARKAL, while regions used by Labriet and Loulou (2003) 
correspond to regions modeled by Nordhaus and Boyer (1999). 
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The computation of the regional and world damage rate curves based on cumulative emission 

yields to the rather encouraging results: 

 

a) Damages can be considered as independent of emissions trajectory especially in view of 

uncertainties on damage functions, as explained in the first sections of the article; in other 

words, differences between damage estimates resulting from different emissions paths 

with the same cumulative value (for example, when emissions are strongly delayed or 

advanced) can be neglected; 

 

b) The relationship between damages and cumulative emissions is linear. FSU (Former 

Soviet Union) and, to a lesser extent, AUS (Australia and New-Zeland) and CAN 

(Canada), show poorly linear damage curves, as indicated by their low correlation factors 

(Table 3.4). However, they also show fairly constant damages in the range of the modeled 

cumulative emissions, as indicated by the relatively small differences between the minimal 

and maximal values of their cumulative damages (Table 3.4). In other words, the damages 

are fairly independent of emissions, so that linearity remains acceptable in the range 

considered. 

 

Several factors contribute to these results. First, the temperature increase depends linearly on 

cumulative emissions (Figure 3.6). One explanation for this result could be that late emissions 

have less time to be absorbed by ocean layers, but also have less time to generate 

temperature increase and damages, so that damages are smaller even if atmospheric GHG 

concentrations are higher. Indeed, late emissions generate less damage (lower points of 

Figure 3.4) than early emissions (higher points of Figure 3.4).  
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Figure 3.6. Temperature increase (above pre-industrial level) in 2050 

 

Table 3.4. Equations of damage curves (2000-2100, DPV-2000, 2%, A1 family) based on 
emissions up to 205039 40 

Cumulative damage 2000-2100 = a + b* cumulative emissions 2000-2050 

 a 
(G$1990mer) 

b 
(G$1990mer 

/GtC) 

Standard 
Error 

Correlation 
coefficient

Average 
damages 
(G$1990mer)

Min 
damages 
(G$1990mer)

Max 
damages 
(G$1990mer) 

Variation 
(max – min) 
/ average 

AFR 4585.81 11.54 67.08 0.9987 11403.9 9027.1 13752.2 52.3% 
AUS -253.27 0.02 2.60 0.6526 -242.7 -247.0 -231.6 -6.2% 
CAN -509.73 0.05 5.28 0.7290 -482.3 -491.7 -457.7 -6.9% 
CHI -2029.14 1.88 26.77 0.9920 -918.2 -1270.1 -452.9 -64.3% 
CSA 1610.38 5.10 51.92 0.9959 4639.8 3572.0 5735.0 60.6% 
EEU -393.40 0.11 4.34 0.9382 -332.0 -350.1 -299.2 -14.6% 
FSU -2465.33 -0.09 26.90 0.3393 -2521.3 -2550.3 -2479.2 -2.8% 
IND 2484.40 10.17 62.74 0.9985 8497.6 6413.9 10618.5 65.6% 
JAP -739.37 0.87 10.56 0.9941 -227.9 -396.2 -17.2 -95.7% 
MEA 1264.90 3.71 31.23 0.9972 3460.8 2690.4 4241.9 57.7% 
MEX 367.14 1.81 17.53 0.9963 1438.8 1063.9 1830.9 72.1% 
ODA 3614.87 11.52 75.89 0.9983 10428.6 8056.3 12819.3 59.1% 
SKO 967.44 2.95 18.98 0.9984 2713.9 2105.9 3325.1 57.9% 
USA -1256.27 2.19 23.00 0.9956 39.5 -391.6 554.8 -241.7% 
WEU 495.78 11.39 126.59 0.9951 7274.2 5087.6 9810.7 92.8% 
World 7744.20 63.21 467.74 0.9978 45172.8 32241.0 58746.5 82.2% 
                                                      
39 Addition to the published version: This table includes the updated regional damage curves. World cumulative 
damages reach an average value of 45 trillions US$1990 (Table 3.4) against 1 trillion US$1990 in Labriet and 
Loulou (2003) (see appendix A of the thesis). 
40 Addition to the published version: It must be noted that damage curves are all expressed in US$1990, since 
GDP was itself provided by the litterature in US$1990. The curves have been converted in US$2000 for MARKAL 
modeling, using the Consumer Price Index (multiplication factor of 1.32 from US$1990 to US$2000). 
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It is interesting to note that some countries’ damages appear to be quite insensitive to 

cumulative emissions in 2050. These countries are those with a flat damage curve around the 

temperature increase (1.3 to 1.7°C) induced by these emissions (Figure 3.2). This is the case, 

for example, of EEU (Eastern Europe), CANZ group (representing AUS CAN), and FSU to a 

lesser extent. As explained above, damage curves for these regions provide low correlation 

coefficients, but damages being also fairly independent of emissions in the range considered, 

linearity remains acceptable. At the opposite, some countries’ damages are more sensitive to 

cumulative emissions in 2050. They are the countries with a high slope of the damages curve 

around the corresponding temperature increase. This is the case of USA (United States), JAP 

(Japan), WEU (Western Europe), MEX (Mexico), IND (India). 

 

Finally, in view of their cumulative discounted damages, several regions (AUS, CAN, CHI, 

EEU, FSU, JAP and USA) benefit from climate change (Table 3.4 and Figure 3.8 of Appendix 

3.3). However, no region except FSU receives increasing benefits from climate change. FSU, 

as a consequence, could adopt a polluting strategy as response behavior to cooperating 

regions. FSU’s negative slope is nevertheless uncertain since it results from fairly constant 

damages in the considered range of emissions. It is also interesting to note that USA shows its 

cumulative damages changing from benefits to costs when CO2 cumulative emissions reach 

574 GtC in 2050. In fact, USA, with JAP and WEU, belong to the regions that are the most 

sensitive to cumulative emissions (Figure 3.8 of Appendix 3.3). 

 

A brief analysis of 2100 cumulative damages due to emissions up to 2100 yields also linear 

relationships between damages and cumulative emissions for lower emissions. However, the 

independence of damages on the trajectory of emissions is less evident for higher emissions. 

Moreover, some regions, such as AUS, CAN and FSU, show fairly constant damages for lower 

cumulative emissions and linear increasing damage curves for higher cumulative emissions. 

Also, we can note that at this temperature increase, no region receives increasing benefits 

from climate change. The same regions as in the 2050 analysis still benefits from climate 

change in terms of cumulative damages. 
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3.4.3 Modeling damages in an optimization framework 

Based on these results, cooperative and non-cooperative games can be much more easily 

solved through decomposition via an augmented technical-economic optimization model, as 

follows: 

 

a) Given the global nature of climate change issue, each player takes into account the likely 

actions of other players when deciding its own climate strategy: it evaluates its own abatement 

and damage costs by estimating the damages involved by its GHG emissions but also GHG 

emissions of other countries; 

 

b) As a first step, the approach assumes that the GHG issue is the only interdependency 

between countries; in other words, it assumes that international trade is not significantly 

affected by emission reductions (note that [1] assumes more drastically that the magnitude of 

actual net international trade is relatively small); some authors nevertheless show that 

international trade effects of costs and emissions can modify incentives to reduce GHG 

emissions, as they increase the interdependence between countries so that international 

coordination may have a higher pay-off [26]. Our approach described in this article may be 

modified to capture these effects, at the expense of a more complex set of computations.  

 

c) The decision variables are the cumulative emissions of all countries, which are already 

variables of the technical-economic model; 

 

d) Regional abatement costs curves are computed by the technical-economic model: for 

each region, the total cost for various cumulative emission levels is calculated via multiple runs 

of each regional model (the model must be a world multi-region model); 

 

e) Regional damage cost curves as functions of cumulative emissions are computed using 

the empirical relationships presented in the previous section; 

 

f) In the non-cooperative case with GHG interdependency, each country minimizes its own 

abatement costs and residual damages by taking into account the world cumulative emissions. 

This case is described by a Nash equilibrium where cumulative emissions by other countries 

are representative of decision taken by the other countries; in other words, each country 

solves a local optimization problem: 
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for each country i = 1, …, N:    min [ Ci(Ei) + Di (Σi=1,NEi) ] (1) 

with  Ci(.), abatement cost function of region i, obtained from the model, 

  Di(.), damage cost function of region i, 

  Ei, cumulative emissions of region i for 2000-2050. 

 

Given the linearity of damage functions, they can be split into the sum of damages induced by 

emissions from country i and damages induced by emissions from other countries k ≠ i:  

Di (Σi=1,NEi) = Di (Ei) + Di (Σk≠iEk) - ai 

 

The term Di (Σk≠iEk) does not involve any decision variable proper to country i, so that the 

above optimization problems are reduced to: 

for each country i = 1, …, N:     min [ Ci(Ei) + Di (Ei) ] (2) 

 

As a conclusion, each country decides its non-cooperative strategy by considering only the 

part of its damages due to its own emissions. This strong simplification is due to the observed 

linearity of the damage functions. Given the increasing benefits that Russia would receive 

when temperature increases within the time horizon (see section 3.3.3), Russia will have an 

incentive to emit more GHG. Countries with decreasing benefits from climate change at the 

level of temperature increase considered here (see section 3.3.3) will have some incentives to 

reduce their emissions in order to keep high levels of benefits, but of course, these incentives 

would be smaller than those for countries with increasing damage costs.  

 

g) In the cooperative case, countries together minimize the world abatement costs and 

residual damages of climate change: 

min Σi=1,N [ Ci(Ei) + Di (Σk=1,NEk) ] (3) 

 

Again, given the linear shape of damages, they may be written as:  

Di (Σk=1,NEk) = ai + bi * (Σk=1,NEk) (4) 

 

so that (3) becomes: 

min [ Σi=1,N Ci(Ei) + Σi=1,N Σk=1,N (bi * Ek) ] (5) 

or 

min [ Σi=1,N Ci(Ei) +Σi=1,N Σk=1,N (bk * Ei) ] (6) 

min Σi=1,N [ Ci(Ei) +Σk=1,N Dk(Ei) ] (7) 
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Therefore, the solution to the global cooperative problem is obtained when each country i 

solves a local problem: 

for each country i = 1, …, N:    min [ Ci(Ei) +Σk=1,N Dk(Ei) ] (8) 

 

As a conclusion, when deciding its strategy in a cooperative case, each country takes into 

account only its own contribution to the damage incurred by all countries. 

 

In the context of linear damages based on cumulative emissions, modeling of cooperative and 

non-cooperative cases is then highly simplified as both problems are equivalent to local 

optimization problems where only the cumulative emissions of the local country is involved. 

This approach may be extended to the case where trade effects are modeled. Such an 

extension will be the object of a sequel to this paper. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

Cost-efficient analysis is useful for finding the least-cost strategy to satisfy environmental 

constraints that would be accepted at the international or national levels. In contrast, the need 

for a cost-benefit analysis framework to identify GHG control strategies is driven by the rather 

non-cooperative nature of international negotiations around global climate change. Given the 

non-linearity and non-convexity of damage and climate equations, the coupling of damage 

analysis and cost-efficient linear-programming models seems rather complex. Our empirical 

analysis of climate related damages based on a reduced-form climate module and on 

regionalized damage functions from [2] yields two interesting results: first, the dependency of 

damages on the shape of the emission trajectory may be neglected, especially given the high 

uncertainties associated with damage estimates, and second, a linear relationship links 

regional damages to cumulative emissions.  

 

Given these results, the multi-country cooperative and non-cooperative cases are equivalent to 

local optimization problems where in the first case, each country takes into account its 

contribution to the damage of all countries, and in the second case, each country considers 

only the part of its own damage due to its own emissions. Because of the continuing 

increasing benefits and more generally the benefits that some regions would receive when 

temperature increases in the time horizon considered (around 1.5°C in 2050), the non-

cooperative behavior of these countries might be far from the globally optimal behavior. 
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Given the high level of climate and damage uncertainty, complementary analyses based on 

climate and damages modules (including the treatment of non-CO2 GHG) other than those 

provided by [2] would be desirable. Still, given the uncertainties, it is not clear whether 

complicating the model with a more elaborate specification would produce more reliable 

results. Therefore, sensitivity analyses related to damages will be undertaken in the rest of the 

work. 

 

Finally, we are aware that any cost-benefit conclusion that will be produced by the above 

approach will be fully dependent on the damage functions. Nevertheless, the calculation of 

non-cooperative cases based on a technology-rich optimization model like MARKAL will allow 

an empirical application of game theoretical principles that are still often restricted to models of 

a much smaller scale than detailed technology explicit model such as MARKAL. The coupling 

between damage and abatement costs will also allow integrated assessment of climate 

change strategies using optimization framework like MARKAL. 
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Appendix 3.1. Climate equations 

 

The following equations are adapted from [2], converted in annual variables instead of periods 

of 10 years used in RICE model. 

 

Emissions-concentrations 

Matm (t) = E(t) + (1 – φatm-up) Matm (t-1) + φup-atm Mup (t-1) (A.1) 

Mup (t)  = (1 – φup-atm – φup-lo) Mup (t-1) + φatm-up Matm (t-1) + φlo-up Mlo (t-1) (A.2) 

Mlo (t)  = (1– φlo-up) Mlo (t-1) + φup-lo Mup (t-1) (A.3) 
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with   

• Matm, Mup, Mlo, mass of CO2 in atmosphere, all quicly mixing reservoirs (upper level of the 

ocean and the biosphere) and deep oceans (GtC) 

• E, CO2 annual emissions (GtC/year) 

• φij, transport rate from reservoir i to reservoir j (i, j = atm, up, lo) 

 

Radiative forcing 

∆F(t) = γ *  
2ln

)M)t(M(ln 0atm  + O(t) (A.4)    

with   

• ∆F(t), increase over pre-industrial level of radiative forcing (W/m2) 

• O(t), increase over pre-industrial level of radiative forcing due to exogenous anthropogenic 

causes (W/m2) 

• γ, radiative forcing sensitivity to CO2 concentrations doubling (W/m2) 

• M0, pre-industrial CO2 concentration (GtC) 

• O(t) =    -0.1965 + 0.013465 t,  if t < 100 years 

         1.15,   if t > 100 years 

 

Temperature increase 

∆Tup(t) = ∆Tup(t-1) + σ1{∆F(t) – λ ∆Tup(t-1) – σ2 [∆Tup(t-1) – ∆Tlow(t-1)]} (A.5)    

∆Tlow(t) = ∆Tlow(t-1) + σ3 [∆Tup(t-1) – ∆Tlow (t-1)] (A.6) 

with  

• ∆Tup, globally averaged surface temperature increase above pre-industrial level, 

• ∆Tlow, deep-ocean temperature increase above pre-industrial level, 

• σ1, speed of adjustment parameter for atm. temperature, 

• σ2, coefficient of heat loss from atm. to deep oceans, 

• σ3, coefficient of heat gain by deep oceans, 

• λ, feedback parameter (climatic retroaction) (= 4.1/Cs, Cs being temperature sensitivity to 

CO2 concentrations doubling). 
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Value of parameters for climatic module 

Table 3.5. Parameters of the climatic module 

Parameter Value 
γ 4.1 W/m2 
φup-atm 

φatm-up 

φlo-up 

φup-lo 

2.761 % per year 
3.338 % per year 
0.042 % per year 
1.150 % per year 

Cs 

λ 
2.91 °C 
1.41 

σ1  
σ2 

σ3  

0.023 
0.44 
0.002 

Matm (1990) 
Mup (1990) 
Mlo (1990) 
M0 (pre-industrial equilibrium) 

735 GtC 
781 GtC 
19230 GtC 
590 GtC  

∆Tup (1990) 
∆Tlow (1990) 

0.46 oC     
0.06 oC 
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Appendix 3.2. Emissions trajectories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Units:  GtC/year   Legend: 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Emissions trajectories 
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Appendix 3.3. Cumulative (2000-2100) damages curves 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Regional cumulative damages from 2000 to 2100 (DPV-2000, 2%, A1 family), due 
to emissions from 2000 to 2050 
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GLOBAL ENERGY AND CO2 EMISSION SCENARIOS:  

ANALYSIS WITH A 15-REGION WORLD MARKAL MODEL 

M. Labriet, R. Loulou, A. Kanudia 

Published in The Coupling of Climate and Economic Dynamics, A. Haurie and L. Viguier 
(Guest Editors), Advances to Global Change Research, 2004, in press. Dordrecht 

(Netherlands):  Kluwer Academic Publishers41. 
 
Résumé 
 
Une nouvelle version du modèle avancé multi-régional MARKAL-Monde a été développée et calibrée au 
scénario A1B de l’IPCC sur l’horizon 2000-2050. Parmi les conclusions dégagées de l’analyse des 
scénarios avec et sans contrainte sur les émissions de CO2, on retiendra que: a) la production d’électricité 
propre dans le scénario de référence est cruciale pour estimer les opportunités de réduction; b) le captage 
et la séquestration du CO2, en concurrence avec les énergies renouvelables dans le secteur électrique, 
contribuent à une forte diminution du coût marginal de réduction; c) la consommation primaire de charbon 
pourrait augmenter à long terme, sous l’effet de la pénétration des technologies de production d’électricité 
avec captage du CO2; d) dans le transport, la substitution du pétrole par la biomasse constitue l’option 
technologique préférée; e) la réduction des demandes, sous l’effet de leur élasticité-prix, est aussi observée; 
elle capture une part importante des interactions entre le système énergétique et l’économie. Finalement, le 
coût annualisé de la stabilisation des concentrations de CO2 à 550 ppmv reste inférieur à 1% du PIB en 2050. 
Le rôle des technologies de production/consommation d’hydrogène, de captage/séquestration du CO2  et celui 
des autres gaz à effet de serre mériteraient d’être approfondis. Les travaux futurs compareront les coûts 
global et régionaux obtenus par MARKAL dans différents contextes internationaux de (non-)coopération. 
 
Abstract 
 
A new version of the advanced multi-region World MARKAL model has been developed and calibrated to 
the A1B scenario of IPCC over a 50-year time horizon. The analysis of the base and CO2 constrained 
cases confirms and refines several conclusions observed by other models. Amongst them: a) the level of 
non-emitting electricity generation in the base case is a crucial assumption for defining CO2 reduction 
opportunities; b) CO2 capture and sequestration competes directly with renewable electricity generation 
and contributes to a major reduction in the marginal cost of CO2; c) the primary consumption of coal may 
increase in the long term when associated with the capture of flue gas CO2 at power plants; d) in 
transportation, the substitution of oil by biomass is robust and much preferred to the other alternative 
technologies; e) the price-induced reduction of elastic demands also contributes to the emissions reduction; 
it captures a great deal of the interaction between the energy system and the economy that was not 
previously accounted for in bottom-up energy models. The resulting annualized cost of CO2 policies 
remains under 1% of the GDP in 2050 for the stabilization of CO2 concentration at 550 ppmv in the A1B 
scenario. Hydrogen production and end-uses technologies, CO2 capture and sequestration, as well as non-
CO2 greenhouse gases would deserve more attention. Future work will focus on the comparison of the 
global and regional economic costs computed by the World MARKAL for different international cooperation 
frameworks. 
                                                      
41 Addition to the published version: Appendices B to G of the thesis provide: a simplified mathematical description of 
MARKAL, the definition of the 15 regions, more characteristics of the base case, the techno-economic parameters and 
the database on which the version of MARKAL used in this article relies, and finally more detailed regional results. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Many studies have been or are being undertaken on options for reducing greenhouse gases 

(GHG) in order to satisfy either the target defined by the Kyoto Protocol or a longer-term 

target such as the stabilization of carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations. The primary objective 

of this paper is to present a recent version of the advanced multi-region World MARKAL 

model and some energy and greenhouse gas emissions scenarios over a 50-year time 

horizon. World MARKAL can be considered as one of the first world bottom-up optimization 

model with so high a level of detail in end-use and supply sectors.  

 

Section 4.2 presents the structure and the properties of the World MARKAL model: dynamic 

optimization, technology explicit model, multi-regional, partial equilibrium framework with 

price-elastic demands. Because this paper is not mathematics but rather methodology and 

results oriented, the detailed mathematical structure of the model is not given in this paper. 

 

The reference energy and emissions scenario is of critical importance to evaluate CO2 

abatement options and costs. Consequently, section 4.3 describes the technical-economic 

input data and assumptions at both supply and end-use levels, and presents the energy and 

emission results for the base case scenario. This scenario has no environmental constraint, 

and is calibrated to the A1B scenario modeled by the Asian Pacific Integrated Model (AIM) for 

the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(Nakicenovic, 2000). The comparison of this scenario with other world scenarios shows that 

the A1B scenario could be qualified as one of sustained economic growth but also of high new 

technology penetration, so that resulting emissions are relatively low compared to those 

obtained if the current energy situation based on fossil fuels is extrapolated in the future. 

 

Finally, the last section explores the CO2 abatement options available under a carbon 

constraint representing the stabilization of CO2 concentration at 550 ppmv in two cases: the 

A1B scenario and a scenario with lower availability of non-carbon energy resources  (nuclear 

and renewable), completed by sensitivity analyses on the availability of CO2 sequestration 

options and end-use demand elasticities.  

 

It must be noted that MARKAL analyses are prospective rather than predictive and the focus 

is more on the insights gained on the underlying determinants of energy decisions and driving 

forces of technological choices than on the specific numerical results from any scenario. 
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4.2 MARKAL modeling42 

MARKAL is a linear programming model of the production, trading, transformation, distribution 

and end-uses of various energy forms and some materials that affect GHG emissions 

(Fishbone and Abilock, 1981; see also Loulou and Kanudia (1999), and references therein). 

The model has a long and rich history of methodological developments and applications to 

energy and environmental issues in more than 40 countries around the world43. The 

development of the advanced world multi-region MARKAL has been driven by the need to 

analyze international environmental issues such as climate change. The first two versions of 

the World MARKAL model were developed through a collaboration of the authors44 with the 

US Department of Energy’s Energy Information Administration (EIA) and with the International 

Energy Agency (IEA). The model discussed and used in this article was developed by the 

authors and differs from the initial versions by a number of technological additions and other 

modifications discussed in section 4.3. 

 

4.2.1 A technology explicit model 

The current version of World MARKAL includes several thousand technologies in all sectors 

of the energy system of a given region (Figure 4.1). Thus, MARKAL is not only technology 

explicit; it is technology rich as well. 

 

4.2.2 The 15 regions 

Fifteen regions are identified and modeled based upon political, geographical and 

environmental factors (Table 4.1). They are aggregated into four regions for reporting 

purposes in this article. Each regional model is a complete, self-contained MARKAL model. In 

addition, the 15 models are hard-linked by energy trading variables and by emission permit 

trading variables if desired, so that they form a single global energy model where actions 

                                                      
42 More detailed information on the underlying principles of MARKAL modeling and the structure of the model 
is available in Energy Information Administration (2003a, b). 
43 MARKAL teams around the world belong to the international consortium of Energy Technology Systems 
Analysis Programme (ETSAP), an implementing agreement of the International Energy Agency. GERAD 
researchers are among the prime developers of MARKAL in its modern form, and continue to act as expert 
modelers within ETSAP. 
44 The team that collaborated with USDOE-EIA for the construction of the original model included the three 
authors plus Kathleen Vaillancourt from GERAD. 
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taken in one region may affect actions taken in all other regions. MARKAL also distinguishes 

between the trading of oil and petroleum products produced by OPEC from that produced by 

non-OPEC regions45. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. The general Reference Energy System 

 

Table 4.1. List of the 15 regions 

Code Region Aggregated Region 
AFR Africa DC (Developing Countries) 
AUS Australia-New Zealand OECD 
CAN Canada OECD 
CSA Central and South America  DC 
CHI China ASIA 
EEU Eastern Europe FSU+EE 
FSU Former Soviet Union FSU+EE 
IND India ASIA 
JPN Japan OECD 
MEX Mexico DC 
MEA Middle-East DC 
ODA Other Developing Asia ASIA 
SKO South Korea ASIA 
USA United States OECD 
WEU Western Europe OECD 

 

                                                      
45 OPEC and Non-OPEC will not be distinguished in the rest of this paper, but future analyses could consider 
scenarios in which OPEC oil production decisions obey different criteria from those in other regions. 
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4.2.3 Partial equilibrium 

MARKAL computes a supply-demand partial economic equilibrium on energy markets. 

Operationally, a MARKAL run configures the energy system of a set of regions over 2000-

2050 in such a way as to minimize the net discounted total cost of the system (or equivalently 

maximize the net total surplus, i.e. the sum of producers’ and consumers’ surpluses), while 

satisfying the externally defined demands for energy services of the entire system, subject to 

detailed technological, geographic and environmental constraints (cost-effectiveness 

analysis46). The total cost of the system includes, at each time period: annualized investments 

in technologies, fixed and variable annual operation and maintenance costs of technologies; 

cost of energy imports and domestic resource production; revenue from energy exports; 

delivery costs; losses incurred from reduced end-use demands; and taxes and subsidies 

associated with energy sources, technologies, and emissions.  

 

The rationale that drives the computation of the equilibrium is based on the following 

principles: 

 

• All agents have perfect information on others and perfect foresight: MARKAL is run as a 

dynamic optimization problem where investment decisions are made with full knowledge 

of the future47; 

 

• Energy markets are competitive: MARKAL simulates the simultaneous competition of all 

technologies for the satisfaction of economic demands; the model behaves as if every 

agent minimizes its own cost, and no agent is able to exercise market power (with the 

notable exception of oil production decisions by OPEC – see Section 4.3.4). 

 

As a result of these assumptions, the market price of each commodity (except crude oil) is 

exactly equal to its marginal value in the overall system and each economic agent maximizes 

its net profit (or utility in the case of consumers). 

 

                                                      
46 Alternatively, MARKAL may be used for cost-benefit analyzes if the cost of damages due to emissions is 
added to the objective function (see Labriet and Loulou, 2003).  
47 MARKAL can also be run in a time-stepped manner (myopically), in which case investment decisions are 
made at each period without knowledge of future events. 
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The MARKAL solution includes, in particular: a set of investments in all technologies selected 

by the model at each period; a set of operating levels of all technologies at each period; the 

quantities of fuels produced, imported and or exported at each period; the emissions of 

pollutants at each period; the implicit prices of all energy services (their shadow prices); the 

overall system’s discounted total cost; the increases or decreases of demands in the current 

model run as compared to the base case. 

 

4.2.4 A demand-driven model with elastic demands 

In the base case, the model is driven by the demands for a number of energy services (also 

called “useful energy” by some authors) such as: number of apartments to heat, vehicle-

kilometers traveled by car, or tonnes of aluminum to produce. MARKAL includes 42 energy 

service demand categories, which must be specified by the user for the entire time horizon, as 

well as the seasonal/time-of-day modulation of these demands and their price elasticities, 

which will serve to define the constant elasticity demand functions. The MARKAL equilibrium for 

a non-base scenario is then computed by maximizing the total net surplus, defined as the sum of 

the suppliers and the consumers’ surpluses (Samuelson, 1952), which is equivalent to finding 

the intersections of the supply and demand functions for all commodities in the system. 

Accounting for price elasticities of demands captures a great deal of the interaction between 

the energy system and the economy, and MARKAL therefore goes beyond the optimization of 

the energy sector only since both the supply options and the energy service demands are 

endogenously computed by the model. The total net surplus has often been considered a valid 

metric of societal welfare in the microeconomic literature, and this fact confers strong validity to 

the equilibrium computed by MARKAL. Of course, this still falls short of computing a general 

equilibrium: to do so would require a mechanism for adjusting the main macroeconomic variables 

as well, such as consumption, savings, employment, wages, and interest rates, which MARKAL 

does not. However, the model captures a major element of the feedback effects not previously 

accounted for in bottom-up energy models.  

 

The initial period is a past period, over which the model has no freedom, and for which the 

quantities of interest are fixed at their historical values. The initial period’s calibration is 

important because it also influences the model’s decisions over several future periods, since 

the profile of residual capacities is provided over the remaining lives of the technologies 

existing in the initial period. 
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4.3 The base case 

It is useful to distinguish between a model’s structure and a particular instance of its 

implementation. The model’s structure, as presented in section 4.2, exemplifies its 

fundamental approach for representing and analyzing a problem - it does not change from 

one implementation to the next, whereas the inputs vary from application to application. The 

current application is based on the A1B scenario of the IPCC. 

 

4.3.1 Scenario A1B 

Our base case (noted BAU-A1B) is inspired by the A1B scenario modeled by AIM for the 

IPCC (Nakicenovic, 2000). This scenario is the most frequently cited one in the literature and 

it was the most frequently used in the post-SRES mitigation scenarios (Morita and Robinson, 

2001). This does not however mean that we assign a higher probability of occurrence to this 

scenario amongst the six illustrative scenarios analyzed by the IPCC. In fact, the base case 

should be seen only as a benchmark for the assessment of options, as it does not aim at 

predicting what will happen or what is the most probable future (Morita and Robinson, 2001; 

Nakicenovic et al., 1998). 

 

The A1B scenario is roughly characterized by the objective of maximization of income by people 

and further globalization, rather than pursuing environmental goals and regionalization (Bollen et 

al., 2000). The main dynamics are a very rapid economic growth and a strong commitment to 

market-based solutions, relatively high final energy demand because of low energy prices and 

high income levels, access of all regions to knowledge, technology, and capital, continued 

innovation and decrease of the cost for advanced electricity generation (renewable, advanced 

nuclear), large unconventional oil and gas reserves, no dependence on one particular energy 

source and finally, improvement of the efficiency of energy exploitation technologies, energy 

conversion, and transport technologies (Nakicenovic, 2000; Riahi and Roehrl, 2000).  

 

It is also described as a technology-driven transition to a post-fossil-fuel-age where the rapid 

technological change in nuclear and renewable energy technologies results in a phase-out of fossil 

fuels for economic reasons rather that due to resource scarcity (Nakicenovic et al., 1998). 

 

The base case does not take into account specific energy or environment policies beyond 

what is already embodied in investment made or regulation actually enforced by law. 
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Nevertheless, the high levels of nuclear and renewable and the transition toward zero carbon 

sources in the A1B scenario as proposed by AIM make this scenario at least partly normative. 

Indeed, globalization and fast technological change require the implementation of incentives 

and policies promoting innovation, adequate investments in energy, capacity building and 

education, and free trade (Nakicenovic et al., 1998). Section 4.3.4 will show and justify that 

some constraints were added to the MARKAL model in order to reflect some of these A1B 

characteristics. 

 

The commitment to market-based solutions and the globalization assumption of the A1B 

scenario are particularly well-adapted to the MARKAL paradigm of cost-effectiveness, since 

the model assumes efficient markets and perfect information across all economic agents in all 

regions of the world. However, MARKAL also assumes perfect foresight, which perhaps goes 

beyond what is practically achievable in the real economy. This is one reason why MARKAL 

analyses are prospective rather than predictive, and why the focus of our work is more on the 

insights gained on the underlying determinants of energy decisions than on the specific 

numerical results from any scenario. In order to provide alternate views of the future, several 

sensitivity analyses are undertaken, and an alternative base case is modeled and described in 

section 4.3.3. In all cases, the insights are produced by the comparison of the different cases, 

and more particularly the comparison of the base case(s) with the CO2 constrained case(s). 

 

4.3.2 Comparison with other scenarios48 

The comparison of the A1B scenario with the projections provided by other studies or 

institutions helps to emphasize the characteristics of the scenario. We include: the 2003 

International Energy Outlook of the Energy Information Administration (2003c) (noted 

IEO2003), the 2003 World Energy Outlook of the European Commission (2003) (noted 

WETO2003) and the other five illustrative scenarios of the IPCC when appropriate (Center for 

International Earth Science Information Network, 2002a, b).  

 

Population growth of A1B is approximately equivalent to IEO2003 and WETO2003. In 

accordance with its definition (section 4.3.1), the A1B is characterized by a higher GDP 

                                                      
48 See Labriet et al. (2004) for more details. 
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annual growth (4.1%, 3.0%, 3.2%)49 and a much higher penetration of nuclear (7.0%, 0.5%, 

0.9%) and renewable (4.0%, 1.7%, 2.1%) technologies than IEO2003 and WETO2003 for the 

period 2000-2025. The growth of its nuclear capacity is also the highest of the six illustrative 

IPCC scenarios. The growth of electricity consumption is also higher. The comparison of the 

growth of primary coal, gas and oil is less easy to discuss as it may hide several assumptions 

or effects like the growth of demand but also the higher efficiency of energy conversion in 

A1B. Finally, the annual emissions growth obtained with the A1B scenario is highest for the 

period 2000-2025 (2.6%, 1.9%, 2.1%), while the increase slows down after 2025. Absolute 

emissions in 2025 obtained for the different scenarios remain reasonably close (9.6 to 13.1 

GtC, including the six illustrative IPCC scenarios) in 2025 but diverge in 2050 (11.2 to 23.1 

GtC). The annual emission growth proposed by the A1B between 2000 and 2025 is much 

more optimistic (i.e. smaller) than the one proposed by the two other studies in OECD (0.3%, 

1.1%, 0.7%) and in FSU/EE (0.7%, 1.7%, 1.5%); it is higher in developing countries (4.5%, 

2.5%, 3.1%) and intermediate in Asia (3.3%, 3.0%, 3.8%). 

 

To conclude, the A1B scenario could be qualified as one of continuing economic growth but 

also of high new technology penetration, so that resulting emissions are relatively low 

compared to those obtained if the current energy situation based on fossil fuels is 

extrapolated into the future. This scenario can be criticized for its high growth rate, especially 

in developing countries. Nevertheless, Nakicenovic et al. (2003) explain that R&D 

expenditures and capital turnover rates required to allow a rapid diffusion of new technologies 

are correlated with the growth rate, so that the emissions are not systematically correlated to 

the growth rate. Holtsmark and Alfsen (2004) also argue that the choice of market exchange 

rate (see Section 4.3.4) does not lead to an overestimation of the emission growth because 

both economic growth and emission-intensity improvements in the poor regions are 

overestimated in the IPCC-SRES scenarios. 

 

4.3.3 The alternative base case 

The high levels of nuclear and renewable shares of electricity generation in the A1B scenario 

have several consequences. Among them, we note that the emissions of OECD countries 

start to decrease before 2050, which is optimistic (see Section 4.3.2). The increase in nuclear 

                                                      
49 All data between brackets in this section are respectively from: AIM-A1B, IEO2003, WETO2003. 
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capacity is, especially in OECD and in the short and medium terms, far above what several 

regions are planning. For example, recent projections for Canada propose an annual increase 

of nuclear capacity of only 1.6 to 2.6% between 2000 and 2025 (National Energy Board, 

2003). Moreover, because nuclear plants belong to the class of base load duty cycle 

technologies, their high levels may be incompatible with the modulation of electricity 

production in the various diurnal and seasonal time slices. 

 

The modeling of an alternative base case scenario (labeled BAU-FOS) aims at providing a 

contrasted vision of the future of energy and emissions. We based it on the assumptions that 

the future share of nuclear and renewable electricity in electricity generation would be lower 

than what AIM-A1B proposes (Figure 4.2), in particular:  

 

• The fixed level of nuclear electricity generation is reduced by 90% in AFR, CSA, MEA and 

MEX, by 70% in FSU and EEU, 50% in OECD and Asia regions except JPN and SKO 

where it is reduced by only 30% in order to avoid that the growth rates of these regions in 

2025 fall below EIO2003 projections; under these assumptions, absolute nuclear 

electricity generation remains higher than EIO2003 and WETO2003 at the world level but 

far smaller than A1B values;  

 

• The minimal forced levels of renewable electricity generation between 2000 and 2020 are 

not modified, but they are gradually reduced after 2025 to reach 50% of the BAU-A1B 

levels in 2050 in all regions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Nuclear and renewable electricity generation at the world level (base cases A1B and 
FOS) 
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4.3.4 Key assumptions and calibration approach 

Projecting long-term energy and emission scenarios involves many assumptions and the 

calibration of the two base cases was done via the following approach50: 

 

a) General 

 

The general structure of the model is as described in section 4.2. Values for period 2000 are 

based on the year 1999 of energy statistics from the International Energy Agency (2001a, b).  

 

Calibration is a delicate and time-consuming process. It is undertaken by changing the final 

demands for energy services and imposing inflexible constraints that are adjusted until the 

optimal solution is close to the desired one. It is important to note that any exogenous 

constraints that are added to the database for calibration purpose or for accounting for either 

policy or market behavior - based factors that are not included in MARKAL must remain in the 

model in all scenarios (with or without CO2 constraint) in order to guarantee the consistency of 

results. Consequently, any constraint that could prejudice CO2 mitigation options under 

environmental constraint must be avoided (for example, upper bounding of renewable options 

or of gas fired equipment should be avoided).  

 

The model uses two kinds of discount rates. On the one hand, the overall long-term annual 

discount rate used for calculating the net present value of the system is fixed at 5%. This rate 

is the social discount rate for the whole economy. On the other hand, the discount rates used 

for annualizing investment costs incurred at any particular period are sector and region 

specific, so as to reflect the financial and behavioral characteristics appropriate to each 

economic agent. In particular, discount rates are higher in developing regions than 

industrialized ones, reflecting the lower capital availability and higher perceived risk; discount 

rates are higher in sectors such as residential (between 12 and 28%) and transportation 

(between 12 and 18%) where decisions are made mostly by individual consumers, reflecting 

the higher cost of capital (and higher risk aversion) of individuals as compared to firms; 

discount rates of the electricity sector (between 3 and 9.2%) are closer to the long-term social 
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discount rate, and discount rates in other industries (between 7.5 and 13.7%) are intermediate 

between those of the electricity sector and of other end-use sectors. 

 

GDP and all costs and prices are expressed in US dollars of 2000, calculated at market 

exchange rates (MER) in each region. Measuring economic growth and costs in terms of MER 

is a widely accepted methodology, while the purchasing power parity approach is a preferred 

measure for assessing differences in economic welfare across different regions (Nakicenovic 

et al., 2003). Moreover, international trading of energy commodities or carbon permits take 

place at MER, so that outputs need to be measured in MER for consistency (Nordhaus and 

Boyer, 1999). 

 

Investment, variable and fixed costs of technologies vary across regions in order to reflect 

differences of labor costs and productivity, land costs, project boundaries (for example, a new 

power plant may require the building of a road and new power lines in developing countries). 

Fixed and variable costs are lower in developing regions compared to industrialized regions, 

while investment costs of all regions except China and India are higher than those of United 

States. Regional factors were provided by Dolf Gielen, International Energy Agency (private 

communication).  

 

b) End-uses 

 

Population and GDP projections are two of the three main driving forces51 of future energy 

and GHG emissions (Nakicenovic, 2000; European Commission, 2003). MARKAL future 

service demands depend on these projections. They are based on the AIM-A1B scenario. 

Moreover, the choice of appropriate sensitivity of service demands to these drivers helps to 

increase or decrease future service demands and then influence total energy consumed by 

each region if needed for calibration purposes. 

 

The rate of penetration of new technologies and the rate of change of the fuel proportions at 

end-use level may be exogenously controlled to reflect non-economic decisions or to 

                                                                                                                                                        
50 Any user who would build another base scenario could reproduce this approach. Detailed description of data 
and assumptions is available in Labriet et al. (2004). 
51 Technology is the third driving force. 
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reproduce certain behavioral characteristics of observed markets. Indeed, Linear 

Programming may result in choosing the cheapest resource/technology up to its limit before 

any other competing alternative is used on the same market. It would then be possible for a 

single technology to capture the entire market while it is more generally observed that end-

users’ technological choices result in a market split between several technologies, for a 

variety of reasons, including individual preferences other than pure financial costs. These 

constraints are progressively relaxed at future periods, assuming a decreasing change 

resistance of consumers. These technology and fuels constraints were adjusted in industrial 

and residential/commercial sectors in order to accelerate gas and electricity penetration and 

then calibrate to the rapid introduction of new and more efficient technologies of the A1B 

scenario. For the same reason, the lower levels of the shares of gas, hydrogen and electricity 

in final transportation fuels were also adjusted. Moreover, in order to reflect real technical and 

behavior constraints, biomass in transportation is limited to 40% of energy consumption by the 

sector. 

 

MARKAL assumes that each demand has constant own price elasticity in a given time period, 

and that cross price elasticities are null (see section 4.2.4). The elasticities are higher for 

developing countries and countries in transition, in line with the observations.  

 

c) Resources and international trade 

 

Oil, gas and coal resources are provided for each region, including OPEC and non-OPEC. 

They cover located reserves (remaining resource volume), reserve growth and new discovery 

for conventional oil, mined oil sands, ultra heavy oil, shale oil, natural gas, hard coal, and 

brown coal. Unconventional and unconnected gas resources are also available. Costs of 

reserves and extraction technologies reflect the actual increase of extraction cost with the 

cumulative level of extraction. Data were obtained from the database of the base case of the 

SAGE model developed in collaboration with the International Energy Administration (Summer 

2003). At the world level, the reserves of unconventional and unconnected gas and coal 

reserves are lower than those provided by the IPCC-TAR (Moomaw and Moreira, 2001). 

Other reserves are close to the IPCC-TAR data. 

 

The international trade of natural gas, liquefied gas and coal is endogenously modeled. In 

other words, the amount and price of commodity traded is endogenously computed based on 
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reserves availability, resource costs, technical limit on the development of new extraction 

projects, and of course demands. This means that the international or regional markets of coal 

and gas are assumed to be competitive. Electricity is not traded at international level, except 

between USA and CAN, where exchanges are fixed, by default, at their 2000 values. 

 

In contrast, the international trade of crude oil and refined petroleum products (prices and 

quantities) is exogenously modeled as one world market. This is to reflect the non-competitive 

market for oil. Since the early 1970’s, OPEC has acted as a cartel that periodically fixes its 

production level, leaving the other producers (Non OPEC) produce the remaining part of the 

world demand. By so doing, OPEC is able to maintain oil prices that are higher than what they 

would be in a completely competitive market.  In this research, we approximated this situation 

in a simplified manner as follows: Each region is free to import any amount of crude oil and/or 

refined petroleum product at a fixed exogenous price. Exports are then adjusted ex-post to 

balance imports at the world level52. This requires at least two successive runs of the model. 

The exogenous oil price trajectory was chosen according to forecasts by a number of 

institutions, resulting in annual price growths of 0.6% for crude oil and of 0.4% for refined 

products. The scenarios provided by the National Energy Board (2003), the reference case of 

the IEO2003 (Energy Information Administration, 2003c) and the scenario “Awash in oil and 

gas” of the Pew Center (Mintzer et al., 2003) consider a similar assumption. WETO2003 

considers an annual increase of oil price around 1.6% between 2000 and 2050 (European 

Commission, 2003). 

 

Primary biomass covers solid biomass, landfill gas, liquids from biomass, energy crops, 

industrial and municipal wastes. Resource availability in each region is deducted from data 

provided by Food and Agriculture Organization (Trudel, 2004). They are lower than the 

potentials provided by the IPCC-TAR (Moomaw and Moreira, 2001), which do not consider all 

practical/technical constraints on the use of land for bioenergy such as the distance of a 

biomass production site from demand centres or the land-use conflicts. Biomass was not fully 

calibrated to the AIM-A1B scenario for two reasons. First, detailed information was missing to 

properly understand the links between primary biomass and final liquid, solid and gas energy 

as provided by IPCC. Second, the contribution of biomass to world energy supply is difficult to 

                                                      
52 It was important to balance exports and imports to insure, among other reasons, that GHG emissions from 
oil extraction are not distorted. 
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model properly because the substitution links with the other fuels have hardly been explored 

and if so, only in rare field studies (European Commission, 2003). Therefore, statistics on 

biomass often show very contrasted profiles. 

 

d) Electricity generation 

 

Power plants technical-economic data have been reviewed to reflect the literature (European 

Commission.2003; Kainuma et al., 2003) and expert knowledge (MARKAL-Canada developed 

by the authors; SAGE model developed by the authors in collaboration with the Energy 

International Administration; Dolf Gielen, International Energy Agency). Available power plants 

cover technologies such as conventional pulverized coal, integrated coal-gasification 

combined cycle (IGCC), combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT), diesel plants, fuel cells, biomass 

plants, wind, solar, etc. (see Labriet et al. (2004) for the detailed description). Co-firing power 

plants are available for both coal and gas fired plants. Co-combustion of biomass is kept 

below 15% and 10% of the coal and gas input, respectively. 

 

The base cases do not take into account specific energy or environment policies beyond what 

is already embodied in investments actually made or regulation actually enforced by law. For 

example, the high levels of generation of electricity from nuclear plants provided by the AIM-

A1B scenario indicate that the phase-out of nuclear planned for the future in some regions is 

not part of the scenario. However, the high levels of renewables in electricity generation, 

especially in the short term, assume that policies promoting renewables will be implemented, 

such as the European Renewables Directive, which has set national targets for the renewable 

electricity generation so that the overall target reaches 22.1% of the electricity generated in 

2010. This target is almost respected in the BAU-A1B (20.6%). Also, we limited coal use in 

the electricity sector of the two base cases to reflect actual regulations on local air quality. 

 

Each form of renewable energy (geothermal, hydroelectricity, wind) is characterized by its 

own potential, based on the literature (Table 4.2). The minimal level of total renewable 

electricity generation (sum of geothermal, hydroelectricity, wind, and solar electricity) is also 

exogenously controlled in order to reflect the high levels of renewable energy as proposed by 

AIM-A1B scenario and by the alternate base case (Table 4.2). 
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Table 4.2. Regional potential of renewable power plants in 2050 

GW AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND 
Wind 1404 634 1500 1037 1368 1037 1431 276 
Hydro 359 15 181 555 365 29 416 126 
Geothermal 36 48 0 7 68 0 7 0 

 
GW JPN MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU World 
Wind 214 1028 268 1163 17 1551 866 13796 
Hydro 26 20 12 314 5 101 164 2687 
Geothermal 125 0 162 649 0 125 113 1342 
 
Sources: 
- Hydroelectricity potential reflects the technically exploitable capability as provided by the World Energy Council 
(2001). 
- Wind potential reflects the potential as provided by Moomaw and Moreira (2001). 
- Geothermal potential reflects the potential for deep, very deep and shallow geothermal as provided by Dolf 
Gielen, International Energy Agency (private communication). 

 

Table 4.3. Regional nuclear and renewable assumptions (base cases A1B and FOS) 

 AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND 
Nuclear (fixed generation in 2050 in EJ) 

BAU-A1B 3.4 0.0 1.6 25.5 17.0 4.0 4.1 8.5 
BAU-FOS 0.3 0.0 0.8 12.7 1.7 1.2 1.2 4.2 

Nuclear (annual growth 2000-2050) 
BAU-A1B 8.9% na 3.1% 10.7% 12.0% 5.6% 3.5% 10.7% 
BAU-FOS 4.0% na 1.7% 9.2% 7.0% 3.1% 1.0% 9.2% 

Renewable (lower bound in 2050 in EJ) 
BAU-A1B 20.5 0.7 8.8 29.7 20.0 1.0 14.0 8.3 
BAU-FOS 10.2 0.3 4.4 14.8 10.0 0.5 7.0 4.1 

Renewable (annual growth 2000-2050) 
BAU-A1B 8.8% 2.8% 4.2% 7.4% 4.6% 2.9% 5.5% 6.5% 
BAU-FOS 6.4% 1.8% 2.4% 5.2% 2.5% 1.4% 3.3% 4.4% 

 

 JPN MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU World 
Nuclear (fixed generation in 2050 in EJ) 

BAU-A1B 3.4 14.2 10.4 8.3 2.7 11.9 7.1 122.0 
BAU-FOS 2.4 1.4 1.0 4.2 1.9 6.0 3.6 42.6 

Nuclear (annual growth 2000-2050) 
BAU-A1B 2.3% na 12.6% 8.6% 3.9% 3.0% 1.7% 5.3% 
BAU-FOS 1.6% na 7.5% 7.1% 3.2% 1.5% 0.3% 3.1% 

Renewable (lower bound in 2050 in EJ) 
BAU-A1B 2.4 15.0 4.0 20.2 0.2 13.0 10.4 168.1 
BAU-FOS 1.2 7.5 2.0 10.1 0.1 6.5 5.2 60.5 

Renewable (annual growth 2000-2050) 
BAU-A1B 4.0% 9.2% 6.6% 7.8% 5.6% 5.3% 3.8% 5.8% 
BAU-FOS 2.2% 6.5% 4.7% 5.5% 3.5% 3.5% 2.1% 3.7% 
 
Sources:   See Nakicenovic (2000) for BAU-A1B and calculations by the authors for BAU-FOS 
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The installed capacity of nuclear power plants is exogenously fixed at the level provided by 

the AIM-A1B scenario or by the alternate base case (Table 4.3), reflecting the fact that the 

decision to invest or not in nuclear plants in mainly motivated by non-economic factors. 

 

Hydrogen can be generated by electrolysis of water, reforming of natural gas and partial 

oxidation of coal, with and without CO2 capture. It can be consumed either as a pure 

commodity in transportation sector or as a mix with natural gas (respectively 15%-85%) in 

industry and residential/commercial sectors. International trade of hydrogen is not included 

and deserve more attention in future work. 

 

e) Zero-emission-technologies and carbon sinks 

 

Because of its impact on the cost of mitigation carbon, sequestration of carbon is included. It 

includes: capture, which may occur at power plants (IGCC, pulverized coal, NGCC, solid 

oxide fuel cell SOFC) and hydrogen plants53; storage (oil/gas fields, coalbed methane 

recovery, aquifers, deep ocean, mineralization) and transportation between capture and 

storage. Sequestration by forests is also available (no capture is needed in this case). It 

includes four price categories of carbon uptake and has been adjusted to reflect the Bonn and 

Marrakech agreements for AUS, CAN, EEU, FSU, JPN, USA, WEU, assuming that the 

agreements are valid for the whole 2000-2050 horizon, while 10% of the annual available 

potential is used for the other regions. Capture at industry level (iron and steel, ammonia 

production, cement production) is not included in this version of the model (note that, although 

some options are cheap, the potential is rather limited).  

 

Table 4.4 presents the storage potentials of the sequestration options at the world level. They 

are provided by Dolf Gielen, International Energy Agency (private communication). They are 

similar to data from Kauppi and Sedjo (2001) and Herzog et al. (1997). Potentials, costs and 

social acceptability of CO2 sequestration are still uncertain and may constitute barriers to wide 

implementation of these options (Kauppi and Sedjo, 2001).  

 

                                                      
53 The price of electricity generated by power plants with CO2 capture is considered to be 50% higher than the 
electricity price generated by power plants without capture (Moomaw and Moreira, 2001). 
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Table 4.4. Regional sequestration potentials 

Gt CO2 (cum 2000-2050) AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND 
Forests - Limited 5.6 0.0 2.2 1.9 5.9 0.4 6.5 0.2 
Underground storage 1549.5 915.0 1141.0 978.3 1578.0 411.0 2061.0 765.0 
Total Sequestration 1555.1 915.0 1143.2 980.2 1583.9 411.4 2067.5 765.2 
 

Gt CO2 (cum 2000-2050) JPN MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU World 
Forests - Limited 2.4 0.0 0.6 4.0 0.0 0.7 1.1 31.7 
Underground storage 15.0 1335.0 425.3 1707.0 22.5 1770.0 570.0 15243.6
Total Sequestration 17.4 1335.0 425.9 1711.0 22.5 1770.7 571.1 15275.3
 
Source: Dolf Gielen, International Energy Agency (private communication). The potential of sequestration by forests 
has been adjusted by the author to reflect the Bonn (Appendix Z related to the maximum increase in sinks due to 
forest management) and Marrakech agreements (Russia adjustment). 
 

The regions with the largest potential of sequestration by forests are AFR, CSA, FSU and 

ODA. The regions with the largest underground reservoirs are AFR, CAN, CSA, FSU, MEA, 

ODA and USA. 

 

4.4 Energy/emission trajectories with/without CO2 abatement 

The analysis of energy/emission trajectories aims at exploring the technology decisions and 

the CO2 abatement options computed by the model. Although available for the 15 regions of 

the model, results are presented either for the four regions defined by AIM (OECD, FSU+EE, 

ASIA, and Developing countries - labeled “DC”)54 or aggregated globally. The analysis of the 

emission reductions and costs for the 15 regions of MARKAL will be the core of future work 

focusing on international cooperative and non-cooperative mitigation strategies. Moreover, the 

study focuses in CO2 mitigation, as the carbon constraint is the stabilization of CO2 

concentration and because the other GHGs have not yet been calibrated properly.  

 

4.4.1 Calibration of the model: base case BAU-A1B 

In order to calibrate our model, we compare the energy and emissions results computed by 

MARKAL in the BAU-A1B scenario and the results provided by the A1B scenario from AIM. 

                                                      
54 Detailed results are available upon request. 
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Emission rates in 2050 are very close, but the increase in the annual rate of ASIA and DC in 

the mid-term is slower in MARKAL than in AIM-A1B (Figure 4.3). The path and the nature of 

primary energy contribute to this difference: in the mid-term, the growth rate of primary energy 

is lower in ASIA and DC in MARKAL, the share of primary coal in total primary energy is also 

smaller, while the share of natural gas is higher. Because similar differences are not observed 

in final energy, we can conclude that the penetration and/or the efficiency of power plants 

might explain this difference. As we do not have full details about the technologies that 

penetrate in the A1B scenario from AIM, we cannot further explore these differences. In the 

longer-term, the decrease of oil in primary energy has not been reproduced in MARKAL. The 

most probable reason is the low penetration of biomass in MARKAL compared to AIM, 

especially in DC, in other words, the low substitution of oil by biomass in our base case55.  

 

Final energy results (Figure 4.4) are very close to AIM-A1B data (the difference is less than 

5%) except for the following items. First, gas in FSU+EE is smaller than AIM-A1B; because 

the other final energy commodities, primary gas consumption and emissions are calibrated, 

we accepted the lower final gas consumption. Second, solids in DC are higher than projections 

from AIM-A1B; because solids include solid biomass, we suspect that this difference can be 

explained by a too high proportion of solid biomass compared to liquid biomass in MARKAL 

results; indeed, the too high consumption of primary oil and the too low consumption of 

biomass at primary level tend to confirm this hypothesis. Since we do not have full details 

about the biomass allocation between solid, liquid and gas in AIM-A1B results, and since 

emissions results are closed to AIM results, we did not modify the solids results in DC. Finally, 

the increase of final energy commodities in Asia in the first periods is lower than what is 

proposed by AIM-A1B, reflecting a slower increase of final service demands.  

 

                                                      
55 As explained in section 4.3.4, we didn’t try to calibrate biomass to the AIM-A1B scenario. 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of World CO2 emissions from fossil fuels in AIM and MARKAL (A1B 
scenario) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Comparison of World primary and final energy consumption in AIM and MARKAL 
(A1B scenario) 
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The analysis of the final energy and emissions per sector shows the following trends. The 

main contributors to emissions depend on the existing structural characteristics of regions. In 

2000, they are respectively (Table 4.5): transport and electricity in OECD, industry and 

electricity in FSU+EE and ASIA, industry, transportation and electricity in equal share in DC. 

Two important changes occur in later periods: the contribution of emissions by the electricity 

sector decreases in all regions but FSU+EE where it stabilizes, and the contribution by the 

transportation sector remains at the 2000 value or decreases slightly. The reasons are 

respectively the (exogenous) increase of renewable and nuclear in electricity generation and 

the (exogenous) increase in biomass, natural gas and hydrogen56 in the transportation sector. 

In industry, we observe the substitution of oil and coal by electricity and natural gas while 

electricity increases its share of energy consumption in commercial and residential (see BAU 

results in Table 4.7).  Energy shares in transportation are the direct result of exogenous 

constraints forcing the penetration of alternative fuels (biomass, electricity, natural gas and 

hydrogen). Because no structural change is expected in the agriculture sector, no competition 

is allowed in this sector, so that energy shares remain almost constant and reflect 

assumptions. To conclude, changes in end-use sectors reflect the structural transition toward 

higher shares of advanced and non-fossil energy. 

 

Table 4.5. Emission contribution of activity sectors at regional level 

BAU-A1B OECD FSU+EE ASIA DC 
 2000 2050 2000 2050 2000 2050 2000 2050 
Agriculture 1.2% 1.5% 2.0% 2.4% 2.1% 1.1% 1.9% 1.7% 
Com/res 12.6% 17.1% 15.6% 13.7% 8.6% 13.7% 9.7% 10.9% 
Industry 18.2% 20.1% 31.2% 29.2% 28.8% 29.4% 26.6% 41.2% 
Transport 30.4% 27.5% 9.6% 6.1% 16.0% 16.5% 27.8% 21.6% 
Electricity 30.5% 21.8% 32.5% 34.6% 37.1% 33.8% 27.1% 20.0% 
Upstream 7.0% 12.0% 9.1% 14.0% 7.3% 5.5% 6.8% 4.5% 
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

 

 

                                                      
56 Emissions related to the production of hydrogen are allocated to the upstream sector. End-use consumption 
of hydrogen is emission-free. In fact, the increase of emissions associated to the production of hydrogen 
compensates for the decrease of refinery emissions due to the decrease in the needs for oil products. 
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The price of gas increases slightly in all regions, from 0.3% to 1.5% per year, depending on 

the availability and cost of local resources and on the prices and nature (liquefied or gaseous) 

of imports57. The equivalent annual increase of marginal cost of gas in the A1B scenario is 

around 1.4 % for gas (Nakicenovic and Riahi, 2002). The price of coal varies from –1% to 

+0.4% per year between 2000-2050, reflecting that coal is an abundant resource. As 

explained in section 4.3.4, the price of oil is exogenous; its increase is equivalent to an annual 

growth of 0.2 to 0.9%, depending on regions. The equivalent annual increase of marginal cost 

of oil in the A1B scenario is less than 0.8% between 2000-2050 (Nakicenovic and Riahi, 

2002). As regards the electricity prices, the high forced levels of activity of nuclear plants, 

which belong to the base load duty cycle technologies, result in zero marginal cost for 

electricity during off peak periods in several regions due to off peak over-production.  

 

We now turn to technological detail in the two sectors that contribute most to emissions, i.e. 

electricity generation and transportation. Generally speaking, models produce a widely 

variable portfolio of technologies depending on scenarios, which indicates the high uncertainty 

attached to the adoption of specific technologies, and also explains the wide range of resulting 

CO2 emissions for non-climate policy scenarios (Riahi and Roehrl, 2000). The following 

trends, characterizing the technologies selected in the BAU-A1B, are observed. In the 

electricity sector, new coal capacity is satisfied by Pulverized coal plants, the least expensive 

option (considering both capital and operating costs). Although more efficient, new IGCC 

plants do not penetrate. CCGT, characterized by a low investment cost and high efficiency, 

satisfies the needs for new gas capacity, replacing the phased-out capacity and producing the 

new electricity needed. The gas fuel cell also penetrates, favored because it satisfies the 

needs for decentralized electricity (see Section 4.4.3.3). The need for decentralized electricity 

also motivates the penetration of some new capacity of decentralized oil plants. New capacity 

of nuclear and renewable (geothermal, hydroelectricity, wind and solar) is driven by the 

exogenous constraints. All the available hydro capacity and shallow geothermal penetrate, 

being the cheapest renewable electricity sources. Transportation technologies reflect the 

exogenous constraints applied to the sector: electric cars, light trucks and buses, natural gas 

                                                      
57 The user might allow trade of gaseous and/or liquefied gas (LNG), depending on the expected future 
projects for transport and distribution of gas. When LNG is imported, the price of gas for end-uses is of course 
higher. 
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cars, light / medium / heavy / commercial trucks and buses and finally hydrogen cars and light 

trucks58 penetrate the market. 

 

Sensitivity analysis has been undertaken to understand the role of the constraint on coal and 

renewable electricity generation. Eliminating the limit on the use of coal for electricity 

production provokes an emission increase of approximately 5% at the world level (Figure 4.5). 

Increase of the use of coal in power plants is particularly high in FSU, EE, WEU and MEA. 

The increase in emissions is rather limited compared to the energy changes; this is explained 

by a transfer of electricity generation from natural gas power plants to new efficient coal power 

plants, resulting in a moderate increase of emissions. Moreover, even without any limitation of 

the use of coal for electricity generation, primary coal consumption remains limited in several 

regions (i.e. it does not reach its upper bound) because of the exogenously fixed and high 

level of nuclear and renewable electricity generation. When renewable electricity generation is 

left free (no minimum level) and coal electricity is constrained, the electricity generation from 

coal in AFR, CAN, CHI, CSA and IND is higher than in the case when coal electricity is free 

but renewable electricity is forced. Resulting emissions are then also much higher (Figure 

4.5). This confirms that the level of non-emitting electricity generation is a crucial assumption 

for projecting future emissions and analyzing future CO2 policies (even more so than the limit 

on the consumption of coal by power plants). This also clearly justifies the definition of an 

alternative base case with reduced nuclear and renewable electricity generation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5. World CO2 emissions in base cases and sensitivity analyses 

 

                                                      
58 Hydrogen vehicles currently available in the model are cars and light trucks. Future versions of the model 
will include a broader variety of hydrogen vehicles. 
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4.4.2 The alternative base case BAU-FOS 

Recall from section 4.3.3 that the alternative base case assumes a level of carbon-free 

electricity generation lower than the scenario BAU-A1B. The most striking difference between 

the two base cases is the large difference between their emissions (Figure 4.5). In the 

alternate base case, emissions reach 22.1 GtC in 2050 at the world level (OECD 4.5 GtC, 

FSU+EE 1.8 GtC, ASIA 7.8 GtC and DC 8.0 GtC) compared to 16.0 GtC in the BAU-A1B 

scenario (OECD 3.5 GtC, FSU+EE 1.4 GtC, ASIA 5.6 GtC and DC 5.6 GtC). The alternate 

base case emissions are thus in the same range as in the sensitivity case where renewable 

electricity is not forced. 

 

The decrease of renewable electricity (Figure 4.6) concerns solar (-90% in 2050), and, to a 

lesser extent, geothermal (-63%) and wind (-50%), compatible with the fact that solar 

electricity is the most expensive one, so that solar technologies are used as backstop 

technologies. Hydroelectricity is unchanged, as it is the cheapest renewable electricity. 

Electricity from coal (+196% in 2050) and gas (+155%) plants replaces renewable electricity. 

The electricity generated by coal plants, although higher, does not reach the maximum share 

allowed in most of regions of ASIA and DC. Final energy consumptions remain globally 

unchanged. Given the higher demands for coal and natural gas, the marginal prices of coal 

and gas increase slightly compared to BAU-A1B (+0 to +10% for both of them) reflecting the 

availability of local resources and infrastructures for international trade. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. World renewable electricity generation in 2050 (EJ and %)  
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4.4.3 Carbon constrained scenarios (550 ppm) 

Emission mitigation scenarios assume the stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentration at 

550 ppmv as the global target. This choice reflects the frequent reference to this target in 

modeling and political discussions, but does not imply an agreed-upon desirability of 

stabilization at this level (Morita and Robinson, 2001). In order to avoid any distortion due to 

MARKAL base case results, the absolute difference of emissions between base case (A1B) 

and stabilization (550 ppmv) scenarios provided by AIM has been used as a target. In other 

words, the MARKAL environmental constraint reflects the emission path generated by the 

integrated assessment model AIM in order to stabilize atmospheric CO2 concentration at 550 

ppmv. The target is applied at the world level, so that the mitigation scenario is equivalent to a 

theoretical situation where all regions of the world participate in a competitive CO2 permit 

market. Although not reflecting the expected short-term international policies like the Kyoto 

Protocol, the mitigation scenario as defined above is helpful to analyze energy and technology 

options in the long-term.  

 

The target is applied to the two base cases presented above. The analysis compares energy 

and technology options of the constrained scenarios labelled “550-A1B” and “550-FOS” with 

the respective base case scenarios BAU-A1B and BAU-FOS. In addition, sensitivity analyses 

are conducted, on the availability of carbon sinks and on the elasticities of demands, 

respectively. These sensitivities are discussed in a separate subsection at the end of section 

4.4.3.  

 

Figure 4.7 presents resulting emissions and emissions reduction rates at the world level. Note 

that the resulting emission reduction rates in the first decades (for example, 21% for 550-A1B 

and 22% for 550-FOS in 2010 relatively to their respective baselines) are higher than the 

emission reduction rates computed by several other models (around 10%) using also an 

external trajectory as the basis for their mitigation strategy (Hourcade and Shukla, 2001). This 

difference reflects the emission reduction observed in AIM-A1B and is independent of 

MARKAL modeling. 
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Figure 4.7. World CO2 emissions (left axis and continuous lines) and emission reduction (right 
axis and dotted lines) 

 

The generation of electricity by coal plants is not limited in the mitigation scenarios, contrary to 

the base cases (see Section 4.3.4). The expectation is that any new investment in new coal 

plants would be motivated by the possibility to capture and sequestrate carbon, and these 

new coal technologies would also control the local pollutants emitted. This expectation is 

borne out in the results. 

 

4.4.3.1 Mitigation options 

The reduction of emissions depends on mitigation options available in each region. 

Technological options for reducing CO2 include (Riahi and Roehrl, 2000; Moomaw and 

Moreira, 2001): more efficient conversion and combustion of fossil fuels (enhanced energy 

conservation); switching away from carbon-intensive fuels such as coal; suppressing 

leakages; de-carbonization of flue gases and fuels, and CO2 storage. Another mitigation 

option is the price-induced reduction of energy service demands. The options, which are 

identified by MARKAL as cost-effective to meet the 550 ppm target, follow.  

 

In both scenarios, capture of CO2 at upstream level (leakages), at power plants and at 

hydrogen plants, and sequestration in deep aquifers, play an important role. Sequestration by 

forests is also selected. Sequestration accounts for 40 to 63% of total CO2 reduction for 550-

A1B and 64 to 78% for 550-FOS in 2050 (Table 4.6). Riahi and Roehrl (2000) also observe 

that carbon scrubbing is an important reduction option, because of the low cost assumptions 

but also because of the limited potential for structural changes, given the assumptions of the 
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already high penetration of nuclear and renewable power plants in the A1B scenario. As 

regards sequestration, several remarks apply. First of all, the cumulative amount of CO2 

sequestered remains far from the total potential for sequestration (respectively 1.9% and 

3.7%). Sequestration by forests and deep saline aquifer are the preferred sequestration 

options, because of their low costs. Their estimated potential and costs are critical parameters 

of the mitigation options chosen by the model. 

 

One of the impacts of the availability of CO2 sequestration options is the role of coal for 

satisfying primary energy needs and more specifically electricity generation (Figure 4.8). 

While coal use decreases in the first periods, its contribution to primary energy and electricity 

generation increases again later, while natural gas follows an inverse trajectory (increases in 

the first periods and decreases later, compared to base cases): gas CCGT with CO2 capture 

progressively replaces conventional CCGT in the first decades; it is replaced later by the 

efficient and cheap coal SOFC with CO2 capture when it becomes available (coal SOFC itself 

replaces pulverized coal plants selected in the base cases). Electricity generation by gas fuel 

cells remains in both base and mitigation cases, as it contributes to satisfy needs for 

decentralized electricity. Of course, conclusions are very dependent on the future cost of such 

advanced technologies, which is very uncertain. Other studies confirm the robustness of 

CCGT as it bridges the transition to more advanced fossil and zero-carbon technologies 

(Nakicenovic and Riahi, 2002). They also identify IGCC as one promising technology suitable 

for carbon sequestration. Of course, appropriate changes in the assumptions related to 

investment and operation costs of SOFC in the MARKAL database could make this 

technology less competitive compared to other coal technologies like IGCC. Gielen (2003) 

also concludes that the electricity production by power plants with CO2 capture is very 

sensitive to the feasibility of the IGCC-SOFC, which is speculative.  

 

Table 4.6. Regional CO2 reduction and sequestration (in percentage) 

  Reduction w.r.t. BAU Sequestration w.r.t. total reduction 
  550-A1B 550-FOS 550-A1B 550-FOS 
  2005 2050 2005 2050 2005 2050 2005 2050 
OCDE   -9.3 -38.7   -9.7 -56.2 -24.1 -63.4 -22.9 -77.6 
FSU+EE -11.2 -42.9 -12.2 -54.8 -50.7 -56.6 -45.4 -71.6 
ASIA   -9.6 -40.3 -10.5 -58.6 -19.3 -39.5 -17.6 -63.6 
DC -14.5 -36.9 -14.9 -52.5 -37.4 -47.3 -35.9 -66.4 
WORLD -10.5 -39.0 -11.2 -55.6 -29.8 -48.8 -27.9 -68.1 
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Figure 4.8. World electricity generation by fuel (base cases, 550 ppm scenarios, and 
sensitivity analysis on sinks) 
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The role of renewable other than biomass in electricity generation increases in the 550-FOS 

scenario but not in the 550-A1B scenario, because of the limited remaining potential of 

renewable in the latter scenario. Finally, electricity from biomass plants and co-combustion of 

coal and biomass in coal power plants increase in both scenarios. 

 

In both scenarios, the substitution of oil by biomass in the transportation sector increases, 

while the other alternative fuels (electricity, natural gas and hydrogen) remain unchanged 

compared to the respective base cases (Table 4.7). Investments in more efficient oil vehicles 

are also observed. Regional variations exist, reflecting the availability of biomass; for 

example, biomass represents more than 30% of transportation energy in AFR and CSA, these 

regions being biomass rich. The fact that hydrogen vehicles are not selected as a mitigation 

option can be explained by the cost of the technologies at both end-use level (vehicles) and 

transformation level, (production of hydrogen, more particularly technologies including carbon 

capture59); although the amount of hydrogen consumed does not increase in mitigation 

scenarios, its production method switches from gas reforming to gas reforming with CO2 

capture. This result is in agreement with other studies observing that biomass is an important 

fuel for transportation as a replacement of oil, while hydrogen starts playing an increasing role 

after the mid-century, when solar and nuclear hydrogen (truly zero-carbon options) become 

competitive and replace hydrogen produced from natural gas (Riahi and Roehrl, 2000). 

 

In the other end-use sectors, the substitution of oil and coal by natural gas and electricity in 

industry, observed in the base cases, is strengthened, while no significant changes of the final 

fuel shares are observed in residential/commercial sectors (Table 4.7). 

 

The price-induced reduction of elastic demands is rather small and contributes accordingly 

little to emission reductions. It is less than 3% in commercial and residential sectors except for 

demands depending on electricity only (residential lighting, residential electric appliances, 

commercial refrigeration, commercial electric office equipment and commercial other) that are 

reduced between 6 and 19%. The reduction of elastic demands is between 1 and 7% in 

                                                      
59 As explained in section 4.4.1, end-use consumption of hydrogen is emission-free but the production of 
hydrogen contributes to emissions either because it is produced from fossil fuels, or because it is energy 
consuming. 
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industry, less than 2.1 % for road transportation, and reaches 14% for aviation (related to the 

base case).  

 

Energy prices variations depend on regions, but the general trend is an increase of electricity 

price from 50 to 150% compared to base case and an increase of natural gas price up to 

10%. No clear trend is observed for coal prices, which vary between –10 to 43%. The 

increase of electricity price provokes a decrease in electricity consumption at world level in 

2050 of 4.5% in 550-A1B scenario and 3.4% in 550-FOS scenario; the reduction of the 

electricity consumption is higher is the first periods when electricity is more expensive, 

reaching respectively 8.7% and 9.8% in 2010. 

 

Table 4.7. Shares of final energy in end-use sectors at the world level (in percentage) 

         BAU-A1B       550-A1B       BAU-FOS       550-FOS 
 WORLD % 2000 2050 2000 2050 2000 2050 2000 2050
Industry Biomass 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.4 4.7 4.2 5.0 4.7
  Coal 20.4 8.5 20.6 7.5 19.2 8.6 20.6 6.9
  Gas 28.9 37.4 29.2 39.2 27.5 36.1 29.2 39.3
  Heat 0.5 0.6 0.5 1.5 0.4 0.6 0.5 1.1
  Oil 27.1 18.7 27.2 14.6 25.5 21.6 27.2 17.7
  Elc 17.4 29.8 16.8 31.8 21.9 27.9 16.8 29.3
  Other 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.0 0.7 1.0
  Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Comm/Resi Biomass 33.3 4.2 33.5 4.6 31.0 4.2 33.5 4.6
  Coal 5.1 9.8 5.2 9.3 4.8 9.7 5.2 9.8
  Gas 24.6 19.4 24.9 20.2 23.0 19.6 24.9 20.6
  Heat 5.7 2.3 5.7 2.4 5.3 2.3 5.7 2.4
  Oil 17.6 23.6 17.7 23.9 16.4 23.3 17.7 23.6
  Elc 13.3 39.7 12.8 37.9 19.2 39.7 12.8 37.2
  Other 0.2 1.0 0.2 1.6 0.2 1.2 0.2 1.8
  Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Transport Biomass 0.4 11.1 0.4 22.6 1.0 13.0 0.4 25.9
  Coal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
  Gas 1.0 12.2 1.0 12.3 0.3 8.2 1.0 12.3
  Hydrogen 0.0 12.2 0.0 12.3 2.3 14.3 0.0 12.3
  Oil 97.7 58.7 97.7 47.4 93.1 55.1 97.7 44.0
  Elc 0.9 5.7 0.9 5.5 3.4 9.4 0.9 5.5
  Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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4.4.3.2 Cost analysis 

The marginal price of CO2 in the case of the stabilization of concentration at 550 ppm and 

assuming a world competitive market of CO2, reaches 92.8 US$2000/tCO2 in 550-A1B scenario 

and 113.2 US$2000/tCO2 in 550-FOS scenario in 2050 (Table 4.8). The decrease of the 

marginal cost of CO2 in 2040 is explained by the penetration of more advanced wind 

technologies available in 2040 and later. We may note that the 2010 prices (30-35 

US$2000/tCO2) appear to be in the high range of carbon prices estimated by other studies in 

the context of the Kyoto Protocol with a global trading of carbon permits (4-44 US$2000/tCO2) 

(Weyant, 2000). This can be explained by higher reductions of CO2 in the MARKAL 

constrained scenarios than those required by the Kyoto Protocol in 2010. More interesting 

than absolute values, the comparison of carbon price and total cost of CO2 reduction between 

scenarios, shows that the price-induced reduction of demands helps reduce the carbon price 

by 14% and 10% in 550-A1B and 550-FOS scenarios in 2050, while CO2 sequestration 

reduces carbon price by a factor of more than 2. 

 

Table 4.8. Price of CO2 reduction (US$2000/tCO2) 

 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 
550-A1B 0 32.4 60.4 62.6 54.1 92.8 
550-A1B not elastic 0 45.3 68.5 71.6 54.0 105.7 
550-A1B no sink 0 42.6 119.0 148.9 139.8 191.8 
550-FOS 0 36.9 60.9 63.6 55.0 113.2 
550-FOS not elastic 0 51.0 68.8 81.2 67.9 124.5 
550-FOS no sink 0 47.8 139.3 194.1 209.6 423.5 

 

 

Table 4.9. Total cost of CO2 reduction (Net Present Value in 2000 in Billion US$ – horizon 
2000-2050) 

Reference scenario for cost calculation 
 BAU-A1B 550-A1B BAU-FOS 550-FOS 
550-A1B 4132 - - - 
Not elast 4724 592 - - 
No sink 7115 2893 - - 
550-FOS - - 6389 - 
Not elast - - 7339 950 
No sink - - 12911 6522 
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The total costs relative to the respective Base cases are shown in Table 4.9. Clearly, sinks 

helps reduce the total cost by almost 50%. When annualized and expressed as a percentage 

of GDP in 2000, the cost increase represents respectively 0.8% and 1.2% in 550-A1B and 

550-FOS scenarios when demands are elastic and sinks are included. Expressing the cost as 

a percentage of GDP does not mean that it represents the change in GDP, since MARKAL is 

not attempting to evaluate the GDP losses. Nevertheless, this result is close to the average 

GDP reduction obtained by other models for A1B stabilization scenarios (Hourcade and 

Shukla, 2001)60.  

 

4.4.3.3 Sensitivity analyses 

Given the uncertainties related to CO2 capture and sequestration, and because sequestration, 

being the cheapest mitigation options available, may hide the potential for “second best” 

strategies, it is interesting to observe the options computed by MARKAL when the possibility 

of capture and sequestration is removed (labeled “no sink”). First, the switching from coal and 

oil to gas, biomass and electricity in end-use sectors is strengthened. For example, the share 

of biomass in transportation fuels reaches 29.6% in 550-A1B-no sink (+31% compared to the 

case with capture and sequestration) and 31.3% in 550-FOS-no sink (+21%). The share of 

biomass in transportation reaches the maximal bound (see Section 4.3.4) in AFR, CSA, ODA, 

where biomass potentials are high, in 550-A1B-no sink and 550-FOS-no sink. The price-

induced reduction of elastic demands is also increased (more than doubled in both cases), 

because the price of fossil fuels itself is higher: for example, the natural gas price increases 

up to 18% in 550-A1B-no sink compared to 550-A1B, and up to 42% 550-FOS-no sink 

compared to 550-FOS61. In the electricity sector, coal plants are completely replaced by gas 

power plants and renewable electricity plants (Figure 4.8): the increase of electricity 

generated by gas power plants is 81% in 550-A1B-no sink compared to 550-A1B and 70% in 

550-FOS-no sink compared to 550-FOS; in the latter case, the increase of renewable is 50% 

                                                      
60 Comparison of costs must be treated with caution since the scenarios have not rigorously accounted for all 
the economic effects of climate policies (Hourcade and Shukla, 2001). 
61 The high increases of the price of natural gas are generally explained by investments in liquefied natural gas 
infrastructures when gas demands are so high that the limits on natural gas imports by pipeline (gaseous) are 
reached. Of course, the user’s decision to let the model invest in higher capacity of gas pipelines instead of 
liquefied gas infrastructures would change the resulting price of natural gas. 
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(geothermal, solar and wind62). The role of CCGT as a transition to more advanced power 

plants (Gas fuel cells) is also strengthened. Carbon price is increased by a factor of more than 

2 after 2020 in both cases, reaching respectively 192 and 424 US$2000/tCO2 in 2050 in 550-

A1B-no sink and 550-FOS-no sink (see Table 4.8). Total annualized cost of CO2 reduction is 

increased by 70% in 550-A1B-no sink and it is more than double in 550-FOS-no sink 

compared to the base cases (see Table 4.9). 

 

If the price-elasticity of demands is assumed null, the main effect is an increase in the 

electricity consumption and in the sequestration of CO2. New electricity capacity relies on 

CCGT with CO2 capture, and the amount of CO2 sequestered increases by 13% and 7% in 

2050 in 550-A1B-no elastic and 550-FOS-no elastic compared to respectively 550-A1B and 

550-FOS. Carbon price is increased by 14% and 10% in 550-A1B-not elast and 550-FOS-not 

elast scenarios in 2050, reaching respectively 105.7 and 124.5 US$2000/tCO2 in 2050 (see 

Table 4.8). Total annualized cost of CO2 reduction is increased by around 14% in both 

scenarios compared to the base cases (see Table 4.9). 

 

If the generation of electricity by coal plants remains limited in the mitigation scenarios, coal 

power plants with CO2 capture are replaced by CCGT with CO2 capture and by biomass 

power plants. 

 

Finally, if no decentralized electricity is required, gas fuel cells power plants are substituted by 

CCGT with CO2 capture and, in a lesser extent, by CCGT without CO2 capture and by 

biomass power plants. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

A new version of the advanced multi-region World MARKAL model has been developed and 

calibrated to the A1B scenario provided by AIM over a 50-year time horizon. MARKAL can be 

considered as one of the very first world bottom-up optimization model with a so high level of 

detail in end-use and supply sectors. Several characteristics of World MARKAL contribute to 

reducing the gap between bottom-up and top-down models, and between optimization and 

                                                      
62 As explained in section 4.4.2, when the minimal level of renewable electricity is reduced (BAU-FOS), all the 
available hydroelectricity capacity still penetrates, being the cheapest renewable electricity sources. 
Consequently, the available renewable electricity potential is geothermal, wind and solar. 
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simulation models: amongst them, the price-elasticity of end-use demands captures the 

impact of rising energy prices on economic output and vice versa. The multi-regional nature of 

the model renders possible the assessment of the impacts of energy-related decisions on 

trade. Finally, the availability of user-defined ad hoc constraints helps the model reflect non-

economic decisions or reproduce certain behavioral characteristics of observed markets. 

 

The analysis of the base and carbon constrained cases confirms and refines several 

conclusions observed by other models. First, the level of non-emitting electricity generation in 

the base case is a crucial assumption for defining future CO2 emissions and reduction 

opportunities; given the impossibility to accurately predict future energy systems in the long 

term, multiple baseline scenarios are needed to guide the formulation of robust policies. 

Second, CO2 capture and sequestration play a very important role in mitigation options as it 

competes directly with the other abatement options, such as renewable electricity generation; 

it also contributes to a major reduction in the marginal cost of CO2, which is more than 

doubled if CO2 sequestration is not allowed. The assumptions related to both the capture of 

CO2 and the potential, costs and social acceptability of sinks are therefore crucial for the 

appropriate definition of climate policies. Moreover, the primary consumption of coal may 

increase in the long term when associated with the capture of flue gas CO2 at power plants. 

CCGT with and without CO2 capture appear to be very robust technologies. In transportation, 

the substitution of oil by biomass is robust and much preferred to the other alternative 

technologies (electricity, natural gas and hydrogen). The price-induced reduction of elastic 

demands, which captures a great deal of the interaction between the energy system and the 

economy that was not previously accounted for in bottom-up energy models, also contributes to 

the emissions reduction, especially when CO2 sequestration is not allowed, so that energy 

prices increase. The resulting annualized cost of CO2 mitigation policies remains under 1% of the 

GDP for the stabilization of concentration at 550 ppmv in the A1B scenario. 

 

The deeper analysis of hydrogen production, trade and end-uses technologies, the availability 

and costs of CO2 capture and sequestration, as well as the proper modeling and calibration of 

non-CO2 greenhouse gases would deserve more attention. Finally, the assessment of energy 

and technology decisions for climate policies would benefit from the comparison of the global 

and regional economic costs computed by the World MARKAL for different environmental 

targets and different international cooperation frameworks. Future work will focus on these 

issues.  
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Résumé 
 
Le travail réalisé propose de modéliser les stratégies de réduction des gaz à effet de serre dans des 
contextes coopératif et non-coopératif, dans l’objectif d’étudier les conditions de mise en œuvre d’une 
entente internationale auto-exécutoire sur les changements climatiques. Le modèle utilisé est la version 
multi-régionale (15 régions) et intégrée du modèle MARKAL-Monde dans lequel les coûts de réduction 
ainsi que les coûts représentatifs des dommages climatiques sont inclus. La démarche combine la 
modélisation d’équilibres partiels par MARKAL et les principes de la théorie des jeux coopératifs, et 
suppose l’existence de transferts interrégionaux pour partager le gain global de la coopération. Les 
résultats permettent d’illustrer l’écart entre les solutions coopératives et non-coopératives, du point de 
vue des effets climatiques ainsi que des coûts engendrés, la volonté de coopérer des régions, ainsi que 
le montant des transferts interrégionaux. La sensibilité des résultats au niveau et à la répartition 
régionale des dommages, aux coûts de réduction ainsi qu’au niveau d’émission du scénario de 
référence, est également mise en évidence. Finalement, la stabilité interne de coalitions clairvoyantes 
sans transfert (c'est-à-dire en situation de non-coopération) est analysée. Le présent projet est 
innovateur pour son application de principes de la théorie des jeux à un modèle mondial technologique 
aussi large et détaillé que MARKAL. 
 
 
Abstract 
 
In order to study the conditions for a world self-enforcing agreement on climate change, we model 
cooperative and non-cooperative world climate strategies with an integrated version of the world 15-
region techno-economic MARKAL model in which abatement costs and climate related damages are 
both included. Assuming interregional transfers to share the global gain of cooperation, our work adopts 
the point of view of dynamic partial equilibrium computation coupled with cooperative game-theoretic 
principles. The results illustrate how the climatic and economic gap between cooperation and non-
cooperation, the willingness of regions to cooperate, and the amount of side-payments, depend on the 
level and distribution of climate damages, the abatement costs, and the emission levels in the reference 
case. The internal (in)stability of farsighted coalitions without transfers (non-cooperation) is also 
analyzed. The current project appears to be the first one of the sort using a world, large and detailed 
technology explicit model such as MARKAL. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                      
63 Addition to the original article: Appendix H of the thesis includes the results that are discussed but not 
presented in a detailed manner in this article. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Given the nonexcludability and nonrivalry nature of environmental goods, countries’ decisions 

to abate or not the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are interdependent and any cost-

efficient climate agreement such as the global cooperation may be unprofitable (no guarantee 

that every country or every coalition of countries will be better off) and unstable (some 

countries may free-ride in order to enjoy the pollution abatement done by the others, while 

incurring lower or no abatement costs) (Folmer et al., 1998; Sandler, 1997; Toth and 

Mwandosya, 2001). Moreover, no supranational institution is endowed with the appropriate 

jurisdiction to enforce international environmental cooperation. Given heterogenous actors’ 

interests, decision analysis may also not easily yield a universally preferred solution, as 

indicated by the difficulties encountered by the international negotiations on climate change. 

Hence, the increasing interest in analyzing the conditions for a world self-enforcing 

agreement on climate change. 

 

The aim of this paper is to characterize climate policy prospects by modeling cooperative and 

non-cooperative world strategies with an integrated version of the techno-economic world 

MARKAL model: climate related damages are added to the abatement costs computed by 

MARKAL, and the model is used in a cost-benefit mode. The approach, inspired by 

cooperative game-theoretic principles, follows the normative assumption that appropriate 

transfers may be calculated so that the cooperation of all regions is less likely to be broken 

under the conditions we propose. Similar work has been undertaken using either analytical 

and often stylized models (see works by Barrett, Botteon, Carraro and Siniscalco; 

Fankhauser and Kverndokk, 1996; Hackl and Pruckner, 2002; Hammitt and Adams, 1996) or 

computable general-equilibrium models such as RICE/DICE, FUND or IIAM models (Bosello 

et al., 2001; Ciscar and Soria, 2002; Filar and Gaertner, 1997; Finus et al. 2003; Nordhaus 

and Yang, 1996; Pinto, 1998; Tol, 2001; works by Chander, Eyckmans, Tulkens). However, 

the current project appears to be the first one of the sort to use a world, large, detailed, 

technology explicit model such as MARKAL, that contributes to a higher robustness of the 

costs computed by the model. Our results illustrate, among others, the gap between 

cooperation and non-cooperation, the dependency of the regions’ interest for cooperation and 

of transfers on both climate damages and emissions in the base case, and the sensitivity of 

results to several crucial assumptions related to regions’ behaviour such as their 

farsightedness. Of course, as with any such analysis, the accuracy of our numerical results is 

limited by the extent to which the underlying assumptions and model specifications are 
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realistic, so that the real value of the paper lies more in the methodology and the qualitative 

insights rather than in specific numerical results. 

 

The structure of the article is as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the foundations of our 

approach by reviewing the cooperative and non-cooperative frameworks in which an 

international agreement may emerge. Section 5.3 describes the methodology, including the 

modelling of energy strategies by MARKAL, and the definition of non-cooperative strategies. 

Section 5.4 evaluates the global gain of cooperation (optimal solution) over non-cooperation 

in terms of climatic and economic results. It also gives an overview of the interest of every 

region in the world cooperation without transfers. Section 5.5 computes four allocations of the 

global gain of cooperation (implying transfers) so that the world cooperation is stable under 

the proposed conditions. Finally, the stability of small coalitions without transfers is studied is 

Section 5.6. Sensitivity analyses are undertaken at each step of the work. 

 

Several results are presented in a condensed manner. In particular, the limited space of this 

article does not permit a full presentation of the results concerning energy technologies. 

Additional tables and figures are available from the authors upon request.  

 

5.2 Cooperation vs non-cooperation? 

5.2.1 Some strategic options 

The climate decision framework includes several strategic options available to countries.  

 

• Business-as-usual: no abatement action is implemented. Countries are considered to be 

ignorant of the greenhouse effect or of its impacts, or they consider the latter as 

negligible (Fankhauser and Kverndokk, 1996; Ioannidis et al., 2000); because it affects 

the level of required emission reductions and the likelihood of coalitions, the base case is 

a crucial and strategic benchmark for the assessment of climate policies (Toth and 

Mwandosya, 2001). 

 

• Global or partial cooperation: the cooperative solution, as represented by the cost-

efficient (socially optimal) solution computed by optimization models, constitutes the first-

best solution, and thus the upper or optimistic limit of what is achievable (Sandler, 1997). 

It is interpreted as a binding agreement between all countries towards world efficiency. 
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However, it doesn’t constitute an equilibrium since its profitability and stability are not 

guaranteed unless the gain from cooperation is redistributed. Another question is then to 

know whether a partial climate agreement between some countries may emerge as a 

stable one (Barrett, 1994; Carraro and Siniscalco, 1992). 

 

• Non-cooperation64: countries pursue their own best payoffs without coordinating with 

others, but taking as given the other countries’ choices. The so-called Nash equilibrium65 

represents the realistic lower end of possible international strategies and it is considered 

as a threat point: if cooperation cannot be agreed upon, the Nash situation will result 

(Folmer et al., 1998; Ioannidis et al., 2000). Being an equilibrium, it refers to a self-

enforcing strategy. However, it is inefficient since the same overall emissions could be 

reached at lower cost, and lower global emissions are reached at the optimum. 

 

5.2.2 Different structures of the energy/environment game 

Applied to climate change, the modeling of interdependencies of countries follows two lines of 

thought. A brief comparison of both approaches66 helps understanding the different forms of 

an international agreement, the contrasted possible results, and then, the foundations of our 

approach. 

 

On one hand, a series of results based on non-cooperative framework and initiated by 

Carraro and Siniscalco (1992) and Barrett (1994) support that any self-enforcing agreement 

will either be signed by very few countries, or, if signed by more countries, result in small 

emission reduction compared to the non-cooperative situation (Botteon and Carraro, 1998; 

Carraro and Siniscalco, 1992, 1998; Hackl and Pruckner, 2003). The stability concept is 

derived from cartel theory and relies on the definition that no region has the incentive either to 

free-ride (internal stability) or to broaden a stable coalition (external stability) (D’Aspremont et 

al., 1983). This branch of work is referred hereafter as the “cartel approach”. 

 

                                                      
64 Unilateral action is also possible: a single country, with a marginal cost of abatement lower than its marginal 
benefits and/or with a high contribution to world emissions, reduces its individual emissions whereas all other 
countries remain at their base case emission levels (Hackl and Pruckner, 2002; Pinto, 1998).  
65 See definition of game-theoretic terms in Appendix 5.1. 
66 Finus and Rundshagen (2002), Finus (2004), Ioannidis et al. (2000), Missfeldt (1999) and Tulkens (1998) 
provide very good reviews of the two approaches. 
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On the other hand, a series of works based on cooperative framework and initiated by 

Chander and Tulkens (1992, 1997) asserts the formation of the grand coalition (cooperation 

of all countries) and analyzes the transfers that ensure its existence. It is called hereafter the 

“grand coalition approach”. The assumption of transfers has a sound justification in welfare 

economics, since it allows the satisfaction of both efficiency and equity: the countries that 

abate emissions may differ from the countries that pay for abatement. However, the real-life 

implementation of transfers is often criticized, and some studies consider that transfers may 

enhance the profitability of cooperation but remain insufficient to offset the incentices to free-

ride (Bosello et al., 2001). The stability used by the cooperative branch is defined in the core-

theoretic sense of cooperative games and refers to coalitional rationality (Chander and 

Tulkens, 1992, 1997): each possible coalition receives at least as much as it can obtain on its 

own. 

 

Both approaches require the definition of credible threats that consist in the reaction of 

countries when some of them free-ride. The embedded assumption of the cartel approach is 

that defectors believe that the cooperating coalition will not collapse but will adjust its strategy 

(renegotiate the agreement) when defectors leave it. The gain from free-riding would then be 

outweighed by the adjustment of the remaining coalition. Diamantoudi et al. (2002) consider 

that such an assumption encourages deviations and undermines the viability of any 

agreement. On the contrary, the grand coalition approach assumes that when a country 

deviates, the whole agreement collapses (coalition unanimity) and each country sticks to its 

non-cooperative Nash strategy, as defined by the so-called γ-core64 (Chander and Tulkens, 

1992, 1997). Carraro and Siniscalco (1997) and Diamantoudi et al. (2002) consider that this 

pessimistic expectation of defectors represents a hardly credible punishment since it also 

hurts punishers, and that it encourages global cooperation since stability and profitability 

conditions then coincide.  

 

Discussing the premises on which the two approaches rest, Tulkens (1998) concludes that 

the definition of the characteristic function67 may achieve the convergence of both 

approaches. In the same direction, Diamantoudi et al. (2002) show that some assumptions 

                                                      
67 The characteristic function measures the payoff (characteristic value) for every possible combination of 
players (coalition) of the game. The characteristic value represents the minimum value that a coalition can 
guarantee for its members. See also definition of game-theoretic terms in Appendix 5.1. 
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related to the countries’ behaviours contribute to bring the cartel approach closer to the grand 

coalition approach: farsighted stable coalitions (i.e. defectors foresee possible further 

deviations by other countries), are much larger than those supported by non-farsighted 

coalitions, and coordinated defections (i.e. by group of countries) allow countries to use the 

collapse of the agreement as a threat to sustain it. Ecchia and Mariotti (1998) and Eyckmans 

(2001) confirm the result that farsightedness increases the incentives for cooperation. 

Moreover, Chander (2003) points that the only possibility of coalitions becoming finer and not 

coarser contributes to the stability of coalitions smaller than the grand coalition. If coalitions 

can freely merge or break apart and are farsighted, the non-members will not form any non-

singleton coalitions; the grand coalition is then justified as the only stable coalition, as defined 

as being in the γ-core. 

 

The approach adopted in the current work follows the cooperative branch of literature. Of 

course, real agreements may well lie between the pessimistic view (only small coalitions 

emerge) and the optimistic one (world cooperation emerges). Moreover, the concepts of 

cooperative agreements have some normative appeal and possess some axiomatic 

properties, while the non-cooperative branch is concerned with a more positive analysis of 

coalition formation (Finus and Rundshagen, 2002; Missfeldt, 1999). The choice of a 

normative angle for the analysis of international climate agreement is consistent with 

MARKAL’s philosophy, which relies on optimal energy decision and is appropriate for 

prospective analysis (see section 5.3). Moreover, cooperative cost-sharing solutions may act 

as focal points in negotiations. However, we also propose (in section 5.6) an empirical study 

of the stability of intermediate coalitions without transfers, closer to the cartel approach.  

 

5.3 The integrated MARKAL model 

The cost of carbon mitigation and estimated or perceived damages are crucial parameters of 

the countries decision. The use of a well-calibrated and reliable model is therefore also 

crucial for the validity of the calculations. An integrated version of the world multi-region 

MARKAL model is used. 

 

5.3.1 Advanced multi-region MARKAL model 

MARKAL is a linear programming model of the production, trading, transformation, 

distribution and end-uses of various energy forms and some materials that affect CO2 
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emissions68 (Figure 5.1). Given its high level of technology detail, MARKAL is not only 

technology explicit; it is technology rich as well. The model has a long and rich history of 

methodological developments and applications to energy and environmental issues all 

around the World. The version of the advanced world multi-region MARKAL that is used in 

this article was developed by the authors; details of the calibration and of the energy and 

technology decisions under climate policies are described in Labriet et al. (2004); the 

rationale of the model is briefly described below.  

 

MARKAL computes a global, multi-regional supply-demand inter-temporal partial economic 

equilibrium on competitive energy markets over 1998-2052 divided into 11 periods of five 

years each. It maximizes the discounted net total surplus, i.e. the sum of discounted 

producers’ and consumers’ surpluses, while satisfying the externally defined demand 

functions for energy services, subject to detailed technological and environmental constraints. 

All agents have perfect information on others and perfect foresight and the markets are 

assumed competitive, with the notable exception of oil production decisions by OPEC (see 

below). Equivalently, the MARKAL equilibrium is computed via the dynamic minimization of 

the discounted total cost. The total cost of the system includes, at each time period: 

annualized investments in technologies, fixed and variable annual operation and 

maintenance costs of technologies; cost of energy imports and domestic resource production; 

the negative of the revenue from energy exports; delivery costs; welfare losses incurred from 

reduced end-use demands; and taxes and subsidies (if any) associated with energy, 

technologies, and emissions.   

 

Fifteen regions are identified and modeled based upon political, geographical and 

environmental factors (Table 5.1). The regions are linked via trade variables, for the following 

commodities: crude oil and oil products, natural gas, coal, electricity, and tradeable emission 

permits.  The model includes 42 energy service demand categories, also called useful 

energy, such as: number of apartments to heat, vehicle-kilometres traveled by car, tonnes of 

aluminium to produce, etc. Accounting for price elasticity of demands captures a major 

element of feedback effects between the energy system and the economy.  

 

                                                      
68 In the current version of the model, only CO2 is analyzed in details. Other greenhouse gases are included 
through an exogenous radiative forcing (Labriet and Loulou, 2003). 
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Table 5.1. List of the 15 regions 

Code Region 
AFR* Africa 
AUS Australia-New Zealand 
CAN Canada 
CSA* Central and South America  
CHI China 
EEU Eastern Europe 
FSU Former Soviet Union 
IND India 
JPN Japan 
MEX Mexico 
MEA* Middle-East 
ODA* Other Developing Asia 
SKO South Korea 
USA United States 
WEU Western Europe 

 
*OPEC/Non-OPEC split in upstream and oil trade 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.1. The general Reference Energy System 
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Emissions, primary and final energy consumption of the base case of the current version of 

the model are calibrated to the IPCC’s AIM-A1B scenario, which is the most frequently cited 

one in the literature. This scenario could be qualified as one of continuing economic growth 

but also of high new technology penetration, so that resulting emissions are relatively low 

compared to a case where the current energy situation based on fossil fuels is extrapolated 

into the future (Labriet et al., 2004). Because the level of non-emitting electricity generation is 

a crucial assumption for projecting future CO2 policies, and because nuclear and renewable 

shares of electricity are very optimistic in the A1B scenario, we also build a contrasted 

alternative base case, called FOS, characterized by lower shares of nuclear and renewable in 

electricity generation (Labriet et al., 2004).  

 

The market for crude oil is global but not competitive, given the OPEC’s cartel power on the 

international oil market dynamics. The general trend is that climate policies would reduce the 

global oil demand and thus the revenues of oil-exporting countries (up to 13% & 25% in 2010 

under the Kyoto Protocol, respectively with & without emissions trading), but they would have 

less impact on the real price of oil than has resulted from market fluctuations over the past 30 

years (Barker and Srivastava, 2001; Gately, 2004; Hourcade and Shukla, 2001). Of course, 

OPEC’s ability to coordinate its pricing and output strategy is both critical and uncertain. 

Given this context, our approach assumes the continuation of OPEC’s cartel action over the 

horizon, and international oil trade is modeled in the following simplified manner: (a) each 

region is free to import any amount of crude oil and refined products at a fixed exogenous 

price69; (b) exports are then adjusted ex-post to balance imports at the world level, so that oil 

revenues and CO2 emissions from oil extraction are not distorted. This requires at least two 

successive runs of the model. The ex-post adjustments are shared between MEA-OPEC, 

AFR-OPEC and FSU70, in proportion to their current level of production, i.e. we assume that 

the regions’ share of production will remain unchanged under climate policies. We are aware 

of the limits of these assumptions, and future work may focus more specifically on other 

OPEC’s strategies. 

 

                                                      
69 The price trajectory (annual price growth of 0.6% between 2005 and 2050) is similar to that proposed by 
international literature (see Labriet et al., 2004). 
70 OPEC-CSA and OPEC-ODA have not been modified for simplification purposes, since they represent 
rather small shares of total oil exports. At the opposite, the adjustment of FSU’s exports may be justified by 
the fact that non-OPEC countries benefit from the cartel action by OPEC (Berg et al., 1998) and therefore, 
they may be interested in a voluntary contribution to the OPEC effort to limit the fall of oil prices.  
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Economic indicators are reported in US$ of constant 2000 market exchange rate, and the 

social discount rate for the global economy is 5%. 

 

5.3.2 The climate damages   

5.3.2.1 Integration of damage costs into MARKAL 

By definition, the conventional cost-efficiency use of MARKAL consists in setting a global 

CO2 target, and solving for a CO2 constrained equilibrium71. It assumes the cooperation of all 

regions since the socially optimal equilibrium computed by MARKAL represents an efficient 

attainment of a globally desirable and accepted CO2 target. In contrast, the modelling of non-

cooperative strategies requires the endogenous computation of the global emissions, since 

the latter result from the decisions of individual regions minimizing their own costs but taking 

into consideration the emissions of others. Thus, the modeling of non-cooperative strategies 

requires the integration of climate damages into MARKAL, allowing integrated assessment 

analyses. 

 

Labriet and Loulou (2003) investigate the coupling of the linear programming MARKAL model 

and non-linear non-convex climate damages. Using a set of 30 contrasted emission 

trajectories, a simplified climate model, and regional quadratic damage functions of ∆T 

proposed by Nordhaus and Boyer (1999), Labriet and Loulou (2003) empirically show that a 

linear relationship links regional cumulative damages and cumulative global emissions 

(equation 1). As a result, the same article shows that non-cooperative scenarios, modeled as 

open-loop Nash equilibria (see section 5.3.3.2), can be much more easily computed by 

solving local optimization problems in a case where emissions are the only interdependency 

between regions: each country chooses its strategy by considering only the part of its own 

damage due to its own emissions (equation 3). In other words, the emissions resulting from 

the energy decisions taken by other regions have no impact on energy decisions taken by 

region i, and damages paid by each region i due to emissions of other countries are added 

ex-post. 

 

 

                                                      
71 Other greenhouse gases  
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Total Costi = Ci (Xi,Ei) + Di (ΣkEk)  = Ci (Xi,Ei) + ai* ΣkEk + bi  (1) 

Cooperation:  Min Σi Total Costi   (no need for decomposition) (2) 

Non-cooperation: Min Total Costi      eq to:  Min [ Ci (Xi,Ei) + ai* Ei ] (3) 

 

with  Ci (.,.) cost of the energy system of region i  
 Ei  cumulative emissions of region i 

 Xi  symbol of all the variables influencing the cost of the energy system 

 (investments, operation, etc.) 

 Di (.) cumulative climate damage supported by region i 

 ai , bi  slope and constant parameters of damage curve for region i 
 

The assumption of only one interdependency between regions means that the trade of 

energy commodities is unaffected by climate policies. In other words, the price of traded 

commodities remains constant, so that the cost of one region’s strategy does not depend on 

other regions’ abatement effort. This is the case for oil (fixed price) in the current version of 

MARKAL. However, results for traded gas show significant price variations in some regions in 

2050 under climate policies. Thus, the Nash equilibria computed in this study should be 

considered as approximate. The links between climate policies and international trade 

deserve more attention in future work; for example, relaxing the model constraints on gas 

extraction and trade would help reduce the observed price variation. It is interesting to note 

that according to Kemfert et al. (2004), international trade effects can increase or decrease 

incentives to cooperate; what matters is whether trade affects only total mitigation costs 

(then, the impact of trade on cooperation is small) or both total and marginal costs (then, 

trade makes cooperation easier).  

 

5.3.2.2 Damage scenarios 

Any cost-benefit conclusion obtained by this approach is fully dependent on the damage 

curves and the climate module. Because damages are subject to high uncertainty, we 

conduct sensitivity analyses based on both the level of total damages and the regional 

distribution pattern (Table 5.2). 
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• Reference damages (REF) are based on the quadratic equations of Nordhaus and Boyer 

(1999), where damages are higher in developing countries than in industrialized ones 

except WEU72. 

 

• High damages (HI) are higher in all regions; the exponent of damage equations is 

increased to three 72. 

 

• Reverse damages (REV) are higher in industrialized countries and smaller in developing 

countries; they are inspired by “Calibration I” from Finus et al. (2003), itself based on 

Fankhauser (1995). 

 

• High and reverse damages (HRV) combine the last two changes.  

 

Regions with low damages may be understood as regions with low real damages, or as 

regions being not aware of or paying little attention to climate damages, or finally as regions 

with a low political willingness to act; in fact, it is sometimes argued that the perceived climate 

damages of developing countries should be low, as reflected in REV case. 

 

The non-cooperative case is modeled by adding in each region’s database the appropriate 

regional damage factor of Table 5.2, that corresponds to the slope ai of each regional 

damage curve. Because only differences of total costs between scenarios (and not the 

absolute costs) are studied, only ai (not the constant parameters bi – see equation 1) are 

required for the optimization. The cooperation of a group of regions is modeled by using the 

same damage factor in all regions, equal to the sum of the coefficients of the cooperating 

regions (e.g. 22.75 US$2000/tCO2 for the grand coalition under the REF case). Therefore, this 

climate damage factor is equivalent to a carbon tax applied from 2000 to 2050 and adjusted 

according to the social discount rate (Figure 5.2).  

 

 

 

                                                      
72 According to the climate model we used (Nordhaus and Boyer, 1999) and assuming that emissions follow 
the AIM-A1B trajectory until 2100, REF climate damages represent 1.94% of the GDP for a 2.5°C temperature 
increase, and 1.34% of the GDP for a doubling of CO2 atmospheric concentration. In HI, the values are 
respectively 3.82% and 2.24%. 
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Table 5.2. Marginal damages (US$2000/tCO2) and regional distribution (%) 

 
Reference  

(REF) 
High  
(HI) 

Reverse  
(REV) 

High & reverse 
 (HRV) 

AFR  4.15 (18.2%)  6.36 (12.9%)  1.13 (5.0%)  2.45 (5.0%) 
AUS  0.00 (0.0%)  0.17 (0.3%)  0.22 (1.0%)  0.49 (1.0%) 
CAN  0.01 (0.0%)  0.37 (0.7%)  0.22 (1.0%)  0.49 (1.0%) 
CHI  0.67 (2.9%)  3.27 (6.6%)  1.36 (6.0%)  2.94 (6.0%) 
CSA  1.83 (8.0%)  3.29 (6.7%)  0.91 (4.0%)  1.96 (4.0%) 
EEU  0.03 (0.1%)  0.40 (0.8%)  0.22 (1.0%)  0.49 (1.0%) 
FSU  -0.03 (-0.1%)  1.88 (3.8%)  1.59 (7.0%)  3.43 (7.0%) 
IND  3.65 (16.0%)  6.98 (14.2%)  1.13 (5.0%)  2.45 (5.0%) 
JPN  0.31 (1.3%)  1.20 (2.4%)  3.41 (15.0%)   7.36 (15.0%) 
MEA  1.33 (5.8%)  2.27 (4.6%)  0.34 (1.5%)  0.73 (1.5%) 
MEX  0.65 (2.8%)  1.31 (2.6%)  0.34 (1.5%)  0.73 (1.5%) 
ODA  4.14 (18.2%)  7.26 (14.7%)  1.13 (5.0%)  2.45 (5.0%) 
SKO  1.06 (4.6%)  1.82 (3.7%)  0.45 (2.0%)  0.98 (2.0%) 
USA  0.78 (3.4%)  2.77 (5.6%)  5.00 (22.0%)  10.8 (22.0%) 

WEU  4.10 (18.0%)  9.68 (19.7%)  5.23 (23.0%)  11.2 (23.0%) 

World  22.75 (100.0%)  49.10 (100.0%)  22.75 (100.0%)  49.10 (100.0%) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2. MARKAL carbon tax equivalent to climate damages 
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Compared to Labriet and Loulou (2003), the current damage factors assume:  

 
• Cumulative damages computed up to 2100, instead of 2050, given the long-term climate 

effects of CO2
73; recall that emissions are computed up to 2050 by the current version of 

MARKAL; 

 
• Damage discounting of 2%, instead of 5%, in order to value more the long-term climate 

effects; 

 
• Rapid economic growth rates provided by the “A1 family” scenarios of the IPCC, instead 

of “A2 family”, since MARKAL is calibrated to the IPCC’s AIM-A1B scenario (Labriet et 

al., 2004). 

 

5.3.3 Definition of the non-cooperative scenario 

The computation of non-cooperative scenarios and of transfers to guarantee the formation of 

the grand coalition requires the definition of both the behaviour of regions that are not 

members of the cooperative coalition (equivalent to the definition of the threat in case of 

defection), and the information structure of the energy/environment decisions taken by the 

regions. 

 

5.3.3.1 Behaviour of outsiders 

We adopt the γ -characteristic function proposed by Chander and Tulkens (1997): when a 

sub-coalition S forms, outsiders do not take particular coalitional actions against S (e.g. more 

emissions such as leakage) or favouring S (e.g. less emissions if they form another coalition) 

but remain as singletons, adopt their individual Nash strategies and enjoy the cleaner 

environment induced by S’s actions. This defines a partial Nash equilibrium with respect to S. 

This grants S a certain degree of pessimism, since S would be better off if the regions outside 

would form one or more non-singleton coalitions and then reduce more their emissions 

(Chander and Tulkens, 1997). This is also equivalent to saying that if a region or group of 

regions deviates, the remaining players split up into singletons and play their Nash strategy 

                                                      
73 Longer-term computation is not necessary given the discounting effect. For example, cumulative damages 
up to 2200 add 10% to cumulative damages up to 2100. 
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(see section 5.2.2). The possibility of highest emissions (α-characteristic function) is not 

appropriate since it is self-punishing in the context of global pollution (Chander and Tulkens, 

1997; Zaccour, 2003). 

 

5.3.3.2 Open-loop information structure 

The open-loop information structure that we use corresponds to negotiations that take place 

once: a binding agreement is signed in the first period and remains valid until the end of the 

horizon; no change can be made in response to new information along the time path. This 

assumption is consistent with the perfect information and foresight characteristics of 

MARKAL. Thus, the problem is dynamic as regards MARKAL energy decisions, but it is static 

from the point of view of gains and transfers.  

 

Such an information structure may appear unrealistic, since the renegotiation of climate 

agreements is not allowed and the distribution over time of the gain of cooperation is ignored. 

At the opposite, the feedback structure, under which the regions may adapt their policy along 

the time path, implies that the solution will be reached from any point on the time path (time 

consistency). Nevertheless, the interest in open-loop equilibrium is based on the easier way 

to calculate it (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991; Yang, 2003). Moreover, the open-loop structure 

might be viewed as more acceptable when considering the long-term nature of some energy 

decisions. Typically, the stock of the pollutant (concentration of CO2) is lower in the open-loop 

Nash equilibrium than in the feedback solution. The intuition is that under a feedback 

structure, countries have an incentive to increase emissions as this will be partly offset by the 

others; but all countries think the same; hence the higher emissions (Folmer et al., 1998; de 

Zeeuw and Van der Ploeg, 1991). Moreover, Germain and Van Ypersele (1999) show that 

the transfers given or received by regions are higher but have the same magnitude in the 

open-loop than in the feedback climate policies. This confirms that although less realistic and 

more optimistic in terms of abatement, the open-loop solution gives an acceptable 

approximation of the feedback solution and remains appropriate to describe what would 

happen if any international agreement were reached.  

 

5.4 The gap between cooperation and non-cooperation  

This step of the analysis has two objectives: first, evaluate the gain of cooperation over non-

cooperation in terms of climatic and economic results; second, give an overview of the 
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interest of the 15 regions in global cooperation without transfers. The gain of cooperation is 

defined as the difference between the total discounted cost of the global cooperation, i.e. the 

socially optimal solution, and the sum of the total discounted costs of each region under the 

individual Nash equilibrium. Cooperation and non-cooperation must be considered as 

solutions where the regions are committed and stick to their respective strategies; in other 

words, free-ride and stability issues are not covered here but in section 5.5. 

 

The general tendency is that the Nash equilibrium is closer to the base case than to the 

global cooperation (Table 5.3). The detailed description of results focuses on the A1B-REF 

case. Results for the other cases are provided in section 5.4.3. 

 

5.4.1 Climatic and economic results (A1B-REF)74 

Focussing on the A1B-REF case compared to the A1B base case, the reduction of 

cumulative emissions under the non-cooperative strategy represents only 21% of the 

reduction induced by the cooperation of all regions (Table 5.3). This indicates that climate 

change reflects to a large extent a collective problem, as confirmed for example by Eyckmans 

and Tulkens (2003)75. As regards the temperature increase in 205076, it is 1.55°C under the 

non-cooperative scenario (CO2 concentration of 497 ppm) and 1.33°C under cooperation 

(433 ppm), against 1.60°C in the base case (514 ppm). The relatively small differences in 

climate results between cooperation and the base case may be explained by the relatively 

short-term calculations compared to the long-term climate dynamics. The discounted gain of 

cooperation over non-cooperation amounts to 11400 G$2000, which is equal to a modest 3.5% 

of the total world discounted cost of cooperation. Other studies show different results (e.g. 

Eyckmans and Finus, 2003; Eyckmans and Tulkens, 2003) but different model nature and 

assumptions on the regional abatement costs and climate damages are certainly leading to 

these differences. Moreover, results from top-down models are expressed in consumption 

units while our results are in cost units. 

 

                                                      
74 Addition to the published version: See other results in appendix H, Table H.1 to Table H.3. 
75 Hammitt and Adams (1996) and Hackl and Pruckner (2002) conclude the opposite, but both explain that the 
specifications of their model (e.g. the form of the cost and benefit curves) may be responsible for this result. 
76 Climatic results are based on the reduced-form climate module proposed by Nordhaus and Boyer (1999). 
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Table 5.3. Gain and climatic results (no transfer)77 

  A1B- REF A1B-HI A1B-REV A1B-HRV A1B-REF 
No sink 

Gain of cooperation over non-cooperation (G$2000 DPV) 

World 11395.0 27780.5 12104.1 30821.9 9007.2 

Net emissions in 2050 (GtC) 
BAU 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 
NASH 15.0 13.0 14.8 13.4 15.5 
COOP 7.3 5.9 7.3 5.9 9.6 
CO2 concentration in 2050 (ppm) 
BAU 514.4 514.4 514.4 514.4 514.4 
NASH 497.1 481.9 499.3 486.9 500.2 
COOP 432.5 414.7 432.5 432.5 451.1 
Temperature increase in 2050 (°C) 
BAU 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 
NASH 1.55 1.50 1.56 1.52 1.56 
COOP 1.33 1.25 1.33 1.25 1.39 

 

Table 5.4. Regional strategic choices (no transfer)78 

  A1B-REF A1B-HI A1B-REV A1B-HRV A1B-REF 
No sink 

AFR COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP 
AUS NASH COOP COOP COOP NASH 
CAN NASH COOP COOP COOP NASH 
CHI NASH COOP COOP COOP NASH 
CSA COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP 
EEU NASH NASH NASH COOP NASH 
FSU BAU COOP COOP COOP BAU 
IND COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP 
JPN COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP 
MEA NASH NASH NASH NASH COOP 
MEX COOP COOP NASH NASH COOP 
ODA COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP 
SKO COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP 
USA NASH NASH COOP COOP NASH 
WEU COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP 

 

 

                                                      
77 Addition to the published version: See other results in appendix H of the thesis, Table H.1 and Table H.2. 
The results for FOS case are included in Table H.4 to Table H.6. 
78 Addition to the published version: See the numerical results in appendix H of the thesis, Table H.3. The 
results for FOS case are included in Table H.7 and Table H.8. 
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5.4.2 The regional interests in cooperation (A1B-REF) 

The analysis of the preferred strategies shows that the regions with low and intermediate 

marginal damages (less than 1.0 $/tCO2) are generally not interested in cooperation, 

because the benefits of cooperation are too small compared to the abatement costs incurred. 

This is the case for AUS, CAN, CHI, EEU and USA (Table 5.4). At the opposite, regions with 

higher marginal damages prefer cooperation; they are either developing countries (AFR, 

CSA, IND, ODA) or WEU. In other words, the incentive for developing regions and Western 

Europe to participate in an agreement is motivated, among others, by the high damages they 

would suffer from climate change. As regards MEA, the level of oil exports explains its 

preferred strategy, as discussed below. Finally, FSU prefers the situation where the CO2 

emissions are the highest, i.e. the base case, because of its negative marginal damage 

factor!  

 

5.4.3 Sensitivity analyses 

Several sensitivity analyses are conducted on the availability of carbon sequestration, on the 

damage factors and on the nature of the base case. We briefly comment each variant. 

 

A1B-REF No sink: This variant assumes that no CO2 sequestration is allowed. Based on the 

current world MARKAL model, CO2 sequestration helps reduce carbon price by more than 

two in 2050 (Labriet et al., 2004). This variant shows that the gain of cooperation is reduced 

by 21% compared to the REF case (Table 5.3). Moreover, although the resulting preferred 

strategies by all regions except MEA are not affected (Table 5.4), the incentive for 

cooperation, measured as the regional gain, is higher in all regions when CO2 sequestration 

is allowed (not shown here). MEA’s interest for cooperation is explained by FSU’s oil imports 

under the global cooperation: if allowed, FSU prefers extracting its own resources and 

sequestrating CO2 at low cost; if CO2 sequestration is not possible, FSU imports oil from 

MEA. MEA’s preferred strategy is then dependant on the level of the revenues induced by oil 

exports. However, the losses of MEA under cooperation are small (0.1% of the costs of 

cooperation), so that the strategic choice of MEA of not cooperating should not be considered 

as a strong choice. 

 

A1B-HI variant: Higher estimated climate damages increase not only the world gain of 

cooperation, more than doubled compared to A1B-REF (Table 5.3) but also the incentive for 
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cooperation of several regions (Table 5.4): AUS, CAN, CHI and FSU become interested in 

cooperation (note that FSU marginal damages are not negative anymore). USA and EEU 

remain better off under the non-cooperative scenario, but their respective losses under 

cooperation are considerably reduced compared to REF case (by more than 80% - not 

shown here). MEA remains also better off under non-cooperation because of the level of its 

oil exports. Ciscar and Soria (2002), Fankhauser and Kverndokk (1996) and Finus et al. 

(2003) also emphasize the effect of the level of damages on cooperation.  

 

A1B-REV variant: This case illustrates how the regional distribution of damages may affect 

the preferred regional strategies. While the total gain of cooperation increases (+6%) but 

remains close to the REF case (Table 5.3), AUS, CAN, CHI, FSU, USA become interested in 

cooperation because of the higher local damages (Table 5.4). Despite the decrease of local 

damages, AFR, CSA, IND, ODA and SKO remain interested in cooperation, while MEX is the 

only region that becomes better off under the non-cooperative scenario (Table 5.4). EEU and 

MEA remain better off under the non-cooperative case, the latter because of the losses of 

exports revenues, and the former because the local climate damages remain too low. The 

high dependency of results on regional damages is supported by several studies, such as 

Fankhauser and Kverndokk (1996) or Finus et al. (2003). 

 

A1B-HRV variant: The case with high and reverse damages confirms all the above results. 

More particularly, it demonstrates that EEU may change its preferred strategy if its estimated 

marginal local damages reach a level between 0.40 (better off under Nash in the A1B-HI 

case) and 0.49 US$/tCO2 (better off under cooperation in the A1B-HRV case). 

 

FOS base case79: Finally, the same analysis was made with the alternative FOS base case. 

Among the results (not shown here), we want to emphasize the following ones: first, the world 

gain of cooperation increases up to 17800 G$2000, which represents 5.5% of the total cost of 

cooperation. Despite this higher gain, it must be recognized that a pessimistic base case 

such as FOS could make the agreement more difficult because larger emission reductions 

have to be agreed upon80 (Finus, 2004; Tol, 2001, Toth and Mwandosya, 2001). Second, 

                                                      
79 Addition to the published version: See detailed results in appendix H of the thesis, Table H.4 to Table H.8. 
80 Finus (2004) emphasizes this result as a paradox: the higher the benefit-cost ratio from abatement, the 
higher are free-rider incentives, since the environmental target will then be higher, but the larger is also the 
gain from cooperation.  
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given slightly higher oil exports in MEA, the latter prefers cooperation to non-cooperation in 

all cases except REV and HRV cases. Finally, under the HI case, all regions appear to prefer 

cooperation. However, this doesn’t mean that the world cooperation is self-enforcing: some 

regions may be better off by choosing their Nash strategy and letting the other ones 

cooperating. Recall that both the cooperative and the non-cooperative scenarios must be 

understood as solutions where the regions are committed to stick to their respective 

strategies, and that defecting behaviours, at the heart of the stability issue, were not taken 

into consideration in this section. 

 

5.4.4 Comparison of emissions with Kyoto targets and with the 550 ppm stabilization 

The comparison of emission results with the Kyoto targets and the emissions corresponding 

to the stabilization of CO2 concentration at 550 ppm81 may provide an estimate of the self-

enforcing property of these targets. The comparison focuses on the A1B-REF and A1B-REV 

cases (Table 5.5). 

 

Table 5.5. Emissions w.r.t. BAU and shares of reduction (550-stabiliz, A1B-REF, A1B-REV) 

 Emissions (%)  w.r.t. BAU  
in 2010 

Emissions (%) w.r.t. BAU  
in 2050 

Share (%) of emission 
reduction in 2050 

  Kyoto COOP NASH NASH Stabiliz COOP NASH NASH Stabiliz COOP NASH NASH

  Protocol A1B-
REF

A1B-
REF

A1B-
REV

A1B-
550

A1B-
REF

A1B-
REF

A1B-
REV

A1B-
550

A1B-
REF

A1B- 
REF 

A1B-
REV

AFR - -32 -18 -2 -30 -48 -21 -8 4 4 8 3
AUS -17 -38 0 0 -55 -72 0 -1 1 1 0 0
CAN -40 -33 -3 -3 -59 -70 -9 -11 2 2 1 1
CHI - -40 0 0 -40 -63 -6 -13 17 17 7 16
CSA - -30 -9 -4 -25 -46 -10 -7 7 8 8 5
EEU 30 -17 -1 -1 -58 -75 0 -1 7 6 0 0
FSU 9 -19 0 0 -32 -48 4 -13 4 4 -2 5
IND - -31 -11 -1 -21 -41 -14 -5 3 3 6 2
JPN 0 -23 -1 -7 -45 -57 -1 -32 2 2 0 5
MEA - -24 -7 0 -41 -59 -20 -3 19 17 28 3
MEX - -15 0 0 -27 -46 -6 -1 3 4 2 0
ODA - -19 -8 0 -28 -49 -18 -3 7 8 14 3
SKO - -20 -1 0 -48 -63 -3 -1 4 4 1 0
USA -32 -19 -1 -5 -36 -63 -4 -35 11 12 3 30
WEU -26 -25 -8 -10 -44 -67 -37 -42 9 9 24 26
WORLD - -25% -4% -3% -36% -57% -12% -13% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Remark: COOP scenario is the same for A1B-REF and A1B-REF since the total world damages are taken into 
account in this case, whatever the regional distribution is. 

                                                      
81 The emission path corresponding to the stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentration at 550 ppm is based 
on the AIM-A1B scenario provided by IPCC (Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000). 
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First, it must be noted that the Kyoto targets of FSU and EEU are higher than their respective 

2010 emissions in the base case; the difference is the so-called “hot air”, estimated to a total 

of 136 MtC in 2010 in our model (64 MtC in EEU and 72 MtC in FSU) compared to a range 

from 100 to 500 MtC provided by most economic modeling studies (Paltsev, 2000). 

 

It appears that only a small share of the Kyoto targets is in the regions’ self-interest, as 

represented by the small Nash reductions w.r.t. BAU in 2010. However, the Kyoto Protocol is 

consistent with or less demanding than the optimal cooperative scenario for all concerned 

regions except USA and CAN, where the Kyoto target is more demanding. Analysis with the 

alternative FOS base case would not make a difference since FOS diverges from A1B later 

than 2010.  

 

The stabilization scenario in 2050 (-36%) is less demanding than the global cooperation (-

57%) and more demanding than the Nash solution (-12%) in terms of world emission 

reduction. The regional Nash reductions (self-enforcing) appear to represent more than 50% 

of the stabilization targets in several regions, such as AFR, IND, ODA and WEU. 

 

The comparison of the regional distributions of abatement82 helps understand the regional 

interests for cooperation: regions that bear a much larger share of the world reduction under 

stabilization or cooperation than under non-cooperation, such as CHI, USA, would be 

reluctant to ratify any world agreement. This result is confirmed by the results of Table 5.4. 

 

Of course, different conclusions emerge from the alternative regional share of damages 

(A1B-REV) especially for USA and CHI, which contribute much more to the world reduction, 

and MEA and ODA, which contribute much less. 

 

5.5 Allocation of the global gain  

Adopting the point of view of the cooperative framework, we now turn to analyze whether 

transfers can be defined to ensure the stability of the grand coalition.  

                                                      
82 Of course, the regional distribution of abatement under cooperation is also suggestive of both the marginal 
abatement costs and the potential for abatement implicit in the model specification. 
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5.5.1 Transfers and allocation methods 

Transfers between regions result from the sharing of the global (world) surplus of cooperation 

over non-cooperation, where the latter is modelled by the individual Nash solution and the 

former by the social optimum (see section 5.3.3). Several allocation rules83 are proposed by 

cooperative game theory and are characterized by specific axiomatic properties reflecting 

different principles of justice. We first define an allocation as the portion of the global gain of 

cooperation that is attributed to a player (region) to reduce its cost in the cooperation. A 

transfer is the resulting amount to pay or receive by a region; it is the difference between 

every regional cost under cooperation before and after allocation of the global gain. The sum 

of allocations is equal to the total gain from cooperation; the sum of transfers is null. 

 

• The core is the set of all allocations (payoffs) that are not dominated for any sub-

coalitions: every sub-coalition (including singletons) receives at least as much as it can 

obtain on its own. Thus, allocations satisfy both individual and coalitional rationality, so 

that the core defines a certain form of stability (Eyckmans and Tulkens, 2003). The core 

may be empty or include an infinity of allocations. 

 

• The Shapley value (Shapley, 1953) attributes to each player a payoff that reflects its 

average contribution to every possible sub-coalition. It has the desirable properties of, 

among others, efficiency (also called group rationality: the total gain is allocated) and 

symmetry (regions with similar power receive similar payoff). Mainly because of the latter 

property, it is interpreted as a normative allocation rule close to both the measure of 

strategic power of players, and the proportionality or merit principle that regions receive 

in proportion to what they put in. The Shapley Value is always unique. 

 

• The nucleolus (Schmeidler, 1969) is a centrally located element of the core (if the latter 

exists) defined by an egalitarian arbitration among coalitions. It yields an allocation such 

that the excesses of the coalitions are the lexicographical minimum. The excess is 

defined as the difference between the payoff a coalition can obtain on its own and the 

payoff received by the proposed allocation: the larger the excess of a particular 

allocation, the less a coalition is satisfied with this allocation. In that sense, the nucleolus 

                                                      
83 See more details in Appendix 5.1. 
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may be related to the Rawlsian philosophy that worse-off regions (those with the highest 

excesses) should be first satisfied. Hence, the nucleolus increases stability in the sense 

that it minimises the highest dissatisfaction among all coalitions, and the coalitions with 

the highest dissatisfaction levels are likely to have incentives to defect (Van 

Steenberghe, 2003). The nucleolus always exists, is unique and lies within the core 

provided the core is non-empty. 

 

• The Germain-Toint-Tulkens transfer rule (Germain et al., 1999) consists of both a 

payment by each region that represents its gain of cooperation over non-cooperation, 

and a payment to each region that divides the world gain of cooperation in proportion to 

each regions’ preference for environmental quality, as represented by the marginal 

climate damages. According to this rule, regions that benefit more from emission 

reductions pay more, i.e. they bear a larger share of the burden, and regions with high 

environmental preferences or high regional damages receive more. Germain et al. (1999) 

show that if damages are linear in temperature, the rule results in strategic stability in the 

sense of the γ-core. 

 

• The equalization of total abatement cost per GDP refers to the horizontal equity principle 

of comparable burdens: all regions should be affected “similarly”. For example, the study 

by Bosello et al. (2001) suggests that the equalization of abatement costs per GDP and 

per capita would be more fruitful in inducing large stable coalitions than social equity 

rules. Total abatement cost is defined as the difference between the cost incurred under 

cooperation and the cost incurred in the individual Nash strategy, including both energy 

and damage costs. 

 

5.5.2 Number of players and scenarios 

The total discounted gain of a coalition S is defined as the difference between the total 

discounted costs of S under the partial agreement Nash equilibrium w.r.t. S (see section 

5.3.3.1) and the sum of the total discounted costs of the members of S under the individual 

Nash equilibrium. The calculation of transfers requires the computation of the gain for every 

possible coalition structure of the game, i.e. each partition of the set into subsets. The 

number of coalition structures is 15 for 4 players, 52 for 5 players, 203 for 6 players, and 

grows very rapidly for larger numbers of players. The assumption that the regions that are out 

of a cooperative coalition play individually (see section 5.3.3.1) reduces the number of 
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coalition structures to the number of possible sub-coalitions, namely: 15, 31 and 63 coalitions 

for 4, 5 and 6 different regions respectively (2n-1 coalitions for n regions).  

 

The computation of each coalition’s gain requires one run of World MARKAL84. Therefore, we 

chose to limit the number of players to four, by regrouping the original 15 regions into 4 

“super-regions”. USA was kept as a specific region, given its negotiating power, its 

withdrawal from the current Kyoto Protocol and its large economy and CO2 emissions. WEU 

was also kept as a specific region, given its negotiating power and its commitment to act as a 

bubble. Developing countries, formed by AFR, CSA, CHI, IND, MEX, MEA and ODA, and the 

rest of OECD and countries with an economy in transition, formed by AUS, CAN, JPN, SKO, 

EEU and FSU, are the other two regions, noted DC and OCD+. Clearly, DC represents a 

heavy region in terms of both the high political importance of its participation in climate 

policies (illustrated by the US withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol), its cumulative emissions in 

the base case and its cumulative reduction in the global cooperative case, reflecting the 

potential for cheap abatement options (Table 5.6). Moreover, while the regional share of 

climate damages is very unequal under the reference case REF, regional damages are more 

evenly shared under the reverse case REV (Table 5.6). The same remark applies to the 

emission reductions of regions w.r.t. their BAU situation. However, in both REF and REV 

cases, DC’s reduction remains higher than the world average reduction (Table 5.6). It is also 

important to remember that every player now represents a cooperating coalition of countries 

(except player 1 which is the USA alone). Two consequences follow: first, non-cooperation 

with 4 regions is “more” than with 15 regions85; for example, the temperature increase 

reaches 1.43°C with four non-cooperating players and 1.55°C with 15 non-cooperative 

players in 2050; also, the non-cooperative reduction of cumulative emissions is equal to 66% 

of the cooperative reduction with 4 players, versus 21% with 15 players (see section 5.4); 

second, because DC and OCD+ consist of a large number of different countries, it is rather 

difficult to outline a uniform strategy that would be optimal for all these countries. We are fully 

aware of the importance of the choice of four regions on the results; other definitions of the 

regions may be tested in further work, or better, a higher number of regions may be modeled 

if the computational constraint can be lifted.  

 

                                                      
84 Equivalent to around 617000 rows, 1.5 hours, Cplex 7.5 (interior point), PC Pentium 4, 1.8 GHz, 523 Mo. 
85 Addition to the published version: See the numerical results in appendix H of the thesis, Table H.11. 
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Table 5.6. Characteristics of the 4 regions86 

 
Share 
(%) of 

cum emi 

Marginal dam (US$2000/tCO2) 
and regional share (%) 

Cum emissions (%) w.r.t. 
A1B-BAU 

Share (%) w.r.t. World 
cum emission reduction 

 BAU - - COOP NASH NASH COOP NASH NASH 

 A1B-BAU REF damages REV damages A1B-
REF 

A1B-
REF 

A1B-
REV 

A1B-
REF 

A1B-
REF 

A1B-
REV 

USA 14.5%  0.78 (3.4%) 5.00 (22.0%) -33.8% -1.7% -14.1% 11.9% 1.0% 8.7% 
WEU 10.0%  4.10 (18.0%) 5.23 (23.0%) -40.0% -17.1% -20.2% 9.7% 6.6% 8.6% 
DC 57.8% 16.45 (72.3%) 6.37 (28.0%) -43.6% -39.7% -26.5% 61.3% 88.7% 65.0%
OCD+ 17.7%  1.40 (6.1%) 6.14 (27.0%) -39.6% -5.5% -23.7% 17.1% 3.7% 17.8%
World 100.0% 22.75 (100%) 22.75 (100%) -41.1% -25.9% -23.6% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

 

 

As regards the scenarios, combining different assumptions on a large number of parameters 

may result in a too-complicated case-by-case analysis, and was somewhat simplified as 

follows: we kept the contrasted assumptions for damages (REF, REV), given their crucial role 

in the allocation of the gain, and for base case (A1B, FOS), given their effect on 

energy/emission decisions. 

 

5.5.3 Results on allocations and transfers 

Temperature increase and emission reach87, in 2050, 1.43°C, 1.46°C, 10.3 GtC and 10.7 GtC 

under A1B-NASH-REF and A1B-NASH-REV scenarios respectively. The same results under 

base case and cooperative scenarios are 1.60°C, 1.33°C, 17 GtC, and 7.3 GtC respectively. 

Temperature increase and emission reach 1.49°C, 1.50°C, 12.8 GtC and 11.9 GtC under 

FOS-NASH-REF and FOS-NASH-REV scenarios against 1.69°C, 1.33°C, 23.7 GtC and 7.8 

GtC under FOS-BAU and FOS-COOP scenarios.  

 

We now focus on transfers and allocations. Figure 5.3 and Table 5.7 show the allocation of 

the world gain of cooperation and the amounts of transfers between the four regions, for the 

four allocation rules: Nucleolus (NU), Shapley Value (SV), Germain-Toint-Tulkens’ solution 

(GTT) and equalization of total abatement cost per GDP (TAC).  

 

 
                                                      
86 Addition to the published version: See the results related to FOS in appendix H of the thesis, Table H.10. 
87 Addition to the published version: See the numerical results in appendix H of the thesis, Figure H. 1 and 
Figure H. 2. 
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Figure 5.3. Allocation of the gain of cooperation over non-cooperation88 

 

Table 5.7. Transfers between regions (G$2000 DPV and % of total transfers) 
 

Scenario Rule USA WEU DC OCD+ Transfers
A1B-REF NU  1493  (48%)  -28  (-1%)  -3077  (-99%)  1612  (52%) 3106
 SV  1405  (47%)  -119  (-4%)  -2837  (-96%)  1552  (52%) 2957
 GTT  792  (52%)  -116  (-8%)  -1414  (-92%)  739  (48%) 1532
  TAC  1520  (51%)  99  (3%)  -2968  (-10%)  1348  (45%) 2968
A1B-REV NU  -424  (-26%)  -769  (-48%)  1591  (100%)  -397  (-24%) 1591
 SV  -522  (-29%)  -846  (-47%)  1785  (100%)  -416  (-23%) 1786
 GTT  -488  (-29%)  -754  (-46%)  1636  (100%)  -393  (-24%) 1637
  TAC  -605  (-29%)  -767  (-37%)  2083  (100%)  -710  (-34%) 2083
FOS-REF NU  2378  (50%)  -101  (-2%)  -4629  (-98%)  2353  (50%) 4732
 SV  2231  (50%)  -266  (-6%)  -4210  (-94%)  2245  (50%) 4477
 GTT  1075  (52%)  -112  (-5%)  -1926  (-94%)  962  (47%) 2038
  TAC  2236 (51%)  232  (5%)  -4401  (-99%)  1932  (44%) 4401
FOS-REV NU  -355  (-19%)  -843  (-45%)  1837  (100%)  -638  (-35%) 1838
 SV  -482  (-22%)  -974  (-45%)  2162  (100%)  -705  (-33%) 2162
 GTT  -518  (-26%)  -951  (-47%)  1999  (100%)  -530  (-26%) 2000
  TAC  -670  (-26%)  -967  (-37%)  2584  (100%)  -945  (-36%) 2584
Remark: Negative values mean that the region is a donor. Recall also that a transfer is the 
difference between the regional costs under cooperation before and after allocation of the global 
gain. For example: under A1B-REF, the gain of cooperation over non-cooperation of DC is 4767 
G$ (not shown here); however, the NU rule allocates 1690 G$ to DC (Figure 5.3). It means that DC 
is ready to “loose”, in other words, transfer 3077 G$ to other players (Table 5.7) in order to 
guarantee the cooperation of all regions. 
 
 

                                                      
88 Addition to the published version: See the numerical results in appendix H,Table H.12 to Table H.16. 
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As a first result, the total gain of cooperation over non-cooperation (Figure 5.3) decreases 

under the REV case, and it is higher under the more emitting FOS base case. This latter 

observation, already observed with 15 regions, confirms that an optimistic base case may 

underestimate the potential benefits of cooperation (but also the difficulties in reaching an 

agreement - see section 5.4.3). The former observation is explained by the fact that the 

increase in the cost incurred by USA, WEU and OCD+ under NASH-REV compared to 

NASH-REF does not fully cover the decrease in the cost incurred in DC under NASH-REV, 

so that the total cost of non-cooperation under REV is smaller than under REF. This is 

equivalent to saying that a more evenly distributed mitigation, resulting from more evenly 

distributed damages, costs less. 

 

As a second result, we verified that the four allocations are in the γ-core of the game. In other 

words, they all guarantee that every (sub-)coalition enjoys at least as much as it can obtain 

on its own. In fact, the core of this game allows for a relatively large flexibility in the selection 

of allocations. Consequently, the choice of the allocation will depend on the properties of the 

allocations that the decision-makers would favour in the light of international negotiations.  

Moreover, the possible variation of payoffs (not shown here) is higher under REF than under 

REV cases; in other words, the more asymmetric the regions, the higher are free-ride 

incentives but also the flexibility in sharing the cost of cooperation. 

 

As a third result, the different rules obviously lead to different allocations and transfers, as 

shown also by Eyckmans and Tulkens (2003), Eyckmans and Finus (2003), Filar and 

Gaertner (1997), Van Steenberghe (2003), or also by Vaillancourt (2003) using a 

multicriterion analysis which combines several conflicting and more socially oriented visions 

of equity. Several remarks follow. 

 

• First, the GTT rule favours regions with high climate damages, so that DC receives a 

higher share of the gain under REF cases, while USA and OCD+ receive a much smaller 

share (Figure 5.3). Under REV cases, allocations are more evenly distributed among 

regions since damages are also more evenly distributed (Figure 5.3). 

 

• Second, the comparison of SV and NU solutions shows that only DC prefers the 

allocation provided by SV (Figure 5.3). This result reflects the merit property of the SV 

(see section 5.5.1), according to which regions receive in proportion to their contribution 

to the world gain of cooperation. Because of its low abatement costs, DC’s contribution to 
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the world reduction under cooperation, and then to the world gain of cooperation, is high. 

The other three regions prefer the allocation provided by NU, which favours regions with 

large abatement costs and/or low benefits from climate policies, since such regions are 

likely to be less satisfied with world climate strategies (see section 5.5.1). 

 

• The NU allocation under REV deserves a specific remark: DC and OCD+ receive the 

same gain under A1B and the total gain is equally shared among the four regions under 

FOS (Figure 5.3). In fact, the order of excess minimization of every sub-coalition 

indicates the level of dissatisfaction and then the free-ride incentive faced by every sub-

coalition. Under A1B-REF, the sub-coalition formed by {USA, DC, OCD+} and its 

complementary coalition89 equivalent to the singleton {WEU} are the first to be satisfied. 

The second ones are the sub-coalition formed by {WEU, DC, OCD+} and its complement 

{USA}; indeed, {USA, DC, OCD+} and {WEU, DC, OCD+} have high benefits under non-

cooperation and will gain little from the world cooperation. The third coalitions to be 

satisfied are both {DC} and {OCD+}, which means that no intermediate coalitions have an 

incentive to form90 and none of these two regions is dissatisfied with cooperation as far 

as the cooperation of USA and WEU is guaranteed, so that the remaining part of the 

world gain is equally shared. Under FOS-REF, no intermediate coalition has the power to 

impact the allocation of the world gain90, so that the world gain is divided equally between 

the four regions. In other words, more evenly distributed damages and higher emission 

reductions tend to favour more equal distribution of the world cooperation gain. 

 

• Given their definition (section 5.5.1), abatement costs represent the negative of the 

regional gains of cooperation. Therefore, the TAC allocation guarantees the equalization 

of the regional gains per GDP to the world gains per GDP, which reach 0.32%, 0.28%, 

0.50% and 0.37% under A1B-REF, A1B-REV, FOS-REF and FOS-REV respectively (not 

shown here). The TAC allocation favours WEU and DC, reflecting the high GDP of these 

regions, while OCD+ receives the smallest part of the world gain compared to the other 

rules. 

                                                      
89 By definition, when the payoff allocated to a sub-coalition formed by 3 regions is defined, the payoff 
allocated to the 4th region is fixed and equal to the remaining gain. 
90 The sub-coalitions that have an impact on the allocation of the world gain (in the nucleolus sense) are the 
ones that guarantee to themselves under non-cooperation a payoff equal to more than the half of the world 
gain. Under FOS-REF, no sub-coalition can guarantee itself such a payoff, so that the world gain is equally 
shared between regions.  
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• The analysis of transfers (Table 5.7) shows that a donor can become a receiver in 

another context. For example, under REF scenarios, WEU becomes a receiver under 

TAC, while it contributes to payment in the other solutions. More globally, under the REF 

scenarios, DC and, to a lesser extent, WEU, pay for USA and OCD+ accepting to 

cooperate. At the opposite, under the REV scenarios, USA, WEU and OCD+ pay for DC 

accepting to cooperate. In other words, transfers are very sensitive to the level of 

regional climate damages. Moreover, the total amount of transfers depends also on the 

allocation’s rule: the highest amount of total transfer occurs with the nucleolus, the 

smallest amount occurs under GTT allocation. The choice of the allocation rule then 

raises the question of whether the implementation of transfers would be easier when the 

absolute level of transfers is lower. Moreover, we observe (not shown here) that the 

transfers given by donors represent a smaller fraction of their benefits before transfers 

(although this fraction reaches up to 65% under A1B-REF) than the transfers received by 

receivers in proportion to their costs before transfers. Germain and van Ypersele (1999) 

also observe this result with time-dependent transfers. 

 

• Although the mitigation efforts do not aim at reducing the world inequities, it is interesting 

to note that under REV scenarios, the transfers flow from richer to poorer regions and 

may contribute to reduce inequities (Table 5.7). We also note that TAC transfers are the 

most favourable to DC. 

 

• Finally, the comparison of results between our approach and a multicriterion analysis 

(Vaillancourt, 2003) confirms that scenarios based on REV damages could be 

considered as scenarios satisfying some equity preoccupations91. Indeed, transfers 

obtained under REV scenarios are more favourable to developing countries than 

transfers obtained by the Vaillancourt’s cases, which were the most favorable to 

developing countries (more emission rights allocated to developing countries). In other 

words, approaches based on a single economic criterion, such as ours, may also be 

appropriate for integrating the social equity criterion in the burden-sharing.  

 

                                                      
91 Addition to the published version: See the numerical results in appendix H of the thesis, Table H.17. 
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As a fourth result (not shown here), the cost incurred by a sub-coalition decreases under a 

multi-coalition structure when outsiders form another sub-coalition instead of playing as 

singletons92. This expected result is explained by smaller damages resulting from smaller 

world emissions when outsiders form another coalition and reduce more their own emissions 

compared to their individual Nash strategy. However, the decrease of the cost incurred by a 

coalition under a multi-coalition structure remains small (between 0 and 1.7%, depending on 

coalitions and scenarios). Finus and Rundshagen (2002) point that it may be the case that 

more could be achieved if separate agreements were designed for different group of 

countries. However, in cases studied by Bosello et al. (2001), the possibility of multiple 

coalitions is of no help for increasing coalitions’stability. This issue deserves more attention in 

future work. 

 

Finally, results are of course very sensitive to the regional disaggregation of the world. As 

pointed in section 5.5.2, every region represents a group of cooperating countries, so that a 

higher level of cooperation is implicitly assumed with a more limited number of regions. 

Moreover, several allocation rules are very sensitive to the regional disaggregation: both the 

nucleolus (as noted by Van Steenberghe, 2003) and the Shapley Value consider the absolute 

gain from cooperation, without paying attention to the size of the coalitions enjoying this 

surplus, while the other solutions are based on proportional sharing (related to damages or 

GDP). Another definition of the nucleolus considers the per capita excess, and of course, any 

other variant could also be used. 

 

We voluntarily didn’t try to explain the differences or similarities between our numerical 

results and those provided by other studies (for example, Hackl and Pruckner, 2002; 

Fankhauser and Kverndokk, 1996; Pinto, 1998) since the numerical results are highly 

dependent on the mitigation costs and climate benefits specified in each model, as noted by 

most of authors. However, the general trends of our results are in agreement with those 

observed in similar approaches such as Eyckmans and Tulkens (2003), Eyckmans and Finus 

(2003), Finus et al. (2003) and Van Steenberghe (2003).  

 
                                                      
92 Addition to the published version: See the numerical results in appendix H of the thesis, Table H.18 and 
Table H.19. 
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5.6 Farsighted stability 

We complete the analysis by an empirical study of the (in)stability of intermediate coalitions 

without transfers.  The assumptions of the γ-core are not used anymore. 

 

Under a myopic analysis without transfers, where players do consider only the consequences 

of their own defection and not the possible subsequent defections by other players, the grand 

coalition is not internally stable in the sense of the cartel approach (see section 5.2.2): every 

region except DC is better off if it leaves the agreement and assumes the others still 

cooperate (not shown here). DC is a special case: because of high marginal damages, it is 

better off remaining in the grand coalition so that all regions take into account its damages 

and reduce their respective emissions. At the opposite, each of the other regions has an 

incentive to leave the coalition and then not to pay for the high damages of DC. 

 

The farsighted analysis is more representative of a region’ decision to deviate as it takes into 

account the full possible subsequent deviations by all remaining regions, and it may be rich in 

learnings about intermediate coalitions that are internally stable without transfers. We make 

the assumption that coalitions will not merge again after deviating, and that multiple coalitions 

are not allowed93. The deviation by each region is analyzed by checking the regional costs94 

(energy costs + damages) resulting from each possible subsequent deviation. The results 

show that introducing farsightedness may restrict the number of credible free-riding 

strategies, also demonstrated by Eyckmans (2001). 

 

For example, let us analyze the deviation by USA from the grand coalition in the A1B-REF 

case (Table 5.8). If USA deviates from the grand coalition, it would be better off whatever the 

other regions decide, since its cost under cooperation is the highest one USA may pay. So, 

USA will defect. Will WEU, DC and OCD+ still cooperate? OCD+ is better off if it leaves the 

remaining coalition, whatever WEU and OCD+ do, since its cost under {WEU,DC,OCD+} is 

higher than under {WEU,DC} and under non-cooperation. Then, OCD+ will defect if USA 

defects. Finally, WEU also has an incentive to leave the remaining coalition since its cost 

under {WEU,DC} is higher than under non-cooperation. In other words, the grand coalition is 

                                                      
93 These assumptions aim only at simplifying the analysis. 
94 Regional costs are the ones computed for every possible coalition structure (see section 5.5.2). 
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unstable under A1B-REF: at least USA has an incentive to leave the grand coalition, resulting 

in the individual Nash solution. The similar analysis of all other possible defections from the 

grand coalition (not shown here) proves that no intermediate coalition is internally stable. In 

this case, farsightedness does not  increase the stability of any coalition. 

 

Let us now assume that DC is out of the agreement, so that the remaining cooperative 

coalition is representative of the Kyoto Protocol95 (Table 5.9). Does any region have an 

incentive to leave the remaining coalition? If USA deviates, it is better off whatever WEU and 

OCD+ decide: (58772 G$ if it cooperates with WEU and OCD+, 58659 G$ if it leaves the 

coalition but WEU and OCD+ still cooperate, and 58711 G$ if WEU or OCD+ defects). But, 

neither WEU nor OCD+ have an incentive to break apart and play the individual Nash 

strategies, since their respective costs would then increase: the cost of WEU is 54610 G$ in 

the Nash solution, compared to 54328 G$ if WEU still cooperates with OCD+; the cost of 

OCD+ is 51900 G$ in the Nash solution, compared to 51830 G$ if OCD+ still cooperates with 

WEU. Consequently, the coalition formed by WEU and OCD+, while USA and DC are 

singletons, is internally stable. Similar analyses of the defections by WEU and OCD+ from 

the Kyoto coalition demonstrate that such defections would be irrational for WEU and OCD+. 

The drawback of the resulting internally stable coalition is the rather small world emission 

reduction (one fourth of the reduction of global cooperation), what is in agreement with 

studies of non-cooperative strategies (Botteon and Carraro, 1998; Carraro and Siniscalco, 

1998; Hackl and Pruckner, 2002; Tol, 2001). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
95 Given our data, this decision is irrational for DC, since its cost then increases whatever the other regions 
decide.  
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Table 5.8. Deviation of USA from the grand coalition96 

 
  A1B-REF 
    Cost (G$2000 DPV) 
Coalition Defectors USA WEU DC OCD+ 
{All} None 59342 53657 147902 52353 
{WEU,DC,OCD+} USA 58525 54121 149620 52526 
{DC,OCD+} USA,WEU 58610 53995 150628 52388 
{WEU,OCD+} USA,DC 58659 54328 151326 51830 
{WEU,DC} USA,OCD+ 58668 54705 151740 51825 
{None} All 58711 54610 152669 51900 

 

 

Table 5.9.  Deviations from the Kyoto coalition 

  A1B-REF 
    Cost (G$2000 DPV) Emi (GtC) 
Coalition Defectors USA WEU DC OCD+ World 
{USA,WEU,OCD+} DC 58772 54094 150308 51782 467 
{WEU,OCD+} DC,USA 58659 54328 151326 51830 484 
{USA,WEU} DC,OCD+ 58799 54425 151769 51852 493 
{USA,OCD+} DC,WEU 58712 54479 152121 51866 498 
{none} All 58711 54610 152669 51900 507 

 

 

Sensitivity analysis conducted with A1B-REV (not shown here)97 demonstrates that the 

intermediate coalition formed by USA and WEU proves to be internally stable without 

transfers. Emission reduction is also small (one tenth of the reduction of global cooperation). 

Sensitivity analyses conducted with the FOS base case98 show no different conclusion than 

with A1B. It would be interesting to evaluate the required level of damages making internally 

stable the grand coalition. The intuition is to increase damages in regions with high 

abatement costs; indeed, these regions are likely to defect if their local damages are small 

compared to the world damages they have to pay for in the global cooperation. 

 

                                                      
96 Addition to the published version: See the results for the other deviations in appendix H of the thesis, Table 
H.20. 
97 Addition to the published version: See the results in appendix H of the thesis, Table H.21. 
98 Addition to the published version: See the results in appendix H of the thesis, Table H.22 and Table H.23. 
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5.7 Conclusion 

The modeling of cooperative and non-cooperative climate strategies with an integrated 

version of the multi-regional world MARKAL model allows the study of conditions for a world 

self-enforcing agreement on climate change with side-payments. The key elements of our 

approach are: the modeling of the emission abatement decisions (with MARKAL), the carbon 

cycle (based on existing climate models) and the regional damages (based on the literature). 

Despite the uncertainties with respect to the parameters, the results offer some insights on 

the economic incentives for CO2 abatement and the willingness of different regions to 

cooperate. This project appears to be the first one of the sort using a large and technology 

rich model such as MARKAL. 

 

The study suggests the following: first, non-cooperation, as modeled by Nash equilibrium, is 

closer to the base case than to the cooperative solution in terms of climatic and emission 

results. The gap makes explicit the size of the gain of cooperation over non-cooperation. 

Second, the world cooperation surplus increases with the level of emissions in the base case 

and with the level of asymmetries of climate damages among regions. The interest of regions 

for cooperation is also very sensitive to both the level and distribution of climate damages 

and to energy/emission properties of the base case. As regards stability, four proposed rules 

lead to different allocations and transfers that guarantee the stability of the world cooperation 

in the γ-core sense. This offers flexibility in the choice of the preferred sharing of the burden, 

which will depend on the properties of the allocations that the decision-makers would prefer 

in the light of international negotiations. In fact, the more asymmetric the regions, the higher 

the free-ride incentives but also the flexibility in sharing the cost of cooperation. Finally, the 

results are also very sensitive to the definition of the game, and the analysis of a farsighted 

framework, closer to the cartel approach, shows that intermediate coalitions might be stable 

without transfers. Thus, for practical reasons, decision-makers may prefer second-best 

solutions such as intermediate coalitions without transfers, to first-best solutions such as the 

social optimum with transfers. 

 

Although the current paper does not try to answer the question of whether realistic 

institutional arrangements reflecting the transfer schemes can be implemented, several 

remarks may contribute to the discussion. As regards their implementation, transfers might 

take different forms, such as: direct financial resource flows (e.g.: the Montreal Protocol's 

multilateral fund to assist developing countries in reducing the substances that deplete the 
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ozone layer), technology transfers or projects implemented jointly (investments from one 

region to another one), an international carbon tax or an international tradable permit 

scheme, where transfers are generated by the trade of carbon permits from the agreed initial 

allocation of carbon. Transfers also may be carried out by linking environmental policy to 

other policies such as trade policy, expenditures in R&D or technological innovations, etc. 

(Carraro and Siniscalco, 1992). The idea behind a systematic “issue-linkage” is that some 

countries gain on a given issue, and other countries gain on another one, so that the chances 

to obtain a stable, symmetric and favourable grand coalition are increased (Botteon and 

Carraro, 1998; Kemfert, 2004). Several arguments may help explain the observed resistance 

of governments to implement monetary transfers and are at the heart of criticism addressed 

at transfers (Chander and Tulkens, 1995; Finus, 2004; Finus and Rundshagen, 2002; Former 

et al., 1998). First of all, by definition, some spirit of cooperation is a prerequisite to any 

transfer scheme. Moreover, information about each region’s preference for environmental 

quality as well as about marginal costs is required, and may be subject to false revealed 

information in order to modify the resulting transfers. Donors may also be reluctant to 

transfers because of their resulting weakened negotiating position. Finally, the choice of the 

policy instrument, transaction costs and compliance issues may also undermine the 

implementation of transfers. 

 

Our approach, inspired by cooperative game-theoretic principles, adopts a normative point of 

view. While we do not claim that the calculated transfers may be directly implemented, the 

results shed the light on different possibilities for sharing the burden of reducing CO2 among 

the different regions. In that sense, the theoretical optimism (Tulkens, 1998) behind our 

results might be helpful for decision-makers in negotiations about the optimal emission target 

and the distribution of the burden. We also want to recall the prospective rather than 

predictive nature of MARKAL and the illustrative character of the numerical results, given 

both the high uncertainty associated to several parameters, like climate modeling parameters 

and climate damages, and the caveats of the work, such as the limited number of regions 

used to compute transfers and the open-loop information structure. Moreover, the use of 

allocation rules inspired from game-theoretic principles, based on a single economic criterion, 

might be considered as complementary to other approaches such as multicriterion analysis, 

combining conflicting and more socially oriented visions of equity.  

 

Further work may take into account several of the caveats of the current work. As regards 

climate modeling, a more complex climate model could be tested with the same approach, 
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although the simplified climate model proposed by Nordhaus and Boyer (1999) is recognized 

as already capturing much of the information on temperature change99. A longer time horizon, 

made possible with the advanced TIMES modeling framework (Kanudia et al., 2004) would 

also be desirable, raising the question of the validity of the relationship between cumulative 

damages and cumulative emissions. As regards MARKAL modeling, other greenhouse gases 

should be added, given their potential to reduce abatement costs in the short-term (Hyman et 

al., 2003). Different assumptions for social discounting rates (values, path, geographic 

variation) might also reflect different valuation of distant benefits of climate mitigation. Other 

OPEC’s behaviour (competitive oil markets; other future price assumptions; etc.) and the 

effects of climate policies on international trade would also deserve more attention, given 

their impact on the modeling of non-cooperative scenarios. As regards the modeling of non-

cooperative and partially cooperative scenarios, removing the computational constraint would 

help model a larger, more realistic number of regions, which would be an important added 

value to the proposed methodology, since both the overall gain of cooperation and the 

allocations are sensitive to the level of regional disaggregation. Moreover, different 

characteristics of the game might be explored; for example, a feedback structure would allow 

the computation of the time path of transfers and the study of renegotiation of climate 

coalitions; the approach proposed by Yang (2003) and expressing the closed-loop solution as 

a series of open-loop equilibria deserve more attention; a multi-coalition structure would also 

help understand whether separate agreements could contribute to identify stable intermediate 

coalitions. Finally, given the uncertainties associated to several of the crucial parameters of 

the study (e.g. level and distribution of damages, climate parameters), the feasibility of going 

beyond the deterministic structure of the game should be explored, via the stochastic version 

of the TIMES model.  
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Appendix 5.1. Game-theoretic definitions100 

 

Profitability and stability: The likelihood of a coalition S is defined by S’s profitability and 

stability. 

 

• A coalition S is profitable when the gain received by each country belonging to S is 

higher than the gain it would receive outside the coalition. Profitability is necessary for a 

coalition (or an agreement) to come into force, but not sufficient, given free-ride 

incentives.  

 

• A coalition S is stable when it is immune to deviations. Stable coalitions are synonym for 

self-enforcing agreements: no country wants to change its course of action, given the 

action of the other countries. The formal definition of stability varies, as discussed in 

section 5.2.2. 

 
Pareto-solution: An allocation or assignment of resources is Pareto optimal when it is not 

possible to improve the well-being of one individual without harming at least one other. Then, 

the total marginal damage over all countries equals each country’s marginal cost. 

 
Nash equilibrium: Assuming that all other players stick to their respective Nash strategy, no 

country can improve its payoff by playing another strategy than its Nash strategy. 

 
Characteristic function: The characteristic function of a cooperative game specifies the 

worth of each coalition, i.e. the gain that a coalition can guarantee to its members, whatever 

the actors outside do. It relies on the definition of countries’ behaviour if some of them defect 

(see section 5.3.3.1). 

 
Core: The core of a game is the set of all allocations xi such that: 

Σi=1, n xi = v(N) and Σi∈S xi ≥ v(S) (A1) 

 
with  v  the characteristic function of the cooperative game 
 xi  the imputation of i 

                                                      
100 Among the numerous comprehensive books on game theory, we may retain Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), 
as a mathematical-oriented book, and Shubik (1985), as an application-related book. 
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 n  number of players in the game  
 N  the grand coalition 
 S  any sub-coalition 

 
Characteristic function: The characteristic function of the cooperative game is defined as: 

v(S) =  CPANE(S) - Σi∈S CNASH(i)  (A2) 

 
with  CPANE(S) the total discounted costs of S under Partial Agreement Nash  
    Equilibrium where regions of S cooperate and regions out of S play  
    their individual Nash strategy 
 CNASH(i)  the cost borne by region i of S under its individual Nash strategy 

 
Shapley value: The Shapley value is calculated as: 
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φ  (A3) 

 

with   s  number of players in the coalition S 

 
Nucleolus: The nucleolus is the set of all allocations xi such that the excesses of the 

coalitions are the lexicographical minimum. Its first concern is with the highest excess, which 

is minimized; then, the second highest excess is made as low as possible, and so on. The 

nucleolus is computed by solving iteratively the set of equations (A4). The value obtained 

after each iteration replaces e in equations with no surplus and with non-zero dual price (a 

zero dual price would mean that the equation is not active). 

 

min e submitted to e ≥ v(S) - Σi∈S xi ,     e(x,S) = v(S) – Σi∈S xi (A4) 

 
with  e(x,S)   the excess related to the imputation x for a coalition S 
 
If e < 0, v(S) < Σi∈S xi => S receives more than its potential v(S), |e| represents a gain  

=> S is satisfied, but the higher e (e negative), the less S is satisfied 
 
If e > 0, v(S) > Σi∈S xi => S receives less than its potential v(S), e represents a loss  

=> S is not satisfied, and the higher e, the more S is dissatisfied 
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Germain-Toint-Tulkens transfers: The GTT transfers101 are calculated as: 
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with  Ti   the transfer received by region i (if Ti <0, Ti  is paid by i) 
 COOP

iC  the cost borne by i under the world cooperation 

 NASH
iC  the cost borne by i under the individual Nash strategy 

 di  the marginal damages of i 

 

Equalization of abatement cost per GDP101: It refers to the following calculation: 
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with  Ti   the transfer received by region i (if Ti <0, Ti is paid by i) 
 GDPi   the gross domestic product of region i 

 

(A6) means that:   i
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with  θ   the world abatement cost per GDP, also equal to the world gain of  

  cooperation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
101 In open-loop structure, transfers, costs, GDP do represent the lump-sum discounted values for 2000-2050. 
 



 

 

6CHAPITRE VI 

 

CONCLUSION GÉNÉRALE 

 
Résumé 
 
Cette recherche a permis de développer une méthodologie appropriée pour étudier les conditions de 
mise en œuvre d’une entente internationale sur les changements climatiques qui satisfasse les 
exigences d’efficacité du point de vue technico-économique, et d’acceptabilité du point de vue de 
l’intérêt de chacune des parties impliquées. Les contributions les plus importantes sont: le 
développement d’une version intégrée (endogénisation des dommages climatiques) du modèle multi-
régional MARKAL mondial, calibrée au scénario A1B du GIEC; l’identification des options 
technologiques pertinentes, y compris la séquestration du carbone et la réduction des demandes, pour 
réduire les émissions nettes de CO2; l’analyse de stratégies coopératives et non-coopératives et des 
transferts inter-régionaux nécessaires pour garantir la coopération mondiale (“first best solution”), selon 
les conditions pré-définies par des principes de la théorie des jeux et reflétant différentes propriétés de 
l’accord international résultant. L’existence de coalitions intermédiaires stables sans transfert laisse 
aussi la possibilité aux décideurs de privilégier des ententes partielles (“second best solution”) entre 
pays partageant des intérêts communs. Les limites de la recherche portent à la fois sur les estimations 
numériques de certains paramètres (entre autres: paramètres climatiques, dommages résiduels, 
description des technologies de production/consommation d’énergie et de captage/séquestration de 
carbone, projections des demandes, horizon temporel, taux d’actualisation, autres gaz à effet de serre) 
et sur les hypothèses méthodologiques effectuées (analyse prospective et normative, nombre limité de 
joueurs, structure en boucle ouverte et à coalition unique). Des études complémentaires permettraient 
d’approfondir plusieurs des limites identifiées. 
 
Abstract 
 
The research proposes an appropriate methodology to study the conditions for a world self-enforcement 
agreement on climate change, satisfying both techno-economic efficiency and acceptability, as defined 
by the interest of players to cooperate. The most important outputs of the work are: the development of 
an integrated version (with endogenous climate-related damages) of the multi-regional work MARKAL 
model and its calibration of the A1B scenario of IPCC; the identification of technological options to 
reduce net CO2 emissions, including carbon sequestration and reduction of elastic demands; the 
analysis of cooperative and non-cooperative strategies as well as interregional transfers required to 
guarantee the world cooperation (“first best solution”); the transfers are defined by game-theoretic 
principles and they reflect different possible properties of the resulting agreement. Decision-makers 
may also prefer intermediate coalitions without transfers, involving only some of the countries (“second 
best solution”), since some of these partial coalitions are internally stable. The limits of the research 
deal with both the uncertainties related to the numerical estimates of some parameters (among others: 
climatic parameters, climate damages, description of energy production/consumption and carbon 
capture/sequestration technologies, projections of demands, time horizon, discounting, non-CO2 
greenhouse gases), and the hypotheses behind the methodology (prospective and normative analysis, 
limited number of players, open loop and uni-coalition structure). Further research may take into 
account several of these caveats. 
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6.1 Contributions 

Dans un cadre général d’aide à la décision, la présente recherche a permis de développer 

une méthodologie appropriée pour étudier les conditions de mise en œuvre d’une entente 

internationale sur les changements climatiques qui satisfasse les exigences d’efficacité du 

point de vue technico-économique, et d’acceptabilité du point de vue de l’intérêt de chacune 

des parties impliquées. À la lumière des objectifs spécifiques initiaux, les retombées atteintes 

sont les suivantes. 

 

D’une part, une version intégrée du modèle MARKAL mondial est proposée, à partir de 

l’hypothèse, démontrée empiriquement, que les dommages climatiques dépendent 

linéairement des émissions globales cumulatives. Ainsi, les coûts de réduction des émissions 

nettes de CO2, fournis par MARKAL, sont augmentés des coûts de dommages climatiques 

résiduels, ce qui permet l’utilisation du modèle en mode coûts-bénéfices: le niveau 

d’émissions de CO2 est calculé de manière endogène, plutôt que défini et imposé de manière 

exogène (mode coût-efficacité habituel). 

 

D’autre part, une nouvelle version du modèle MARKAL est développée et calibrée au 

scénario A1B du GIEC sur l’horizon 2000-2050, permettant d’étudier les options 

technologiques préférées parmi les options disponibles (substitution énergétique, 

amélioration de l’efficacité énergétique, captage et séquestration du CO2, réduction des 

demandes sous l’effet de leur élasticité-prix) en contexte d’émissions de CO2 limitées. Le 

modèle MARKAL constitue l’un des premiers modèles d’optimisation ascendants (”bottom-

up”) à l’échelle mondiale comportant un niveau de détails aussi élevé en matière de 

technologies de demande et d’offre; par ailleurs, l’élasticité de ses demandes permet de 

capturer les effets de l’augmentation des prix de l’énergie sur les niveaux de demandes 

finales, et réciproquement; le caractère multi-régional du modèle rend également possible 

l’endogénisation des échanges internationaux d’énergie. Ainsi, la version développée dans 

cette recherche diffère des versions précédentes développées par l’équipe de recherche, par 

l’endogénisation complète des échanges internationaux de gaz naturel, de gaz liquéfié et de 

charbon (les échanges de pétrole et produits pétroliers restent spécifiés de manière exogène 

pour refléter la situation non compétitive du marché réel, contrôlé par l’OPEP), par l’inclusion 

du captage et de la séquestration du carbone, par la mise à jour des technologies de 

production d’électricité, par la relaxation de plusieurs des contraintes de type 

comportementales ou non-économiques imposées dans le secteur du transport, et 
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finalement, par le calibrage rigoureux de l’énergie primaire et de l’énergie finale  consommée 

au scénario A1B. Il est important de retenir que le développement et le calibrage d’un modèle 

tel que MARKAL constitue un résultat important, étant donné d’une part, les outils, les 

données et le temps requis (volume important de paramètres en interaction), et d’autre part, 

la place centrale qu’occupe le modèle dans les travaux réalisés et dans la robustesse des 

résultats voulus. L’obtention d’un modèle MARKAL calibré constitue donc un résultat en soi 

de ce type de recherche, d’autant plus que le modèle peut ensuite être utilisé à différentes 

fins. 

 

Finalement, la modélisation et l’analyse de stratégies coopératives et non-coopératives de 

réduction des émissions nettes de CO2 sont réalisées à partir de l’évaluation intégrée des 

stratégies (coûts et dommages climatiques intégrés) par MARKAL combinée à l’application 

de principes de la théorie des jeux. Ces derniers permettent de représenter la volonté de 

coopérer des régions, en tenant compte des contextes non-coopératif et coopératif, ainsi que 

les transferts inter-régionaux nécessaires pour garantir la coopération mondiale, selon les 

conditions pré-définies par les principes de la théorie des jeux retenus (notamment, les 

hypothèses sur les règles de partage du gain global, sur les réactions des joueurs en cas de 

défection de l’un ou plusieurs d’entre eux, sur la clairvoyance des joueurs). Malgré les 

incertitudes associées à plusieurs des paramètres du problème, les résultats obtenus 

fournissent un éclairage utile sur la volonté de coopérer des régions et les incitatifs 

économiques appropriés pour garantir la coopération internationale. En particulier, les 

émissions résultant des stratégies non-coopératives sont plus proches de celles atteintes 

dans la situation de référence que de celles résultant des stratégies coopératives, mettant en 

évidence l’intérêt global pour la coopération (sans garantie, bien sûr, de l’intérêt individuel de 

chaque joueur). Par ailleurs, le gain dégagé de la coopération, l’intérêt des régions à 

coopérer ainsi que les transferts inter-régionaux garantissant la stabilité de la coopération (au 

sens du noyau), sont particulièrement sensibles au niveau d’émissions de la situation de 

référence, ainsi qu’au niveau global de dommages climatiques et à leurs asymétries 

régionales. Les résultats sont également sensibles à la définition du jeu, et l’analyse des 

différentes coalitions intermédiaires possibles en contexte clairvoyant montre que certaines 

d’entre elles sont stables (dans le sens où aucun joueur de la coalition n’a intérêt à la quitter), 

même sans transfert. 
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Il est à noter que des travaux similaires ont été réalisés avec des modèles analytiques 

souvent stylisés ou encore avec des modèles d’équilibre général. Toutefois, le présent projet 

est innovateur pour son application de principes de la théorie des jeux à un modèle technico-

économique aussi large et détaillé que MARKAL. L’utilisation d’un modèle détaillé comme 

MARKAL confère une plus grande robustesse et crédibilité aux coûts qui sont calculés par le 

modèle et qui sont au cœur de l’analyse de l’intérêt des régions à coopérer ou pas. 

 

6.2 Applications 

La recherche réalisée s’inscrit dans la volonté de fournir un outil d’aide la décision sur les 

stratégies internationales de réduction des émissions nettes de CO2 qui tienne compte des 

caractéristiques spécifiques des changements climatiques. L’approche développée permet 

ainsi de nourrir les réflexions sur les négociations internationales entourant la mise en œuvre 

d’une entente sur les changements climatiques. Plus particulièrement, elle permet de fournir 

un éclairage sur plusieurs éléments clés du problème: d’une part, le niveau global des 

émissions nettes de CO2 résultant de la prise en compte des dommages climatiques et des 

options de réduction disponibles; d’autre part, la répartition régionale des réductions 

d’émissions, en fonction des coûts de réduction et des dommages régionaux; ensuite, les 

options technologiques robustes pour réduire les émissions nettes; et finalement, la 

répartition régionale des coûts de réduction et de dommages résiduels permettant de garantir 

la coopération de l’ensemble des pays. 

 

L’étude des différentes règles de partage du gain total de la coopération montre également 

que les décideurs disposent d’une certaine flexibilité pour répartir les coûts de réduction et de 

dommages résiduels de manière à garantir la coopération totale, tout en choisissant les 

propriétés voulues pour l’accord international résultant. Cette flexibilité constitue un atout 

intéressant pour définir d’autres règles de partage qui permettent de satisfaire à la fois les 

exigences de stabilité d’une entente internationale sur les changements climatiques, et toute 

autre exigence souhaitée par les décideurs et les pays concernés. Par exemple, les 

transferts inter-régionaux visant à promouvoir la coopération des pays en matière de 

changements climatiques, représentent des transferts de richesse pouvant aussi servir à 

promouvoir le développement des régions défavorisées.  

 

Par ailleurs, l’existence de coalitions intermédiaires stables sans transfert laisse la possibilité 

aux décideurs de privilégier des ententes partielles (“second best solution”) entre pays 
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partageant des intérêts communs, plutôt que de privilégier une entente mondiale efficace du 

point de vue économique et environnemental (“first best solution”) mais requérant des 

transferts entre les pays pour garantir sa réussite. En effet, les transferts inter-régionaux 

proposés dans la présente recherche soulèvent la question de leur mise en œuvre réelle, 

étant donné la réticence des pays habituellement observée face à des transferts financiers 

(difficultés de garantie de versement et d’action, coûts de transaction, nécessité d’une 

volonté réelle de coopérer, etc.). Néanmoins, les transferts peuvent prendre différentes 

formes, allant des échanges financiers directs à des transferts de technologie, en passant 

par la mise en place d’un système de permis échangeables dans lequel les transferts 

résultent du commerce des permis de carbone à partir de l’allocation initiale de permis. 

 

Finalement, la diffusion des travaux réalisés vers les organes décisionnels ou influents en 

matière de changements climatiques est ou sera réalisée par l’intermédiaire de plusieurs 

forums internationaux visant à partager l’expertise et diffuser les informations relatives 

notamment aux stratégies internationales de gestion des gaz à effet de serre, tels que 

ETSAP (“Energy Technology Systems Analysis Programme”), EMF (“Energy Modeling 

Forum”) ou encore le Groupe Stabilisation sur l’étude de la stabilisation des concentrations 

atmosphériques de gaz à effet de serre. 

 
6.3 Limites et extensions de la recherche 

Les limites de la recherche proposée portent à la fois sur les estimations numériques de 

certains paramètres de la recherche et sur les hypothèses méthodologiques effectuées. 

 

La validité des résultats numériques obtenus par toute recherche du même type que la 

présente recherche est limitée par les incertitudes associées à plusieurs des paramètres 

associés à chaque pilier de la recherche, à savoir: la modélisation des émissions de CO2 et 

des stratégies de réduction (par MARKAL), la représentation des changements climatiques 

induits (basée sur le modèle climatique simplifié de Nordhaus and Boyer (1999)), et 

l’estimation des dommages climatiques (basée sur la littérature). Notamment, les travaux 

réalisés ont mis en évidence la sensibilité des résultats au scénario de référence utilisé dans 

MARKAL, au niveau et à la répartition géographique des dommages climatiques, à l’horizon 

de temps considéré, aux options technologiques disponibles pour réduire les émissions 

nettes de CO2.  
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Ainsi, des travaux complémentaires seraient pertinents pour d’une part, tester la même 

approche en modifiant certaines caractéristiques du problème modélisé, telles que: le 

scénario de référence, dont six grandes familles sont proposées, sans priorisation, par le 

GIEC; les taux d’actualisation, pouvant influencer le choix des technologies dans MARKAL; 

les hypothèses concernant le marché international du pétrole, actuellement représenté 

comme un cartel contrôlé par les pays de l’OPEP; l’horizon temporel, dont l’extension jusqu’à 

2100 est possible avec le nouveau modèle TIMES élaboré à partir de MARKAL; dans ce 

dernier cas, la relation entre les dommages cumulatifs et les émissions cumulatives sur 

l’horizon 2000-2100 devra être étudiée à nouveau. 

 

D’autre part, étant donné leur effet potentiel sur les émissions nettes de GES mais aussi les 

incertitudes et les débats entourant leur recours comme option de réduction, les échanges 

mondiaux et les technologies de production et consommation d’hydrogène, la question de la 

production et consommation des bio-combustibles (bilan environnemental complet, en 

fonction du type de biomasse), les centrales nucléaires102 (en particulier, les coûts du 

déclassement des centrales et du traitement des déchets à long terme), les technologies de 

demande finale, et celles de captage et séquestration du carbone (coûts, efficacité, potentiel) 

mériteraient d’être approfondies afin de mieux comprendre leur rôle dans les options de 

gestion du CO2. Plus globalement, l’utilisation de la version stochastique du nouveau modèle 

TIMES pourrait faciliter l’exploration de technologies dont les caractéristiques restent 

incertaines. 

 

Ensuite, les autres gaz à effet de serre devraient être intégrés au modèle, étant donné que 

leur réduction à court et moyen terme peut à la fois modifier la répartition géographique des 

coûts et réduire les coûts des politiques climatiques en permettant de retarder la mise en 

œuvre des mesures de réduction des émissions de CO2 plus coûteuses (Hyman et al., 

2003). 

 

Finalement, il serait intéressant de tester d’autres modèles climatiques et d’autres courbes 

de dommages climatiques proposées par la littérature. La distinction des dommages 

                                                      
102 Il est rappelé que dans le travail présenté, la capacité installée des centrales nucléaires est fixée de 
manière exogène, si bien que l’option nucléaire ne fait pas partie des solutions offertes de réduction des 
émissions de gaz à effet de serre (voir chapitre IV). 
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climatiques économiques et des dommages non-économiques permettrait une 

représentation distincte, les premiers influençant la consommation, tandis que les seconds 

influencent directement la fonction de bien-être. De plus, la question des coûts d’adaptation 

mériterait d’être approfondie, puisque le niveau relatif de ces derniers par rapport aux coûts 

de réduction des émissions pourrait remettre en question la motivation économique de 

réduire les émissions. Toutefois, il est important de retenir que le niveau élevé d’incertitudes 

sur les paramètres climatiques et les dommages soulève la question de la pertinence 

d’utiliser un modèle climatique plus complexe, puisque la validité des résultats obtenus reste 

fortement dépendante de la connaissance des paramètres de modélisation. 

 

Du point de vue méthodologique, les limites les plus importantes sont associées d’une part, 

aux hypothèses sous-jacentes de l’approche utilisée, et d’autre part, aux simplifications 

requises pour mener à bien les travaux proposés.  

 

D’abord, les travaux réalisés sont avant tout de nature prospective et non pas prédictive, 

étant donné qu’ils reposent sur un modèle d’optimisation à long terme; nous considérons 

toutefois la nature prospective des travaux plus comme une caractéristique des travaux 

qu’une limite. En effet, l’ensemble de l’approche proposée doit être considéré d’un point de 

vue normatif plus que descriptif. Le choix de principes de la théorie des jeux coopératifs pour 

répartir le gain de la coopération totale s’inscrit également dans cette perspective. Ainsi, les 

travaux servent à mettre en évidence, dans un objectif d’aide à la décision, autrement dit, 

d’orientation des décideurs, différentes solutions contrastées qui pourraient être mises en 

œuvre dans un contexte théorique représenté par les hypothèses de l’approche; les travaux 

ne prétendent toutefois pas proposer des solutions opérationnelles ou prenant en compte les 

contraintes de mise en œuvre institutionnelle.  

 

Ensuite, plusieurs simplifications méthodologiques effectuées limitent la pertinence des 

travaux et mériteraient d’être modifiées. D’une part, les contraintes informatiques associées à 

la modélisation des différentes stratégies (temps de résolution) ont obligé la limitation du 

nombre de joueurs à quatre, représentant des coalitions de pays coopérant entre eux. 

L’augmentation du nombre de joueurs constituerait une amélioration importante de la 

méthodologie proposée, étant donné que le choix de ces « super régions » est crucial et que 

le nombre restreint de joueurs limite la représentativité de la démarche. Toutefois, l’avantage 

présenté par des régions de grande taille réside dans le volume plus important de leurs 
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émissions, et donc dans la plus grande influence de ces régions sur les dommages 

climatiques qu’elles risquent de subir; la non-coopération au sens de Nash prend alors un 

sens d’autant plus significatif.  D’autre part, la structure d’information en boucle ouverte 

suppose un engagement ferme des joueurs, sans révision de leur décision au cours du 

temps; l’approche proposée par Yang (2003) pour représenter les solutions en contexte de 

rétroaction à partir d’une série d’équilibres en boucle ouverte, mériterait d’être testée, étant 

donné qu’une telle structure rend possible la renégociation de l’entente proposée ainsi que 

l’étude dynamique des transferts. Par ailleurs, la structure des coalitions étudiées considère 

que les joueurs peuvent soit coopérer, soit agir seuls, autrement dit, seule une coalition peut 

être formée. Il serait intéressant d’étudier les stratégies disponibles en considérant la 

formation de plusieurs coalitions parallèles, représentant la possibilité d’ententes 

environnementales régionales. Des structures à coalitions multiples pourraient apparaître 

stables sans transfert, tout en induisant une réduction d’émission suffisamment importante 

pour être considérée comme pertinente pour contribuer à résoudre le problème des 

changements climatiques. L’effet des politiques climatiques sur les échanges mondiaux 

d’énergie mériterait également d’être approfondi afin de vérifier la pertinence de l’hypothèse 

d’indépendance entre le commerce mondial de l’énergie et les décisions climatiques. 

 

Finalement, le partage des coûts sur la base de critères non-économiques représente une 

approche complémentaire, permettant de représenter des facteurs décisionnels non-

économiques qui ne sont pas pris explicitement en compte dans la démarche proposée 

(facteurs géopolitiques, pouvoir de négociation, critères d’équité); par exemple, Vaillancourt 

(2003) propose de définir les schémas d’attribution des droits d’émission des GES à partir 

d’une méthode multicritère prenant en compte différentes préférences en matière d’équité. 

Plus globalement, les effets des stratégies de gestion des GES proposées sur d’autres effets 

globaux, tels que la lutte contre la pauvreté, les dynamiques de développement économique 

et technologique, les autres effets environnementaux, mériteraient d’être approfondis dans 

l’optique d’une vision systémique des problématiques globales (Rayner et Malone, 2001). En 

effet, les solutions proposées pour atténuer les changements climatiques peuvent modifier 

profondément les choix de consommation et de production, autrement dit, le type de 

développement poursuivi; par conséquent, elles peuvent résulter en des effets additionnels 

positifs (bénéfices accessoires), dans des domaines sensibles tels que la santé, les forêts, la 

biodiversité, l’utilisation des sols, l’emploi, la sécurité énergétique, etc. (Barker et Srivastava, 

2001; Hourcade et Shukla, 2001). Les politiques climatiques sont également caractérisées 
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par des principes révélant des objectifs connexes (co-bénéfices) de développement, d’équité, 

de durabilité, par exemple. Par ailleurs, les régions les plus vulnérables aux changements 

climatiques sont aussi des régions souvent vulnérables à d’autres problématiques, telles que 

la gestion des ressources en eau, la désertification, la sécurité alimentaire, etc. (Dessus et 

al., 1999). Finalement, le partage des coûts relatifs à l’adaptation et à l’atténuation des 

émissions pourrait résulter en des transferts financiers et/ou technologiques importants des 

pays industrialisés vers les pays en développement, pouvant ainsi modifier la répartition 

mondiale des richesses (Rayner et Malone, 2001). Nous ne croyons pas que la résolution du 

problème des changements climatiques doive systématiquement chercher à résoudre 

d’autres problématiques globales; néanmoins, la lecture croisée des options de lutte contre 

les changements climatiques, dans le sens de leurs effets sur le carbone, sur les objectifs de 

développement et sur les autres problématiques environnementales ou globales, permettrait 

la mise en valeur des synergies entre ces problèmes, faciliterait leur priorisation le cas 

échéant, tout en limitant la tentation des pays à ne pas respecter leurs engagements et en 

encourageant la coordination des actions et des financements, pour le bénéfice des sociétés 

humaines et des écosystèmes (Dessus et al., 1999). 
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7APPENDIX A 

 

NUMERICAL RESULTS  

RELATED TO CLIMATE DAMAGES COMPUTATION 

 

As explained in Chapter III, Labriet and Loulou (2003) consider damage cumulated cost up to 

2050, discounted at 5%, and based on GDP projections provided by the “A2 family” 

scenarios of the IPCC. The appendix presents the numerical results obtained by the authors 

with these assumptions (Figure A.1 to Figure A.3, and Table A.1). It also illustrates the 

impacts of discounting and time horizon on climate damages (Table A.2 and Table A.3). 

Finally, Figure A.4 shows the climate and damage curves at the world level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure A.1. World cumulative damage in 2050 (DPV-2000, 5%, A2 family), due to emissions 
from 2000 to 2050 (as used in Labriet and Loulou, 2003) 
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Figure A.2. GDP projections based on IPCC-A2 family (as used in Labriet and Loulou, 2003) 
 

Table A.1. Equations of damage curves (2000-2050, DPV-2000, 5%, A2 family) based on 
emissions up to 2050 (as used in Labriet and Loulou, 2003) 

Cumulative damage 2000-2050 = a + b* cumulative emissions 2000-2050 

Region a  
(bill.US$1990mer) 

b  
(bill.US$1990mer 

/GtC) 

Standard  
Error 

Correlation 
coefficient 

Range of cumulative 
damage in 2050 
(bill.US$1990mer) 

AFR 173.5353 0.0849 5.318 0.870 220.797 
CANZ -137.6162 -0.0095 1.287 0.630 -142.879 
CHI -42.1811 0.0045 0.248 0.896 -39.661 
EEU -39.2729 -0.0024 0.328 0.621 -40.580 
IND 114.4905 0.0816 5.096 0.870 159.888 
JPN -132.2820 0.0182 0.816 0.927 -122.151 
LOW 158.1290 0.0978 6.186 0.868 212.523 
MID 137.1778 0.0781 5.068 0.862 180.651 
MIDLOW 128.7039 0.1082 6.684 0.873 188.914 
OPEC-high 38.4600 0.0247 1.530 0.872 52.210 
RUS -86.4063 -0.0100 0.971 0.753 -91.996 
USA -161.6036 0.0476 3.106 0.861 -135.052 
WEU 301.9668 0.3788 25.745 0.852 512.705 
WORLD 453.1013 0.9026 62.382 0.869 955.369 
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Figure A.3. Regional cumulative damages from 2000 to 2050 (DPV-2000, 5%, A2 family), 
due to emissions from 2000 to 2050 (as used in Labriet and Loulou, 2003) 
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Table A.2. Effect of discounting on cumulative damages (2100) (in G$1990) 

  AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND
Discounting 0% 50060 -720 -1506 -2894 18289 -1209 -9454 36708
Discounting 2% 11404 -243 -482 -918 4640 -332 -2521 8498
Discounting 5% 1712 -81 -151 -247 878 -75 -539 1335
 

  JAP MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU WORLD
Discounting 0% -230 14181 5748 44608 11647 1173 28775 195176
Discounting 2% -228 3461 1439 10429 2714 40 7274 45173
Discounting 5% -144 602 263 1678 434 -134 1412 6944
 
Remarks:  
- Negative values mean that the climate impacts are benefits. 
- The world cumulative damages between 2000 and 2100 is multiplied by more than 4 and more than 28 when 

the discount rate is reduced from 5% to respectively 2% and to the extreme value of 0% 
 
 
 

Table A.3. Effect of time-horizon on climate damages (2% discounting) 

    AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND
Damages (G$1990-DPV) 2050 1592 -130 -239 -441 1157 -114 -785 1343
 2100 11404 -243 -482 -918 4640 -332 -2521 8498
  2200 12688 -253 -507 -969 4983 -357 -2719 9363
Variation from 2100 damages 2050 -86% -46% -50% -52% -75% -66% -69% -84%
 2100 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
  2200 11% 4% 5% 6% 7% 7% 8% 10%
 

    JAP MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU WORLD
Damages (G$1990-DPV) 2050 -255 719 336 1760 450 -286 1829 6935
 2100 -228 3461 1439 10429 2714 40 7274 45173
  2200 -225 3759 1547 11468 2988 75 7843 49685
Variation from 2100 damages 2050 12% -79% -77% -83% -83% -822% -75% -85%
 2100 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
  2200 -1% 9% 8% 10% 10% 89% 8% 10%
 
Remarks:  
- Negative values mean that the climate impacts are benefits. 
- The large variation of damages in USA hides relatively small absolute values in 2100 and 2200; in other words, 

USA remains quite insensitive to the horizon of damage calculation in absolute values 
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Figure A.4. Climate (in 2050) and damage (2000-2100, DPV-2000, 2%, A1 family) curves 
Remark: This graphs help understand how late emissions have less time to be absorbed by ocean layers, resulting 
in higher atmospheric concentrations (top-left), but also have less time to generate temperature increase (top-right) 
and damages (bottom-left), so that damages are smaller despite higher CO2 concentrations (bottom-right). 
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8APPENDIX B 

 

A SIMPLIFIED MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION  

OF THE MARKAL MODEL 

 

 

An optimization problem formulation consists of three types of entities:  

- The decision variables: i.e. the unknowns, to be determined by the optimization,  

- The objective function: expressing the criterion to minimize or maximize, and  

- The constraints: equations or inequations involving the decision variables, that must be 

satisfied by the optimal solution. 

 

The description of the objective function and constraints may be translated into a formal set 

of mathematical expressions. The appendix presents a streamlined formulation of the 

equations, which ignores exceptions and some complexities that are not essential to a basic 

understanding of the principles of the model. It is based on Loulou et al. (2004). Fishbone 

and Abilock (1981) and Berger et al. (1992) describe earlier incarnations of MARKAL. Among 

others, Loulou and Kanudia (1999, 2001), Kanudia and Loulou (1998) and Loulou et al. 

(1997) illustrate applications of different versions of MARKAL model. 

 

The model variables and equations use the following indexes: 
r,r’: indicates the region (omitted when a single region is modeled); 

t: time period; 

k: technology; 

s: time-slice; 

c: commodity (energy or material); 

l: price level (used only for multiple sources of the same commodity distinguished only by 

their unit cost) 

 

B.1. Decision variables 

The various kinds of decision variables in a MARKAL model are elaborated here. 

 
INV(r,t,k): new capacity addition for technology k, in period t, in region r. Typical units are 

PJ/year for most energy technologies, Million tonnes per year (for steel, aluminum, and paper 
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industries), Billion vehicle-kilometers per year (B-vkms/year) for road vehicles and GW for 

electricity equipment (1GW=31.536 PJ/year).  Note that an investment made in period t is 

assumed to occur at the beginning of that period, and remains available until the end of its 

lifetime. Note that the life of a technology may be a fractional multiple of the period length. 

 

CAP(r,t,k): installed capacity of technology k, in period t, in region r. Typical units: same as 

for investments. 

 

ACT(r,t,k,s): activity level of technology k, in period t, in region r, during time-slice s. Typical 

units: PJ per year for all energy technologies. ACT variables are not defined for end-use 

technologies, for which it is assumed that activity is always equal to available capacity. With 

the exception of the conversion technologies, only annual activity is tracked (and the s index 

dropped). 

 

MIN(r,t,c,l): quantity of commodity c (PJ per year) extracted in region r at price level l in 

period t; the coefficient in the objective function is the unit cost of extracting the commodity, 

as provided by the user. These are domestic production resources, including physical 

renewables (such as biomass and municipal solid waste). 

 

IMPORT(r,t,c,l), EXPORT(r,t,c,l): quantity of commodity c, price level l, (PJ per year) 

exogenously imported or exported by region r in period t. It is important to note that the model 

does not automatically balance the quantities exported and imported. In a global model, 

these quantities must be controlled by the user, if need be. These variables are convenient 

whenever endogenous trade is not being contemplated. For example, a single region 

MARKAL model, or one comprising the 3 regions of North America, would have to treat the 

imports and exports of oil to North America as exogenous; the coefficient of the import or 

export variable in the objective function is the unit price of importing or exporting the 

commodity, provided by the user. Note carefully that these variables may become 

unnecessary in a global model where all commodities are endogenously traded and priced 

(see TRADE variables below). 

  

TRADE(r,t,c,s,imp) and TRADE(r,t,c,s,exp): quantity of commodity c (PJ per year) sold (exp) 

or purchased (imp) by region r to/from all other regions in period t, for time-slice s (for 

electricity). This variable represents endogenous trade between regions. Trade of any given 
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commodity is balanced by the model in each period, i.e. the algebraic sum of trade variables 

(possibly multiplied by a loss factor) over all trading regions is equal to 0. Note also that 

endogenous trade is classified either as global or as bi-lateral. In the first case, a commodity 

that exists under the same name in some or all regions is ‘put on the market’ and may be 

bought by any other region. This case is convenient for global commodities such as emission 

permits or crude oil. In the other case (bi-lateral trade), a pair of regions is first identified, and 

trade must be balanced between these two regions. In both cases, MARKAL allows the 

modeler to charge transaction costs (or transportation costs) to quantities exported and 

imported.  

 

D(r,t,d): demand for end-use d in region r, in period t. In non-reference runs, D(r,t,d) may 

differ from the reference case demand for d, due to the responsiveness of demands to their 

own prices (based on each service demand’s own-price elasticity). 

 

ENV(r,t,p): Emission of pollutant p in period t in region r. 

 

Remark: Note that most commodities are not represented by formal variables in MARKAL 

(except imported or exported commodities, emissions, and demands, that have their own 

variables). Instead, the quantity of each commodity produced or consumed is represented in 

MARKAL as an expression involving the activities of technologies that produce or consume 

that commodity. This modeling design choice was made in order to keep the model as 

parsimonious as possible in the number of variables.  

 

B.2. Objective function 

The objective function of MARKAL is the sum over all regions of the discounted present value 

of the stream of annual costs incurred in each year of the horizon (equation A1). The 

MARKAL objective is to minimize the total cost of the system, adequately discounted over the 

planning horizon. 

 

( )∑ ∑
=

=

=

−−−− ++⋅⋅⋅+++++××+=
R

1r

NPERt

1t

NYRS121t1 )d1()d1()d1(1)t,r(ANNCOST)d1(NPV  (A1) 

 

with NPV:  the net present value of the total cost for all regions (obj-function) 

 ANNCOST(r,t):  the annual cost in region r for period t 
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 d: the general discount rate 

 NPER:  the number of periods in the planning horizon 

 NYRS:  the number of years in each period t 

 R:  the number or regions  

 

The total annual cost ANNCOST(r,t) is the sum over all technologies k, all demand segments 

d, all pollutants p, and all input fuels f, of the various costs incurred, namely: annualized 

investments, annual operating costs (including fixed and variable technology costs, fuel 

delivery costs, costs of extracting and importing energy carriers), minus revenue from 

exported energy carriers, plus taxes on emissions, plus cost of demand losses.  

 

In each period, the investment costs are first annualized, before being added to the other 

costs (which are all annual costs) to obtain the annual cost in each period. MARKAL then 

computes a total net present value of all annual costs, discounted to a user selected 

reference year. 

 

B.3. Constraints 

While minimizing total discounted cost, the MARKAL model must obey a large number of 

constraints (the so-called equations of the model) which express the physical and logical 

relationships that must be satisfied in order to properly depict the associated energy system. 

MARKAL constraints are of several kinds. This section lists and briefly discusses the main 

groups of constraints. If any constraint is not satisfied the model is said to be infeasible, a 

condition caused by a data error or an over-specification of some requirement. 

 

Satisfaction of demands: For each time period t, region r, demand d, the total activity of end-

use technologies servicing a demand must be at least equal to the specified demand. 

)d,t,r(DEMAND)k,t,r(CAP
k

≥∑  (A2) 

with k end-use technologies such that k supplies service demand d 

 

Capacity transfer from one period to the next: For each technology k, region r, period t, the 

available capacity in period t is equal to the sum of investments made by the model at past 

and current periods, and whose physical life has not ended yet, plus capacity in place prior to 

the modeling horizon and still in place. Investing in a particular technology increases its 
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installed capacity for the duration of the physical life of the technology. At the end of that life, 

the total capacity for this technology is decreased by the same amount (unless some other 

investment is decided by the model at that time). However, the model is not forced to use all 

of the available capacity (see Use of capacity below). 

)k,t,r(RESID)k,'t,r(INV)k,t,r(CAP )k(LIFE'tt,'t += ∑ <−  (A3) 

with RESID(r,t,k) the capacity of technology k due to investments that were made prior to the 

initial model period and still exist in region r at time t.  

 

Use of capacity: For each technology k, period t, region r, and time-slice s, the activity of the 

technology may not exceed its available capacity, as specified by a user defined availability 

factor, except end-use technologies for which activity is assumed to be directly proportional 

to their installed capacities. For non-conversion technologies only annual availability is 

tracked, so the s index is dropped. In each time period, the model may use some or all of the 

installed capacity in that period according to the availability factor of that technology. In other 

words, some capacity may be inactive at some time periods. This will of course occur only if 

such a decision contributes to minimizing the overall cost. 

)k,t,r(CAPCAPUNIT)s,k,t,r(AF)s,k,t,r(ACT ××≤  (A4) 

with CAPUNIT(r,t,k) the unit conversion between units of capacity and activity 

 

Energy-carrier balance: For each commodity c, time period t, region r, (and time-slice s in the 

case of electricity and low-temperature heat), the disposition of commodity may not exceed 

its supply. The disposition includes consumption in the region (including grid losses in the 

case of electricity) plus exports; the supply includes production in the region plus imports. 

+×++×∑ ∑ ∑
k l l

)l,c,t,r(IMP)s(FR)l,c,t,r(MIN)c,s,k,r(ACT)c,k,t,r(OUT   

≥×+ )i,s,c,t,r(TRADE)i,C(XCVT  

)e,s,c,t,r(TRADE)o,c(XCVT)l,c,t,r(EXP)s(FR)c,s,k,r(ACT)c,k,t,r(INP
k l

×+×+×∑ ∑

 (A5) 

with INP(r,t,k,c) the amount of commodity c required to operate one unit of  

  technology k, in region r and period t  

 OUT(r,t,k,c)   the amount of commodity c produced per unit of technology k 

 FR(s)  the fraction of the year covered by time-slice s (equal to 1 for  

  non-seasonal commodities)  

 XCVT(c,i)  transaction or transport costs of importing one unit of c 
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 XCVT(c,o) transaction or transport costs of exporting one unit of c 

 Remark:  The constraint is  =  for materials.  

 

Peak Load electricity reserve: For each time period t and for region r, there must be enough 

installed capacity to exceed the required capacity in the season with largest electricity (heat) 

commodity c demanded by a safety factor called the peak reserve factor. This factor is 

chosen to insure against possible electricity shortfalls due to uncertainties regarding 

electricity supply that may decrease capacity in an unpredictable way (e.g. water availability 

in a reservoir, or unplanned equipment down time). Each power plant’s capacity may 

participate to the fulfillment of this constraint to some degree, depending upon the fraction of 

time the plant runs at peak hour. The peaking time slice is defined as the time slice when 

load is heaviest (it may be Winter Day in cold countries, Summer Day in warm countries, 

etc.). 

+×+×××∑ )i,s,c,t,r(TRADE)i,c(XCVT)k,t,r(CAP)s(FR)c,k,t,r(PEAKCAPUNIT
k

 

≥× )c,t,r(IMPORT)s(FR  

[ ] )s,k,t,r(ACT)s(FR)c,k,t,r(INP)c,t,r(ERESERVE1
k

×××+ ∑

)c,t,r(EXP)s(FR)e,s,c,t,r(TRADE)o,c(XCVT ×+×+  (A6) 

 

with ERESERVE(r,t,c) the region-specific reserve coefficient, which allows for  

  unexpected down time of equipment, for demand at peak, and for  

  uncertain hydroelectric, solar, or wind availability.  

 Peak(r,t,k,c)  (never larger than 1) specifies the fraction of technology k’s  

  capacity in a region r for a period t and commodity c (electricity or  

  heat only) that is allowed to contribute to the peak load.  
Many types of generating equipment are predictably available during peak load and thus 

have a peak coefficient equal to unity, whereas others such as wind turbines or solar plants 

are attributed a peak coefficient less than 1 since they are on average only fractionally 

available at peak. Note also that in the peak equation, it is assumed that imports of electricity 

are contributing to the peak of the importing region (exports are of the firm power type).  

 

Base Load (electricity generation only): For electricity c, in region r and period t, electricity 

generating technologies that are labeled as base load must produce the same amount of 

electricity at night as in the day. They may, however, vary their production from season to 
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season. Therefore, for base load technologies, there are only three ACT variables (one per 

season) instead of 6 for other electric generation technologies (season+day/night). The base 

load constraint ensures that only a maximum percentage of the total night-time demand for 

electricity is met by such base load plants.  

 

The user may identify which technologies should be considered as base load technologies by 

MARKAL; i.e. those whose operation must not fluctuate from day to night in a given season. 

The user may also specify the maximum fraction of night production that may be supplied 

from all base load technologies. Typically, nuclear plants and solid fuel plants are included in 

the Base load set, since they require considerable delays to be shut down or restarted. 

∑∑ ×≥××
'kk

)'N',k,t,r(ACT)c,k,t,r(OUT)'N',k,t,r(ACT)c,t,r(BASELOAD)c,k,t,r(INP  (A7) 

   

with  k  the baseload technologies consuming electricity c at night 

 k’  the baseload technologies producing electricity c at night 

 Baseload(r,t,c) the maximum share of the night demand for electricity c in region r  

  and period t. 

 

Seasonal availability factors (electricity sector only): The user may specify seasonal and even 

day-night limitations on the use of the installed capacity of equipment. This is especially 

needed when the operation of the equipment depends on the availability of a resource that 

cannot be stored, such as Wind and Sun, or that can be partially stored, such as water in a 

reservoir. 

 

Emission constraints: In each region r, for each time period t, this constraint ensures that the 

total emission of pollutant p will not be greater than a user-selected upper bound, if such is 

provided. In MARKAL, pollutants may be emitted when a technology is active, but also when 

it is inactive (for example a hydro reservoir may emit methane even if no electricity is being 

produced). Emissions may also occur at the time of construction of the technology, in some 

instances. In each of these three cases, the emission coefficient is applied to the activity 

variable, to the capacity variable, or to the investment variable, respectively. This flexibility 

allows the accurate representation of various kinds of emissions. Technologies may also 

sequester or otherwise remove emissions as well via the use of a negative emission 

coefficient. The user may impose on the whole system upper limits on emissions of one or 

more pollutants. The limits may be set at each time period separately, so as to simulate a 
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particular emission profile (also called emission target), or in a cumulative manner over the 

whole planning horizon. Emission caps may be set globally for all regions, or for a group of 

regions, or by sector, etc. Instead of an emission limit, the user may also specify an emission 

tax Etax(r,t,p). If so, the quantity ENV(r,t,p) * E tax(r,t,p) is added to the ANNCOST 

expression, penalizing emissions at a constant rate. 

=)p,t,r(ENV

 ∑ ∑ ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
×+×+×

k s
)s,k,t,r(ACT)k,p,t,r(EMACT)k,t,r(CAP)p,t,r(EMCAP)k,t,r(INV)k,p,t,r(EMINV  

 and  

)p,t,r(LIMIT_ENV)p,t,r(ENV ≤  (A8) 

 

with EMINV, EMCAP, EMACT emission coefficients for pollutant p (possibly negative)  

  linked respectively to the construction, the capacity, and the  

  operation of a technology 

 ENV_LIMIT(r,t,p)  the upper limit set by the user on the total emission of  

  pollutant p in region r at period t. 

 

Other constraints: In addition to the standard MARKAL constraints discussed above, the user 

interested in developing reference case projections of energy market behavior typically 

introduces many additional linear constraints to express special conditions. User defined 

constraints may serve many functions in MARKAL. Their general purpose is to constrain the 

optimization problem in some way to account for factors based either on policy or on market 

behavior that affect investment decisions. For example, there may a user defined constraint 

limiting investment in new nuclear capacity (regardless of the type of reactor), or dictating 

that a certain percentage of new electricity generation capacity must be powered by 

renewable energy sources.  
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9APPENDIX C 

 

THE 15 REGIONS OF MARKAL 

 

Table C.1. The definition of regions of MARKAL 

Individual  
countries 

Africa  
(AFR) 

Central and 
South America 
(CSA) 

Eastern 
Europe  
(EEU) 

Former  
Soviet Union  
(FSU) 

Middle East 
(MEA) 

Other 
Developing 
Asia (ODA) 

Western 
Europe  
(WEU) 

Canada (CAN) Algeria Argentina Albania Armenia Bahrain Bangladesh Austria 
United States (USA) Angola Bolivia Bos-Herzeg Azerbaijan Cyprus Brunei Belgium 
Mexico (MEX) Benin Brazil Bulgaria Belarus Iran Chin. Taipei Denmark 
India (IND) Cameroon Chile Croatia Estonia Iraq Indonesia Finland 
China (CHI) Congo Colombia Czech Rep Georgia Israel North Korea France (a) 
Japan (JPN) Congo RD Costa Rica Hungary Kazakhstan Jordan Malaysia Germany 
Australia-NZ (AUS) Cote d'Ivoire Cuba Macedonia Kyrgyzstan Kuwait Myanmar  Gibraltar 
South Korea (SKO) Egypt Dominican Rep Poland Latvia Lebanon Nepal Greece 
  Ethiopia Ecuador Romania Lithuania Oman Other Asia (e) Greenland 
  Gabon El Salvador Slovakia Moldova Qatar Pakistan Iceland 
  Ghana Guatemala Slovenia Russia Saudi Arabia Philippines Ireland 
  Kenya Haiti Yugoslavia Tajikistan Syria Singapore Italy (b) 
  Libya Honduras   Turkmenistan Turkey Sri Lanka Luxembourg 
  Morocco Jamaica   Ukraine UA Emirates Thailand Malta 
  Mozambique Netherl. Antilles   Uzbekistan Yemen Vietnam Netherlands 
  Nigeria Nicaragua         Norway 
  Senegal Panama         Portugal 
  South Africa Paraguay         Spain 
  Sudan Peru         Sweden 
  Tanzania Trinidad-Tobago         Switzerland (c)
  Tunisia Uruguay         Uni. Kingdom 
  Zambia Venezuela           
  Zimbabwe             

  Other Africa 
(f) 

Other Latin 
America (d)         

(a)  Includes Monaco 
(b)  Includes San Marino and Vatican City 
(c)  Includes Liechtenstein 
(d)  Includes: Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Dominica, French Guiana, Grenada, 

Guadeloupe, Guyana, Martinique, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Grenadines, Suriname. 
Excluded due to lack of data: Aruba, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Falkland Island, Montserrat, St. 
Pierre and Miquelon, Turks and Caicos Islands.   

(e)  Includes: Afghanistan, Bhutan, Fiji, French Polynesia, Kiribati, Maldives, New Caledonia, Papua-New-Guinea, 
Samoa, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu. Excluded due to lack of data: American Samoa, Cambodia, Christmas 
Island, Cook Islands, Laos, Macau, Mongolia, Nauru, Niue, Pacific Islands, Tonga, Wake Island. 

(f)  Includes: Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Djibouti, Equatorial 
Guinea, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, 
Niger, Reunion, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Swaziland, Togo, 
Uganda. Excluded due to lack of data: Comoros, Namibia, St. Helena, and Western Sahara. 

 

 

 



 

 

10APPENDIX D 

 

COMPARISON OF THE BASE CASE WITH SCENARIOS  

PROPOSED BY THE LITERATURE 

 

This appendix provides more details about the population (Table D.1), GDP (Table D.1), 

energy characteristics (Table D.2 to Table D.4) and emissions (Table D.5 and Table D.6) of 

the base case A1B. These data are compared to the other scenarios proposed by the IPCC, 

the IEO2003 proposed by the Energy Information Administration and the WETO2003, 

proposed by the European Commission.  

 

The appendix supports several of the numerical descriptions included in section 4.3.2. 
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Table D.1. Annual growth of population and GDP (world) 

 Population GDP 

  2010 2025 2050 2000-
2025 

2000-
2050 2010 2025 2050 2000-

2025 
2000-
2050 

A1 AIM (A1B) 1.07% 0.93% 0.31% 1.00% 0.71% 3.55% 4.36% 3.62% 4.09% 3.90%
A2 ASF 1.54% 1.23% 0.53% 1.39% 1.22% 2.38% 2.39% 1.21% 2.42% 2.37%
B1 IMAGE 1.19% 0.87% 0.19% 1.05% 0.71% 3.38% 3.42% 3.02% 3.47% 3.30%
B2 MESSAGE 1.24% 0.98% 0.48% 1.12% 0.86% 3.15% 2.72% 2.50% 2.94% 2.74%
A1T MESSAGE 1.19% 0.86% 0.20% 1.05% 0.71% 3.22% 4.65% 3.29% 4.15% 3.96%
A1F1 MiniCAM 1.20% 0.84% 0.26% 1.06% 0.71% 3.35% 3.78% 3.42% 3.60% 3.64%
IEO 2003 1.20% 0.95% na 1.09% na 3.00% 2.97% na 3.04% na 
WETO 2003 1.20% 0.93% na 1.04% na 3.00% 2.97% na 3.20% na 
 
Sources: 
Energy Information Administration (2003) for IEO2003, European Commission (2003) for WETO2003, Center for 
International Earth Science Information Network (2002a and b) for the other scenarios 
 

Table D.2. Annual variation of nuclear and renewable (for electricity generation) and 
electricity consumption (world) 

  Nuclear Renewable* Electricity consumption 
 2000-2025 2000-2050 2000-2025 2000-2050 2000-2025 2000-2050 
A1 AIM (A1B) 7.0% 5.7% 4.0% 5.5% 3.7% 3.9% 
A2 ASF 2.7% 3.2% 3.1% 2.7% 3.2% 2.9% 
B1 IMAGE 4.4% 4.1% -0.2% -0.8% 4.0% 3.2% 
B2 MESSAGE 3.4% 3.5% 4.7% 4.2% 3.0% 2.8% 
A1T MESSAGE 5.1% 5.4% 5.8% 5.6% 4.0% 3.6% 
A1F1 MiniCAM 3.8% 3.4% 6.3% 2.6% 4.7% 4.2% 
IEO 2003 0.5% na 1.7% na 2.4% na 
WETO 2003 0.9% na 2.1% na 3.1% na 
*   Renewable include wind, hydroelectricity, geothermal and solar (biomass excluded) 
 
Sources:  
Energy Information Administration (2003) for IEO2003, European Commission (2003) for WETO2003, 
Nakicenovic (2000) for the other scenarios 
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Table D.3. Nuclear and renewable electricity production (world) 

 Nuclear (EJ) Renewable (EJ) 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
BAU-A1B* 9.1 15.0 30.0 53.0 77.0 122.0 9.8 13.9 21.4 41.5 80.8 168.2
BAU-FOS 9.1 11.1 16.3 25.9 32.7    42.6 9.8 14.0 21.5 29.2 42.2    61.1
IEO 2003 8.8 10.0 10.3 na na na 11.5 14.6 16.6 na na na 
WETO 2003 9.4 11.4 11.3 12.6 na na 10.6 13.4 16.6 19.5 na na 
* AIM-A1B provides slightly different values in 2000 compared to MARKAL scenario BAU-A1B (7.7 EJ for 

nuclear electricity production and 11.8 EJ for renewable electricity production). MARKAL is not fully calibrated 
to these values because 2000 data of MARKAL are calibrated to historical data from different national 
sources. Nevertheless, for analysis purposes, calibration of 2000 data is not required as 2000 belongs to the 
past, over which the model has no freedom. 2005-2050 data are calibrated. 

 
Sources:  
Energy Information Administration (2003) for IEO2003, European Commission (2003) for WETO2003, 
Nakicenovic (2000) for BAU-A1B and calculations by the authors for BAU-FOS. 

 

 

Table D.4. Annual variation of primary energy consumption (world) 

 Primary energy Coal primary Gas primary Oil primary 

 2000-
2025 

2000-
2050 

2000-
2025 

2000-
2050 

2000-
2025 

2000-
2050 

2000-
2025 

2000-
2050 

A1 AIM (A1B) 2.6% 2.3% 2.2% 1.3% 1.4% 0.5% 4.1% 3.3% 
A2 ASF 2.4% 2.0% 2.2% 2.4% 2.0% 0.6% 2.9% 2.7% 
B1 IMAGE 1.9% 1.4% 1.3% 0.9% 1.8% 1.0% 2.9% 1.8% 
B2 MESSAGE 1.7% 1.5% 0.3% -0.1% 1.2% 0.6% 2.9% 2.6% 
A1T MESSAGE 2.4% 2.2% 1.8% 0.2% 1.2% 1.0% 3.4% 2.7% 
A1F1 MiniCAM 2.8% 2.6% 3.1% 2.9% 0.9% 1.5% 4.2% 3.1% 
IEO 2003 1.9% na 1.5% na 1.8% na 2.8% na 
WETO 2003 1.9% na 2.3% na 1.7% na 2.6% na 
 
Sources:  
Energy Information Administration (2003) for IEO2003, European Commission (2003) for WETO2003, 
Nakicenovic (2000) for the other scenarios 
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Table D.5. Emissions rate and annual growth (world) 

 GtC / year Annual growth 
 2000 2025 2050 2000-2025 2000-2050 
A1 AIM (A1B) 6.9 13.1 16.0 2.6% 1.7% 
A2 ASF 6.9 12.3 16.5 2.3% 1.8% 
B1 IMAGE 6.9 10.6 11.7 1.7% 1.1% 
B2 MESSAGE 6.9 9.6 11.2 1.3% 1.0% 
A1T MESSAGE 6.9 11.1 12.3 1.9% 1.2% 
A1F1 MiniCAM 6.9 12.9 23.1 2.5% 2.4% 
IEO2003 6.4 10.4 0.0 1.9% na 
WETO2003 6.5 11.1 0.0 2.1% na 
 
Sources:  
Energy Information Administration (2003) for IEO2003, European Commission (2003) for 
WETO2003, Nakicenovic (2000) for the other scenarios 

 

Table D.6. Emissions rate and annual growth (by region) 

 GtC/year Annual growth 
  2025 2025 2025 2050 2000-2025 2000-2025 2000-2025 2000-2050
  IEO2003 WETO2003 A1B A1B IEO2003 WETO2003 A1B A1B 
OECD 4.1 3.7 3.5 3.4 1.13% 0.70% 0.30% 0.10% 
FSU/EE 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.65% 1.53% 0.70% 0.53% 
ASIA 3.3 4.4 4.7 5.7 3.00% 3.79% 3.26% 2.37% 
DC 1.7 1.8 3.8 5.7 2.54% 3.11% 4.51% 3.53% 
WORLD 10.4 11.1 13.1 16.0 1.93% 2.11% 2.15% 1.70% 
 
Sources:  
Energy Information Administration (2003) for IEO2003, European Commission (2003) for WETO2003, Nakicenovic 
(2000) for the other scenarios 
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11APPENDIX E 

 

ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 15 REGIONS 

 

This appendix describes some of the energy characteristics of the 15 regions as modeled by 

the current version of MARKAL: nuclear and renewable electricity generation, used as 

exogenous constraints in the current version of the model (Table E.1, Table E.2); available 

fossil fuel and biomass resources (Table E.3 to Table E.6); and sequestration potentials 

(Table E.7 to Table E.9). 

 

This appendix supports several of the numerical descriptions included in sections 4.3.3 and 

4.3.4. 
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Table E.1. Nuclear electricity production* (PJ) and annual growth per region 

 BAU-A1B 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2000-2050 
AFR 47 295 1390 2896 3281 3400 8.9% 
AUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 na 
CAN 337 600 1083 1521 1570 1570 3.1% 
CHI 158 658 2798 7626 14045 25475 10.7% 
CSA 58 450 1210 2402 6418 17042 12.0% 
EEU 263 636 1486 2631 3250 3950 5.6% 
FSU 735 1364 2514 3369 3750 4050 3.5% 
IND 53 282 893 2665 4801 8457 10.7% 
JPN 1065 2184 2744 3273 3400 3400 2.3% 
MEA 0 54 485 1827 5852 14205 na 
MEX 28 201 915 1876 4448 10354 12.6% 
ODA 135 311 923 2716 4722 8319 8.6% 
SKO 401 750 1386 1993 2432 2749 3.9% 
USA 2786 3416 7495 11451 11930 11930 3.0% 
WEU 3048 3800 4678 6755 7100 7100 1.7% 
World 9114 15001 30000 53001 76999 1E+05 5.3% 

 

 BAU-FOS 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2000-2050 
AFR 47 63 139 290 328 340 4.0% 
AUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 na 
CAN 337 450 542 760 785 785 1.7% 
CHI 158 658 2798 6500 9300 12737 9.2% 
CSA 58 70 121 240 642 1704 7.0% 
EEU 263 400 446 789 975 1185 3.1% 
FSU 735 780 830 1011 1125 1215 1.0% 
IND 53 141 447 1333 2401 4228 9.2% 
JPN 1065 1300 1921 2291 2380 2380 1.6% 
MEA 0 5 49 183 585 1420 na 
MEX 28 40 92 188 445 1035 7.5% 
ODA 135 155 461 1358 2361 4160 7.1% 
SKO 401 750 1386 1800 1850 1924 3.2% 
USA 2786 3100 3747 5726 5965 5965 1.5% 
WEU 3048 3200 3350 3450 3550 3550 0.3% 
World 9114 11112 16329 25919 32692 42628 3.1% 
* Is fixed in the current version of MARKAL. 
 
Source:  
Nakicenovic (2000) for BAU-A1B and calculations by the authors for BAU-FOS 
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Table E.2. Renewable electricity production* (PJ) and annual growth per region 

 BAU-A1B 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2000-2050 
AFR 303 946 1559 3312 6979 20477 8.8% 
AUS 171 227 272 385 509 670 2.8% 
CAN 1132 1524 2310 3932 5976 8797 4.2% 
CHI 844 1071 1952 5088 12257 29671 7.4% 
CSA 2086 2164 2592 5135 10056 19982 4.6% 
EEU 245 295 366 472 714 1004 2.9% 
FSU 945 964 1781 2740 5553 13998 5.5% 
IND 350 393 529 1471 3467 8288 6.5% 
JPN 351 457 675 1084 1651 2443 4.0% 
MEA 183 210 670 2268 6703 14977 9.2% 
MEX 161 225 589 1377 2448 3998 6.6% 
ODA 482 655 1349 3402 8273 20245 7.8% 
SKO 15 18 19 45 101 233 5.6% 
USA 976 2106 3343 5624 8719 13010 5.3% 
WEU 1597 2665 3410 5121 7338 10356 3.8% 
World 9841 13920 21416 41456 80744 168149 5.8% 

 

 BAU-FOS 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2000-2050 
AFR 303 946 1559 2137 3490 6646 6.4% 
AUS 171 227 272 301 356 415 1.8% 
CAN 1132 1524 2310 2420 2988 3692 2.4% 
CHI 844 1071 1952 3541 6129 10479 5.2% 
CSA 2086 2164 2592 3321 4500 7000 2.5% 
EEU 245 295 366 411 457 479 1.4% 
FSU 945 964 1781 1974 2777 4882 3.3% 
IND 350 393 529 1001 1734 2944 4.4% 
JPN 351 457 675 681 826 1023 2.2% 
MEA 183 210 670 1870 3352 4263 6.5% 
MEX 161 225 589 858 1224 1589 4.7% 
ODA 482 655 1349 2397 4137 7127 5.5% 
SKO 15 18 19 31 51 84 3.5% 
USA 976 2106 3343 4176 5009 5426 3.5% 
WEU 1597 2665 3410 3820 4230 4435 2.1% 
World 9841 13920 21416 28939.5 41256 60480 3.7% 
* Is used as a minimal constraint in the current version of MARKAL. 
 
Source:  
Nakicenovic (2000) for BAU-A1B and calculations by the authors for BAU-FOS 
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Table E.3. Total fossil fuel resources (EJ) 

 AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND JPN
Oil conventional 1612 44 248 361 1855 24 1909 64 1
Oil unconventional 561 258 2085 302 6562 14 3190 0 0
Total oil 2173 302 2333 664 8416 37 5099 64 1
Gas conventional 1565 168 247 156 1176 66 5090 97 8
Gas not connected  
or unconventional 150 106 326 119 232 51 4222 55 3
Total gas 1715 274 572 274 1408 117 9312 152 11
Total coal 8917 11679 1900 13665 2702 3959 26589 9488 108
 

 MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU World World IPCC* 
Oil conventional 6918 590 229 0 1107 325 15286 13562 
Oil unconventional 3721 158 137 0 6857 351 24195 22014 
Total oil 10638 748 367 0 7963 676 39480 35576 
Gas conventional 4256 84 928 0 1137 571 15547 17179 
Gas not connected 
or unconventional 1336 200 544 0 363 0 7707 18841 
Total gas 5592 284 1472 0 1500 571 23254 36020 
Total coal 90 144 15545 5 67974 5534 168298 212193 
* For comparison purpose with MARKAL’s data 
 
Sources:  
For MARKAL’s regions: SAGE model developed in collaboration with the International Energy Administration 
(Summer 2003). For World IPCC: Moomaw and Moreira (2001) - Table 3.28a, p.236. 
 

Table E.4. Gas resources (EJ) 

 Non-OPEC 
 AUS CAN CHI EEU FSU IND JPN MEX SKO USA WEU
Located reserves  53 66 59 25 2111 28 2 33 0 181 165
Reserves growth   34 43 38 16 1258 18 1 22 0 385 107
New discovery  81 138 58 24 1721 51 5 29 0 571 299
Not connected  53 46 59 25 2111 28 2 100 0 181 0
Unconventional  53 279 59 25 2111 28 2 100 0 181 0
 

 Non-OPEC OPEC 
 AFR CSA MEA ODA AFR CSA MEA ODA 
Located reserves  73 116 67 192 326 169 1727 73 
Reserves growth   67 149 18 228 308 190 1121 70 
New discovery  348 324 20 274 443 170 1242 143 
Not connected  24 116 67 192 126 0 601 80 
Unconventional  0 116 67 192 0 0 601 80 
 
Source:  
SAGE model developed in collaboration with the International Energy Administration (Summer 2003). 
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Table E.5. Oil resources (EJ) 

 Non-OPEC 
 AUS CAN CHI EEU FSU IND JPN MEX SKO USA WEU
Conventional oil (ground) - 
Located reserves  18 29 149 13 354 29 0 179 0 133 102

Conventional oil (ground) - 
Reserves growth   11 48 122 8 835 17 0 141 0 465 92

Conventional oil (ground) -  
New discovery  16 171 91 4 720 18 0 270 0 508 131

Oil sands (in situ - ultra heavy) - 
Located reserves  56 903 118 5 406 0 0 88 0 633 109

Oil sands (in-situ - ultra heavy) - 
Enhanced recovery  52 650 63 5 367 0 0 70 0 350 106

Shale oil (ground) 150 147 93 0 391 0 0 0 0 5746 136
Oil sands (mined - synthetic) - 
Located reserves   0 208 15 2 1213 0 0 0 0 65 1

Oil sands (mined - synthetic) - 
Enhanced recovery  0 176 13 2 813 0 0 0 0 62 0

Oil sands (mined - synthetic) - 
New discovery  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 

 Non-OPEC OPEC 
 AFR CSA MEA ODA AFR CSA MEA ODA
Conventional oil (ground) - 
Located reserves  84 118 75 44 374 495 4162 30

Conventional oil (ground) - 
Reserves growth   123 200 22 47 308 365 1439 28

Conventional oil (ground) -  
New discovery  271 385 23 56 452 291 1196 24

Oil sands (in situ - ultra heavy) - 
Located reserves  42 64 10 56 14 2097 2085 3

Oil sands (in-situ - ultra heavy) - 
Enhanced recovery  33 50 6 47 14 1432 1620 3

Shale oil (ground) 349 2896 0 28 0 0 0 0
Oil sands (mined - synthetic) - 
Located reserves   0 0 0 0 62 14 0 1

Oil sands (mined - synthetic) - 
Enhanced recovery  0 0 0 0 48 9 0 0

Oil sands (mined - synthetic) - 
New discovery  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 
Source:  
SAGE model developed in collaboration with the International Energy Administration (Summer 2003). 
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Table E.6. Primary biomass* potential (EJ) 

 AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND JPN
2000 10 0 1 9 3 0 0 8 0
2050 81 20 17 23 46 4 43 11 2
 

 MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU World World IPCC** 
2000 0 0 6 0 3 2 46 na 
2050 10 6 32 1 27 12 337 441 
*  Biomass includes: solid biomass, landfill gas, liquids from biomass, energy crops, industrial and municipal wastes 

(modeled separately but agregated for reporting purpose) 
** For comparison purpose with MARKAL’s data 
 
Sources:  
For MARKAL’s regions: Trudel (2004). For World IPCC: Moomaw and Moreira (2001) - Table 3.31, p.244. 
 

Table E.7. Comparison of sequestration potential with other sources 

 Sink Unit 
World

MARKAL
Kauppi and 

Sedjo (2001) 
Herzog et al.

(1997)
Oil fields (onshore and offshore) Cumulative GtC 75.6 100 41-191
Gas fields (onshore and offshore) Cumulative GtC 281.0 400 136-1100
Enhanced Coalbed Methane Recovery Cumulative GtC 195.7 na na
Deep saline aquifers Cumulative GtC 3449.3 > 1000 90-2730
Deep ocean Cumulative GtC 113.9 > 1000 1400-27300
Enhanced Oil Recovery Cumulative GtC 41.9 na na
Forests (limited) Annual GtC/year 0.2 1.2 na
Forests (no limit) Annual GtC/year 1.3 1.2 na
Forests (limited) Cumulative GtC 8.6 85.6-160 na
Forests (no limit) Cumulative GtC 63.6 85.6-160 na
 
Sources:  
Herzog et al. (1997), Kauppi and Sedjo (2001). Potential for deep ocean is smaller than literature, but this has no 
impact of results because deep ocean is not selected as a mitigation option given the high costs of this sequestration 
option.  
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Table E.8. Underground storage potential (GtC) 

 AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND
Enhanced Coalbed Meth 
recov >1000m 1.02 10.23 6.82 20.45 0.00 4.09 20.45 2.05
Enhanced Coalbed Meth 
recov <1000m 1.02 10.23 6.82 20.45 0.00 4.09 20.45 2.05
Depl gas fields (offshore) 2.05 3.27 2.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Depl gas fields (onshore) 5.73 0.41 5.45 0.00 12.27 0.00 91.64 0.00
Storage in the deep ocean 0.00 20.45 13.64 20.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Depl oil fields (offshore) 0.82 0.41 0.27 0.08 0.82 0.00 0.00 0.00
Depl oil fields (onshore) 1.43 0.00 1.36 0.41 4.09 0.82 12.27 0.00
Deep saline aquifers 409.09 204.55 272.73 204.55 409.09 102.27 409.09 204.55
Enhanced Oil Recovery 1.43 0.00 1.36 0.41 4.09 0.82 8.18 0.00
Total GtC (cum) 422.59 249.55 311.18 266.81 430.36 112.09 562.09 208.64
 

 JPN MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU World
Enhanced Coalbed Meth 
recov >1000m 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.23 0.00 16.36 6.14 97.84
Enhanced Coalbed Meth 
recov <1000m 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.23 0.00 16.36 6.14 97.84
Depl gas fields (offshore) 0.00 20.45 4.09 8.18 0.00 4.09 12.27 57.14
Depl gas fields (onshore) 0.00 81.82 4.09 12.27 0.00 4.09 6.14 223.91
Storage in the deep ocean 2.05 2.05 2.05 10.23 2.05 20.45 20.45 113.86
Depl oil fields (offshore) 0.00 4.09 1.23 0.61 0.00 4.09 1.64 14.06
Depl oil fields (onshore) 0.00 30.68 2.05 4.09 0.00 4.09 0.20 61.50
Deep saline aquifers 2.05 204.55 102.27 409.09 4.09 409.09 102.27 3449.32
Enhanced Oil Recovery 0.00 20.45 0.20 0.61 0.00 4.09 0.20 41.86
Total GtC (cum) 4.09 364.09 115.98 465.55 6.14 482.73 155.45 4157.33
 
Sources: Dolf Gielen, International Energy Agency (private communication) 
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Table E.9. Potentials of sequestration by forests (GtCO2 per year) 

Region Cost level 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
Cum 

2000-50
AFR Level 1 0.000 0.019 0.037 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.018 0.037 0.037 0.037 1.0
AFR Level 2 0.000 0.018 0.037 0.024 0.011 0.018 0.026 0.029 0.033 0.046 0.059 1.5
AFR Level 3 0.000 0.007 0.015 0.057 0.099 0.084 0.070 0.051 0.033 0.017 0.000 2.2
AFR Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.028 0.055 0.055 0.055 1.0
AFR Total 0.000 0.044 0.089 0.099 0.110 0.103 0.095 0.126 0.158 0.154 0.150 5.6
AFR Total (no limit) 0.000 0.444 0.887 0.994 1.100 1.027 0.953 1.265 1.577 1.540 1.503 56.4
AUS Level 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
AUS Level 2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
AUS Level 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
AUS Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
AUS Total 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0
AUS Total (no limit) 0.000 0.037 0.073 0.073 0.073 0.090 0.106 0.150 0.194 0.171 0.147 5.6
CAN Level 1 0.000 0.009 0.009 0.010 0.012 0.007 0.004 0.002 0.000 0.004 0.007 0.3
CAN Level 2 0.000 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.009 0.011 0.012 0.010 0.008 0.011 0.013 0.4
CAN Level 3 0.000 0.030 0.030 0.027 0.023 0.026 0.028 0.015 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.9
CAN Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.036 0.028 0.022 0.5
CAN Total 0.000 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 2.2
CAN Total (no limit) 0.000 0.180 0.359 0.321 0.284 0.378 0.473 0.454 0.435 0.501 0.567 19.8
CHI Level 1 0.000 0.004 0.007 0.004 0.000 0.004 0.007 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1
CHI Level 2 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.000 0.009 0.018 0.026 0.033 0.017 0.000 0.6
CHI Level 3 0.000 0.007 0.015 0.013 0.011 0.010 0.009 0.007 0.006 0.012 0.018 0.5
CHI Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.013 0.026 0.037 0.048 0.6
CHI Total 0.000 0.013 0.026 0.018 0.011 0.023 0.035 0.050 0.064 0.065 0.066 1.9
CHI Total (no limit) 0.000 0.128 0.257 0.183 0.110 0.229 0.348 0.495 0.642 0.651 0.660 18.5
CSA Level 1 0.000 0.035 0.070 0.035 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.033 0.017 0.000 1.0
CSA Level 2 0.000 0.017 0.033 0.025 0.017 0.025 0.033 0.045 0.056 0.075 0.093 2.1
CSA Level 3 0.000 0.025 0.050 0.070 0.089 0.083 0.076 0.043 0.010 0.005 0.000 2.3
CSA Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.6
CSA Total 0.000 0.076 0.152 0.129 0.106 0.108 0.109 0.121 0.133 0.129 0.126 5.9
CSA Total (no limit) 0.000 0.762 1.525 1.293 1.061 1.077 1.094 1.210 1.326 1.293 1.260 59.5
EEU Level 1 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.006 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.1
EEU Level 2 0.000 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.2
EEU Level 3 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.006 0.008 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1
EEU Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.1
EEU Total 0.000 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.4
EEU Total (no limit) 0.000 0.034 0.069 0.038 0.007 0.012 0.017 0.026 0.036 0.034 0.032 1.5
FSU Level 1 0.000 0.022 0.022 0.028 0.087 0.026 0.000 0.006 0.009 0.018 0.029 1.2
FSU Level 2 0.000 0.082 0.082 0.078 0.044 0.013 0.000 0.030 0.043 0.048 0.053 2.4
FSU Level 3 0.000 0.027 0.027 0.025 0.000 0.091 0.130 0.042 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.7
FSU Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.053 0.078 0.064 0.048 1.2
FSU Total 0.000 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 6.5
FSU Total (no limit) 0.000 0.528 1.056 0.583 0.110 0.183 0.257 0.403 0.550 0.523 0.495 23.4
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(cont’d) 

Region Cost level 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
Cum 

2000-50
IND Level 1 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.0
IND Level 2 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0
IND Level 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.1
IND Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.1
IND Total 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.2
IND Total (no limit) 0.000 0.009 0.018 0.028 0.037 0.026 0.015 0.034 0.053 0.050 0.046 1.6
JPN Level 1 0.000 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.6
JPN Level 2 0.000 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.6
JPN Level 3 0.000 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.6
JPN Level 4 0.000 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.6
JPN Total 0.000 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 2.4
JPN Total (no limit) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
MEA Level 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
MEA Level 2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
MEA Level 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
MEA Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
MEA Total 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
MEA Total (no limit) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
MEX Level 1 0.000 0.004 0.007 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.000 0.1
MEX Level 2 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.2
MEX Level 3 0.000 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.2
MEX Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.1
MEX Total 0.000 0.008 0.016 0.014 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.014 0.013 0.6
MEX Total (no limit) 0.000 0.081 0.162 0.137 0.113 0.114 0.116 0.128 0.141 0.137 0.134 6.3
ODA Level 1 0.000 0.015 0.030 0.022 0.014 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.022 0.6
ODA Level 2 0.000 0.006 0.011 0.017 0.022 0.027 0.033 0.044 0.055 0.055 0.055 1.6
ODA Level 3 0.000 0.011 0.022 0.023 0.024 0.029 0.033 0.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.8
ODA Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.040 0.079 0.055 0.031 1.0
ODA Total 0.000 0.032 0.063 0.062 0.060 0.063 0.066 0.100 0.134 0.121 0.108 4.0
ODA Total (no limit) 0.000 0.317 0.634 0.619 0.605 0.633 0.660 1.001 1.342 1.210 1.078 40.5
SKO Level 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
SKO Level 2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
SKO Level 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
SKO Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
SKO Total 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
SKO Total (no limit) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
USA Level 1 0.000 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.1
USA Level 2 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.1
USA Level 3 0.000 0.010 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.3
USA Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.012 0.009 0.007 0.2
USA Total 0.000 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.7
USA Total (no limit) 0.000 0.169 0.337 0.302 0.266 0.355 0.444 0.426 0.408 0.471 0.533 18.6
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(cont’d) 

Region Cost level 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
Cum 

2000-50
WEU Level 1 0.000 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.007 0.2
WEU Level 2 0.000 0.013 0.013 0.004 0.000 0.005 0.012 0.008 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.3
WEU Level 3 0.000 0.003 0.003 0.013 0.017 0.013 0.007 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.3
WEU Level 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.015 0.013 0.011 0.2
WEU Total 0.000 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 1.1
WEU Total (no limit) 0.000 0.046 0.093 0.147 0.204 0.170 0.137 0.186 0.236 0.256 0.276 8.8
World Level 1 0.000 0.131 0.208 0.145 0.140 0.064 0.027 0.064 0.097 0.108 0.118 5.5
World Level 2 0.000 0.162 0.207 0.178 0.121 0.128 0.155 0.214 0.258 0.284 0.308 10.1
World Level 3 0.000 0.137 0.190 0.259 0.298 0.375 0.393 0.202 0.061 0.048 0.034 10.0
World Level 4 0.000 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.202 0.359 0.317 0.276 6.1
World Total 0.000 0.442 0.617 0.594 0.571 0.579 0.587 0.682 0.776 0.756 0.736 31.7
World Total (no limit) 0.000 2.735 5.470 4.719 3.970 4.294 4.620 5.780 6.939 6.835 6.730 260.5

 
Sources: 
- Adjustments of data provided by Dolf Gielen, International Energy Agency (private communication). The potential of 
AUS, CAN, EEU, FSU, JPN, USA, WEU reflects the Bonn (Appendix Z related to the maximum increase in sinks due 
to forest management) and Marrakech (Russia adjustment) agreements, assuming that the agreement is applied for 
the whole 2000-2050 horizon, and that the total potential is shared proportionnaly to the four levels of the total 
potential. 10% of the annual available potential is used for the other regions.  
- The row “Total (no limit)“ reflects data before this adjustment. 
- Levels 1 to 4 refer to the cost of sequestration provided by Dolf Gielen, International Energy Agency (private 
communication): 5.45 $/tCO2 for level 1 (constant); 13.64 to 19.09 $/tCO2 for level 2 (2000-2050); 24.55 to 27.27 
$/tCO2 for level 3 (2000-2050); 37.09 to 47.43 $/tCO2 for level 4 (2000-2050). 
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12APPENDIX F 

 

TECHNO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 15 REGIONS 

 

 

This appendix describes some of the techno-economic characteristics of the 15 regions as 

modeled by the current version of MARKAL: sector discount rates, used for annualizing 

investment costs (Table F.1); cost multipliers used to reflect differences between regions in 

terms of the investment, variable and fixed costs of technologies (Table F.2); projected 

demands for energy services, also called end-use demands, that were adjusted in order to 

calibrate to the A1B scenario, when necessary (Table F.3 and Table F.4); the exogenous 

constraints used in transportation sector (Table F.5).  

 

The exogenous constraints used in sectors other than transportation are not included 

because their reproduction in a friendly format would require a lot of space. Moreover, they 

would not add any value to the understanding of the current work. They are available upon 

request. 

 

The techno-economic descriptions of all the technologies used in the model are also not 

provided here, since the number of technologies is huge and their description would be 

useful only for answering specific questions of the reader. They are available upon request. 

 

This appendix supports several of the numerical descriptions included in sections 4.3.3 and 

4.3.4. 
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Table F.1. Discount rates for investments 

  AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND
Electricity 9.2% 3.6% 4.7% 6.2% 8.2% 6.7% 9.7% 9.0%
Residential/Commercial 28.2% 12.6% 13.7% 25.2% 27.2% 25.7% 18.7% 28.0%
Transportation 18.2% 12.6% 13.7% 15.2% 17.2% 15.7% 18.7% 18.0%
Industry 13.7% 8.1% 9.3% 10.7% 12.7% 11.3% 14.3% 13.5%
 

  JPN MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU
Electricity 3.0% 6.6% 8.2% 9.2% 6.6% 5.2% 4.7%
Residential/Commercial 12.0% 25.6% 27.2% 18.2% 15.6% 14.2% 13.7%
Transportation 12.0% 15.6% 17.2% 18.2% 15.6% 14.2% 13.7%
Industry 7.5% 11.1% 12.7% 13.7% 11.1% 9.7% 9.3%
 
Source:  
Dolf Gielen, International Energy Agency (private communication). 
 

 

 

Table F.2. Cost multipliers 

  AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND JPN MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU
INVCOST 1.25 1.25 1 0.9 1.25 1 1.25 0.9 1.4 1.25 1 1.25 1 1 1.1
FIXOM 0.7 0.8 1 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 1 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.8 1 0.9
VAROM 0.7 0.8 1 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 1 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.8 1 0.9
 
Source:  
Dolf Gielen, International Energy Agency (private communication). 
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Table F.3. List of energy services (end-use demands) and units 

 Code Unit 
Transportation segments (15)   
Autos TRT Billion vehicle-km/year 
Buses TRB Billion vehicle-km/year 
Light trucks TRL Billion vehicle-km/year 
Commercial trucks TRC Billion vehicle-km/year 
Medium trucks TRM Billion vehicle-km/year 
Heavy trucks TRH Billion vehicle-km/year 
Two wheelers TRW Billion vehicle-km/year 
Three wheelers TRE Billion vehicle-km/year 
International aviation TAI PJ/year 
Domestic aviation TAD PJ/year 
Freight rail transportation TTF PJ/year 
Passengers rail transportation TTP PJ/year 
Internal navigation TWD PJ/year 
International navigation (bunkers) TWI PJ/year 
Non-energy uses in transport NEU PJ/year 
Residential segments* (11)   
Space heating RH1, RH2, RH3, RH4 PJ/year 
Space cooling RC1, RC2, RC3, RC4 PJ/year 
Hot water heating  RWH PJ/year 
Lighting RL1, RL2, RL3, RL4 PJ/year 
Cooking RK1, RK2, RK3, RK4 PJ/year 
Refrigerators and freezers RRF PJ/year 
Cloth washers  RCW PJ/year 
Cloth dryers RCD PJ/year 
Dish washers RDW PJ/year 
Miscellaneous electric energy REA PJ/year 
Other energy uses ROT PJ/year 
Commercial segments* (8)   
Space heating CH1, CH2. CH3, CH4 PJ/year 
Space cooling CC1, CC2. CC3. CC4 PJ/year 
Hot water heating CHW PJ/year 
Lighting CLA PJ/year 
Cooking CCK PJ/year 
Refrigerators and freezers CRF PJ/year 
Electric equipments COE PJ/year 
Other energy uses COT PJ/year 
Agriculture segment (1)   
Agriculture AGR  
Industrial segments** (6)   
Iron and steel IIS Millions tonnes 
Non ferrous metals INF Millions tonnes 
Chemicals ICH PJ 
Pulp and paper  ILP Millions tonnes 
Non metal minerals INM PJ 
Other industries IOI PJ 
Other segment (1)   
Other non specified energy consumption ONO PJ/year 

 

*  RLi, RCi, RLi, RKi, CHi, CCi represent the demands for sub-regions available in some regions (eg.: USA, CAN). 
**  Industrial energy services are made up of a “recipe” of more detailed services: steam, process heat, machine 

drive, electrolytic service, other, and feedstock. 
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Table F.4. End-use demands by region103 

 AFR 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 210.9 277.3 334.4 397.9 528.1 601.4
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 34.1 75.2 155.2 280.1 587.1 773.8
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 23.2 38.6 63.1 95.8 184.3 231.5
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 40 78.9 145.3 264.5 667.4 1070.2
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 21 46.4 93.8 172.8 355 477.4
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 155.3 332.3 685.5 1275.7 2593.6 3523.5
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 44.9 83.2 171.8 369.1 696.3 815.7
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 32.3 48.5 80.7 134.6 243.4 278.5
ICH [Chemicals] 919.1 1268.5 1783.3 2461.3 4586.7 5884.6
IIS [Iron and Steel] 12.2 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.9 11.7
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 2.9 4.3 6.5 10.8 26.7 41.5
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 1 1.3 1.9 2.9 6.3 9.2
INM [Non Metals] 44.4 87.3 164.2 304.5 768.2 1231.8
IOI [Other Industries] 1576.3 2324.2 3474.7 5164.9 9476 12157.3
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 1150.7 1344.3 1551.7 1776.6 2224.1 2467.7
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 88.8 197.5 428.6 881.4 2974.3 5033.4
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 3 6.4 14.4 29.9 99.8 170.6
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 3 6.4 14.4 29.9 99.8 170.6
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 3 6.3 11.2 18.6 46 67.7
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 132.4 235.7 409.1 818.7 1801.9 2382.1
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 852.7 1049.8 1322.7 1584.8 1900 2127.7
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 912.9 1146.8 1416 1696.6 2034.1 2325.3
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 2874.5 3418.9 4012.9 4674.6 5364 5935.2
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 115.6 180.3 295.3 472 880.3 1060.2
ROT [Residential Other] 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.3
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 45.1 100.4 213.5 448.1 1481.9 2559
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 79.7 103 140.1 183.7 295.6 352.5
TAI [International Aviation] 220.3 275.4 374.7 491.3 774.3 942.9
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 11.7 15.8 21.5 28.3 44.5 54.2
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 30.8 50.7 80.4 118.6 199.1 255.7
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 1.6 2.8 4.7 7.4 17 24.9
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 7 11.5 18.3 26.4 44.3 56.9
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 82.2 124.5 190.6 268.8 532 647.9
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 19.5 32 50.8 74.9 125.8 161.6
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 129.9 201.7 301 424.6 840.5 1049.7
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 3 4.3 6.1 8.6 17 23
TTF [Rail-Freight] 11.8 15.5 20.2 26.5 40.5 49.1
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 20 25.9 34.2 45.9 69.5 84.2
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 16.8 25.1 37.2 55 100.8 134.3
TWI [International Navigation] 283 480.4 743.2 999.8 1389.9 1493.2
                                                      
103 The projections of end-use demands result from: first, the 2000 values, based on historical data; and 
second, general economic and demographic drivers (e.g. population, GDP) or other specific drivers when 
available (e.g. number of households) used in conjunction with user’s assumptions on the sensitivity of 
service demands to the drivers. 
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 AUS 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 81.3 82.8 84.3 85.8 87.2 88.4
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 67.2 76.5 87 99 111.6 123.8
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 5 5.5 5.9 6.3 6.7 7
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 76.2 81.9 89.8 97.9 106.2 113.9
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 10.3 11.7 13.2 15 17.1 18.7
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 204.4 238.9 283.3 335.7 399.4 458
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 59.6 80.3 104.8 132.4 157.6 180.7
COT [Commercial Other] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 8.5 9.3 10 10.7 11.3 11.8
ICH [Chemicals] 228.7 265.2 311.2 369.1 432.6 488.3
IIS [Iron and Steel] 8.8 8.6 9.2 10.2 11.1 11.7
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 3.4 3.9 4.5 5.4 6.5 7.3
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 2 2.5 3.2 4.2 5.3 6.6
INM [Non Metals] 9.1 11 13.9 18.1 22.8 28
IOI [Other Industries] 481.2 484.5 502.7 538.2 551.8 550.9
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 0 0 0 0 0 0
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 24.9 27.7 29.9 31.9 33.9 35.4
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 12.8 13.8 15.2 16.3 17.4 18.1
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 4.2 4.6 5 5.4 5.7 6
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 63.2 61.8 68.7 73.8 89.1 95.6
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 176 184.2 191 195.4 203.4 205.8
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 48.1 52.6 56.5 60.3 64 66.2
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 9.4 10.3 11.1 11.8 12.6 13.1
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 28.7 33.1 37.5 40.3 43.5 45.4
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 27.4 30.4 32.7 35.1 37.2 38.9
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 85.6 98.3 114.7 138.9 162.8 186.7
TAI [International Aviation] 132.3 144 171.6 203.5 246.3 282.5
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.2
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 2.6 3.2 4.1 4.8 5.6 6.6
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 8.9 10.4 12.4 14.7 17.2 19.8
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 35.3 41.2 47.7 52.5 59 63.9
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 2 2.4 2.8 3.3 3.9 4.5
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 206 240.4 278.3 312.6 344.3 373
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4
TTF [Rail-Freight] 37.1 39.9 43.7 49.9 56 60.7
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 13.6 13.8 15.2 16.2 17.7 18.5
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 37.3 39 42.8 48 54 58
TWI [International Navigation] 83.8 88.2 96.6 110.3 125.1 136.9
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 CAN 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 200.7 206.6 219.5 228.8 234.9 238.6
CC1 [Commercial Cooling - Western] 50.6 59.3 68.1 77.2 86.6 96
CC2 [Commercial Cooling - Central] 99.8 124.5 151 178.6 207.9 238.7
CC3 [Commercial Cooling - Eastern] 23.2 27.8 32.5 37.2 42 46.9
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 28.6 32.1 35.5 38.8 42 45.2
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat - Western] 198.5 226.5 260.9 294.2 331.4 362
CH2 [Commercial Space Heat - Central] 197.9 239.4 290.7 341.1 397 449.4
CH3 [Commercial Space Heat - Eastern] 180 211.6 245.3 279 313.5 348.4
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 78.7 87.4 96.6 105.6 115.6 124.3
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 643.4 765.6 902.7 1060.1 1210 1364.3
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 84.7 143.4 253.4 371.8 540.6 732.9
COT [Commercial Other] 58.1 59.1 60.8 62.6 66.7 66.9
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 22 24.7 27.3 29.8 32.3 34.8
ICH [Chemicals] 1101.1 1209.6 1347.9 1524.3 1736.3 1852.6
IIS [Iron and Steel] 15.8 16.9 17.7 18.3 19 19.4
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 18.7 21.4 25.7 30 34.9 38.5
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 2.5 3 4 5.4 7.2 9
INM [Non Metals] 12.1 14.7 18.7 24.1 30.5 37.4
IOI [Other Industries] 1173.8 1194.2 1251.7 1332.3 1416.3 1417.5
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 8.3 9.3 10.3 11.4 12.5 13.6
RC1 [Residential Cooling - Western] 22.2 25.2 28.9 32.6 36.3 40.1
RC2 [Residential Cooling - Central] 159.1 180.5 209.3 239.3 270.2 301.5
RC3 [Residential Cooling - Eastern] 20.8 23.4 26.4 29.2 32 34.8
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 36.6 40.8 47.4 53.4 59.5 65.6
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 3.6 4 4.7 5.3 5.9 6.5
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 2.6 2.9 3.4 3.8 4.3 4.7
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 173.6 214.5 306.4 384.9 566.4 712.5
RH1 [Residential Space Heat - Western] 212.5 239.8 270.1 302.9 339.4 369
RH2 [Residential Space Heat - Central] 221.6 249.9 284.8 323.5 366.8 403.1
RH3 [Residential Space Heat - Eastern] 121.6 133.1 147.4 160.9 175.9 187
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 183.8 201.8 221.2 242.1 265.4 283
RK1 [Residential Cooking - Western] 16.3 18.4 20.9 23.4 26 28.5
RK2 [Residential Cooking - Central] 21.6 24.5 28.4 32.5 36.7 40.9
RK3 [Residential Cooking - Eastern] 6.2 7 7.9 8.8 9.6 10.5
RL1 [Residential Lighting - Western] 16.8 20.8 26.6 30.4 34.4 38
RL2 [Residential Lighting - Central] 20.9 23 26.9 30.9 35.4 39.6
RL3 [Residential Lighting - Eastern] 18.8 20.5 23.1 26 28.9 31.5
ROT [Residential Other] 17.9 18.1 18.4 18.6 18.8 19
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 67.3 76.2 87.2 98.2 109.5 120.8
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 192.3 221.5 265.4 331.5 416.9 478.3
TAI [International Aviation] 49.3 55.5 66.1 83.6 104.2 122
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 7.5 9 10.7 12 13.5 14.8
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 17.8 20 22.9 26.1 29.6 32.8
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 115.7 126.2 136 145.1 154 159.4
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 4.9 5.6 6.4 7.1 8.1 8.9
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 240.3 262.2 282.5 301.3 319.8 331.1
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 4.4 4.6 4.9 5 5.2 5.2
TTF [Rail-Freight] 69.2 69.9 73.1 78 83.7 86.3
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 10.7 10.4 10.7 11.1 11.7 11.8
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 88.2 86.3 90.2 97.4 105.6 108.9
TWI [International Navigation] 80.5 78.8 83.3 89.8 96.4 100.4
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 CHI 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 1418.3 1569.6 1738.3 1925.2 2038.1 2113.2
CC1 [Commercial Cooling - Rural] 5 5.5 6.1 6.8 7.2 7.4
CC2 [Commercial Cooling - Urban] 95.5 184.5 356.5 689 1019.6 1317.4
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 71.1 92 114 129.2 137 142.2
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat - Rural] 63.2 68.5 74.4 84.1 87.2 92.3
CH2 [Commercial Space Heat - Urban] 243.3 315.8 396.5 452.6 469.3 496.7
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 116.9 154.9 190.5 217.5 230.3 238.7
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 228.4 460.7 957.4 1959.3 3086.3 4180.4
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 43.2 226.4 389 1150.7 3310.2 7659.1
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 44.3 50 63.1 72.7 78.4 81.4
ICH [Chemicals] 3351.9 4671.2 6717.1 9970.8 19404.4 32770.7
IIS [Iron and Steel] 115.6 132.4 156.4 197.2 224.1 240.8
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 32.1 44.7 63.2 93.9 172.8 256.6
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 2.4 3.3 4.8 7.2 13.1 19.5
INM [Non Metals] 536 758.7 1074.1 1594.4 2934.6 4358.4
IOI [Other Industries] 3813.3 5314.3 7519.9 11165.4 20555.2 30527.9
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 0 0 0 0 0 0
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 405.8 937.7 2163.5 4992.9 8289.9 11586.8
RC1 [Residential Cooling - Rural] 31.5 40.7 50.4 57.7 61.2 63.5
RC2 [Residential Cooling - Urban] 124.3 309.8 721.3 1595.4 2692.1 3800.7
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 0.5 0.7 1.1 1.5 1.9 2.3
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 16 30.6 63.8 127.7 200.9 273
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 0.5 1.3 3.3 7.3 10.9 13.3
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 166.6 818.6 1811.2 4006.2 7098.2 9543.9
RH1 [Residential Space Heat - Rural] 976.2 976.3 989.2 975 999.7 982.5
RH2 [Residential Space Heat - Urban] 896.4 1170.9 1422.1 1611.1 1709.1 1774.1
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 456.4 584.2 724.1 803.6 852.4 903.3
RK1 [Residential Cooking - Rural] 5077.1 5181.1 5249.4 5281.9 5305.3 5322.5
RK2 [Residential Cooking - Urban] 813.6 906 990.3 1063.7 1128.4 1168.2
RL1 [Residential Lighting - Rural] 110.1 110 116.3 123.4 130.3 129.8
RL2 [Residential Lighting - Urban] 143.1 328.1 747.3 1689.6 2851.1 4025.1
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 117.3 153.2 186.1 210.8 223.6 232.1
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 235.5 371.6 608.5 1040 1477.7 1792.2
TAI [International Aviation] 19.5 70.1 235.2 537.9 734.4 851
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 11.8 18.4 29.2 46.4 56.8 61
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 8.3 14.3 24.2 41.6 57.2 65.9
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 3 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.5
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 12 20.2 34.8 60 82.5 93
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 151.1 382.5 800.9 1053.9 1184 1242.1
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 8.6 14.8 25 43.1 59.3 68.3
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 252.1 638.1 1335.9 1758.1 1975 2126.5
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 36.5 39.9 42.8 45.2 47.2 48.8
TTF [Rail-Freight] 565.5 934.4 1609.4 2801.4 3895.9 4745.8
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 91.5 93.1 98.6 104.6 110.4 114
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 362.4 513 734 1095.1 1362.8 1552.6
TWI [International Navigation] 249.8 311 394.8 520.5 613 656.7
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 CSA 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 611.1 921.5 1144.7 1310.6 1394.4 1453.7
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 275.8 607.9 1311.2 2521.6 3371.8 3939.6
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 86.3 102.2 118.1 127.5 132.6 136
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 47.2 57.7 68.8 76 79.2 81.5
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 107.2 133.8 156.9 172.6 179.8 185.1
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 769.3 1094.7 1574.9 2221.5 2747.9 3164.6
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 77.4 464.9 888.4 1243.6 2119.4 2679.4
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 111.2 123.7 143 153.4 167.3 163.7
ICH [Chemicals] 1551.4 4367.8 9763.1 13984.3 17302 17261
IIS [Iron and Steel] 36.4 43.9 50.6 58.8 65.6 69
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 10.3 17.6 30.1 52 95 145.8
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 2.2 3.1 4.5 6.5 13 21.6
INM [Non Metals] 76.8 132.5 226.9 392 784 1309.6
IOI [Other Industries] 3091.2 6746.6 14945.2 29143.1 37297 47709.5
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 0.3 0.6 1.1 2.2 3.2 4.2
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 125.4 247 482.9 936.7 1365.2 1793.7
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 291.3 444 572.8 703.7 844.2 972.3
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 0.6 1.1 2.2 3.8 5.1 5.8
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 0.6 1.1 2.2 3.8 5.1 5.8
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 0.6 1.1 2.1 3.8 5.1 5.8
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 234.1 987.7 1735.3 2596.1 4769.6 6213
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 35.7 43.1 51.3 60 69.5 77.1
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 540.6 710.2 877.4 1038.7 1175 1269.5
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 1576.6 1850.8 2089.3 2293.4 2421.3 2452.2
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 253.9 439.2 801.6 1374.1 1744.9 1789.5
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 141.3 184.6 222.8 265.8 292.4 299.9
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 159.5 266.3 493.2 914 1087 1205.9
TAI [International Aviation] 122.6 172.4 264.9 442.3 551.8 605.2
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 62.4 70.4 78.9 87.4 96 102.7
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 38.6 67.6 117.6 203.2 247.6 285.1
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 2.7 4.2 6.2 8.3 9.3 9.7
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 40.3 70.5 120.2 207.6 258.1 291.2
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 117.5 199.7 343.9 615.7 883.3 1102.1
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 70.8 123.9 215.4 372.3 453.4 522.2
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 290.1 492.9 848.6 1519.5 2179.8 2775.2
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 15 23.8 35.1 46.9 52.2 54.6
TTF [Rail-Freight] 19.3 25.3 33.6 45.5 54.5 61.6
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 11.7 13 14.4 16.1 17.9 18.9
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 114.5 149.9 197.4 267.3 316.7 351.2
TWI [International Navigation] 477.1 618 813.8 1090.3 1305.9 1432.7
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 EEU 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 427.1 521.4 611.6 670.2 710 736.3
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 6.9 9.1 11.9 15.6 19.5 22.5
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 40.2 48.6 57 62.5 66.2 68.7
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 299.5 365.7 430.7 515.7 595.7 652
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 79.4 96.3 114.2 136.7 157.9 172.8
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 377.8 447.4 537.8 643.9 743.8 814.2
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 61.5 134.7 308 570.9 998 1366.2
COT [Commercial Other] 5 5.9 6.9 8.3 9.6 10.3
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 24.2 26.4 32.3 39.3 46.1 49.7
ICH [Chemicals] 804.7 952.9 1127.7 1350 1536.3 1625.6
IIS [Iron and Steel] 30.2 35.2 41.6 50.6 57.6 60.9
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 5.3 6.2 7.4 8.9 10 10.7
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9 1 1.1
INM [Non Metals] 40.2 47.7 56.4 68.6 76.8 81.3
IOI [Other Industries] 944.3 1071.9 1233.1 1418.4 1589 1681.1
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 18.6 34 59.1 99.7 148.2 191.8
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 179.8 351.5 686.5 1340.7 2339.3 3379.1
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 21 24 27.6 31.7 35.7 38.5
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 36.5 43.3 50.7 55.5 59 61.3
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 6.9 7.7 9.6 10.5 11.2 11.6
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 3.5 4 4.8 5.3 5.6 5.8
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 131.1 316.3 743.6 1709 3049.3 4146.4
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 1292.9 1384.3 1485 1593.3 1691.9 1723.2
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 179.8 217.5 257.3 307.3 357.1 392.9
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 146.3 156.7 168.1 180.3 191.5 199
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 52.6 59.9 71.9 85.8 99.7 109.8
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 51.8 62.8 72 78.8 83.7 87
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 9.2 10.6 12.1 13.6 14.7 15.3
TAI [International Aviation] 44.5 49.4 56 63.5 69.5 69.7
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 6.7 8 9.5 11.4 13.2 14.6
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 16.1 19.7 23.1 25.3 26.8 27.8
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 1 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 12.4 15.1 17.3 19 20.1 20.9
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 37.1 44.4 52.1 57 61.7 62.7
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 11.8 14.4 16.9 18.5 19.6 20.3
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 87.5 104.7 122.8 134.5 142.5 147.8
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 3.6 3.8 4.1 4.4 4.7 4.9
TTF [Rail-Freight] 38.7 45.8 53.2 58.9 63 64.7
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 38.1 39.1 42 45.5 48.8 50.2
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 18.8 22.3 25.6 28.3 30.6 31.4
TWI [International Navigation] 44.1 50.6 59.4 65.1 70.4 73
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 FSU 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 1058.1 1291.8 1515.2 1660.4 1758.9 1824.1
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 9.9 13 17.1 22.4 27.9 32.2
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 90.6 109.5 128.4 140.7 149.1 154.6
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 1055.7 1288.8 1549.2 1854.6 2142.4 2345.1
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 157.1 191.8 225.9 270.5 312.4 342
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 527 745.6 1122.1 1662.3 2295.8 2873.2
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 85.8 187.8 429.6 796.3 1360.5 1861.4
COT [Commercial Other] 6.4 7.5 8.6 9.4 10 10.1
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 33.7 39.5 52.7 69.1 87.6 100.9
ICH [Chemicals] 3595.9 4192.6 4960.5 6033.1 6759.2 7150.7
IIS [Iron and Steel] 70.4 82.1 98.7 118.1 134.4 142.2
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 4.1 4.8 5.6 6.7 7.7 8.1
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 3.3 4 4.7 5.7 6.4 6.9
INM [Non Metals] 42 49.7 59.7 71.5 80.1 86.1
IOI [Other Industries] 5325.3 6140.1 6954 7999 8961.6 9631.9
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 2.1 3.2 4.7 6.9 9.6 11.8
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 1205.3 1294.1 1389.7 1492.4 1580.9 1639.5
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 44.2 57.7 75.1 97.7 122.6 142.1
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 112.1 133.7 156.2 170.7 181.1 191.9
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 33.1 36.2 47.2 56.2 65.2 73.1
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 6.6 7.6 9.3 10.2 10.8 11.2
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 198.4 476.4 1252.9 2185.2 2757.2 2922
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 5707.9 6667.7 7788.9 8692 9221.9 9577.9
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 517.9 630.2 742.6 884.7 1025.8 1127
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 524.3 640.1 750.8 822.7 871.5 903.8
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 100.8 121.5 159.3 213.4 266.1 306.7
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 132.3 161 188.7 229.4 260.7 286.4
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 23 25.8 30.1 32.9 36.4 37.8
TAI [International Aviation] 572.9 615.9 695.7 786.5 861.9 895.2
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 11.4 13.7 16 17.5 18.5 19.3
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 16.8 20.6 24.1 26.4 28 29
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 6 6.4 6.9 7.4 7.8 8.1
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 15.2 18.6 21.3 23.4 25.3 26.2
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 151.6 184.5 211.2 230.9 250 254.5
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 14.9 18.2 21.4 23.4 24.8 25.7
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 206.5 251.2 287.6 314.4 333.6 346.4
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 10.3 10 9.8 9.7 9.5 9.4
TTF [Rail-Freight] 239.6 283.7 329.4 364.7 390.3 404.8
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 199.6 233.2 272.4 300.9 322.5 335
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 52.1 60.4 70.2 77.7 83.1 86.2
TWI [International Navigation] 28.6 32.2 37 41.4 44.8 45.5
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 IND 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 407.8 442.9 480.1 519.7 553.3 575
CC1 [Commercial Cooling - Region 1] 1.7 2 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.4
CC2 [Commercial Cooling - Region 2] 32.9 74.5 163.9 319.3 491.4 602.5
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 5.7 6.7 8 8.8 9.4 9.8
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
CH2 [Commercial Space Heat - Region 2] 1.7 2.2 3 4.1 5.3 6
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 20.9 25.7 31.4 34.1 37.1 38.5
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 187.9 345.1 505.1 654.9 825 985
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 17.2 75.6 382.4 590.4 960.1 1018
COT [Commercial Other] 10.3 12.5 14.6 16.2 17.2 17.5
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 5.7 6.3 7.6 7.9 9.2 8.5
ICH [Chemicals] 1202 1566.5 2090.8 2819.1 5801.2 9922.2
IIS [Iron and Steel] 18.5 20.8 24 27.1 32.7 34.2
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 3.3 4.2 5.7 7.6 14.9 22
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 0.5 0.7 1 1.3 2.6 3.9
INM [Non Metals] 87.6 114.2 154.9 205.6 404.9 605.3
IOI [Other Industries] 1024.6 1335.3 1782.2 2403.1 4660.5 6853.7
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 0 0 0 0 0 0
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 29.1 34.2 40.1 46.8 52.9 57.1
RC1 [Residential Cooling - Region 1] 3.7 4.2 4.6 4.9 5.2 5.3
RC2 [Residential Cooling - Region 2] 69.9 96.9 128.8 159.3 184.3 203
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 1.2 1.5 2 2.4 2.8 3.1
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 7.4 9.3 11.9 14.3 16.7 18.5
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.1
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 98.4 349.6 665.4 1083.8 2270.3 2700.2
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 61.6 68.4 75.4 81 85 85.6
RH2 [Residential Space Heat - Region 2] 55.3 71.4 91.3 113.4 137.4 159.8
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 961.6 1294.8 1786.9 2476.5 3337 4018.5
RK1 [Residential Cooking - Region 1] 3132.3 3482.3 3783.8 4021.8 4190 4291.4
RK2 [Residential Cooking - Region 2] 1336.3 1649.2 1987.7 2343.7 2711.4 3088.3
RL1 [Residential Lighting - Region 1] 101.6 110.4 125.2 128.9 142.4 137.6
RL2 [Residential Lighting - Region 2] 147.3 190.9 248.2 301.7 389.4 434.1
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 36.9 48 59.1 71 82 90.5
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 2.2 5.8 14.8 27.6 38 44.9
TAI [International Aviation] 103.3 136.8 193.6 284.7 409.1 459.6
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 15.2 26.6 45.5 76 117.1 153.8
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 22.3 37.4 62 101.8 152.2 196.2
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 18 28.2 43 66.2 91.7 106.5
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 53.6 106.4 185.2 226.7 263.4 277.3
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 36.3 60.8 98.7 156.7 210.6 253.4
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 79.5 157.9 274.8 336.4 381.1 411.4
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 2.7 3 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.4
TTF [Rail-Freight] 39.9 60.8 93.4 144 208.5 254.5
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 62.1 69.5 77.1 82.3 89.7 90.5
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 26.2 34.3 46.1 62.8 80.6 92.6
TWI [International Navigation] 3.8 4.5 5.4 6.7 8 8.6
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 JPN 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 425.9 453.8 475.3 497.4 518.7 537.3
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 310.5 333.1 357.3 383 408.7 432.2
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 114.1 119.5 124.4 127.3 129.8 130.7
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 374.3 391.9 405.9 415 421.8 427.8
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 254.5 262.5 270.4 276.5 281.1 282.1
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 1096 1251.2 1435.4 1698.7 2009.9 2269.8
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 323.4 435.7 604.7 837.7 1155 1482.7
COT [Commercial Other] 77.4 78.2 79.7 82.4 83.8 83.2
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 77.4 81.1 84.4 86.4 88.2 89.7
ICH [Chemicals] 1842.1 2131.2 2501.9 2914.9 3342.5 3684.5
IIS [Iron and Steel] 93.5 89.3 87.9 89.3 89.3 87.9
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 29.9 31.8 37.2 43.2 49.6 52.6
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 1.2 1.6 2 2.6 2.9 3.3
INM [Non Metals] 81.3 85.6 90.6 97.1 104.9 109.1
IOI [Other Industries] 2256.9 2272.3 2357.7 2524.2 2588 2542.3
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 10.6 12.5 14.8 17.6 20.6 23.6
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 488.4 553.2 613.3 669.2 724 777.5
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 24.2 26 29.5 32.2 34.9 37.4
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 9.3 10.1 11.4 12.4 13.4 14.4
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 9.3 10.2 11.4 12.4 13.4 14.4
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 211.5 255.4 344 493 731.3 931.3
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 717.2 793.6 869.7 944.8 1018.2 1078.7
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 463 501.7 539.5 576.1 611.3 638.6
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 187.3 207.3 227.2 246.8 266 284.6
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 341.4 407.5 480.9 529.3 572.7 605.4
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 156.7 174.3 190.9 209.3 225.3 242
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 156.8 180 210.1 254.4 304.4 342
TAI [International Aviation] 265 288.3 332.3 421 493.4 565.8
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 4 4 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.6
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 55 62.3 68.1 74.6 81.8 85.4
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.5
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 2.7 3.1 3.6 4.1 4.5 4.9
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 145.2 169.4 196.1 215.9 242.6 262.8
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 13.5 15.7 18.2 20 22.5 23.9
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 519.7 589.1 656.6 719.2 773.6 823.8
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.6 6.4 6.3
TTF [Rail-Freight] 6 6.1 6.3 6.7 7 7.2
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 97.4 97.2 103.1 114.1 123.1 128.8
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 107.1 105.9 108.6 117.4 123.7 126.8
TWI [International Navigation] 64.7 64 65.7 70.2 74.8 77.5
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 MEA 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 308.4 578 1005 1671.4 2698.4 3565.2
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 10.6 29.9 78.9 190.6 421 639.6
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 13.7 17.1 21.1 24.9 29.1 33
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 223.9 323.8 465.5 656.9 918.7 1121.3
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 51.6 142 382.8 905.8 2020.7 3101.4
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 356 985.6 2603.4 6189.4 13807.9 21089.9
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 111.6 502.7 1852.4 2834.2 4274.8 7553.9
COT [Commercial Other] 13.6 16.5 19.2 21.1 22.7 23.2
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 3.4 6.5 13.8 26.8 54.1 76.1
ICH [Chemicals] 1685.9 5653.9 16117 24403.7 26221.8 26903.6
IIS [Iron and Steel] 26.4 26.3 26.9 28.4 29.4 30
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 1.9 3 4.9 7.8 14.8 21.6
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 0.7 0.9 1.3 1.7 3.5 5.4
INM [Non Metals] 48.6 79.8 130.4 208 387.3 566.5
IOI [Other Industries] 2604.5 8734.8 11962.2 13695.6 16571.6 31970.3
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 10.3 17.6 27.6 39.6 53.7 64.3
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 1701.7 2006.8 2339.5 2705.1 3115.2 3381.9
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 281.7 508.5 895 1446 2206.8 2624
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 35.5 62.7 106.9 171.9 295.2 403.2
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 0.6 1 1.8 2.9 5 6.8
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.4
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 256 743 2041.2 2802.7 4087.3 6472.8
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 239.2 286.4 344.8 410.8 481.2 540.6
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 616.2 1019.5 1663.1 2701.8 4546.2 6272
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 758.3 957.8 1168.6 1392.4 1630.7 1832
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 171.2 355.4 763.9 1505.1 3229.4 5051.2
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 149.2 329.5 700.9 1395.5 2934.4 4634.1
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 43.3 66.6 103.1 155.4 236.2 297.4
TAI [International Aviation] 333.9 497.1 769.2 1121.5 1763.1 2220
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 19.9 23.9 28.8 34.3 40.2 45.1
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 66.8 120.6 209.4 354.2 591 805.7
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 5 6 6.7 7.3 7.6 7.8
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 17.6 31.8 54.1 91.4 127.9 156.1
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 146.2 235.8 384.6 624.8 1072.7 1414.1
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 41 74.1 128.7 217.6 304.3 364
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 242.2 400.6 637.2 1035.1 1777.3 2342.8
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 11.4 13.9 16.7 19.9 23.3 26.2
TTF [Rail-Freight] 6.2 9.5 14.4 21.7 32.6 40.9
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 3.9 4.6 5.6 6.6 7.8 8.8
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 8.3 10 12.3 14.8 17.9 19.6
TWI [International Navigation] 156.1 295.4 537.6 924 1498.7 2006.7
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 MEX 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 113.7 165.4 239 343.4 418.5 482.2
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 34 113.2 368.4 1106.3 1998 2940
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 69.9 88.6 113.1 147 172 190.9
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 17.6 23.3 30.9 42.3 48.6 55.6
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 14.8 18.5 22.1 24.4 25.5 26.2
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 74.4 106.7 154.1 218 269.9 310.9
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 15.4 123.9 453 622.6 834.1 1187.3
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 15.4 17.7 23.2 30.7 36.5 39.9
ICH [Chemicals] 494 1594.9 3976.2 6247.5 6656.5 6745.6
IIS [Iron and Steel] 10.8 15.8 23.6 35 43.5 50
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 3.7 6.8 10.9 14.3 15.8 16
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 0.3 0.5 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.3
INM [Non Metals] 30.9 45.1 66.4 100.1 124.6 145.1
IOI [Other Industries] 548.7 1743.9 5115.9 9971.4 12345.9 14003
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 0 0 0 0 0 0
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 57.6 92.4 153.2 257.5 354.8 431
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 47.6 270.5 846.7 1100.1 1501.6 2068.2
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 4 4.4 4.9 5.4 5.8 6.1
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 122.5 137.8 152.6 167.3 181.8 193.2
RK1 [Residential Cooking - Region 1] 68 76.8 87.6 100.3 108.7 114.6
RK2 [Residential Cooking - Region 2] 132.5 177.5 242.7 334.9 406.9 463
RL1 [Residential Lighting - Region 1] 4.6 5.5 7.1 9.2 11 11.9
RL2 [Residential Lighting - Region 2] 24.3 30.6 41.9 57.8 71.7 79.9
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 30 45.9 70.7 114.8 149.6 184.8
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 18.6 27.3 43.2 72.2 99.9 119.8
TAI [International Aviation] 105.3 150 234.2 383.2 536.5 657.1
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 19.7 22.1 24.5 26.9 29.2 31
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 14.6 25.7 45.1 78.2 106.4 132.8
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 8.9 15.7 26.9 46.7 63.6 79.4
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 53.5 92.7 168.4 307.3 445.8 572.6
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 25.6 45.2 77.5 137.3 186.6 233.2
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 119.5 206.3 361.9 658.3 955 1200.3
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 6.2 7.1 7.8 8.6 9.3 9.9
TTF [Rail-Freight] 18.3 27.6 42.2 64.7 82.7 97.9
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 8 8.3 8.8 9.5 10 10.3
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 0 0 0 0 0 0
TWI [International Navigation] 35.9 46.8 61.9 83.1 99.5 109.2
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 ODA 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 326.3 435 537 659.1 769.8 846.2
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 142.5 265 487.7 891 1432.1 1938.7
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 34.7 49.7 71.9 103.7 141.9 172.2
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 106.5 131.9 158.6 176.2 187.5 194.8
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 90.3 109.6 125.6 141.5 153.7 160.8
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 322.5 437.4 575.7 707.1 825.6 970
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 124.1 622.5 1469.3 2119.4 3515.5 10094.1
COT [Commercial Other] 2.5 3 3.6 4 4.3 4.3
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 75.2 82.5 99.1 106.2 114.2 116.2
ICH [Chemicals] 1211.4 1984.6 3271.2 5441.4 8234.7 10437.8
IIS [Iron and Steel] 14.3 20 29.3 42.2 55.6 64
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 10.2 15.6 24 37.4 53.8 65.8
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
INM [Non Metals] 43.2 67.2 103.8 161.8 229.8 289.1
IOI [Other Industries] 4043 6441 9940.9 15495.2 22255.7 27262
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 0 0 0 0 0 0
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 261.6 533.4 1074.5 2146.4 3711.3 5276.3
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 122.5 343.9 961.6 2518.1 5422.1 8341
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 5.1 6.6 8.1 9.4 10.6 11.6
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 15.3 19.9 24.4 28.2 31.9 34.7
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 5.1 6 7 7.9 8.9 9.6
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 152.6 519.5 1708.3 2395.8 3110.7 3466.7
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 492.2 579.5 662.3 733.1 818 886.6
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 723.6 875.7 990.5 1118.7 1248.4 1353
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 3158 3718.6 4249.7 4799.8 5356 5805
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 365.4 669.9 1246.6 2195.2 3689.7 4994.7
ROT [Residential Other] 34.1 35.8 36.9 37.5 37.9 38.2
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 50.9 61.6 69.6 78.7 89.6 95.1
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 26.4 35.9 50.9 75 102.6 117
TAI [International Aviation] 712.4 1024 1552.3 2502 3570.6 4009.2
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 45.2 52.4 59.9 67.7 75.5 81.9
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 35.9 56.7 88.9 138.6 182.5 204.2
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 2.4 2.6 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.2
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 55.8 88.1 135.3 211 291.5 338.1
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 126.5 248.4 426 516.1 576.2 616
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 53.6 90.5 151.5 238.3 319.4 383.9
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 201.5 405.8 678.6 822 941.4 981.2
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 20.8 24.5 28 31.7 35.3 38.3
TTF [Rail-Freight] 18.4 22.6 27.6 33.9 40 44
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 8.4 9.5 10.9 12.3 13.8 14.9
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 125.2 198.4 318.3 512.6 751.9 951.7
TWI [International Navigation] 969.7 1485.2 2160.6 3109.6 4130.9 4811.4
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 SKO 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 149.2 198 243.3 297 347.4 382.2
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 105.5 132.8 159 176.1 187.5 194.8
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 32.4 39.6 47.1 52 55.6 57.9
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 256.4 316 378.5 419.1 446.3 463.7
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 153.8 189.7 224.3 246.5 262.5 272.8
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 298.6 375.9 450.2 498.5 530.8 551.6
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 68 133.6 282.5 573.7 1013 1396.9
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 20.6 25.7 30.6 33.7 36.1 37.6
ICH [Chemicals] 1237.1 1881.9 2878.3 4506.3 6393 7841.1
IIS [Iron and Steel] 40.3 54.6 80.3 116.6 151.1 171.9
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 7.7 11.8 18 27.3 39 47.8
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 16 24.7 38.4 59.2 84 104.6
INM [Non Metals] 46.8 70.1 108.9 170.4 241.8 301.2
IOI [Other Industries] 604.2 904.8 1383.6 2166.7 3122.1 3829.3
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 18 28.2 43.8 67.4 95.7 119.2
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 191.4 224.9 263.4 307.7 348.2 375.7
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 48.4 106.2 228.3 434.7 687.2 854.1
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 4.4 9.4 20.6 39.1 61.9 76.9
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 2.5 2.5 2.9 3 3.1 3.1
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 59.8 232.3 947.7 1727.8 2283.1 2494.7
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 148.9 200.4 263.7 358.7 463.2 532.3
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 74.6 100.4 132.8 177.1 228.7 268.2
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 100.2 134.9 181.2 241.6 311.9 365.8
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 58.9 60 62.2 65.4 67.1 67.1
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 14.9 16 16.3 16.8 17.6 17.6
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 124.7 183.8 279.5 440.2 637.8 777.9
TAI [International Aviation] 29 41.4 62.1 95.8 145.2 175.1
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 6.1 6.4 6.6 6.8 7 7.1
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 11.2 19.1 30.2 44.4 58.1 68.6
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 8.9 15.1 23.5 34.5 45.2 53.4
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 38.8 63.3 98.8 143.4 194.6 228
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 7.1 12.1 18.8 27.7 37 42.8
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 72.8 121.3 185.5 269.1 357.9 427.8
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 4.1 4.4 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.9
TTF [Rail-Freight] 14 19.9 28.3 41.2 56.5 67.3
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 4.7 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.2 5.2
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 166.1 200.7 244.4 301.5 356.3 387.9
TWI [International Navigation] 242 267.3 306.5 365.7 422.6 456
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 USA 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 781.8 853.5 908.6 964.9 1021.2 1069
CC1 [Commercial Cooling - Northeast] 379.6 429.8 460.3 471.2 479 484.2
CC2 [Commercial Cooling - South] 1285 1683.8 2048.6 2358.6 2603.6 2781.2
CC3 [Commercial Cooling - Midwest] 446.8 517.3 569.8 615.8 650.1 674
CC4 [Commercial Cooling - West] 417.5 558.7 728.2 891.2 1027.5 1130.3
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 342.6 379.6 418.6 452.3 486.1 519.7
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat - Northeast] 568.9 621.9 650.5 672.3 686.3 692.1
CH2 [Commercial Space Heat - South] 546.7 665.6 780.9 904.8 1024.5 1134.8
CH3 [Commercial Space Heat - Midwest] 712.8 785.2 858 925.3 990.7 1053.8
CH4 [Commercial Space Heat - West] 419.5 525.8 651.9 793.7 948.7 1115.1
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 902.2 999.6 1080.2 1179.1 1267.2 1354.8
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 7025 8490.7 9908.6 11632.9 13203.9 14775
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 614.2 927.8 1570.9 2670.3 3646.8 4346.6
COT [Commercial Other] 684.7 790.3 893.8 1015.3 1155.4 1262.8
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 237.3 265.6 289.9 313.3 336.7 359.9
ICH [Chemicals] 5501.1 7582.7 9158.3 11325.2 12379.6 12865.3
IIS [Iron and Steel] 98.6 112.5 129.5 158.4 189.1 212.7
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 85.7 97.3 111.9 130 149.7 165.3
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 7.2 8.8 11 14 17.2 20.3
INM [Non Metals] 83.9 94.3 103.2 118.9 131.1 139
IOI [Other Industries] 8157 8380.1 8855.7 9642.8 9976.6 10001
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 203.6 255.7 312.6 376.3 442.4 505.4
RC1 [Residential Cooling - Northeast] 113.7 117.2 121.2 125.1 128.8 132.1
RC2 [Residential Cooling - South] 1229.1 1407 1583.8 1763.3 1943.2 2121.7
RC3 [Residential Cooling - Midwest] 290.9 314.6 338.6 362.3 385.2 407.2
RC4 [Residential Cooling - West] 121.7 136.3 152.3 168.7 185.2 201.4
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 301.4 325.8 360.7 394.8 426.7 458
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 31.6 33.6 37.8 41.3 44.7 48
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 22.7 24.4 27.2 29.7 32.1 34.5
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 1502.5 1709.4 2168.2 2988.3 4046.3 5071.3
RH1 [Residential Space Heat - Northeast] 1117 1137.8 1178 1210.5 1244.1 1275.3
RH2 [Residential Space Heat - South] 959.3 1075.5 1193.9 1315.4 1435.9 1554.4
RH3 [Residential Space Heat - Midwest] 1390.8 1486.8 1582.9 1677 1766.9 1833.7
RH4 [Residential Space Heat - West] 650.6 708.9 762.9 824.5 884.4 942.3
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 1439.9 1550.4 1647.7 1753.9 1878.5 1961.7
RK1 [Residential Cooking - Northeast] 349.1 383.2 418.1 453.4 488.2 522.2
RL1 [Residential Lighting - Northeast] 486.3 562.3 648.2 734.5 793.9 852.2
ROT [Residential Other] 132.2 133.5 134.8 135.9 137 138
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 582.8 642.8 701.1 767.2 829.3 890.1
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 2949.5 4237.5 6879.8 8592.8 9307.4 9485.8
TAI [International Aviation] 872.5 1160.7 1706.8 2112.6 2315.5 2409
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 19.2 20.1 20.8 22.1 23 23.8
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 109.6 147.8 195.7 244.8 303.8 362.3
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 5.5 5.9 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.7
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 224.1 310.2 456.3 528.7 551.9 574.2
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 1553.9 1766 1977.6 2162 2366.7 2532.6
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 59.9 87.6 133.2 153 165.8 172.5
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 2351.5 2608.6 2836.3 3041.1 3255.9 3433.3
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 8.1 8.8 9.4 10 10.6 11.1
TTF [Rail-Freight] 485.6 576 685.9 816.3 939.8 1031
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 80.4 80.5 85.4 98.4 106.9 114.4
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 336.8 360.9 397.2 454.8 518.1 555
TWI [International Navigation] 1236.2 1310.6 1441.9 1651.6 1881.7 2058.3
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 WEU 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
AGR [Agricultural demand] 1022.7 1067 1112.9 1160.5 1206.6 1246.6
CC1 [Commercial Cooling] 1037.2 1151.2 1277 1415.5 1558.2 1688.9
CCK [Commercial Cooking] 120.7 126.6 133.9 137.5 140.5 141.6
CH1 [Commercial Space Heat] 1344.7 1415.2 1484.2 1524 1554.2 1579.8
CHW [Commercial Hot Water] 541.1 575.2 597.2 613.3 625.4 635.7
CLA [Commercial Lighting] 3471.5 4508.5 5597.6 6686.8 7775.9 8865
COE [Commercial Office Equipment] 372.8 580.3 1025.5 1354.2 1381 1403.8
COT [Commercial Other] 130.8 128.2 128.3 132.4 135 134.3
CRF [Commercial Refrigeration] 159.5 176 194.6 215.3 239.2 261.4
ICH [Chemicals] 5595.9 6271.9 7129.3 8352.6 9542.4 10506.6
IIS [Iron and Steel] 123.3 124.1 130.8 137.8 146.9 150.7
ILP [Pulp and Paper] 81.3 97.3 116.2 139 160.9 171.2
INF [Non-ferrous metals] 4.9 5.7 7.4 9.7 12.9 16.7
INM [Non Metals] 111.5 135.8 159.7 181.8 201.8 209.8
IOI [Other Industries] 5051.1 5138.5 5435.9 5824.5 6000.4 6003.6
NEU [Non Energy Uses] 96.3 102.4 108.2 114.3 120.1 125.1
ONO [Other non-specified consumption] 580.2 711.1 870.5 1064.3 1284 1503.6
RC1 [Residential Cooling] 411.7 434.7 451.7 467.6 482.4 493.5
RCD [Residential Clothes Drying] 163.4 166.1 176.5 182.8 188.5 192.9
RCW [Residential Clothes Washing] 27.2 27.8 29.4 30.5 31.4 32.1
RDW [Residential Dishwashing] 27.2 28 29.4 30.5 31.6 32.1
REA [Residential Other  Electric] 958.8 1451.4 2941.9 4064.1 4813.9 5546.3
RH1 [Residential Space Heat] 5529 5791.9 6002.3 6151.6 6410.2 6492
RHW [Residential Hot Water] 930.5 974.8 1010.2 1035.3 1078.9 1092.6
RK1 [Residential Cooking] 391.8 410.4 425.3 440.3 454.2 464.6
RL1 [Residential Lighting] 331.9 347.5 375.5 396.1 408.7 411.7
RRF [Residential Refrigeration] 381.3 394.9 405.6 416.3 426.2 433.5
TAD [Domestic Aviation] 434.2 599.5 941.3 1071.3 1086.3 1130.2
TAI [International Aviation] 1589.3 2103.3 3061 3634.1 3862.7 4018.8
TRB [Road Bus Demand] 24 23.9 23.4 23.2 22.9 23
TRC [Road Commercial Trucks Demand] 112.1 127 140.9 159.3 182.3 200.7
TRE [Road Three Wheels Demand] 9.2 9.3 9.2 9.2 9.1 9.1
TRH [Road Heavy Trucks Demand] 153.1 205.6 294.4 332.9 342.5 356.4
TRL [Road Light Vehicle Demand] 442.2 556.9 732.7 759.2 747.8 772.5
TRM [Road Medium Trucks Demand] 97.1 130.4 186.6 211.1 221.6 226
TRT [Road Auto Demand] 1085.9 1367.6 1799.4 1864.4 1836.3 1910.5
TRW [Road Two Wheels Demand] 17.3 17.4 17.2 17 16.9 16.7
TTF [Rail-Freight] 99.9 104.3 111 123.2 133.1 143.5
TTP [Rail-Passengers] 233.3 217.9 220.5 222.6 220.5 221.1
TWD [Domestic Internal Navigation] 283.9 283.7 293.6 316.6 336.3 354
TWI [International Navigation] 1336.6 1335.6 1382.1 1490.7 1566.7 1666.9
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Table F.5. Exogenous constraints in transportation sector 

Code Description Bound AFR AUS CAN CHI CSA EEU FSU IND

S_TRAALC Alcool  
as a share of total TRA fuels LOW 10% 10% 10% 10% 15% 10% 10% 10%

S_TRAALC2 Alcool  
as a share of total TRA fuels UP 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40%

S_TRAELC Electricity  
as a share of total TRA fuels LOW 3% 8% 8% 5% 3% 5% 5% 3%

S_TRAGAS Natural gas  
as a share of total TRA fuels LOW 10% 15% 15% 10% 10% 15% 15% 10%

S_TRAHH2 Hydrogen  
as a share of total TRA fuels LOW 10% 15% 15% 10% 10% 15% 15% 10%

 

Code Description Bound JPN MEA MEX ODA SKO USA WEU

S_TRAALC Alcool as a share of total TRA 
fuels LOW 10% 10% 15% 10% 10% 10% 10%

S_TRAALC2 Alcool as a share of total TRA 
fuels UP 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40%

S_TRAELC Electricity as a share of total 
TRA fuels LOW 8% 3% 3% 3% 3% 8% 8%

S_TRAGAS Natural gas as a share of total 
TRA fuels LOW 15% 10% 10% 10% 15% 15% 15%

S_TRAHH2 Hydrogen as a share of total 
TRA fuels LOW 15% 10% 10% 10% 15% 15% 15%
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13APPENDIX G 

 

REGIONAL MARKAL RESULTS OBTAINED WITH MARKAL  

IN THE COST-EFFICIENCY APPROACH 

 

 

This appendix presents the results obtained from MARKAL for the four regions (OECD, 

EE+FSU, ASIA, DC) defined by the IPCC and used in chapter IV in order to calibrate the 

model.  

 

The first series of tables and figures refer to the calibration of the model (section  4.4.1. and 

4.4.2):  Figure G.1 and Figure G.2 compare the primary and final energy consumption in AIM 

and MARKAL under the A1B scenario. Figure G.3 compares the electricity generation 

between the A1B and the FOS base cases, and Figure G.4 includes the emission trajectory 

under the different base and sensitivity cases. Table G.1 compares the primary energy 

consumption under the different base and sensitivity cases. 

 

The second series of tables and figures refer to the results obtained under the stabilization 

target (section 4.4.3): Table G.2 presents the annual emissions under the different cases; 

Figure G.5 and Figure G.6 compare electricity generation by fuels under stabilization target 

and in the reference cases, in both A1B and FOS cases.  

 

The last series of figures show the variations of emissions and energy consumption per 

capita and per GDP: Figure G.7 illustrate the trajectory of emissions per capita and per GDP 

for the four regions. Figure G.8 illustrates the primary energy per GDP and per capita. Figure 

G.9 illustrate the carbon intensity of primary energy. These figures show that the stabiliztion 

target contributes to the reduction and convergence of the CO2 emissions per capita, while 

the absolute impacts on the emissions and energy intensities of GDP are smaller since the 

latter already decrease and converge without carbon constraint. Moreover, the carbon 

constraint reduces the carbon intensity of primary energy while the impact on the absolute 

amount of primary energy consumed is small. 
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Figure G.1. Comparison of primary energy consumption in AIM and MARKAL (A1B scenario) 
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Figure G.2. Comparison of final energy consumption in AIM and MARKAL (A1B scenario) 
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Table G.1. Comparison of primary energy consumption in BAU-A1B with and without coal 
limit in electricity sector, and BAU-FOS base cases (EJ) 

 BAU-A1B BAU-A1B coal free BAU-FOS 
 2000 2025 2050 2000 2025 2050 2000 2025 2050 
WORLD                   
Coal 99 135 158 98 195 217 99 166 290 
Oil 175 237 295 180 248 300 175 239 320 
Gas 109 294 451 109 259 416 107 303 585 
Nuclear 9 42 122 9 43 126 9 22 43 
Biomass 40 47 55 38 40 51 40 47 57 
Hydro+Others 10 32 168 10 38 170 10 29 90 
Total 442 787 1249 445 823 1281 440 805 1384 
OECD                   
Coal 39 26 25 39 39 44 40 37 49 
Oil 91 86 73 92 90 73 91 86 74 
Gas 50 75 92 50 65 75 49 82 118 
Nuclear 7 20 24 7 20 25 7 11 13 
Biomass 5 8 13 2 3 5 5 8 13 
Hydro+Others 4 14 35 5 18 43 5 14 25 
Total 197 228 262 196 236 264 196 239 290 
FSU+EE                   
Coal 14 12 14 14 23 26 14 15 18 
Oil 12 13 10 13 13 11 12 13 10 
Gas 29 45 59 29 40 52 29 45 78 
Nuclear 1 5 8 1 5 8 1 2 2 
Biomass 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 
Hydro+Others 1 3 15 1 3 10 1 2 7 
Total 58 79 107 59 85 109 59 78 117 
ASIA                   
Coal 39 80 93 39 81 92 39 87 154 
Oil 30 61 86 30 61 84 30 63 99 
Gas 8 59 124 8 57 126 8 60 144 
Nuclear 1 11 45 1 11 47 1 9 23 
Biomass 21 18 19 22 22 26 21 18 20 
Hydro+Others 2 7 58 2 7 72 2 5 34 
Total 101 237 425 102 239 447 100 243 473 
DC                   
Coal 6 17 26 6 52 55 6 26 69 
Oil 42 77 127 45 84 132 42 77 138 
Gas 22 115 176 21 97 163 21 115 245 
Nuclear 0 6 45 0 7 47 0 1 4 
Biomass 13 19 21 13 14 18 13 19 23 
Hydro+Others 3 9 59 3 10 46 3 7 24 
Total 86 244 456 88 262 460 85 245 504 
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Figure G.3. Comparaison of  electricity generation in BAU-A1B and BAU-FOS base cases 
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Figure G.4. CO2 emissions in base cases and sensitivity analyses 
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Table G.2. Annual emissions (GtC / year) under stabilization target 

  2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050   2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050
BAU-A1B  BAU-FOS 

OECD 3.33 3.52 3.48 3.45 3.42 3.47 OECD 3.32 3.60 3.77 4.06 4.23 4.50
FSU+EE 0.95 0.94 1.09 1.27 1.34 1.37 FSU+EE 0.94 0.99 1.18 1.44 1.58 1.75
ASIA 1.67 2.40 3.43 4.46 5.23 5.61 ASIA 1.66 2.42 3.57 4.92 6.48 7.84
DC 0.97 1.86 2.93 4.03 4.79 5.60 DC 0.96 1.89 3.07 4.54 6.11 7.98
World 6.91 8.73 10.93 13.21 14.78 16.04 World 6.87 8.91 11.59 14.96 18.39 22.07

550-A1B coal free 550-FOS coal free 
OECD 3.33 2.88 2.49 2.46 2.38 2.13 OECD 3.33 2.90 2.50 2.46 2.38 1.97
FSU+EE 0.95 0.83 0.82 0.89 0.91 0.78 FSU+EE 0.95 0.84 0.84 0.89 0.91 0.79
ASIA 1.67 1.67 2.09 2.58 2.87 3.35 ASIA 1.67 1.65 2.06 2.55 2.87 3.24
DC 0.97 1.51 2.01 2.70 3.33 3.53 DC 0.97 1.51 2.01 2.72 3.32 3.79
World 6.91 6.90 7.41 8.63 9.48 9.79 World 6.92 6.90 7.41 8.63 9.48 9.79

550-A1B not elastic 550-FOS not elastic 
OECD 3.33 2.86 2.49 2.44 2.34 2.04 OECD 3.33 2.93 2.45 2.45 2.30 1.97
FSU+EE 0.95 0.83 0.81 0.86 0.89 0.81 FSU+EE 0.95 0.83 0.85 0.86 0.88 0.84
ASIA 1.67 1.69 2.10 2.62 2.90 3.33 ASIA 1.67 1.65 2.10 2.56 2.93 3.10
DC 0.97 1.52 2.00 2.71 3.36 3.60 DC 0.97 1.49 2.01 2.77 3.37 3.89
World 6.90 6.90 7.41 8.63 9.48 9.79 World 6.92 6.90 7.41 8.63 9.48 9.79

550-A1B no sink 550-FOS no sink 
OECD 3.33 2.78 2.46 2.42 2.31 2.14 OECD 3.33 2.75 2.52 2.45 2.26 1.93
FSU+EE 0.95 0.84 0.72 0.74 0.81 0.80 FSU+EE 0.95 0.88 0.74 0.76 0.73 0.66
ASIA 1.67 1.65 2.04 2.62 3.08 3.18 ASIA 1.67 1.63 1.96 2.53 3.08 3.29
DC 0.97 1.63 2.19 2.85 3.27 3.67 DC 0.97 1.63 2.19 2.88 3.41 3.91
World 6.91 6.90 7.41 8.63 9.48 9.79 World 6.92 6.90 7.41 8.63 9.48 9.79
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Figure G.5. Electricity generation under stabilization target and comparison with base case 
(A1B) 
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Figure G.6. Electricity generation under stabilization target and comparison with base case 
(FOS) 
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Figure G.7. Emissions per capita (left) and per GDP (right) 
Remarks:  
- Lower emission rates per capita in ASIA and DC are a consequence of their large populations. The increase of 

the emissions per capita in FSU-EE reflects an economic development faster than the increase of the energy 
intensity of the economy. The emission rate per capita in OECD tend to stabilize.  

- The emission intensities per GDP converge more clearly, reflecting that the gap closure in longer-term is a 
driving force of the IPCC-SRES scenarios. The OECD intensity remains the lowest one. DC’s emissions intensity 
remains quite constant, reflecting the relatively high energy intensity of the GDP. 

- Under CO2 constraint, the CO2 emissions per capita decrease (approx. -40% in 2050 from base case) and the 
convergence of the rates of the different regions is improved. The absolute decrease from base case and the 
added convergence of the GDP’s carbon intensity can be neglected.   
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Figure G.8. Primary energy per capita (left) and per GDP (right) 
Remarks:  
- The impact of carbon constraint on the absolute amount of primary energy consumed is quite small, but the 

carbon intensity of primary energy is changed (see next figure). 
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Figure G.9. Carbon intensity of primary energy 
Remarks:  
- The relative decrease of the carbon intensity of primary energy is approximatively 35% in 2050 in the A1B case 

and 50% in the FOS case.  
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14APPENDIX H 

 

DETAILED RESULTS OBTAINED FOR  

COOPERATIVE AND NON-COOPERATIVE SCENARIOS 

 

This appendix includes all the numerical results that are discussed but not presented in a 

detailed manner in chapter V.  

  

Table H.1 to Table H.9 refer to the section 5.4.  

• Table H.1 to Table H.3 complete the results for A1B scenarios; 

• Table H.4 to Table H.8 include the detailed results for FOS scenarios; 

• Table H.9 computes the free-rider incentive index (Finus et al., 2003). 

 

Table H.10, Table H.11,  Figure H. 1 and Figure H. 2 refer to the beginning of section 5.5.  

• Table H.10 characterize the four regions under FOS scenario (section 5.5.2.); 

• Table H.11 compare the results obtained with 15 players and the ones obtained with 4 

players (section 5.5.2.);  

• Figure H. 1 and Figure H. 2 illustrate the climatic and emissions results under A1B and 

FOS scenarios (section 5.5.3.). 

 

Table H.12 to Table H.19 detail the results associated to allocations and transfers presented 

in section 5.5.3. 

• Table H.12 and Table H.13 detail the regional costs for the different coalitional structures 

of the game; these costs are used to compute the allocations and transfers; 

• Table H.14. provide the numerical values of the allocations of the gain; 

• Table H.15 compares the allocations to the maximal payoff a region may receive, and 

Table H.16 compares the different allocations to the limits of the core; 

• Table H.17 computes the transfers obtained by Vaillancourt (2003). 

• Table H.18 and Table H.19 analyze the impacts of the uni-coalition and the multi-coalition 

structure on the costs. 

 

Table H.20 to Table H.23 analyze the internal stability of farsighted coalitions without transfer 

and refer to section 5.6. 
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Table H.1. Emissions and emission reduction under A1B scenarios 

  A1B- REF A1B-HI A1B-REV A1B-HRV A1B-REF 
No sink

BAU 684.3 684.3 684.3 684.3 684.3
NOCO 625.5 573.8 633.6 590.3 636.2
COOP 402.8 338.8 402.8 338.8 466.7
Reduction NASH w.r.t. reduction COOP 21% 32% 18% 27% 22%

 

 

Table H.2. Economic results under A1B-REF 

Total cost (G$2000 DPV) 
BAU 339525.0
NASH 334925.1
COOP 323530.1
Gain of cooperation (% of COOP costs) 3.5%
Cost of the energy system – from MARKAL (G$2000 DPV) 
BAU 272214.1
NASH 272515.3
COOP 279697.7
Cumulative damages (G$2000 DPV) and share of Total cost (%) 
BAU 67310.9  (19.8%)
NASH 62409.7  (18.6%)
COOP 43832.3  (13.5%)
Abatement cost (G$2000 DPV and % from COOP Total cost) 
COOP (cost COOP - cost NASH) 7182.3  (2.2%)
Reduction of damages (G$2000 DPV and % from COOP Total cost) 
COOP (dam NASH - dam COOP) 18577.3  (5.7%)
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Table H.3. Variations of regional total costs under A1B scenarios 

  A1B-REF  A1B-HI  A1B-REV 

    
COOP-

BAU 
NOCO-

BAU 
COOP-
NOCO  

COOP-
BAU

NOCO-
BAU

COOP-
NOCO  

COOP-
BAU 

NOCO-
BAU 

COOP-
NOCO

AFR  -3929 -904 -3025 -3929 -2544 -4746 -817 -124 -693
AUS  11 -12 23 -136 -96 -40 -216 -67 -150
CAN  29 -50 80 -436 -193 -243 -187 -86 -101
CHI  189 -146 336 -2448 -1245 -1203 -520 -240 -281
CSA  -1313 -378 -934 -3010 -1329 -1681 -356 -190 -166
EEU  142 -28 170 -172 -199 27 -54 -70 16
FSU  925 161 764 -747 -556 -191 -750 -173 -577
IND  -3614 -846 -2767 -8296 -2856 -5440 -1011 -225 -786
JPN  -173 -68 -105 -1243 -486 -757 -3373 -622 -2751
MEA  -58 -89 31 -644 -680 35 966 -28 994
MEX  -359 -161 -198 -883 -562 -322 -40 -60 20
ODA  -3654 -838 -2816 -7745 -2808 -4937 -550 -188 -362
SKO  -880 -222 -658 -1920 -725 -1195 -253 -80 -172
USA  199 -170 369 -991 -1037 46 -4152 -816 -3336
WEU  -3513 -849 -2664 -10845 -3712 -7133 -4680 -921 -3759
Total   -15995 -4600 -11395  -46806 -19026 -27781  -15995 -3891 -12104

 

  A1B-HRV  A1B-REF No sink 

    
COOP-

BAU
NOCO-

BAU
COOP-
NOCO  

COOP-
BAU

NOCO-
BAU

COOP-
NOCO 

AFR  -2343 -797 -1545 -3074 -759 -2316 
AUS  -542 -207 -336 -5 -12 7 
CAN  -586 -210 -376 10 -50 59 
CHI  -2026 -965 -1061 -19 -121 102 
CSA  -1319 -648 -670 -972 -323 -649 
EEU  -280 -202 -78 49 -27 76 
FSU  -2711 -949 -1761 928 162 767 
IND  -2564 -892 -1672 -2786 -709 -2077 
JPN  -9045 -2499 -6546 -115 -55 -60 
MEA  1303 -162 1465 -375 -27 -348 
MEX  -149 -269 120 -341 -136 -206 
ODA  -1651 -805 -846 -2744 -687 -2057 
SKO  -858 -330 -528 -731 -181 -551 
USA  -11156 -3420 -7736 159 -129 288 
WEU  -12880 -3629 -9251 -2763 -719 -2043 
Total   -46806 -15984 -30822  -12780 -3773 -9007 

 
Remark: Negative values represent a gain / Positive values represent a loss 
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Table H.4. Gain and climatic results under FOS base case (no transfer) 

  FOS-REF FOS-HI FOS-REV FOS-HRV FOS-REF 
No sink

Gain of cooperation over non-cooperation (G$2000 DPV) 

World 17808.8 38397.6 18007.4 42205.4 13587.6

Net emissions in 2050 (GtC) 
BAU 23.7 23.7 23.7 23.7 23.7
NOCO 20.7 16.3 20.1 17.7 21.3
COOP 7.8 6.2 7.8 6.2 12.0
CO2 concentration in 2050 (ppm) 
BAU 551.9 551.9 551.9 551.9 551.9
NOCO 530.6 505.3 530.4 511.3 534.1
COOP 435.6 416.7 435.6 416.7 462.2
Temperature increase in 2050 (°C) 
BAU 1.69 1.69 1.69 1.69 1.69
NOCO 1.63 1.56 1.64 1.58 1.64
COOP 1.33 1.25 1.33 1.25 1.42

 

 

Table H.5. Emissions and emission reduction under FOS scenarios 

  FOS-REF FOS-HI FOS-REV FOS-HRV FOS-REF 
No sink

BAU 808.6 808.6 808.6 808.6 808.6
NOCO 737.1 650.7 736.3 671.5 749.4
COOP 413.5 345.2 413.5 345.2 505.0
Reduction NASH w.r.t. reduction COOP 18% 34% 18% 30% 20%
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Table H.6. Economic results under FOS-REF 

Total cost (G$2000 DPV) 
BAU 345996.8
NASH 340389.5
COOP 322580.7
Gain of cooperation (% of COOP costs) 5.5%
Cost of the energy system – from MARKAL (G$2000 DPV) 
BAU 268313.1
NASH 268672.9
COOP 277860.8
Cumulative damages (G$2000 DPV) and share of Total cost (%) 
BAU 77683.7  (22.4%)
NASH 71716.5  (21.0%)
COOP 44719.8  (13.8%)
Abatement cost (G$2000 DPV and % from COOP Total cost) 
COOP (cost COOP - cost NASH) 9187.9  (2.8%)
Reduction of damages (G$2000 DPV and % from COOP Total cost) 
COOP (dam NASH - dam COOP) 26996.7  (8.4%)

 

 

Table H.7. Regional strategic choices under FOS base case (no transfer) 

  FOS-REF FOS-HI FOS-REV FOS-HRV FOS-REF 
No sink

AFR COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP
AUS NASH COOP COOP COOP NASH
CAN NASH COOP COOP COOP NASH
CHI NASH COOP COOP COOP COOP
CSA COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP
EEU NASH COOP COOP COOP NASH
FSU BAU COOP COOP COOP BAU
IND COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP
JPN COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP
MEA COOP COOP NASH NASH COOP
MEX COOP COOP COOP NASH COOP
ODA COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP
SKO COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP
USA NASH COOP COOP COOP NASH
WEU COOP COOP COOP COOP COOP
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Table H.8. Variations of regional total costs under FOS scenarios (G$2000 DPV) 

  FOS-REF  FOS-HI  FOS-REV 

    
COOP-

BAU 
NOCO-

BAU 
COOP-
NOCO  

COOP-
BAU

NOCO-
BAU

COOP-
NOCO  

COOP-
BAU 

NOCO-
BAU 

COOP-
NOCO

AFR  -5385 -1100 -4285 -5385 -3656 -6021 -1016 -182 -835
AUS  -3 -11 8 -225 -109 -116 -322 -76 -246
CAN  74 -61 135 -393 -269 -124 -230 -115 -115
CHI  54 -177 231 -3640 -1685 -1955 -942 -342 -601
CSA  -1806 -485 -1322 -4155 -1854 -2301 -463 -138 -325
EEU  153 -32 184 -289 -275 -15 -122 -94 -28
FSU  1149 225 923 -1320 -804 -516 -1204 -187 -1016
IND  -5098 -1087 -4010 -11273 -4103 -7170 -1444 -330 -1114
JPN  -265 -82 -184 -1702 -695 -1007 -4759 -893 -3865
MEA  -313 -66 -247 -1258 -991 -268 1125 -89 1214
MEX  -563 -225 -338 -1373 -832 -541 -115 -58 -57
ODA  -5256 -1002 -4254 -10799 -4008 -6791 -899 -304 -595
SKO  -1308 -273 -1035 -2691 -1045 -1646 -428 -118 -309
USA  212 -178 389 -1815 -1461 -354 -5898 -1159 -4739
WEU  -5060 -1054 -4006 -14846 -5272 -9574 -6699 -1324 -5375
Total   -23416 -5607 -17809  -65455 -27057 -38398  -23416 -5409 -18007

 

  FOS-HRV  FOS-REF No sink 

    
COOP-

BAU
NOCO-

BAU
COOP-
NOCO  

COOP-
BAU

NOCO-
BAU

COOP-
NOCO 

AFR  -3042 -1120 -1922 -4088 -933 -3155 
AUS  -770 -307 -462 45 -12 57 
CAN  -594 -246 -348 62 -61 123 
CHI  -3074 -1331 -1744 -160 -148 -12 
CSA  -1886 -874 -1012 -1221 -409 -812 
EEU  -434 -287 -147 12 -30 42 
FSU  -3954 -1495 -2459 1284 252 1031 
IND  -3584 -1356 -2229 -3970 -928 -3041 
JPN  -12166 -3653 -8513 -178 -68 -111 
MEA  1354 -222 1575 -601 -6 -594 
MEX  -388 -402 14 -593 -196 -397 
ODA  -2625 -1228 -1397 -3855 -835 -3019 
SKO  -1266 -487 -780 -1057 -225 -832 
USA  -15449 -4952 -10498 37 -144 181 
WEU  -17575 -5291 -12284 -3969 -921 -3048 
Total   -65455 -23249 -42205  -18252 -4664 -13588 

 
Remark: Negative values represent a gain / Positive values represent a loss 
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Table H.9. Free-ride index 
Annual emission reduction percentage in region i under cooperation  

divided by the regional benefits received from abatement (Finus et al., 2003) 
 

 A1B FOS 

 A1B-REF A1B-HI A1B-REV A1B-HRV A1B-REF
no sink FOS-REFFOS-HI FOS-REV FOS-HRV FOS-REF

no sink 
AFR 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 
AUS 34.0 1.6 1.1 0.6 32.3 37.0 1.8 0.5 4.0 34.9 
CAN 16.5 0.9 1.3 0.7 12.5 21.5 1.2 0.8 2.8 17.1 
CHI 5.5 1.3 2.7 1.4 4.5 7.5 1.7 1.7 3.3 6.0 
CSA 1.0 0.7 2.0 1.1 0.8 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.2 0.9 
EEU 20.9 2.2 3.5 1.8 17.0 31.0 3.1 2.4 6.8 24.8 
FSU na 0.8 0.8 0.5 na na 1.2 0.5 3.0 na 
IND 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.3 
JPN 1.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 1.0 2.3 0.7 0.1 1.2 1.9 
MEA 2.3 1.6 9.2 5.1 1.8 2.8 1.9 5.1 2.6 2.0 
MEX 1.2 0.8 2.4 1.4 0.8 2.5 1.4 2.2 2.0 1.8 
ODA 0.4 0.3 1.4 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.8 0.5 0.4 
SKO 0.6 0.4 1.4 0.7 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.4 
USA 3.1 1.2 0.5 0.3 2.5 4.9 1.7 0.4 3.0 3.9 
WEU 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 
 
 
 
Remarks 
 
• The free-rider incentive index aims at capturing the general incentive to participate in cooperation. 

A high free-rider index represents a low interest in cooperation: a high numerator means that the 
region has to contribute a lot to joint abatement, so that its incentive to cooperate is low; a low 
denominator means that the region doesn’t benefit much from the cooperation, so that its incentive 
to cooperate is low. This index is only a crude measure of the cooperation incentive since its 
calculation doesn’t integrate all the possible coalition structures (Eyckmans and Finus, 2003; Finus 
et al., 2003); 

 
• “na” corresponds to regions that positive climate damages; 
 
• This table confirm the results presented in section 5.4.: the dependency of the regional interest in 

cooperation on the estimated or perceived damages; the decrease of the free-ride incentive when 
sinks are available; the increase of the free-ride incentive under FOS scenarios, i.e. when 
emissions in the base case are higher, so that larger emission reductions are necessary and 
abatement becomes more costly. 
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Table H.10. Characteristics of the 4 regions under FOS scenarios 

 
Share 
(%) of 

cum emi 

Marginal dam (US$2000/tCO2) 
and regional share (%) 

Cum emissions (%) w.r.t. 
A1B-BAU 

Share (%) w.r.t. World 
cum emission reduction 

 BAU - - COOP NASH NASH COOP NASH NASH 

 FOS-BAU REF damages REV damages FOS-
REF 

FOS-
REF 

FOS-
REV 

FOS-
REF 

FOS-
REF 

FOS-
REV 

USA 14.7%  0.78    (3.4%) 5.00 (22.0%) -44.2% -1.1% -23.4% 13.3% 0.5% 11.2%
WEU 9.7%  4.10  (18.0%) 5.23 (23.0%) -46.8% -21.3% -26.1% 9.3% 6.7% 8.2%
DC 58.0%16.45  (72.3%) 6.37 (28.0%) -50.9% -47.2% -33.7% 60.4% 89.4% 63.8%
OCD+ 17.7%  1.40    (6.1%) 6.14 (27.0%) -47.2% -5.8% -29.1% 17.1% 3.4% 16.8%
World 100.0%22.75   (100%) 22.75 (100%) -48.9% -30.6% -30.7% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

 

 

Table H.11. Comparison of results with 15 and 4 players 

A1B 
Temperature 

increase 
in 2050 (°C) 

Atmospheric 
concentration 
in 2050 (ppm) 

Emissions 
in 2050 
(GtC/yr) 

Cum emi 
2000-1050 

(GtC) 

Reduction of 
cum emi from 

BAU (GtC) 
BAU 1.60 514.4 17.0 700.5 0.0 
NASH-REF  15 players 1.55 497.1 15.0 645.7 54.8 
NASH-REF    4 players 1.43 459.5 10.3 526.4 174.1 
COOP 1.33 432.5 7.3 438.1 262.3 
 

FOS 
Temperature 

increase 
in 2050 (°C) 

Atmospheric 
concentration 
in 2050 (ppm) 

Emissions 
in 2050 
(GtC/yr) 

Cum emi 
2000-1050 

(GtC) 

Reduction of 
cum emi from 

BAU (GtC) 
BAU 1.69 551.7 23.7 811.4 0.0 
NASH-REF   15 players 1.63 530.6 20.7 745.4 66.0 
NASH-REF     4 players 1.49 478.3 12.7 585.1 226.3 
COOP 1.33 435.6   7.8 447.7 363.8 
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Figure H. 1. Climatic results in 2050 and emission paths with 4 players under A1B scenarios 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure H. 2. Climatic results in 2050 and emission paths with 4 players under FOS scenarios 
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Table H.12. Total regional costs under A1B scenario (G$2000 DPV) 

 A1B-REF 
 Structure* USA WEU DC OCD+ World Coalition
  BAU 59143 57172 160808 52365 329489 - 
COOP 1111 59342 53657 147902 52353 313255 313255 
3 regions 1110 59415 54249 150010 51816 315490 263674 
 1101 58772 54094 150308 51782 314956 164648 
 1011 59220 53536 148983 52291 314029 260493 
  0111 58525 54121 149620 52526 314792 256267 
2 regions** 1100 58799 54425 151769 51852 316845 113224 
 1010 59255 54162 151075 51831 316322 210330 
 1001 58712 54479 152121 51866 317178 110578 
 0011 58610 53995 150628 52388 315621 203016 
 0101 58659 54328 151326 51830 316142 106158 
  0110 58668 54705 151740 51825 316938 206446 
NASH 0000 58711 54610 152669 51900 317890 - 

 

 A1B-REV 
 Structure* USA WEU DC OCD+ World Coalition
  BAU 69725 60010 135502 64251 329487 - 
COOP 1111 65572 55328 133004 59350 313253 313253 
3 regions 1110 66037 55891 132737 59081 313746 254665 
 1101 66716 56609 131749 60339 315413 183664 
 1011 65914 55423 132748 59427 313513 258090 
  0111 65462 55837 132867 59525 313691 248229 
2 regions** 1100 66913 56897 132249 60318 316376 123810 
 1010 66499 56309 132588 59796 315192 199087 
 1001 66912 56732 132178 60423 316245 127335 
 0011 66158 56204 132633 59952 314946 192585 
 0101 66678 56890 132192 60544 316305 117434 
  0110 66278 56496 132562 59981 315316 189058 
NASH 0000 66969 57031 132523 60858 317381 - 

 
* The structure of the game must be read as follows: The four numbers represent the four regions in 

the order USA, WEU, DC, OCD+. 1 means that the corresponding region does cooperate and 
belongs to the coalition, 0 means that the corresponding region remains a singleton.   
E.g.: 1100 means that USA and WEU cooperate, DC and OCD+ remain as singletons. 

 
**  When 2 regions form a coalition, the remaining two regions play individually and do not form any 

coalition. 
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Table H.13. Total regional costs under FOS scenario (G$2000 DPV) 

 FOS-REF 
 Structure* USA WEU DC OCD+ World Coalition
  BAU 59204 58781 165356 52429 335770 - 
COOP 1111 59415 53719 146992 52177 312304 312304 
3 regions 1110 59537 54591 150198 51408 315734 264326 
 1101 58692 54335 150248 51467 314742 164494 
 1011 59317 53598 148408 52100 313423 259824 
  0111 58324 54474 149897 52454 315150 256826 
2 regions** 1100 58802 54764 152517 51522 317605 113566 
 1010 59414 54419 151511 51413 316757 210925 
 1001 58588 54984 153521 51566 318660 110154 
 0011 58432 54352 151150 52307 316241 203457 
 0101 58500 54804 152290 51569 317163 106373 
  0110 58503 55326 153053 51653 318534 208378 
NASH 0000 58596 55163 154260 51671 319690 - 

 

 FOS-REV 
 Structure* USA WEU DC OCD+ World Coalition
  BAU 71708 62135 135452 66538 335834 - 
COOP 1111 65810 55434 131700 59424 312368 312368 
3 regions 1110 66425 56198 131448 59476 313546 254070 
 1101 67131 57070 130214 60976 315392 185177 
 1011 66252 55531 131429 59925 313137 257606 
  0111 65673 56088 131607 60018 313386 247713 
2 regions** 1100 67370 57472 130928 61000 316771 124842 
 1010 66967 56722 131213 60375 315277 198180 
 1001 67320 57164 130767 61192 316443 128512 
 0011 66475 56536 131224 60653 314889 191877 
 0101 67110 57411 130749 61318 316588 118729 
  0110 66686 56978 131249 60470 315382 188227 
NASH 0000 67516 57628 131213 61349 317706 - 

 
* See above how the structure of the game must be read. 
 
**  When 2 regions form a coalition, the remaining two regions play individually and do not form any 

coalition. 
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Table H.14. Allocation of the gain of cooperation over non-cooperation (G$2000 DPV) 

 Rule USA WEU DC OCD+ World gain
A1B-REF NU 862 924 1690 1160 4635 
 SV 774 833 1930 1099 4635 
 GTT 161 836 3353 286 4635 
  TAC 889 1052 1799 895 4635 
A1B-REV NU 972 934 1111 1111 4127 
 SV 874 857 1305 1091 4127 
 GTT 908 949 1156 1114 4127 
  TAC 792 936 1602 797 4127 
FOS-REF NU 1559 1342 2639 1847 7386 
 SV 1412 1177 3058 1739 7386 
 GTT 256 1332 5342 456 7386 
  TAC 1417 1676 2867 1427 7386 
FOS-REV NU 1351 1351 1351 1351 5402 
 SV 1224 1219 1675 1283 5402 
 GTT 1188 1243 1513 1459 5402 
  TAC 1036 1226 2097 1043 5402 

 

 

Table H.15. Comparison of the allocation of the gain of cooperation and the maximal payoff a 
region may receive 

   USA WEU DC OCD+ 
A1B-REF Max payoff * (G$2000 DPV) 1723 1848 4063 2319 
 NU 50% 50% 42% 50% 
 SV 45% 45% 48% 47% 
  GTT 9% 45% 83% 12% 
 TAC 52% 57% 44% 39% 
A1B-REV Max payoff * (G$2000 DPV) 1945 1868 2933 2270 
 NU 50% 50% 38% 49% 
 SV 45% 46% 44% 48% 
  GTT 47% 51% 39% 49% 
 TAC 41% 50% 55% 35% 
FOS-REF Max payoff * (G$2000 DPV) 3118 2684 6450 3694 
 NU 50% 50% 41% 50% 
  SV 45% 44% 47% 47% 
 GTT 8% 50% 83% 12% 
 TAC 45% 62% 44% 39% 
 FOS-REV Max payoff * (G$2000 DPV) 3018 3022 4114 3180 
 NU 45% 45% 33% 42% 
 SV 41% 40% 41% 40% 
 GTT 39% 41% 37% 46% 
  TAC 34% 41% 51% 33% 

 

* The maximal payoff of region i is obtained by maximizing Xi whithin the CORE constraints 
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Table H.16. The definition of the CORE and the excess received by each sub-coalition 
(G$2000 DPV) 

  A1B-REF  A1B-FOS 
    CORE* NU SV GTT TAC  CORE* NU SV GTT TAC
X1+X2+X3  2316 1160 1220 2033 1424 1858 1159 1178 1155 1473
X1+X2+X4  572 2373 2133 710 2264 1194 1822 1628 1777 1331
X1+X3+X4  2787 924 1016 1013 797 2259 934 1011 919 931
X2+X3+X4  2912 862 950 1563 834 2183 972 1071 1037 1153
X1+X2   97 1689 1510 900 1844 191 1716 1541 1667 1537
X1+X3  1050 1502 1654 2463 1638 405 1678 1774 1659 1989
X1+X4  33 1988 1840 414 1751 491 1592 1474 1531 1097
X3+X4  1554 1296 1475 2086 1141 795 1426 1601 1475 1604
X2+X4  352 1732 1580 770 1595 455 1590 1494 1609 1279
X2+X3  834 1780 1929 3355 2017 496 1548 1666 1609 2043
X1  0 862 774 161 889 0 972 874 908 792
X2  0 924 833 836 1052 0 934 857 949 936
X3  0 1690 1930 3353 1799 0 1111 1305 1156 1602
X4   0 1160 1099 286 895  0 1111 1091 1114 797

 

  A1B-REF  A1B-FOS 
    CORE* NU SV GTT TAC  CORE* NU SV GTT TAC
X1+X2+X3  3693 1847 1955 3237 2267 2222 1830 1897 1722 2137
X1+X2+X4  936 3811 3392 1108 3583 1289 2763 2438 2601 2017
X1+X3+X4  4703 1342 1506 1352 1008 2380 1672 1803 1780 1797
X2+X3+X4  4269 1559 1706 2862 1701 2385 1667 1793 1829 1982
X1+X2   193 2708 2396 1395 2900 302 2399 2142 2129 1960
X1+X3  1931 2267 2539 3667 2353 484 2217 2416 2217 2649
X1+X4  113 3293 3038 600 2731 326 2375 2182 2321 1754
X3+X4  2475 2011 2322 3324 1819 593 2109 2366 2379 2548
X2+X4  461 2728 2455 1327 2641 220 2481 2282 2481 2049
X2+X3  1045 2936 3191 5629 3498 549 2152 2346 2206 2774
X1  0 1559 1412 256 1417 0 1351 1224 1188 1036
X2  0 1342 1177 1332 1676 0 1351 1219 1243 1226
X3  0 2639 3058 5342 2867 0 1351 1675 1513 2097
X4   0 1847 1739 456 1427  0 1351 1283 1459 1043

 
*  This column represents the minimal coalitional payoffs that an allocation must satisfied in order to 

belong to the core.  E.g.: Under A1B-REF, the core is the set of allocations (X1, X2, X3, X4) such that:
  X1+X2+X3 ≥ 2316 

X1+X2+X4 ≥ 572 
X1+X3+X4 ≥ 2787 
etc. 

 
The other columns represent the excess as defined by the differences between the coalitional 
payoffs obtained under each allocation rule, and the core’s minimal coalitional payoffs as included in 
the CORE column. 
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Table H.17. Transfers obtained by a multicriterion approach (Vaillancourt, 2003) 

 
EFFICIENT
SOLUTION

RULE  
NORTH* 

RULE  
SOUTH* 

RULE  
AFR-AML* 

Abatement costs** (G$2000 DPV) 
AFR 767 2692 113 -4460 
AUS 70 441 201 323 
CAN 111 134 -186 91 
CHI 1518 4437 -529 1704 
CSA 919 2937 2261 1524 
EEU 103 349 -62 -32 
FSU 464 595 669 -3676 
IND 521 2708 653 1497 
JPN 72 -351 -554 372 
MEA 746 4365 4051 4212 
MEX 395 1643 1393 1484 
ODA 520 3278 1188 1582 
SKO 68 626 498 613 
USA 1316 -12785 -858 1264 
WEU 452 -3026 -795 1544 
WORLD 8043 8043 8043 8042 
USA 1316 -12785 -858 1264 
WEU 452 -3026 -795 1544 
DC 5386 22060 9130 7543 
OCD+ 889 1794 566 -2309 
Transfers*** =  ABATEMCOSTEFF - ABATEMCOSTRULE  G$2000 DPV) 
USA  14101 2174 52 
WEU  3478 1247 -1092 
DC  -16674 -3744 -2157 
OCD+  -905 323 3198 
WORLD  0 0 0 

 
* The North rule favours the emission needs of industrialzed countries, the AFR-AML rule well as the 

South rule favour the emission needs of developing countries, but the latter lies between North and 
South.  

**  Abatement costs include only the costs of the energy system (computed by MARKAL). Residual 
climate damages are not included in the study. 
Negative values of the abatement costs mean that the region sells permits; in other words, it 
receives emission rights higher than the efficient reduction.  

*** Positive values mean that the region receives transfers by selling permits 
 

Reference: 
Vaillancourt, K. (2003).  Équité et scénarios mondiaux de réduction des émissions de gaz à effet de 

serre: Une approche multicritère dynamique combinée au modèle énergétique MARKAL . Thèse 
de doctorat, Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM), Département des sciences de 
l’environnement, Montreal (Canada), p.306. 
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Table H.18. Comparison of regional and coalitional costs** under uni-coalition and multi-
coalition structures (G$2000 DPV) 

 A1B-REF 
Structure* USA WEU DC OCD+ World CCOALITION_1 CCOALITION_2

1122 w.r.t. 1100 -105 -619 -1992 464 -2252 -724 -1528
1212 w.r.t. 1010 -47 -286 -1307 -93 -1733 -1354 -379
1221 w.r.t. 1001 -50 95 -867 -1 -792 -51 -741
2211 w.r.t. 0011 84 -189 -851 -72 -1028 -922 -105
2121 w.r.t. 0101 549 -453 -1558 -92 -1553 -545 -1008
2112 w.r.t. 0110 -6 -132 -486 40 -553 -617 65

 

 A1B-REV 
Structure* USA WEU DC OCD+ World CCOALITION_1 CCOALITION_2

1122 w.r.t. 1100 -807 -811 115 -629 -2132 -1618 -514
1212 w.r.t. 1010 -267 -114 -333 -60 -773 -600 -173
1221 w.r.t. 1001 -708 -538 63 -705 -1888 -1414 -474
2211 w.r.t. 0011 -52 -118 -270 -263 -703 -533 -170
2121 w.r.t. 0101 -447 -695 63 -808 -1886 -1503 -384
2112 w.r.t. 0110 -74 -302 -321 -263 -959 -623 -337

 

 FOS-REF 
Structure* USA WEU DC OCD+ World CCOALITION_1 CCOALITION_2

1122 w.r.t. 1100 -169 -817 -3107 646 -3448 -986 -2462
1212 w.r.t. 1010 -103 -361 -1905 -81 -2450 -2008 -442
1221 w.r.t. 1001 -97 161 -1133 0 -1043 -97 -946
2211 w.r.t. 0011 201 -405 -1740 -139 -2083 -1879 -204
2121 w.r.t. 0101 810 -746 -2683 -236 -2856 -983 -1873
2112 w.r.t. 0110 -11 -180 -665 -87 -918 -845 -73

 

 FOS-REV 
Structure* USA WEU DC OCD+ World CCOALITION_1 CCOALITION_2

1122 w.r.t. 1100 -1003 -1119 -70 -727 -2919 -2122 -797
1212 w.r.t. 1010 -428 -235 -497 -61 -1221 -925 -296
1221 w.r.t. 1001 -813 -679 -9 -897 -2399 -1710 -689
2211 w.r.t. 0011 -109 -183 -365 -380 -1037 -746 -291
2121 w.r.t. 0101 -570 -924 -33 -1005 -2532 -1929 -604
2112 w.r.t. 0110 -178 -493 -492 -175 -1338 -985 -354

 
*  The structure of the game must be read as follows: 0 means that the corresponding region remains 

a singleton, 1 means that the corresponding region does cooperate and belongs to the coalition, 2 
means that the corresponding region does form another non-singleton coalition. E.g.: 1122 means 
that USA and WEU form a sub-coalition, and DC and OCD+ form another subcoalition. 

 
**  Negative values mean that the corresponding player is better off. In fact, cooperating players 1 are 

always better-off if ousiders for a coalition; but outsiders are not always better off when they form a 
second sub-coalition (e.g. in the A1B-REF scenario, OCD+ is better off under 1100 than under 
1122). 
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Table H.19. Variation of coalitional costs* under uni-coalition and multi-coalition structures 
(G$2000 DPV) 

 

  A1B-REF A1B-REV FOS-REF FOS-REV 
USA-WEU -0.6% -1.3% -0.9% -1.7% 
USA-DC -0.6% -0.3% -1.0% -0.5% 
USA-OCD+ 0.0% -1.1% -0.1% -1.3% 
DC-OCD+ -0.5% -0.3% -0.9% -0.4% 
WEU-OCD+ -0.5% -1.3% -0.9% -1.6% 
WEU-DC -0.3% -0.3% -0.4% -0.5% 

 
*  The variation of coalitional costs is defined as the difference between the costs of every 2 player-

coalition when outsiders form another coalition, and the costs of the same 2 player-coalition when 
outsiders play as singletons. Negative variations mean that the coalition is better off when outsiders 
form a coalition. 
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Table H.20. Stability analysis of coalitions without transfers under A1B-REF 

  Total cost (G$2000 DPV) Cum emi  (GtC)
    USA WEU DC OCD+ World 
DC defects (the remaining coalition is the Kyoto coalition)  
COOP 1111 59342 53657 147902 52353 403 
3 players (Kyoto) 1101 58772 54094 150308 51782 467 
2 players 1100 58799 54425 151769 51852 493 
2 players 1001 58712 54479 152121 51866 498 
2 players 0101 58659 54328 151326 51830 484 
NASH 0000 58711 54610 152669 51900 507 
USA defects       
COOP 1111 59342 53657 147902 52353 403 
3 players 0111 58525 54121 149620 52526 437 
2 players 0011 58610 53995 150628 52388 465 
2 players 0101 58659 54328 151326 51830 484 
2 players 0110 58668 54705 151740 51825 482 
NASH 0000 58711 54610 152669 51900 507 
OCD+ defects       
COOP 1111 59342 53657 147902 52353 403 
3 players 1110 59415 54249 150010 51816 449 
2 players 1100 58799 54425 151769 51852 493 
2 players 1010 59255 54162 151075 51831 477 
2 players 0110 58668 54705 151740 51825 482 
NASH 0000 58711 54610 152669 51900 507 
WEU defects       
COOP 1111 59342 53657 147902 52353 403 
3 players 1011 59220 53536 148983 52291 434 
2 players 1010 59255 54162 151075 51831 477 
2 players 1001 58712 54479 152121 51866 498 
2 players 0011 58610 53995 150628 52388 465 
NASH 0000 58711 54610 152669 51900 507 

 
Remarks: 
 
• Column 2 must be read as follows. The four numbers represent the four regions in the order 

USA, WEU, DC, OCD+. 1 means that the corresponding region does cooperate and belongs to 
the coalition, 0 means that the corresponding region remains a singleton.  E.g.: 1100 means that 
USA and WEU cooperate, DC and OCD+ remain as singletons. 

 
• No intermediate coalition is internally stable when the starting coalition is the grand coalition. 
 
• If the starting coalition in the Kyoto coalition (see DC defects), then the coalition 0101, i.e. 

{WEU,OCD+} is internally stable. 
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Table H.21. Stability analysis of coalitions without transfers under A1B-REV 

  Total cost (G$2000 DPV) Cum emi  (GtC)
    USA WEU DC OCD+ World 
DC defects (the remaining coalition is the Kyoto coalition)   
COOP 1111 65572 55328 133003 59351 403 
3 players (Kyoto) 1101 66716 56610 131749 60340 484 
2 players 1100 66913 56897 132248 60318 510 
2 players 1001 66912 56733 132177 60424 507 
2 players 0101 66678 56891 132192 60545 508 
NASH 0000 66969 57032 132522 60859 523 
USA defects       
COOP 1111 65572 55328 133003 59351 403 
3 players 0111 65462 55838 132866 59526 440 
2 players 0011 66158 56204 132633 59952 478 
2 players 0101 66678 56891 132192 60545 508 
2 players 0110 66278 56497 132561 59981 486 
NASH 0000 66969 57032 132522 60859 523 
OCD+ defects       
COOP 1111 65572 55328 133003 59351 403 
3 players 1110 66037 55892 132737 59081 446 
2 players 1100 66913 56897 132248 60318 510 
2 players 1010 66499 56309 132588 59797 484 
2 players 0110 66278 56497 132561 59981 486 
NASH 0000 66969 57032 132522 60859 523 
WEU defects       
COOP 1111 65572 55328 133003 59351 403 
3 players 1011 65914 55424 132748 59428 436 
2 players 1010 66499 56309 132588 59797 484 
2 players 1001 66912 56733 132177 60424 507 
2 players 0011 66158 56204 132633 59952 478 
NASH 0000 66969 57032 132522 60859 523 

 
Remarks: 
 
• See above how column 2 must be read. 
 
• DC has an incentive to deviate from the grand coalition since it is then better off whatever the 

other players decide. 
 
• The coalitions 1100 i.e. {USA,WEU} is internally stable. 
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Table H.22. Stability analysis of coalitions without transfers under FOS-REF 

 

  Total cost (G$2000 DPV) Cum emi  (GtC)
    USA WEU DC OCD+ World 
DC defects (the remaining coalition is the Kyoto coalition)  
COOP 1111 59415 53719 146992 52177 413 
3 players (Kyoto) 1101 58692 54335 150248 51467 492 
2 players 1100 58802 54764 152517 51522 533 
2 players 1001 58588 54984 153521 51566 549 
2 players 0101 58500 54804 152290 51569 527 
NASH 0000 58596 55163 154260 51671 561 
USA defects       
COOP 1111 59415 53719 146992 52177 413 
3 players 0111 58324 54474 149897 52454 468 
2 players 0011 58432 54352 151150 52307 502 
2 players 0101 58500 54804 152290 51569 527 
2 players 0110 58503 55326 153053 51653 530 
NASH 0000 58596 55163 154260 51671 561 
OCD+ defects       
COOP 1111 59415 53719 146992 52177 413 
3 players 1110 59537 54591 150198 51408 478 
2 players 1100 58802 54764 152517 51522 533 
2 players 1010 59414 54419 151511 51413 512 
2 players 0110 58503 55326 153053 51653 530 
NASH 0000 58596 55163 154260 51671 561 
WEU defects       
COOP 1111 59415 53719 146992 52177 413 
3 players 1011 59317 53598 148408 52100 452 
2 players 1010 59414 54419 151511 51413 512 
2 players 1001 58588 54984 153521 51566 549 
2 players 0011 58432 54352 151150 52307 502 
NASH 0000 58596 55163 154260 51671 561 

 
Remarks: 
 
• See above how column 2 must be read. 
 
• No intermediate coalition is internally stable when the starting coalition is the grand coalition. 
 
• If the starting coalition in the Kyoto coalition (see DC defects), then the coalition 0101, i.e. 

{WEU,OCD+} is internally stable. 
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Table H.23. Stability analysis of coalitions without transfers under FOS-REV 

 

  Total cost (G$2000 DPV) Cum emi  (GtC)
    USA WEU DC OCD+ World 
DC defects (the remaining coalition is the Kyoto coalition)   
COOP 1111 65810 55434 131700 59360 413 
3 players (Kyoto) 1101 67131 57070 130279 61004 510 
2 players 1100 67370 57472 130993 61027 544 
2 players 1001 67320 57164 130832 61219 537 
2 players 0101 67110 57411 130814 61346 539 
NASH 0000 67516 57628 131213 61349 561 
USA defects       
COOP 1111 65810 55434 131700 59360 413 
3 players 0111 65673 56088 131671 60046 458 
2 players 0011 66475 56536 131289 60681 503 
2 players 0101 67110 57411 130814 61346 539 
2 players 0110 66686 56978 131314 60497 515 
NASH 0000 67516 57628 131213 61349 561 
OCD+ defects       
COOP 1111 65810 55434 131700 59360 413 
3 players 1110 66425 56198 131512 59503 466 
2 players 1100 67370 57472 130993 61027 544 
2 players 1010 66967 56722 131278 60402 513 
2 players 0110 66686 56978 131314 60497 515 
NASH 0000 67516 57628 131213 61349 561 
WEU defects       
COOP 1111 65810 55434 131700 59360 413 
3 players 1011 66252 55531 131494 59953 452 
2 players 1010 66967 56722 131278 60402 513 
2 players 1001 67320 57164 130832 61219 537 
2 players 0011 66475 56536 131289 60681 503 
NASH 0000 67516 57628 131213 61349 561 

 
Remarks: 
 
• See above how column 2 must be read. 
 
• DC has an incentive to deviate from the grand coalition since it is then better off whatever the 

other players decide. 
 
• The coalitions 1100 i.e. {USA,WEU} is internally stable. 
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